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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is a detailed investigation int0 the Prague School 
c?nception of Functional Sentence Perspective (FSP) and ~s an attempt 
at demonstrating its relevance for the study of the structure of 
language. It is based vn a considerable corpus of material in the 
English and Czech languages, mostly from literary texts and their 
translations. The thesis consists of five chapters. 
Chapter One gives a detailed surv~y of the fundamental concepts 
of the theory, their definitions, and alternative terminology employed 
hy representatives of other linguistic schools. The basic dichotomy 
of THEME (Le. \o."HAT IS TALKED ABOUT) and RHEME (i.e. WHAT IS SAID 
ABOUT THEME) is defined in terms of such concepts as OLD (GIVEN) and 
NEW INFORMATION, COMMUNICATIVE DYNAMISM and COMMUNICATIVE IMPORTANCE, 
SUBJECTIVE and OBJECTIVE 'WORD ORDER and FIRST and SECOND INSTANCE 
SENTENCES. Further,. in this chapter attention is .paid to the status 
FSP is allocated in various models of linguistic description including 
the transformational and generative models. 
Chapter Two outlines our own framework of investigation. It is 
based on Danes's three .. ·level model of sentence description, namely 
el} grammar, (2) semantics, and (3) FSP, and on Mathes ius 's 
dis tinction between the linguistic processes of (1) naming . elements 
of extralinguistic reality, and (2) relating names syntagmatically. 
Further, we have used insights from dependency syntax (Tesniere, 
'1 Danes, Helbig _and others) and from the semantic study of the verbal 
nuc~eus (Fillmore, Halliday, Sgall, Apresjan, Mel';uk, Gak and 
others). 
Chapter Three deals with problems of word order in the two 
languages. It is demonstrated that in Czech, word order is not calle.d 
upon to discharge functions on the level of grammar and is, 
therefore, virtually free to be used for the purposes of FSP. In 
English, word order is GRAMMATICALISED (Mathesius), i.e. fixed by 
.. 
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its grammatical functions, and consequently offers little scope as a 
means of FSP. Where variation of word order is possible it is often 
connected with some changes in emphasis. In order to secure FSP 
marking English has to resort to the use of grammatical and lexical 
markers and/or to various syntactic reconstructions of the valency 
structure of the verb. Tnese methods of FSP organization are treated 
in the remaining .two chapters. 
Chapter Four looks at the role of determiners in FSP. English 
articles are found to bean important means of marking out FSP 
components, compensating for the above-mentioned rigidity in the 
linear arrangement of the English sentence. The indefinite article 
is often capable of marking a segment as RHEME regardless of its 
position in .thesentence. Similarly, the defini te article interrelates 
closely with THEME. .It is an .important means' of .referring to GIVEN 
elements and its employment in this way has .far-reaching consequences 
both. of a syntactic and a semantic nature. 
Chapter Five presents a variety of structural and semantic 
shifts in English whose aim it is to align the T-R .sequence with the 
favoured SVO arrangem~~t of sentence segments. The chapter is 
divided into two parts (A and B). The first concentrates in particular 
on the strategies whereby T is made into the surface structure subject; 
the second deals with methods ,of identifying R wi.th the right-hand 
syntactic actant of the verb. Attention is also paid to structural., 
lexical and phonetic means of marking out FSP elements outside their 
usual syntactic positions. These are in;~particular: (1) clefL- and 
s.emi~left constructions, (2) rhematizing particles, and 
(32 italicization. 
Th.e concluding remarks include some suggestions for further 
research.. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Until ve1~ recently the mainstream of linguistic theoretical thought 
was almost exclus ively oriented towards the s tudy of language 'competen ce ' 
(Chomsky 1965), i.e. the system of rules, patterns , structures , an~ 
concepts which tLTlder1ie the use of language in real-life si t'.!ations. 
In the words of Chomsky: 
"The problem for the linguist is to determine from the 
data of performance the underlying system of rules ' that has 
been master~d by the speaker-hearer and that he puts to use in 
actual performance. Hence, in the technical sense, linguistic 
theory is mentalistic, since it is concerned with discovering 
the mental reality und:r1ying actual behaviour. Observed use 
of language or hypothesized dispositions to respond, habits, 
and so on, may provide evidence as to the nature of this mental 
reality, but surely cannot constitute the actual subject matter 
of linguistics, if this is to be a serious discipline." 
(1965;4) 
The transformational-generative models of language description, 
based on the afore-mentioned premises, offer linguists many original 
and penetrating insights into the structural properties of language 
patterning. Host of them, however, whether they be syntactically or 
semantically based1 ; 
'~provide the worst possible ' basis for an attack on what Chomsky 
calls PERFORl,tIA'H::E: A language is a set of sentence-meaning 
pairs, but it is also an instrument of communication. It is 
therefore of the essence that a speaker of l anguage should 
n.ot only knm.;r the proper set of sentence-meaning pairs, but 
that he should be able effectively to translate sentences into 
meanings and meanings into sentences. He must be able to use 
his lin guistic competence and the linguist must, sooner or 
later, e)-,plain how he does this. \I 
(Kay, 1970; 115) 
The most notable failure of the. transformational-generutive 
models is seen in their i nabi lity to account for the m~ifold problems 
of the linear arrangement of the sentence. segments in accordance ,d th 
---'-
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the dynamics of the actual conditions in which an utterance is formed, 
the nature of information it carries and the communicative needs of 
the participants in the actual discourse situation. As has been pointed 
out b¥ Dane~ ,- Vachek (1964:27) and Po1dauf: 
"sets of generative and transformational rules, as formulated 
by Chomsky and his followers, seem to be able to formalize 
quite adequately only such relations as exist 1n static, 
iwmobi1e language structures .•• But a language system in 
motion .•• appears to be rather difficult to handle with the 
help of formalizing and axiomatizing ruleS .,,2 
In Slavonic languages there is relatively free word order. 
In Czech, for instance, the sentence: 
1) (SVO) Petr potka1 Jana. (Peter met John.) 
can have five alternative permutations of word order, each of which 
may occur under certain specific conditions of communication: 
la) (SOV) Petr Jana potkal. (Peter did meet John.) 
[PeterNOM JobnACC met] 
Ib) (OVS) J ana potka1 Pe tr. (John was me t by Peter.) 
[JolmACC met peterNOM
3J 
lc) (OSV) Jana Petr potkal. (John was met by Peter.) 
r~ohn ACC Pe terNOM me q 
Id} (VSO) Potka1 Petr Jana. (It so happened that Peter met John.) 
{}1et PeterNOM JohnACJ-
1e) (VOS) Potka1 Jana Petro (It so happened that John was met 
by Peter.) 
j 
Of the S1X variants there is only one which could be called UNMARKED , 
{.e. SVO, that is the order which would occur in what Admoni (1973!51) 
calls "LIle state. of syntactic tranquillityll (sostojanie sintaksice. skogo 
pokoja); this order i s determined by systemic considerations of a 
grammati,cal nature, easily describab l e by formal rules. In discussing 
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similar examples from Russian Jakobson (1963:212-213) refers to the 
other five (RECESSIVE) alternatives as "diverse emphatic shifts", 
It is clear that their occurrences cannot easily be described by 
axiomatic rules nor can they be accounted for by: statisticRl 
evidence, on which Greenberg based his research in determining the 
universal DOMINANT ORDER. They can be interpreted with ' the aid of 
those theories which will take into account the whole multiplicity 
of parameters characterizing the actual communication situations in 
which they were produced and the actual COMMl~ICATI\~ ASSIGNMENTS 
they are meant to fulfil6 " 
Suitable for this purpose are theoretical concepts borrowed 
from the mathematical theory of communication, or as it is often 
7 
called, information theory. A simplified and lucid schema of the 
communication model applied for linguistic research was put forward -
in Jakobson (1960:353): 
CONTEXT 
MESSAGE 
ADDRESSER ------,....-------.- . .,..".. . .,.. .... -------------.,...----... ADDRE SSEE 
CONTACT 
CODE 
"The ADDRESSeR sends a MESSAGE to the ADDRESSEE, 
the message requi~es a CONTEXT referred to ••• s 
To be operative 
seizable by the 
addressee, and either verbal or capable of being verbalized; 
a CODE fully, or at least partia~ly, common to the addresser and 
addressee; and finally, a CONTACT, a physical channel &ld 
psychological connection between the addresser and the addressee, 
• ., • 11 8 
enab hug them both to stay l.U commwl. catl.on, 
The fun.damenta1 purpose of cODmlunication is transference of 
information. The addresser sends a piece of information to the 
9 
addressee in order to modify his knowledge of the world That means 
that each cODmlwication ~~it (sentence) will atteIDft to impart 
a piece of new information which in turn will have to be based on 
. 
. 
.......... 
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some p~eces of information common to both participants ~n the discourse. 
The dichotomy of WHAT IS SPOKEN ABOUT and WHAT IS SAID ABOUT IT or of 
OLD and NEM information appears to be of crucial importance for the 
treatment of the linear organization of the sentence. 
The relevance of the opposition, based on the relative 
INFORMATIONAL WEIGHT of items of the sentence, for the onderstanding 
of linguistic patterning, was realized more than a century ago by 
the French classical scholar Henri \\leil, whose monograph "De 1 'ordre 
10 des mots dans les langues anciennes comparees aux langues modernes" , 
published in 1844, can be considered a pioneer work in this field. 
His theory found further development in the works of linguists grouped 
around "Zeitschrift fur Volkerpsychologie", in particular 
" G. v. d. Gabelentz, H. Paul, B. Delbruck and H. Steinthal. The 
methodology of this school of linguistic thought was, however, 
heavily slanted towards the psychological aspects of the problem, 
a fact which was also reflected in their conceptual framework. 
It is generally agreed that the theory was placed on a truly linguistic 
footing by the founder of the Prague Linguistic School, V. Mathesius, 
in the early decades of this century. His approach of ACTUAL 
( "" v J' V ') SENTENCE DIVISION aktualn~ clenen~ vetne is based on a consistent 
correlation between the behaviour of the communicative units, i.e. 
;FOUNDATION and NUCLEUS (zaklad-jadrot or later THEME-RHEt-1E (tema-re'ma), 
and the syntactic structure of the sentence, having constant regard 
to other factors of the communicational situation, in particular the 
CONTRXT &ld the PARTICIPANTS in the discourse. 
"Pozoruje~2-li r~zne' vipovedi, vidime v:lce nebo men~ jasne, ze se 
ak ' ,. ." 'd 1 ., kl;d' , d y,,, J d II " t ove vypoved~ prav~ e ne s "a aJ ~ ze 'lOU cast~, e na cast 
. v ..... ., .'" k "I VYJadruje neco, co Je dano kontextem nebo co Je nasnade , z ratta, 
v ., , , V" ""'. , "., to, 0 cern se neco vypov~da. Tuto cast nazyvame zakladem vypoved~. 
Druha cast je ta, ktera obsahuje to, co noveho uvad.fme , co se 
o ne~em vypov{da - tu nazyvame jadro vfpovldi. Obycrejne na prvem 
• 
I 
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m{s te ve v~ te s tava zaklad vfpov~di' a na druhem j adro vYpovldi, 
t.j. postupuje se od toho, co je znamo, k tomu, co teprve znamym 
~in1me. To je porad, ktery tu nazyvame objektivn1, nebot je to 
porad, kdy mluv:lc1 dba na posluchaC'e. Opa;'ny porad je subjektivn1, 
kdy napred stOj1 jadro vfpovedi a pak teprve jej{ zaklad. Tento 
potad se vyskytuje v normaln1 ~e~i jen v afektu a mluv~1 pri nem 
,., v, V """ " ~ • d b l v • y. v ; nedba na posluchace, nybrz zac~na t~m, co je neJ u ez~teJs~ pro 
neho s ameho •.. 1\ 
(Mathesius, 1961:183)11 
Comparing Czech and English, Mathesius observes that the two 
language systems employ different grammatical devices to comply with 
the needs of the SENTENCE PERSPECTIVE (Satzperspektive) 12. Czech, with 
its rich system of inflection, offers an almost unlimited scope of 
word order variations; English, on the other hand, whose word . order 
is largely fixed, uses other devices, such as articles, the passive, 
cleft sentences, etc • . Thus in sentence 1 (SVO): 
Petr potkal Jana. (Peter roet John.) 
the rOUNDATION would most probably be the subject (Petr) while the 
rest of the sentence (VO - potkal Jana) will represent the NUCLEUS. 
We might paraphrase by 'As regards Peter' (fo~dation) 'he met John' 
13 (nucleus) • The sequence OVS in the Czech sentence lb: 
Jana potkal Petr 
\ . 
will be chosen when we want to express somethi~g like 'As regards John' 
(foundation) 'he was met by Peter' (nucleus). Since both languages 
have a strong tendency to start \-lith- the foundation and shift the 
most important piece of information towards the end, they reorganize 
the elements of the sentence: in Czech by a simple change of the 
word order; in English by syntactic means, i.e. in this particular 
case by the use of the passive voice (John was met by Peter). 
J?urthe.r on ~Te will treat Mathes ius ! vievls in greater de t ail; 
at this stage we only ,qish to exemplify the ~1ay he integrat(~d the 
concepts of the INFOB11ATION-BEARlNG STRUCTUP£l4 of the utterance into 
.-.-.\.-. _ ..... _......q ..... _ ... ~..-............ .... ~~ 
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the description of the la..Tlguage sys tern. He thus laid the foundations 
for the development of what we might call in the words of Kay 
(1970:126) a MODEL OF PERFORK~CE-ORIENTED COMPE TENCE, a model 
referred to · mostly as the THEORY OF FUNCTIONAL SENTENCE PERSPECTIVE 
(FSP) (see Chapter 1, p.13). His work was further developed in a very 
fruitful manner by a younger generation of Prague SchoQl linguists 
in the last two decades or so (in particular Firbas, Dane:, Sgall, 
v 
Benes and Svoboda, as well as others), and this represents one of 
the most significant developments of the post-war work of the 
15 Prague School Their work found many followers in the Soviet Union 
(Raspopov, Kovtunova, Nikolajeva, Lapteva, Kotelova; and on a 
somewhat different basis Panfilov and Pumpj anskij) and in Germany 
(Boost, Buttke). In Anglo-Saxon linguistics it was until very 
recently either ignored or sometimes downright dismissed as 
. 'f' 16 unsCI.entI. I.C • But in the last five years or so the phenomenon of 
fSP has been generally accepted as one of the most important aspects 
of the. study of language, as one of the universals 17 of language, 
and most students of the semantic structure of language take it into 
account in their models 18• 
The fact that FSP received so much attention in Slavonic 
languages is perhaps not surpnHng. With their pliable 'vord order 
they are much more transparent for the observation of the correlation 
between the information-bearing structure and the formal structure of 
the sentence. 19 Analytical languages like English are more opaque 
in t h is respect and certain mechani sms which the language employs 
for ;FSP are much more readily seen i n contrasting it with other 
languages. In their work s Mathes i us and his followers have ~ lready 
postulated many valuable insights into ;r' sP in English, In this 
thesis we will try to further develop the cont r astive ap proach to 
the study of FSP in these two languages, with par ticular f ocus ou 
/ 
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the manifestations of the information-bearing structure on the various 
levels of linguistic patterning. The aim will essentially be threefold: 
1) to verify the theoretical insights of the Pr.ague School 
linguists on a substantially wider corpus; 
2) to broaden the framework of investigation employing 
the concepts of contemporary semantic th~ught; and 
3) to show the relevanc~ of FSP studies for the theory of trans-
lation (paying particular attention to translation between 
Czech and English). 
FSP highlights differences in the informational value of 
sentence members and in this way it contributes to the overall 
meaning of the sentence. With Leech(1974) we will refer to this 
aspect of sentence meaning as THEMATIC MEANING20 (p.22). 
Sentences (la) and (lb) and their English co~nterparts,i.e. 
lal Peter met John 
lb l John was met by Peter 
have the same conceptual content but they differ in that they refer 
to different communicative situations. 
As is suggested in the title of this thesis, one of the pri.l-
ciple objectives of our research will be to describe the means used 
by different languages for rendering THEMATIC MEANING. The methodology 
used will be . that of ANALYTICAL COMPARISON introduced by Mathesius 
and further developed by Firbas and his students. The basis of 
the methodology consists in "comparison of languages of different 
types without any regard to their genetic relations" (Mathes ius 
1936:306). 
Our exemplification material has been obtained from a detailed 
sentence-·by-sentence analysis of some 5000 pages of literary texts 
and their translations;of these, original English materials constitute 
---"-- - ........ _ .... -
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approximately 3000 pages and original Czech materials about 2000 pages. 
;Further examples were dra~m from everyday conversation and from the 
press, radio and TV, as well as from grammars and other scholarly works 
on the subject. 
The thesis will consist of five chapters. The first will give 
a comprehensive account of the FSP terminology used by various schools 
of linguistic thought and the place these sch.ools c?ssign to th.is theory 
' in their grammars. 
Chapter Two will outline the descriptive framework which we in-
tend to use for the purposes of this work. 
The remaining three chapters will constitute the core of the 
thesis. They will present the results of our contrastive investigation. 
In view of the fact that the languages under investigation are of 
different typological origins, the presentation will of necessity 
he somewhat asymmetrical. The situation in Czech was chosen as 
our starting point; the reasons for this were mentioned earlier, 
i.e. the fact that Czech shows a great deal of consistency in correlat-
ing differences in FSP with differences in word order. Chapter Three 
will therefore be devoted to a detailed description of Czech word 
order.In the last two chapters we will try to show the strategies 
-
used in English to discharge the same functions. Chapter Four will 
concentrate on the relationship _ between the use of determiners and 
;FSP while Chapter Five will present a detailed account of the various 
syntactico-semantic shifts used in English for this purpose. In the 
concluding remarks we hope to offer some recommendations as to 
how our investigation may be use'ful for translating and language 
teaching as well as some suggestions for further research . 
'. 
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Notes 
1. , Syntactical~y based models (e.g. that of Chomsky 1 s Aspects ••• ) 
have a Bf$E COMPONENT which characte~izes a set of BASE 
P-MARKERS; each of the P-MARKERS is transl,ated into p SEMANTIC 
INTERPRETATION by a SEMANTIC COMPONENT and into a surface form 
by TRANSFORMATIONAL AND PHONOLOGICAL COMPONENTS. 'The generative 
semantic alternative (e.g. the models of McCawley, Ross and 
Lakoff) is based on the assumption that the BASE COMPONENT is 
SEMANTIC; the BASE P-MARKERS are then semantic interpretations 
which are translated into sentences by transformational and 
phonological components (cf. Leech, 1974:326ff). 
2. The quotation is a paraphrase of views expressed by I. Po1dauf 
(1962: 103ff) . 
3. Throughout this study brackets will be used for literal, 
morphemic translations of Czech or Russian examples; parentheses, 
on the other hand, will be employed for the high-probability 
English correspondences. 
4. permutations ~ and 1emight be used at the beginning of a 
narrative or for stylistic effect. The English (written) 
equivalents render their meaning only approximately. 
5. Greenberg (1963:'61) refers to this neutral unmarked sequence 
as OOMINANT ORDER. 
6. For a more exhaustive treatment of the interrelation of word 
order and FSP in the two languages, see Chapter 3 of this work. 
7. Cf. Raoul N. Smith, Probabilistic Performance Models o~ Language, 
The Hague, Mouton, 1973, p.23. 
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8. These six factors of verbal communication correspond to the 
following six bas i c functions: 
EMOTIVE 
REFERENTIAL 
POETIC 
PRATIC 
METALINGUAL 
CONATIVE 
This is an elaboration on K. B~h1er's ideas put forward in 
his Sp:rachtheorie (1934). His model is triangular, the three 
apexes being ADDRESSER (Sender) ~ ADDRESSEE (Empfanger) and 
.. 
SITUATION (GEGENSTANDE UND SACHVERHALT), and the respective 
ftnl.ctiolls being AUSDRUCK - APPELL - DARSTELLUNG (EMOTIVE -
CONATIVE - REFERENTIAL). 
9. Cf. Ha1dur Oim (1971: 363) : " predicative structures should 
be treated as instructions for the hearer to modify his 
knowledge of the world in definite points and in definite ways.". 
10. An English translation, "The Order of Words in the Ancient 
Languag~s Compared with that of Modern Languages", appeared 
in Boston in 1879 . 
11. English t.rans 1ation: "When we observe various utterances we 
can more or less clearly see that they are regularly composed 
of two parts. One of them expresses something which is given 
by the context or which is obvious, in short WHAT IS TALKED ABOUT. 
We refer to this part as the FOUNDATION of the utterance. The 
other contains the new information, i.e. that WHICH IS TOLD ABOUT 
SOMETHING and it is called the NUCLEUS OF THE UTTERANCE. In the 
sentence it is usual to put the foundation first and only then 
the NUCLEUS, i.e. to proceed from what is already known to what 
we are making known. Such a sequence is cal1~d OBJECTly~, a 
sequence where the speaker heeds the hearer. The reverse order 
is SUBJECTU1E... This sequence is used when the speaker does 
11-
not take the hearer into account but starts the discourse by 
"lhat is important for himself. •• ". 
12. See in his German language article "Zur Satzpen:pektive ::..m 
modenlen Englis ch" (1929: 200) • 
J3. The methodology for determining FOUNDATION and NUCLEUS will be 
dealt with in greater detail in Chapter 1. 
14. Paul Garvin's term (1963:502). 
, 
15. In his assessment of the Prague School P. Garvin writes: 
"One of the best examples of the development of the functional 
approach to language by Mathesius and his followers is their 
work on "functional sentence perspective"." (Garvin, 1963:502ff). 
16. Cf. N.H. Francis' "Review of Brno Studies in English No.4": 
" Until a more solid theoretical foundation is built and a 
more rigorous method developed, these studies by Firbas and 
his students must be regarded as rather impressionistic ventures 
into stylistics, marked by a good deal of arbitrary statement." 
(Language, 42:149). 
17. Cf. Halliday (1974: 44): "I will assume here that FSP is a 
universal phenomenon .•. I do not think we need to take ve17 
seriously the notion that there are languages without FSP; ::..n 
fact I would define FSP in such a way that this would be a 
theoretical impossibility - a semiotic system without FSP would 
not be a language.". 
18. Paraphrasing G.N. Green (1972) Bene;ova and Sgall (1973:29) 
remark (not entirely without bitterness) that "now not only 
such lir~guists, perhaps not well knOiffi in the US, as Mathesius, 
Dokulil, Dalles, Firbas, but also Chomsky, Lakcff, and Kuno are 
willing to d:i.rty their hands with the TCA, Functional sentence 
perspective or the dichotomy of presupposition and focus (or 
l-!hatever terms they have chosen).". 
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19. Paul Garvin's term (1963:502). The opaqueness of English 
as regards FSP led Mathesius to his controversial stat ement 
about the INSUSCEPTIBILITY (necitlivost) of English to 
the requir ements of FSP (Mathesius 1942:181 and elsewhere); 
on .the basis of his investigations Firbas later corrected this 
pronouncement showing the multiplicity of compensatory means 
of a syntactic and semantic nature which are at work for that 
purpose in the. granunatical sys tem of English (e. g. Firbas 
1964b: 113) • 
20. Leech defines THEMATIC MEANING as ""That is communicated 
by the way in which a speaker or writer organizes the message, 
in terms of ordering, focus and emphasis" (1974:22) . 
/ 
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CllAPTER ONE 
Fun c t 1 0 n a 1 Sen ten c e Per s pee t i v e -
The 0 r y - and Concepts 
1. The Theory 
At its present stage of development FSP is no watertight, dogmatically 
closed theory; being a relatively new concept for the linguistic world 
at large, it is still in a state of flux. There is a vast multiplicity 
of approaches and, consequently, a large variety of terminology. In 
the present chapter we will consider the main terms as they were and 
d · h "I bl I" h b" 1 are use 1n t e ava1 a e 1terature on t e su Ject • 
As we have already said, in Prague School English language 
publications the most commonly used name for the theory is FUNCTIONAL 
2 , .... v v .... ;' 
SENTENCE PERSPECTIVE , the Czech counterpart being AKTUALNI CLENENI VETNE 
(actual sentence division);. the English term has been brought into 
... 3 
wide circulation in particular by Firbas and his -students (F. Danes, 
A. Svoboda, E. Benes, E. GOlkova, and others) and has found its place 
in the works of many English and American linguists, in particlllar 
4 Kuno (1972), Kirkwood (1969, 1970), some of Halliday's works, and 
Azevedo (1973). On the whole, however, Anglo-American scholars prefer 
, 5 ( "" Hockett s TOPIC-COMMENT STRUCTURE Leech, Keenan, G1von, L1, 
S. Thompson~ Chafe, a~d many others). Russian linguists in the ma1n 
use the Russian version of the original Czech term, i.e. AKTUAL'NOJE 
v .., 
CLENENlJE PREDLOZENIJA (actual division of the sentence); the most 
prominent scholars working with this concept are Raspopov, Krusel'nickaja, 
Gak, Nikolajeva, and Admoni. From a~ong many others, the most notable 
.., 
alternative term belongs to Panfilov (1968) - LOGIKO-SINL'\KSlCESKIJ 
... 
UROVEN' PREDLOZENIJA (the logico-grammatical- level of the sentence). 
German scholars mos tly refer to the concept as FUNKTIONELLE SATZPERSPEKTlVE 
(e.g. Dressler and Buttke), or THEMA-RHEMP. GLIEDERL~G (Boost)6. 
14 - , 
Let us now consider some definitions of the concept of FSP: 
"By FSP ••• ~ile understand . the arrangement of sentence elements 
as it is viewed in the light of the actual situation, i.e. 
in fact, in the light of the context, both verbal and situational." 
(Firbas, 1959a:39) 
"Aktua1'noje c1enenije pred10zenija - eto organizac~Ja 
predlozenija v ce1jach peredaci aktua1'noj informacii." 7 
(Adamec, 1966:19) 
"Aktua1n:l vetne c1enen{ preds tavuje modifikaci vecne informace 
dane 1exika1n:lm obsazen{m vetneho vzorce, a to v zavis10sti 
k .. ..., ,"', 8 """ na ons~tuac~ a pod1e sde1neho zameru m1uvc~ho. 
(Bauer, Grep1, 1970:155)9 
As we . can see, the fundamental problem tackled by FSP is the 
arrangement of certain units of information in keeping with the 
concrete parameters of a discourse situation. The information 
appears to be essenti.'al1y of two kinds; firstly, that which refers 
to the relevant segment of reality described (MATERIAL INFORMATION), 
and secondly, that which tells us about the relative importance of 
the individual units of material information in a concrete act of 
communication (ACTUAL INFORMATION); the former ~s NOMINATIVE 
(pertaining to ONOMATOLOGY), the latter can be called COMMUNICATIVE. 
~SP is connected with a quantitative apportioning of material 
information in such a way as to prevent either overburdening of 
the communication channel (which would result in decreased understanding 
by the addressee) or the unnecessary introduction of redundant pieces 
of information (which would be uneconomica1)1Q In the \<lords of 
I.~. Yardul' (1967), "aktualizacija est' tak skazat' kommunikativ.::lcija 
nominativnych sredstv jazyka" (p.121) 11, 
FSP, evidently, re lates closely with the structuring of human 
thought, and the analogy between the ordering of segments of thought 
and of their linguistic representation has not failed t o gain the 
'I 
I 
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attention of most researchers in this field starting with \Veil 
and continuing up to the present time 12 • 
The most recent insights of this kind are those of l-1.L. Chafe 
(1974, 1976); in these studies he correlates FSP with the study of 
consciousness, deep and surface memory, egocentrism, empathy and 
the like. To characterize the phenomenon of the arrangement of 
information in the sentence he draws a useful analogy with alternative 
ways of PACKAGING the same set of items. Some of the items are 
given the PACKAGING STATUS of OLD INFORMATION, others that of 
NEW INFORMATION (Chafe, 1976:54). 
The theory of FSP is drawing our attention to the fact that 
linguistic research should not satisfy itself with the study of 
linguistic elements and their combinations; if 'ole want to satisfactorily 
understand the functioning of language we must also concern ourselves 
with the DIRECTION in which elements of lm1guage interrelate. 
A.I. Smirnitskij (1957:67) brings this aspect into relief using an 
example from mathematics: 
2} A > B 
3} B < A 
In both cases we have a relationship of inequality in which entity f. 
is bigger than entity B, but the direction in which entity A is related 
to entity B is different; the different LINEAR GEOMETRY1.3 of the two 
re£lects two different communicational situations. 
If we view predicative nexus as si~1s for a portion of 
material reality, we may say that both (2) and (3) have the same 
DENOTATIVE meaning but that they haye two different senses. In the 
final analysis rsp is concernp-d with the study of the paradigms of 
senses14 • 
• c ~-_ 
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2. THEME - RHEME 
In the Introduction we have already mentioned the fact that in the 
sentence we distinguish between two basic types of INFORMATION CENTRES, 
roughly between WHAT IS SPOKEN ABOUT and w1lAT IS SAID ABOUT IT. When 
referring to these concepts linguistic literature displays the same 
terminological promiscuity as was demonstrated in the case of the 
term for the theory as a whole. Let us consider some of the most 
commonly used terms: 
English: THEME-RHEME (J. Firbas, F. Dane~, E. Golkov~, A. Svoboda, . 
v E. Benes, H.W. Kirkwood, M.A.K. Halliday); TOPIC-COMMENT (Ch.F. Hockett, 
.. 
Ch.N. Li, O. Dahl, P. Sgall, E. Hajicova); GIVEN-NEW (H.L. Chafe, 
M.A.K. Halliday); PRESUPPOSITION-FOCUS (N. Chomsky, R. S. Jackendoff); 
Czech.: zAKLAD (foundation) alternately \'dth vYCHODISrE or vYCHODISKO 
' . , (point of departure); JADRO (nucleus) - most Prague School scholars, 
in particular V. Mathesius; 
Russian: TEMA-REMA (L.A. C ernjachovskaj a, I. I. Kovtunova, A.B. Klenina); 
DANNOE-NOVOE .(given-new) - K.D. Kruse lnickaja; OSNOVA-JADRO (foundation-
nucleus) - P. Adamec; OSNOVA-PREDICIRUJEMAJA CAST' (foundation-
v y v~ 
predicated part) - V. Raspopov; PSICHOLOGICESKOJE PODLEZASCEJE-
.." 
PSICHOLOGICESKOJE SKAZUJE.MOJE (psychological subject-psychological 
.." V v V v 
predicate) - V.G. AdIDoni; LEKSICESKOJE PODLEZASCEJE-LEKSICESKOJE 
SKAZUJEMOJE (lexical subjeGt-lexica! predicate) - A.I. Smirnickij; 
v v 
LOGIKO-GRAMMATICESKIJ SUBJEKT-LOGIKO-GRru~TICESKIJ PREDIKAT (logico-
grammatical subject-logico-grammatical predicate) - A.L. Pumpjanskij, 
v.Z. Panfilov; 
German: THEl1A-RHEMA (K. Boos t, K. Buttke); PSYCHOLOGISCHES SUBJEKT-
.. 
PSYCHOLOGISCHES PRADIKAT (G. v. d. Gabelentz, H. Steinthal, and many 
oth.ers); ARGUMENT-FUNKTION (~.W. Schaller); 
;French.: LE POINT DE DEPART-LE BUT DU DISCOURS (H. Weil); nmME-PROPOS 
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(A.W. de Groot); BASE-TERM D'ABOUTISSEMENT (A. Sechehaye). 
Let us now look at the two members of the dichotomy separately. 
2.1 THEME 
The theme (T) is usually identified with something KNOWN, GIVEN or 
DERIVABLE FROM THE PRECEDING DISCOURSE (Halliday, 1967 :5); however, 
the individual terms are sometimes used rather idiosyncratically. 
Let us therefore analyze the concept in greater detail. 
Since the time of Mathesius, Prague School linguists have 
distinguished between two different aspects of FSP, i.e. (a) the 
arrangement of the content structure of the sentence, and (b) its 
.., 
connection with the context (cf. E. Benes, 1968:267). This distinction 
is reflected Ln two fundamentally different conceptions of the THEME. 
TQe first is TOPICAL -in the narrow sense of the word; it refers to 
'~hat is spoken about' and doe~ not necessarily have to be 'aerivable 
from the context'; the second can be called CONTEXTUAL, i.e. it 
refers to a piece of information >-lhich has in some form or oth.:\r been 
mentioned before or relates to the particular situation in which the 
discourse is conducted 15 • 
Tfle distinction underlies the difference between the themes 
of CONTEXTUALLY DEPENDENT and CONTEXTUALLY llIDEPENDENT sentences. In 
the following piece of discuurse 
4) I spoke to Peter yesterday. He LS getting married soon. 
R T 
the element 'he' is related to Peter and cannot be understood without 
reference to the context. But, on the other hand, when a conversation 
between two individuals, having a common friend by the name of Peter, 
is introduced by the sentence 
5) Peter is getting marr ied soon. 
T R 
there l.S no way of derivin.g t he element 'Peter' from the context or 
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even from the .physical setting (SITUATION) of the discourse. 'Peter' 
is the element 'talked about'; it can serve as a theme because it is 
KNOWN to both participants in the discourse. With Firbas (1964a) we 
can say that in this case the speaker and the hearer "dra~., from the 
16 
STORES OF COMMON KNCY.vLEDGE" 
The fundamental criterion for assigning an elemen t t he status 
of T is whether or not the element is GIVEN (by the context) or KNOWN 
(Le. given by the stock of shared knowledge). However, some linguists 
tie the assignment of THEME with the position of an element in the 
sentence. The most notable in this respect are F. Travn1cek, K. Boost, 
and M.A.K. Halliday. 
Travn[cek (1962 and elsewhere) challenges Mathesius's notion 
of the T as "that which is known or at least obvious in the given 
situation and from which the speaker proceeds" in his discourse 
(Mathes ius , 1947:234) 17. He defines the T as "t;he _sentence element 
that links up directly with the object of thought, proceeds from it 
and opens the sentence thereby" (166). Halliday's understanding of 
the T is along the same lines. In his article "The Plac.e of FSP 1n 
Linguistic Description" (1974) he states explicitly: "I myself take 
"theme" in Travn[cek' s sense: it is the FSP element that is realized 
by first position, a~d has nothing to do with previous mention" (53). 
A similar conception of the T is expounded in Boost (1955)18. 
Halliday contrasts the dichotomy of THEME-RHEME with that of 
GLVEN and NEW. The former belongs to the sphere of structural 
relations called THEMATIZATION, i.e.: 
"the organization of the message into theme and non-theme, or 
theme and rheme. Here the constituent is the clause, and the 
element se l e cted by the speaker as theme is assi gned first 
position in the sequence." 
(1967 :9) 
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The dichotomy of "GIVEN-NEW" belongs to a different sphere of his 
system networks, that of INFORMATION (discourse organization). 
lithe terms 'given' and 'new' are to be interpreted not as 
'previously mentioned' and 'not previously mentioned' but as 
'assigned', or 'not assigned' by the speaker the status of being 
derivable from the preceding discourse (5) ••• The difference 
between GIVEN and THEME is that between "what you were talking 
about" (GIVEN) and "what I am talking about" (THEME)." 
(p.9) 
Apart from that Halliday distinguishes still another dichotomy, 1.e. 
that of KNOWN and UNKNOWN as elements of the system of IDENTIFICATION; 
this system refers: 
"to the set of choices whereby a clause in English is matched 
by a group of agnate clauses of the 'equative' type; thus to 
John broke the window are related what John broke was the window, 
the one who broke the window was John, etc." 
{p .12) 
From what has been said it 1S evident that there is a need to 
distinguish between the THEME (in the broader sense) and GIVEN 
19 QKNOWN} ; the T mayor may not have the feature GIVEN. It is true 
to say, however, that particularly in written texts most themes 
" 20 f h d' represent the 1nformat1on RECOVERABLE rom t e prece 1ng context. 
But let us stress t~at the notion of GlVENNESS does not mean a simple 
and straightforward transference of a segment from the preceding 
-
context or a simple naming of objects from the particular situation. 
Depending on the type of text, GIVENNESS operates on the basis of 
synt2ctico-semantic mechanisms of varying degrees of sophistication. 
Let us mention some of them. 
a) Pronominalization: 
6) Arthur Rowe came along the railings, hesitatingly, like an 
intruder. He was a tall stooping man. 
(GG 12) 
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b) Repetition: 
7) New developing nations are as much in search of their past 
as of their future. 
The search for the future is for viability and aptitude, 
(The Guardian, 23.2.1977) 
The repetition of a nominal element can be accompanied by a 
change of article (GIVEN is always definite). 
8) The chlorination of methane, gives a mixture of products ••• 
The mixture can be separated by fractional distillation. 
c) Use of synonyms on various levels of genericness (hyponymy and 
hyperonymy) and the like: 
9) Here and there robins sang across the stones .•• The only 
other living creature there seemed to Lawford to be his 
own ••• self. 
(WM 9) 
d) Use of linguistic units on the basis of associations and 
implications 21: 
10) There was not a breath to breathe in this crisp, pale 
sunshine ••• The shadows lay like wings everlastingly folded. 
(WM 14) 
The situation described in the first sentence of (10) brings to 
mind a whole set of presuppositipns 22; the mention of the sunshine 
implies the existence of light, heat, shadows and possibly many 
other related phenomena such as perspiring, difficulty in 
breathing, dazzled eyes, etc. In this case the GIVENNESS operates 
on the p:::-esupposition of the e.xi'stence of shadows; equally all 
the oth.er mentioned presuppositions and the lexical families 
relating to them could have been chosen to further develop the 
narrative, either explicitly or metaphorically. 
. 
-~-
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The close relationship of the GIVEN with the concept of 
presuppositions · led Chomsky and his students to identify the term 
PRESUPPOSITION ",ith Firbas's THEBE (e.g. Chomsky: 1972). P. Sgall 
(1975:303ff) criticizes this use of the con.cept as mislea.ding; he 
particularly singles out the fact that dl0msky disregards " the 
distinction between the TOPICAL and CONTEXTUAL understrulding of 
the term (305). 
To sum up, we define THE}lli as that portion of the utterance 
which is recoverable from the context and the situation or those 
elements which are activated from the stock of shared knowledge to 
serve as the point of departure for the ordering of information in 
the sentence. 
A simple diagnostic procedure for the identification of THEME 
is a paraphrase \~i th a number of THEI1ATIZING constructions; in English 
they are introduced, for example by 'as regards', 'as far ns •.. is 
. 23 
concerned', 'as for', 'speaking of', and many others . Thus in the 
sentence: 
11) 
b) T 1/ R 
c) T ill R 
we employ the following paraphrases~ 
a) As regards John., he travels . to Brighton every \veek. 
b) *As regards John's travelling, it is to Brighton and it occurs 
every week. 
c) *As regards John's travelling to Brighton, it occurs every ,vef:! k 
(. •. once every '<leek) , 
There may of course be other communicative Jeadings in accordan ce 
with the respective COMMUNICATIVE ASSIQ{}lliNTS and the context and 
situation. 
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Most languages also employ some overt markers to single out 
the individual communicative elements24 ; in English, typically, it 
is the definite article, but other elements are also intrinsically 
predisposed to function as thematic, e.g. personal, possessive, 
demonstrative and reflexive pronouns. This aspect will be treated 
in greater detail in Chapter 4. 
2.2 RHEME 
The RHEME (R) designates that portion of the utterance which is 
usually identified with NEW information. Since it is assumed that 
the main function of interchanging linguistic tokens is to impart 
new information, R·represents the very 'raison d'~tre' of an 
utterance. The definition of the concept by reference to NEW 
information is nearly as misleading as the identification of the 
T with GIVEN information. NEWNESS is a very rel-atl.ve concept. 
As pointed out by Chafe (1974: 112), the term NEW tends to suggest 
that new information is entering the addressee's mind for the very 
first time - that it is "brand new". According to him the only 
relevant consideration is whether or not the material is, at the 
time of the utterance, assumed to be in the addressee's consciousness. 
Simi1arly~ r. Sga11 (e.g. 1972) and Dane; (1974 and elsewhere) point 
out that the distinction between T and R is autonomous aad cannot 
be derived from the distinction between GIVEN and NEW; numerous 
examples show that NEW can be T as well as R in accordance with the 
communicative intention it is to fulfil. In Firbas's example: 
12) A girl broke a vase 
T R 
'a girl' is presented as T although it brings ne~'l information25 . 
Analogically, examples are adduced which show that R can bring OLD 
information \vhich, in the words of llal1iday (1967: 8) "is not 
, 
, 
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presented as derivable from the preceding discourse ll • Let us 
consider the following piece of discourse: 
13) The small ceiling bulb revealed Margaret's slight form 
T R 
·still sunk in the seat. 
(J\.;r, S 31) 
Both the T and R are recoverable from the preceding context. 
The light is a feature of the situation and Margaret is one of the 
two main protagonis ts of the story, menticncd innumerab Ie times 
before. What is new, however, is the different connection between 
the two blocks of given information; metaphorically we may call it 
a 'new route through the situation'. Bearing this ~n mind, Dane: 
(1974) distinguishes between two different aspects of the property 
of newness, i.e. (1) ·NEW in the sense of 'not mentioned in the 
preceding context', and (2) in the sense 'relate-d a-s R· to a T to 
which it has not yet been related'. In the former case the property 
of newness is assigned to the expression itself, while in the latter 
26 
it is the T-R nexus that appears as new (cf~~lll) 
Another influential concept relevant for the description of 
the communicative structure of the sentence in general and for the 
27 
definition of R in particular is that of COMMUNIC\TlVE DYNAMISM 
This concept has been deveioped, on the basis of Mathesius's ideas, 
by J. ~irbas (in particular 1971 and elsewhere): 
liThe concept of connnunicative dynamism is based on the fact 
that linguistic connnunication is not a static, but a dynamic 
phenomenon. By CD I understand a property of commanication, 
displayed in the course of the development of the information 
to be conveyed and consisting in advancing this developreent. 
·By the Gegree or amoant of CD carried by a linguistic element, 
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I understffild the relative extent to which the element contributes 
to the connnunication, to which, as it were, it 'pushes the 
COinmunication forward'." 
(1971: 136-7) 
CO}w.ruNICATlVE DYNAMISM (CD) is sometimes confused with the 
term COMMUNICATIVE IMPORTANCE (Cl) 28. This concept goes back to 
Travn:ltek and his theory of DEGREES OF CI (stupne sdelne zavaznos ti 
cf. Mathesius, 1947:335££). The difference between the two concepts 
can be viewed as the difference between the dynamic and static 
informative weight of sentence segments. CI reflects the static 
distribution of the connnunicative weight of the individual sentence 
segments as they are in the basic unmarked positions; CD adds (to 
this static distribution) considerations of context and situation. 
Let us demonstrate the difference on the following Czech sentence: 
14) Petr dal Marii kvetiny. 
[PeterNOM gave MarYDAT flowersACCJ 
I.n a contextually unbound utterance this ,,,ould be the most normal 
order. The normal distribution of informative weight is that NNOM 
(sem. AGENT) is the most TOPICWORTHY (cf. Note 25) element and is 
assigned the status of T which is, from the informational poi~t of 
view, the least weighty member of an utterance; NDAT (indirect 
object) is weightier -and NACC (direct 0) is the most ,,,eighty member, 
tQe RHEME. If this order ~s used in the context, e.g. as an answer 
to the question: 
l4a) Co dal Petr Marii? (What did Peter give Hary?) 
then the CD and CI "lOuld coincide; but in the marked arr.:mgcment of: 
14b) Kvetiny dal }furii Petro 
[Flowers ACe gave HarYDAT peter~WW] 
(The flowers were given to Mary by Peter.) 
which might be said in answer to the question: 
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14c) Kdo dal Marii kv~tiny? 
(Who gave Mary the floH'ers?) 
there is a marked disagreement between CD and CI. This problem will 
be treated more thoroughly in Chapter 3. 
The arrangement of sentence elements according to CI thus gives 
us a ~1&UTRAL or BASIC DISTRIBUTION OF CD (cf. Firbas, 1968). 
The process in which a normally weightier (in terms of CI) 
element is assigned the position of T is referred to as THEMATIZATION 29 ; 
the opposite process, whereby the less RHEMEHORTHY elements become 
RHEMES in accordance with the particular COMMUNICATIVE ASSIGNMENT30 , 
may be called RHEMATIZATION. In the former instance the elements 
are~ as it were, dedynamized, while in the latter they acquire a 
higher dynamic charge. 
Employing the concept of CD we may define R as that element 
of the sentence which carries the highest degree of CD. It is a 
focal point of the sentence (Chomsky actually refers to it as FOCUS); 
in spoken language it carries the TONIC (or NUCLEUS) 31 . When 
observing concrete utterances in terms of CD we cannot fail to 
perceive that it is very rare to see a clear-cut dichotomy of one 
thematic and one rhematic element; very often y!e see cases of 
mUltiple thematic and rhematic elements, tending to be arranged on 
a cline from the least dynflmic to the most dynamic; this led Firb'as 
to an attempt to create more delicate models of description -
trichotomic (T-TRANSITION - R), or even using a finer classification, 
e.g. THEME PROPER (the least dynamic element), THE REST OF THE THEr£, 
TRANSITION, THE REST OF THE RHEME, 'RHEME PROPER, with a tendency 
tOTl(ards. a progressiv'? incrE'8se o'f CD along this scale. The concept 
of TRANS1TI.ON subsumes, roughly speaking, ~hose componeJ ts ,.rhich 
describe the temporal and modal setting of the action. The most 
typical conveyor of these functions is the verb. On his trichotomic 
... --------~ .. ---_ .. 
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scale Firbas sees the Vf as a transitional element, unless it is 
NEW or belongs to the R. The conception is certainly very attractive 
because in. most cases it allows a direct pairing ~'lith the elements 
of syntactic description of the sentence (i.e. S-V-O and the like)· 
and of the s .emantic models (e.g. AGENT-PREDICATE-PATIENT). However, 
it does not fit too neatly into the basic set of criteria for the 
definition of the two basic concepts and it is difficult to find 
satisfactory procedures to distinguish transitional elements from 
32 
thematic and rhematic ones • Verb can easily be T (in particular 
in Slavonic languages), e.g. 
15) ,." \/" Zp~va Ivo Z~dek. (The singer ~s Ivo Zidek.) 
T R 
[SingsV3Sg Ivo Z{de~OM.] 
or R: 
16) v, ~ , Ivo Z~dek zp~va. '" (Ivo Zidek s~ngs, or is a singer.) 
T R 
[ '{,. J Ivo Z~dek sings. 
However, the translations of the Czech sentences (15) and (16) 
suggest a very strong tendency of English to reduce the V to its 
RELATIONAL functions and dissociate it from the notional component. 
Since this dissociating tendency is a very pronounced phenomenon 
(e.g. participate + take part, sing + be a singer, etc.) we consider 
it useful to keep the term TRANSITION to refer to such verbs as 
fbe'~ 'take', 'give', 'get', and many others only when they are 
relatively empty of notional mean~ng and when they serve as conveyors 
f . 1 . j3 o. grammatL~a categorLes. 
rue most COIIllilOn. me.thod of deterr.ri.ning R is the. use of 
diagnos tic questions 34 • Of particular relevance are ' the vlH-questions 
(pron~)Ininal auestions - Zandvoort, 1967:206); for our purposes we 
''lill distingt;.i sh be.tHee.n three kinds of such questions reflecting 
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three different types of situations: firstly there ar e questions 
containing the WH-element + thematic elements, e.g. the utterance: 
17) John studies philosophy. 
R 
would be questioned by: 
l7a) What does John study? 
The element 'what' refers to the R of the utterance, while the rest 
of the question is a succinct description of the context and situation 
(the speaker and addressee knmv a person whose name is John and who 
is 'a student; the new piece of information concerns the nature of his 
study); 'philosophy' is R; the rest T. Secondly, we may have a 
si,tuation where only the subj ect is GIVEN while the rest of the 
sentence is NEW; in such a case we would have to use an auxiliary 
or a hyperonymic verb, e.g. 
l7b) Hhat does John do? 
Rere the elements eliciting the R would be 'what + auxiliary DO'; 
'John' would be recognized as T and 'studies philosophy' as R. 
Alternatively, when analyzing a sentence like: 
18) Mary was killed. (Mary is the PATIENT) 
~n the question we wouid use the hyperonymic (semantically 
superordinate; cf. Lyons, 1968:453-5) verb 'happen': 
18a) Hhat happened to Mary? 
Mary (T), 'vas killed (R). 
Thirdly, there are sentences which contain no given informa~ion. 
They would be recognized as answer~ to a still more general questic~ 
like 'Hhat happened?', for exemp1e when considering the afore-
mentioned example: 
19) A boy brcke a vase. 
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On the basis of the above-mentioned question some researchers 
would consider the whole sentence to be an undivided R (e.g. Kovtunova, 
1973:57££); as we have already said above, we consider it useful to 
make the distinction of T-R even here, drawing on some supplementary 
criteria (e .g. TOPICHORTHlNESS of sentence elemen ts; cf. · Note 25). 
Another useful diagnostic procedure for the determination of 
R (and T) is the employment of the CLEFT-SENTENCE TEST: 
20) John studies philosophy. 
T R 
It is philosophy that John studies. 
or the PSEUDO-CLEFT constructions (E.O. Keenan and B. Schiefelin, 
1976:337) : 
John studies philosophy. 
T R 
What John does is (to) study philosophy. 
The first type of cleaving identifies R as that element which is placed 
inside the constructions 'It is ..• that (who, which)'- , while in 
the WH-cleaving R is presented as the right-hand element of an 
35 
equative construction, A is B Chomsky (1972) uses the method of 
NATURAL RESPONSES, for example in: 
21) Was it an ex-convict with a red shirt that he was warned 
to look out for? 36 
the range of R can be: 
(i) an ex-convict wi th a red shirt 
(ii) with a red shirt 
(iii) a red shirt 
(iv) shirt 
according to the fo llowing natural responses: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
No, he 'itlas warned 
No, he was warned 
wearing DUNGAREES 
No, he was warned 
a CARNATION 
No, he vIas warned 
red TIE 
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to look out f or an AUTOMOBILE salesman 
to look out for an ex-convict 
to look out for an ex-convict ,\l ith 
to look out for an ex-convict with a 
(Chomsky, 1972:91-3) 
In sunnnary, we may say that RlIEME is that part of the 
sentence which carries the highest degree of CD. It has a tendency 
to gravitate towards the very end of the sentence if no grarrnnatical 
constraints prevent it. from among the methodologies for its 
identification the most effective are the question-test, the 
cleft-sentence test ' and the method of natural responses. 
3. Instance Levels 
;FSP .is closely connected wi th the phenomenon of accentuation of 
various kinds. In this connection many researchers have been using 
the highly equivocal term EMPHASIS. In the field of FSP studies it 
was employed to refer to the whole phenomenon of FSP (cf. Worth, 
1964:699ff), to R (Kiefer, 1970:126ff), to the so-called emotive 
(subjective) word order, i.e. such order (in particular in Slavonic 
languages) where R precedes T (Mathesius, 1942:303-4), and to 
contrastive stress. This terminological confusion led Firbas and 
his follm.zers to explicitly reject the term and to redefine accentuation 
phenomena in terms of l!'SP criteria. The first terminological 
division made by l!'irbas was that be tween accentuat ion 37in sentences 
unmarked by contrast and sentences '''hich si~gle out one elemp.nt for 
special attention. While in the former the sentence elements are 
arranged according to their CD, that is, according to the degree of 
/ 
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their dependence on the context and situation (i . e. 1n accordance with 
th.e systemic criteria of FSP), in the latter"we can assign any 
sentence element, regardl~ss of its position, the contrastive stress 
and set it out against the other elements which are usually repeated 
from the. ' preceding sentence. In written texts this is often shm,rn by 
the use of italics, e.g. 
22) It was like a parody of a State funeral - but this was 
---
a State funeral. 
(GG, 86) 
23} LIm scared. I'm sorry, but I a m scared. 
(GG, 103) 
After D.L. Bolinger (1952), Firbas (elsewhere, e .• g. 1966:241) 
refers to the latter as SECOND~INSTANCE SENTENCES; in these, systemic 
means of :FS)? cease to ' operate; they are based on AD HOC OPPOSITIONS 
CFirbas, 1968:l5)3~ :FSP concentrates on sentence tokens of the first 
instance3~ The second instance sentences are considered to be outside 
:FSP. ' :For the purposes of this work we will deal with these h~avily 
contrasted imitative sentences as belonging to the periphery of FSP. 
We think it useful since they fulfil certain communicative functions 
and interrelate with FSP in the employment of certain markers. Such 
" lS, for instance, the use of 'accentuating' particles like 'ale, prece 
24) M~j bratr je ale hrdina. first instance 
(Ny brother is a real hero.) 
25) y v , Skoda, ze tu nenL. On tu dle (prece) je. - second instance 
(Pi ty he's not here. But he 1 shere.) 
In the. sphere of FIRST-!NSTJ.NCE lEVEL Prague School scholars 
distinguish between two layers ecL Sgall, .1972: 3-4). The first 
relates to sentences \"hose semantic structure coincides ",i th the 
, 
. .. , 
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communicative one: 
26) , 0 Petr koupil novy dum. (Peter bought a new house.) 
T R 
AGENT - ACTION - OBJECTIVE 
This correspondence of the deep structure (semantic) order of 
sentence elements with their unmarked communicative arrangement appears 
most often in contextually independent sentences. 
The second layer will be concerned with predominantly 
contextually bound instances; rearrangements according to concrete 
contextual conditions result in the dedynamization of certain elements 
and an amplification of the dynamism of others. "Thus in: 
27) Ten novY d~ koupil Petro 
T R 
(That new houseACC bought PeterNOW] 
(The new house was bought by Peter.) 
The element 'new house' carries less CD than it did in sentence (26), 
b.ut due to its marked position (by virtue of THEMATIZATION), i.t is 
more dynamic than a neutral T would be, for example in: 
28) Ten novY dWn je na kopci. 
T R 
(The new house is on a hill.) 
4. Context 
The term CONTEXT will be understood as the linguistic or non-linguistic 
environment at the time an utterance is produced. In this broader 
sense it will thus subsume those aspects of the ::onnnunicative act 
described by the term SITUATIOlfO. The latter will. here be used only 
when specifically referring to the 'material! environment of a speech 
3"2, -
act as against the linguistic environment (LINGUISTIC CONTEXT). The 
context can be of different lengths and degrees of explicitness. It / 
can be one word, one sentences a paragraph or possibly a whole book; 
alternatively it can be a whole host of extra~inguistic phenomena on 
the basis of the complex mechanisms of lexical and pragmatic 
presupposition: l • The same broad interpretation will be implied when 
using the notion CONTEXTUAL BOUNDNESS. As was already suggested 
above, the broad outline of the context ~s summarized in WH-questions 
When applying the question-test for identifying the RHEME. 
5. The Place of FSP in the Description of Language 
The upsurge of interest in FSP ~n the last two decades has brought 
about a significant broadening of approach to the subj ect. Having 
attracted linguists from a very wide range of schools 'of thought, 
the theory has benefited from the cross-fertilization of its concepts 
vzith the methodological insights achieved by the current most 
influential models of language. This has led, in its turn, to a 
considerable diversification of parameters of FSP study. Let us now 
summarize how the most influential scholars in the field relate the 
theo~ to other strata of linguistic description. 
1. One of the most· influential groups of ling{d.sts42 presents FSP 
as constituting a separate stratum of a three-level model of syntactic 
description, i.e. (a) "the level of the grarrunatical structure of the 
sentence"; (b) "the level of the semantic structure of the sentence" 
(lexical components and their meanings plus semantic Qspects of 
structural components); and (c) "the level of the organization of 
utterance" (Danes, 1964: 225). FSP H here unders toad as the 
realization of the language sys tern l.n PAROr.E. The main argument for 
thl.s methodological distinction is supplied by observations of hm .. 
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sentence structures correlate with ~SP manifestations. Thus in 
Slavonic 1anguag~s, for instance, different word orders (and different 
~SPs) do not influence or change the grammatical relations of the basic 
sentence patterns. FSP is influenced by the semantics of the concrete 
lexical units employed (on the basis of concrete contextual conditions) 
while sentence patterns are independent of them. A furtherarg~~nt is 
that FSP patterns are dependent on the structural possibilities of 
sentence patterns - quite often (in particular in languages with fixed 
word order such as English) the two find themselves in conflict, cf. 
29) I like Mary. 
29a) Mary I like. 
30') Mary loves Frank. 
3O'a) Frank Mary loves. 
but not: 
3O'b) *Frank loves Mary (different meaning) 
as agains t the Czech: 
30c) Frantu mi1uje Marie. 
[FrankACC loves MaryNO'M'] 
~rank ~s loved by Mary.) 
The main argument against thi.s conception is that it does not 
sufficiently highlight the systemic aspects of FSP. Indeed, within 
this particular model, Kovttmova (fo.110wing Adamec, 1966) operates 
with elaborate sets of paradigms of FSP patterns which are shown to 
be on a high level of systemic abstraction. This is criticized by 
., . 43 
many scholars as be~ng ~ncons~stent 
2. Another important group of linguists v~ews FSP as belonging to the 
grammatical level of the sentence (P~spopov, Kru;el'nickaja, Halliday -
1967, 1974), and others do so to varying degrees, e.g. Dahl, 1969. 
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This approach is' corroborated by many correlations between structural" 
and communicative patterns, the systemic nature of many correspondences 
between the predicative and the communicative nexus, and the direct 
evidence of the relevance of FSP for the select,ion of grammatical 
structures. In English typically this could be demonstrated by the 
selection of the passive transformation for the purposes of FSP: 
31) The boy hit the target. 
3la) The target was hit by the boy. 
Czech: Chlapec (NOr1). zasahl c{l (ACC). 
C{l (ACC) zasahl chlapec (NOM). 
Perhaps the most important argument for the grammatical nature 
of FSP is the existence of specific grammatical means which are used 
almost exclusively for the purposes of FSP. Such is word order in 
Slavonic languages, articles in English, German, French, Bulgarian, 
and others, and the frequently mentioned particles in languages such 
as Chinese, Japanese, Nivkhi, and Somali, but also ~n European languages 
(cf. the use of 'even' for the identification of R, and various 
44 periphrastic constructions such as the English cleft sentence) . 
3. FSP is considered as an expression of categories of human thought 
and treated on a higher level of linguistic (or logical) abstraction • 
. 
The most influential in this respect is Panfilov's (1968) concept of 
the LOGICO-GRAMMATICAL LEVEL of the flentence (cf. Note 12 above). 
Panfilov draws attention to the closeness between the ~ogical structure 
of the judgement and the T-R structure of the sentence. The FSP of 
the sentence reflects the structure of a judgement using linguistic 
means for this purpose, hence LOGICo-G~L~TICAL LEVEL. The main 
objection to this conception is the difficulty in treating syntactic 
material from the point of view of, logic, since there are many syntactic 
structures (e. g. one-member sentences) ,vhich do not tally wi th 
'--~'-.' -----__ ~_,_.........c~ ... 
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judgements - their FSP 'vould have to be described ~]ith reference to a 
different set of criteria
45
, cf. Lapteva (1972:38). 
4. Lastly, in the recent past a great many scholars have dra~m 
attention to still another evaluation of the FSP status. They suggest 
that FSP 'should be viewed as a phenomenon of supra-syntactic linguistic 
46 
entities, a phenomenon of the text 
The relevance of FSP for the study of the text was already 
recognized by Mathesius, and has been taken into consideration by 
most ;FSP students who have approached FSP as a property of the 
sentence. This can be demonstrated especially on the works of Dane; 
concerning the "development of thematic progressions in the text" 
o>anes '- ' 1968, 1969, 1974)47. In these he demonstrates the relevance 
,of tQe study of T derivation for the study of texts using examples 
from technical texts where the progressions are relatively straightforward 
and transparent. In texts of a more complex nature we can witness 
a substantially more intricate degree of patterning. Let us demonstrate 
on an 'example from journalistic English: 
32) "It is a multiracial society of whose ancestors some were 
T R 
on the land for trackless ages before Columbus committed his 
intrusion, some forced acro?s the Atlantic in the belly of 
slave ships from Africa; some tr8,velled half-way round the world ••• 
Some have grandfathers who came e',~en farther from the East, 
R' 4 
from China, or from the middle reaches of the Atlantic, 
R" 4 
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from l-ladeira, or from the Iniperial is land of Britain. 
R' , , 
4 
Such a society must develop a perspective of its past to 
give it cohesion and stability in the present. 
(The Guardian, 23.2.1977) 
Schematically we can present the thematic progression asfollows~ 
/' 
T..-R --
~ 
T - R = R' + R" + R'" + R"" 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Our example shows that this extension of the theory offers important 
insights into the study of style. 
Other significant theorists approaching larger textual entities 
via ~SP are, in particular, Worth (1964), Hausenblas (1964), Palek 
(1968) and Halliday. In his paper prepared for the Seminar on FSP 
held in Marianske Lazne, Czechoslovakia in 1970 (published in 1974) 
Halliday designates ;FSP as a TEXTUAL COMPONENT of language - a component 
hav~ng universal validity for all languages. This component "is not 
a 'level' in the usual (stratal) sense of the term; it is a 'vertical' 
division within the content plane. -There is no suggestion of one 
component being 'deeper' or 'more surface' than another." (p.52). 
Other linguists, as we have suggested at the beginning of the 
present section, try to approach ;FSP through various categories of a 
higher level of abstraction. ;From their large number let us mention 
Kiefer (1970), Kuno (1972), Loseva (973), Apresj an (1967), Dressler 
(1974), and Nikolajeva (1970, 1972~8. 
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Nikolajeva vie\vs ;FSP within the framework of a more general 
category of the text called KATEGORIJA VYDELENIJA (singling out); by 
this term she understands "contrasting one textual element with the 
rest of the. text both on the syntagmatic and paradigmatic planes" 
(1972: 53). This is an independent Unguis tic category realized in 
speech by the following means: (1) paraphrase, (2) FSP, (3) logical 
atress~ (4) inversions of various kinds, and others (p.53). 
6. fSP and Generative-Transformational Models 
In the early st.ages of TG the problems of the linear arrangement of I . 
sentence segments were largely ignored. In his Syntactic Structures 
Chomsky glosses over word order changes as effects of optional 
transformational rules. This deficiency of the model was criticized 
b¥· Worth (1964~, who takes to task Chomsky's superficial presentation 
ot his rewrite rules. He observes two fundamental 'veaknesses: 
tirstly, in rules like: 
E. + NP + VP 
Chomsky in actual fact combines two different kinds of rules, i.e. 
explicitly, that the sentence represents a binary construction 
consisting of a NP and a VP, and implicitly, that on the linear axis, 
the NP obligatorily p·recedes the VP; all his rules 1n the form: 
X+x+y 
are dual - they designate not only the composition of the construct 
but also their linear arrangement. He disregards factors of 'actual 
division' \vhich require different arrangements according to different 
contexts. Secondly, the linear arrangement may have to be modified 
according to the concrete lexemes used (i.e. at a later stage in tile 
generation process), cf. in Russian the use of the V 'proiti' (pass): 
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" Ivan prosel mimo doma. (Ivan passed the house.) 
NP VP 
v Prosla nedelja posle znakomstva. 
[Passed a week after we metJ 
(A week has passed since we met.) 
The order of NP and VP depends on the class of nouns used - with \lTords 
like Ivan, 'poezd' ~train), 'armija' (army) NP precedes VP; with words 
like 'nedelja (week), 'den' (day), 'zima' (winter) VP precedes NP 
(Worth, 1964a:48-50). 
In his 'Aspects , model Chomsky talks about "intrinsic order 
" of elements (1965: 125) and "stylistic inversions" (p.126); the latter 
cannot be accommodated by grammatical transformations and are detennined 
by certain II tnlderlying generalizationsll which determine their semantic 
ftnlctions. The dichotomy of TOPIC and COMMENT is mentioned in passing 
(Note 32, Chapter 2, p.221 and Note 9, Chapter 3, p.225). It is 
obvious that Chomsky is influenced by Halliday's understanding of the 
terms. In his words: 
"Topic-Comment is the basic grammatical relation of surface 
structure corresponding (roughly) to the ftnldamental Subject-
Predicate relation of deep structure. Thus we nright define 
the Topic-of the Sentence as the leftmost NP immediately 
. 49 
dominated by S in the surface structure ,and the Comment-of 
the Sentence as .the rest of the string. 1I 
(p.22l)50 
Chomsky argues that STYLISTIC INVERSIONS do not affect CASE: 
"Even in English, poor as it is in inflection, this can be 
observed. For example, the Pronotnl in the sentences IIhe was 
struck by the bullet", "he is easy to pleasell ••. is, in each 
case, the "logical Objectll, that is, the Direct-Object of 
Verbs strike, please ••• , in the underlying deep structures. 
Nevertheless the form is he rather than -him. II 
(p .222) 
J 
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To disprove this, Dahl (1969:14) and Timberlake (1976:562ff) 
adduce examples from colloquial Russian, where a strongly topica1ized 
element is put in the nominative even if it should be assigned another 
case (in accordance with the rules of Russian syntax), e.g. 
Jab10cnyj sok ••• na1ejte stakancik 
[Apple juice .•. give me a glas~ 51 
Chomsky updated his 'standard theory' in 1968 and 1969 (1972~2 
Realizing the need for distinguishing different communicative readings 
in the semantic representation, he introduces the concepts of 
PRESUPPOSITION and FOCUS (1972: 89ff) 53. In the sentence: 
Is it JOHN who writes poetry? 
he determines the PRESUPPOSITION-FOCUS dichotomy by the deep structure 
paraphrase: 
The one who writ"e·s poetry is John. 
Developing this line of argumentation further, lie finds out that this 
method of paraphrase would be contrary to his assumption of the 
'standard theory' in such cases as: 
Does John write poetry in his STUDY? 
where the phrase 'in his study' cannot be derived from the predicate. 
He therefore suggests an alternative solution for determining 
the ~OCUS in terms of surface structure: 
"The focus is the phrase containing the intonation centre, 
and the presupposition is determined by rep1acemen~ of the 
focus by a variable." 
(p.91) 
This definition is not satisfactory since it identifies FOCUS witn 
the range of a phrase; we have already shown (see sentence 32) that 
~ can be extended to contain several phrases or even clauses. 
Indeed, as is pointed out by Hajicova (1975), Chomsky himself 
introduces examples with FOCI extended over the range of more than 
one phrase ecf. p.91)j he talks about the 'range of permissible focus'. 
. 
!. 
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The most notable feature of this modified model ('extended 
standard theory') is that Chomsky accepts the idea that it is not 
solely the grammatical relations defined in the deep structure that 
determine the semantic interpretation; there are also some aspects 
of surface structure "that appear to play a role 1n semantic 
interpretation" (p. 106) • ;From among these the mos t important are 
"such matters as focus and presupposition, topic and comment, 
reference, scope of logical elements and perhaps other phenomena ••• " 
(p.I13): 
These ideas are further developed along the same lines by 
Jackendoff (1972:229-278). Jackendoff aims at devising a coherent 
apparatus for integrating the PRESUPPOSITION-FOCUS bipartition in 
th.e generative: model. With Chomsky he maintains that the distinction 
between the PRESUPPOS'rTION and FOCUS is definable in terms of the 
surface structure. The FOCUS is incorporated into the grannnar by 
means of a syntactic marker F which can be associated with any node 
in th.e surface structure (p.240)54. Two systems of rules will make 
use of the marker F, one in semantics and one in the phonology; the 
former will be responsible for FOCUS ASSIGNMENT, the latter for the 
assignment of the main stress. The formal apparatus is further 
developed on the basis of the logical distinction between PRESUPPOSITION 
and ASSERTION. l~is distinction is defined with the aid of the 
PRESUPPOSITIONAL SET, which he .refers to by Church's and Carnap's 
(1956) operator l.. It designates "the set of values vlhich, when 
substituted for x 1n Presupp (x), yield a true proposition" (p.245). 
s 
~or instance, if, in the sentence: 
John LIKES Bill. 
the iocus is the verb, then 
, i 
, . 
l?resupp (x) = 
s 
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rrelation between John and Bill } 
< is x 
lattitude of John toward Bill 
The presupposition can be expressed as: 
~ x :Pres upp (x) 
s 
is Cl coherent set 
is well-defined 
} ,n the present discourse 
is amenable to discussion 
is under discussion 
TQe assertion of a declarative sentence S then claims that the focus 
is a member of the presuppositional set (i.e. satisfies the 
presuppositional function, p.246)55. 
Another group 'of transformationalists, in particular G. Lakoff 
(1969a, 1970a and 1970b) and McCawley (1973), representatives of 
so~alled generative semantics, subscribes to the hypothesis that 
tr3Usformations must not change the meaning of the derivated 
• 
structures; they suggest that all semantically relevant distinctions 
be included in the highly abstract semantic representation of the 
sentence. To prevent the derivation of two semantically differing 
sentences they introduce the so-called global rules (or global 
constraints). The FSP theory has benefited from their insights into 
the relevance of quantifiers for the study of the meaning of various 
56 
transformational derivatives ,e.g. 
a) Many men read few books. 
b) :Few books are read by many men. 
or di.ffe.rent word orders of a sentence, e.g. 
a) John talked to few girls about many. problems. 
b) John talked about many problems to fevl girls. 
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A major deficiency of operations with highly abstract base 
structures is seen in the over-complex system of lra~sformational 
rules needed for transducing semantic representations into the surface 
structures. The global rules used are criticized as too wide and 
general (cf. for example, Cho~sky - 1969 and Hajilova - 1975). 
Tne ideas of American generative semanticists are also reflected 
in Dahl's approach to FSP. In his monograph (1969) he aims at 
"integrating the description of topic-comment structure into a 
transformational grammar". As the starting point of his , theory he 
uses McCawley's (1967) hypothesis "that it is necessary for the meaning 
of an utterance to be divided into 'a proposition' and a set of 
'NP descriptions "'. According to this hypothesis a sentence can be 
analyzed into a number of atomic sentences. Thus the sentence: 
Tne man kissed the woman. 
can be divided into the proposition: 
"Xl kissed ~" 
and the NP descriptions: 
"Xl is a man", "~ is a . woman" • 
In Dahl's opinion the logical interrelations between the afore-
, . 
mentioned atomic sentences have a direct bearing on the topic-comment 
structure. The topiG could normally be identified with one or two 
"NP descriptions " while the proposition will usually be found in the 
comment (p .16). He further suggests that "all predications are in 
reality implications" (p.19). The sentence: 
Lions growl. 
can be interpreted as the implication: 
"U X is a lion, theu X grovlls". 
The topic-comment bipartition i.s shown to be identical with the 
partition into subject and predicate. On the basis of this hypothesis 
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he postulates "that the topic of the sentence will be identical with 
"the le'ft-hand side" of an implication" (p .19) • 
In contradistinction to Chomsky, Dahl thus believes that the 
topic-comment relations can be described in terms of operations of 
propositional logic in the base structure. In this he is close to 
Sgall's approach which will be discussed below. 
The book is a valuable contribution to FSP studies since it 
draws attention to some dimensions of the theory. But like the other 
'logical' approaches mentioned above (p.34) it also invited a great 
deal of criticism, the main objection being that the semantic structure 
of the sentence cannot be as easily identified with logical formulae 
as Dahl sometimes assumes (cf. Benesova J" Hajicov8 & Sgall, 1973:27)57 
The third and perhaps most consistent attempt at incorporating 
l'Sl? into a generative ' model is that of Sgall, the leading Prague School 
generative grannnarian. His (stratificational) "Functional generative 
model" (d. 1967a) was formulated with a view to accommodating the 
ESP theory. Problems of word order and FSP in relation to this model 
are dealt with in most of his works (e.g. 1967b, 1968, 1969, 1970, 
1972, 1973 and 1975)58. Sgall believes that FSP can be incorporated 
into a generative model even withb, the framework of the hypothesis 
that transformations·do not change meaning. 
Chomsky bases his conception_on the description of English, 
i.e. a language with a largely fixed word order. He defines the 
sentence participants (subject, object) in terms of NPs which are 
assigned specific and fixed places in the linear arrangement as 
elements of immediate constituents. Bearing in t"u.nd the dynamics of 
Czech ,~ord order, S~al1 chooses a much more flexible conception, that 
of the dependency theory. The dependency t ,heory approach ~s also used 
on the semantic level; the relations described by Chomsky on the basis 
, 
. 
. 
/ 
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of immediate constituents (which also fix the linear order) are handled 
within the individual dependency trees 59 us i ng t he flexibility (in 
terms of the linear arrangement) of the SR elements for the incorporation 
of ~irbas's scale of CD and/or CI. 
Apart from CD/CI Sgal!'s SR also incorporates the distinction 
between contextually bound and contextually unbound elements; the 
combination of the concept of contextual boundness with CD/CI scales 
copes with the great majority of word order factors and allows rules 
to be formulated taking into account the context. The latter rules 
cater for the transduction of the SR to the surface structure of the 
sentence where distinctions in FSP are formulated as distinctions in 
~ord order and/or stress and intonation (in the majority of Czech 
sentences) or specific syntactic reconstructions, e.g. the English 
passive. pn example of such rules, formulated on the basis of semantic 
roles similar to Fillmore's cases, to describe 'theFSPs of such 
sentences as the following; 
~e acorn 'develops into an OAK 
An OAK develops out of the acorn 
is given in Sgall (1972 :9-13). They have the following simplified SR: 
r J60 ~the acorn)3 develop oak2 • 
Sgall's conception has many advantages over the other generative-
TG theories; it offers a more workable framework for a formalization 
of many aspects of FSP. But as with the other conceptions it is still 
in a rudimentary stage and a great deal of empirical research will have 
to be completed before it can claim any universality. In Sgall's own 
words, this will concern above all the study of "various types of 
verbs and the relationslup between their participants, questions of 
local and temporal setting vs. topic proper, problems of the contrastive 
context Csecond instance") and the borderline between them and the more 
"normal" cases of TCA" (1972 : 13)61. 
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Notes 
1. Apart from a short note gLven in the Introduction, we do 
not th i nk it necessary to sped.6 c:!aJ l y deal with the his-
tory of FSP scholarship. Information of tins kind can 
(in varying degrees of detail) be obtained e.g. from the 
following publications:1.Danes(1957:55 - 62),2.Raspopov 
(1961:9..--26),3. Garvin (1963:502 - 508), 4. Adamec (1966: 
18 20),5. Mistr{k (1966:68 ~ 80), 6. Pumpjanskij (1974: 
13 4l). However, we will systemati cally contrast the views 
of the most influential scholars. in the field. 
2. The term goes back to Mathesius's German term SATZPERS~EKTIVE 
(Mathesius 1929) and FUNCTIONAL SENTENCE ... <lliALYSIS (see 
Vachek 1966:59ff). 
3. Another term used by Danes is OR,GANIZATION: O;F UTTE~CE 
(e. g. Danes 1964) • . 
4. Halliday usually uses the term THEMATIC ORGANIZATION 
or THEME (Halliday 1967). 
5. Cf. Rockett(1958:20l}. Also some rrague School linguists 
. (when writing in English) prefer this term ~ most notably 
Sgall, Benesova and Haj ieova. 
6. Also:AKTUELLE" GLLEDERUNG DES SATZES and MITTEILUNGSPER-
SPEKTIVE; in French - DIVIS~ON ACTUELLE DE LA PHRASE 
or PERSPECTIVE FONCTIONELLE DE LA PHRASE. 
7. English translation:"Actual sentence division is the organ-
iza tion of t:he sentence wi th tr_e aim of conveying th.e ac tual 
information". 
8. The terms will be. considered in detail at ::1 later stage. 
, 
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9. English translation: "Actual sentence bipartition represents 
a modification of the material information given by the 
concrete lexical items inserted into a sentence pa ttern 
depending on the consituation and the connnunicative in-· 
tention of th.e speaker." (See. /V04e 40",, !!'t IOn tJ,e c.cmujOt of COAl.urUFtTloN), 
10. Cf. Vardu1' (1967:121) :" .•• the quantity of information 
in an utterance is in direct proportion to the number of 
utterances which are probable in the specific situation 
and from which this particular utterance is selected; 
the greater the number, the more information the utterance 
contains, and conversely, it contains less information if 
their number is 10wer ••• From this we can rightly conclude 
that the purpose of the actual sentence bipartition con-
sists in the 'linguistic delimitation of the quantity of 
trans.mitted information'·'·, 
Thus in the sentence: 'Petr ujechal v Moskvu" Q:>eter left 
for Moscowl the fact that the element 'petr' was chosen 
as an introductory connnunicational unit (THEME) results 
, in the exclusion from combining the rest of the sentence 
(RHEME) with such elements as 'Paul', or "Peter' s brother •• ' 
etc., e.g. 'Pavel ujechal v Moskvu'(Pau1 left for Moscow). 
11. English translation:"actua1ization is, so to speak, 
a connnunicativization of the nominative means of language". 
12. Cf. ~irbas' s statement which was criticized by N.W. 
J'rancis (1966: 149): "The starting point of the theory is 
the assumption that jt is in accordance both with the 
char~cter of hum~~ thought (underlined by us) and with the 
linear character of the sentence that sentence elements 
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follow each other according to the amount of communicative 
dynamism •• they convey .•• " (Firbas 1966 :240). According 
to :Firbas (1974: 14) "Wei1 distinguishes between the move-
ment of ideas and syntactical movement ; ••• he tries to 
expound the correlations between the two,comparing ancient 
languages with modern ones". 
The relationship between the structure of thought and the 
grammatical structure has received a great deal of atten-
tion from Panfi10v (1963, 1971) and his followers, particu-
larly Pumpjanskij; the latter has been using Panfi1ov's 
conceptual framework of the LOGICO-GRAMMATICAL LEVEL of 
the sentence with some success in his research into Russian 
and English technical texts (e.g. Pumpjanskij 1972, 1974). 
l3. D.Bo1inger's term (1952:1117). 
14. Apresjan (1967) emphasizes that semantics must move from 
the description of the meanings of words to the meanings 
of w.ho1e utterances; considering groups of synonymic sen-
tences like the following: 
aj A somnevajetsja v B (A doubts B) 
b} A ispytyvajet somnenija nascot B (A feels doubts con-
cerning B) 
c} B kazetsja A somnite1'nym 
[BDAT seerr'.8 ~OM doubtful] 
(It seems to B that A cannot be trusted), 
he talks about a SEMANTIC PARADIGM consisting of sen-
tences with the same meaning but with different senses 
(p .12) • 
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15. As was already mentioned earlier, Mathesius (e.g. 1947-
reprinted from 1939) uses two separate terms, i.e. ZAKLAn 
(foundation "':'-"topical understanding) and viOiODISrE (point 
of departure - contextual understanding). In some other 
w~rks he subsumes both under ZAKLAD (196l:9l;published 
posthumously) or THEMA (SATZTHEMA) in his German article 
in 1929 :202ff. 
16. Kovtunova (1965:171) talks about lithe common basis of 
apperception" (ob~~ost' appercepcionnoj bazy); Sgall 
(1975:305) uses the term IIstock of shared knowledge". 
17. The translat~~ of the quotations borrowed from Firbas 
(1964a:265).Cf. the same article for a more detailed 
exposition of Travn[6ek's views. 
18. Boost also identifies his THEMA with the first member 
of the sentence standing in the preverbal position and 
does not take into account the possibility of what 
Mathesius calls SUBJECTIVE sequence (i.e. RHEME-THEME). 
Benes (1959:205ff) claims that there are certain structural 
reasons typical of the grammatical system of German 
which led Boost to this conception und to a certain degree 
of inconsistency in the application of his criteria. Benes 
attempts to relate Boost's ideas to the Prague School 
conception by introducing a third term to the dichotomy 
T - R, i.e. that of the BASIS (BAzE,p.2l6), to describe 
the point of departure of the sentence without reference 
to the criterion of GIVEN or KFOWN information. Cf. also 
Garvin (1963:508f£). 
19. Apart from Halliday there are other linguists who tend 
f 
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to make a sharp distinction between the notions of 
GIVEN - NEW and THEME - RHEI1E; according to Kovtunova 
(1973:53), Popov classifies the THEME - RHEME dichotomy 
(i.e.'what is talked about' and 'what is said about it') 
as RATIONAL-EXPRESSIVE categories, while the pair 
GIVEN - NEW belongs to COMMUNICATIVE CATEGORIES, i.e. such 
that establish a connection with the situation and the 
context (Ju.P.Popov, 196~). 
20. Halliday(1974:53); synonymous with his earlier DERIVABLE. 
21. The problem of GIVENNESS has recently been treated in 
some detail by Chafe (1976 :25 - 55). Of particular interest 
are his deliberations on the relationship between GlVEN-
NESS 'and the length of text. He draws attention to the 
fact that after a considerable interlude an element which 
has already been mentioned will probably be re-introduced 
as new. 
22. With Fillmore we identify the presuppositions of the sen-
tence with the conditions which must be satisfied before 
the sentence can be used for sp~cific communicative pur-
poses (1969: 120 - paraphrased). The presupposition is mQstly 
defined as that aspect of meaning which is not influenced 
by negation (unlike 'assertion'). 
23. .Analogous procedures are use.d by Kuno (1972) and 
Dahl (1969). 
24. Some languages have morphological markers specially 
designed for the overt signalization of thematicity 
(or rhemadcity) ,e.g. in Japanese the pa:-ticle. VIA 
used to mark the T as against GA for the It (rhematic 
subject); cf.Kuno (1972:269f£); Panfilov (1968:22ff) 
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observes a similar phenomenon iu Nivkhi and Jukahir. 
Many other interesting examples are considered in Li(ed.) 
1976,. 
25. The element 'a girl' is clearly felt as thematic here 
on account of its place in the linear arrangement of the 
sentence (it is in the position of the first argument in 
the unmarked SVO structure); in 'such a position the AGENT 
is inherently more topicworthy than the OBJECT. The problem 
of topicworthiness of the individual participants iu the 
semantic structure of the sentence has recently received 
much attention in Hyman and Zimmer (1976). Lt is maintain-
ed that topical information is usually associated with 
the more animate cases; as far as the category of person 
is concerned, first and 2nd person are more topicworhy 
than third person human, which, in turn, is more topic-
worthy than third person non-human (p.19l). 
26. Mel'cuk (1974:65) gives a Russian example with a complete 
interchange of relations between the concepts, i.e. T is 
~ 
NEW and R is GLVEN. The English paraphrase is as follows: 
'The horizon revealed the snow-covered peaks of a mountain 
range. A little town grew up right at its foot'. 
T R 
Apart from being ~n the final position, the R is also 
identified by the accentuating particle RIGHT. 
27. 'I'h..e most commonly used terms in other languages are as 
followsiGerman ' - KOMMUNLKATlVE BELASTUNG; Russian -
~P~OYAJA DINAMlCNOST' (clause dynamism); Czech -
, ..." v \~~VETh~L DYNAM1CNOST (utterance dynamism); Bolinger 
- ---- "f-- -- - _._--
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~ -' . 
(1972) uses th.e term RELATIVE SE.M.ANTLC WELGHT. 
28. Gerroan-:MITTEILUNGSHERT or MITTEILUNGSGEWICHT; Czech; 
" v· ~ .,., v 
VYPOVEDNI ZAVAZNOST (utterance importance); Russian: 
KO~JNIKATIVNAJA NAGRUZ~~ (communicative weight). The latter 
(Russian) term is sometimes used for both CI and CD (e.g. 
Kruselnickaja 1961); the same is observed with the term 
llITTELLffi{GSWERT (e.g. Buttke 1969). 
29. This use of the term should not -be confused with Halliday's 
THEMATLZATLON, \'lhich is "th.e organization of the message 
into theme and non .... theme, or theme and rheme"(Halliday 
1967:9), i.e. it is more or less synonymous with Firbas's 
;FSP • 
30. Also referred to as COMMUNLCATIVE PURPOSE (Firbas), 
COl1MUNICATLVE INTENTION (Kirkwood), KOMHUNIKA.TIVE 
AU;FGABE (Buttke), KOMMUNIKATIVNOJE ZADANIJE (Russian) 
, "" 
and KOMUNIKATIVNI ZADANI (Czech). 
31. Halliday's term. In h.is Intonation Systems in English 
(1966: 114) he defines the TONIC as "that part of the 
pitch. movement by which the t(me group can be identified 
for tone" and shows its placing to l-,e of semantic relevance; 
it is correlated with the so-called INFORMATION POINTS-. 
The said INFORMATION POINTS seem invariably to coincide 
with. the rhemes of the respective TONE GROUPS. Other terms 
used for this concept (i.e. the TONIC) are in particular: 
" LOGICAL STRESS (Russian linguists, e.g. Sevjakova, Kovtu-
nova and l'anfi10v; in Russian - LOGICESKOJE UDARENIJE), 
RHEMATIC STRESS (Firbas), PHRASE STRESS (Adam2.c - FRAZO-
. v ~ 0 v" 
VOJE UDARENLJE), SENTENCE STRESS (VE'lliY DURAZ, VETNY 
...,,. ~ , ... 
l'RlZVUK - Czech. linguists, e.g. TravUl.cek, Bauer-Grepl, 
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Kopecni and others). 
32. Firbas (1965a:170):"By the tem1?ora l and modal exponents 
of t he verb we understand a ll th.e fo rmal expedients (such 
as the alternation of the stem vowel in 'sing,san.;; , sung', 
the verbal suffix - 'ed', the auxiliari es, etc.) used by 
the verb to convey its tenlJ,:>oral and modal indications". 
Th.e commonly used abbreviation is TME. 
33. Chafe (1974:119 - 120) believes that "the possibility of 
a three~way distinction, or even a larger 'gamut' of 
degrees of CD, raises some doubts .•• since it is not obvious 
that the speaker's assumption regarding his addressee's 
cons.ciousness can be based on anything but a binary 
choice". He· considers it ill.ogical for a speaker to 
assume that certain material is in the· addressee's 
conserousness to some intermediate degree. 
34. Th.e usefulness of this methodology was very convincingly 
demons.trated in Hatcher's study of the Spanish word order 
(1956). Since then it has been used by most Prague School 
linguists, in particular by Adamec (1966), DaneS (e.g. 
1967 and 19·70), and Benesova&Sgall (l973).For more about 
cleft-constr-U:ctions see Chapter Five (Sections 5 and 
11.1) of this thesis . . 
35. Chomsky (1965:221) gives a different and doubtfol in-
terpretation to the clef t -sentence tes t. In the sen t ence 
'I.t was John wh.o I saw' he considers 'John' as a typica l. 
tOl?ic. Dahl (1969: 12 - 13) believes tha t the cle.f t -sen-
teuce may also i dentify a topicalized object, i. e . 
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'Pet~?: · ' .I met every Wednesday' • 
'It is Peter I met every Wednesday'. 
R 
We do not believe that this type of ~leaving \'10uld un--
ambiguously describe the. situation where Peter is GIVEN 
unless it were strongly contrastive and then it would not 
be understood as T. The normal cleaving of this sentence 
is, we. believe, 
'It is every Wednesday that I met Peter. 
R 
Palmer points out that such paraphrases are not ahlays 
possible. This is the case for instance with adjectival or 
adverbial elements. 
'He is not 'a cruel man.' 
*It is not cruel that he's a man. 
'He didn't run fast.' 
*It is not fast that he ran. (1976:145-6). 
36. Chomsky emphasizes here the relationship between the FOCUS 
and shif ts of INTONATIONAL CENTRE (cf. p. 90) • 
37. By ACCENTUATION we do not refer to phonetic accentuation. 
but rather-to the changing degrees of CD in accordance 
with various shifts in the surface structure due to the 
context; these shifts are naturally accompanied by 
changes in stress and. intonation patterns, but since we 
are dealing with written texts, we will not take them into 
account apart from the MAIN (tor.. ic, logical) STRESS in 
those cases where it, accompanies R proper in a manner 
predictable from the written con. t ext. 
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J .M.Y:' .•. SiJllJ?son 4>ersonal connnunication) makes an important 
point,. suggesting that IIthis is an area where the written 
and spoken languages are differ~nt - in spoken language 
the shift is replaced by a different .exponent, Le. a stress 
andjor intonation pattern". 
38. Worth (1964:700) shows that very often we have to deal 
with oppositions of markers of grammatical categories, 
modal words or even submorphemic units as in:'I said 
he was INside the house, not BEside it'. 
39. Bolinger (1952:1123) distinguishes between the first-
instance SELECTXVE CONTRAST, whi.ch is most typically 
achieved by position rather than by contrastive stress, 
and the se~ond-instance selective contrast; in the latter 
case we have to deal with sentences of an IMITATIVE nature 
in which the word order is of secondary importance; their 
order is not their own but is that of something they imi-
tate. E.g.:lst instance: 
'The advancing SJ1diers halted' (perhaps at the beginning 
of discourse) as against the 2nd instance: 
'Th.e advancing soldiers ha.lted' (setting someone right 
who mistakenly asserts for · example tha~ 
'The retreating soldiers halted' ; the word order 
pattern of (2) imitates (3). 
40. ;Following Mirowicz (19·49) many FSP students use the 
hybrid term CONSITUATION in this sense, e.g. Dahl (1969) 
and Adamec (1966-konsituacija). 
41. On J~xtCAL fRESU~POSITIONS see Fi11more(1969 and 1971); 
the concept of PRAG¥~TIC PRESUPPOSITXONS is dealt with 
in particular in K.eenan (1971,1972). 
42~ 
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• .." . .I"~ Fl.rb~~,. Danes, Svoboda, Go1kova, Benes and others; 
this conception was developed particularly by Kovtunova, 
of the Soviet linguists s wh.o appl ie.d it in her monograph 
on R.ussian word order (1969). Rer theoretical approach 
ia descri~ed roost succint1y in Kovtunova (1973 and 1974). 
Of particular interest are her attempts to correlate gram-
matical patterns with communicative patterns along the 
syntagmatic-paradigmatic axes. 
4·3. Cf. Lapteva (1972:37,Note 10). liThe treatment of FSP 
phenomena by I.I.Kovtmlova ••• representing a rather in-
teresting and sophisticated attempt at a systematization 
of the schemas of rsp, is inconsistent in that these 
schemas are realized on the plane of linguistic para-
digmatics, while FSP itself is attributed as belonging 
to the plane of utterance •• ". Similar criticism 
(levelled this time against Danes) is voiced by Nikolajeva 
(1972:52).Tnis claim is not really substantiated. 
J.M.Y.Simpson (personal communication) points out in this 
connection that lithe 'langue - parole' . distinction is a 
fiction, not truth. Therefore, if a case is made out, there 
is no reason for FSF to be considered inconsistent". 
4L~. This problem is treated in_greater detail l.n P·anfilov 
(1968:22ff). 
45. Other scholars close to Panfilov's Vl.ews are Popov (1950), 
Cesnokov (1967), Kotelova (1967), Babajceva (1969), . 
and Pumpjanskij (1972, 197 ft). Vardul' (1967) bases his 
h 1- f h ,. . f· ft· II e.pproac ort ta.e concept 0 t e 'q'.lan t l.ty 0": l.n orm3 . lon • 
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He distinguisQes bebieen the two different levels of 
POTENTIAL SYNTAX and ACTUAL SYNTAX (p.ll7). :E'or more 
about him see above in Note 10 (this chapter). 
46. This point of view is rather doubtful, We agree with 
the suggestion of J .M. Y ' . Simpson (personal communication) 
that the textual extension of FSI' research does not 
necessarily disqualify it as a means of the language 
system. 
47. A similar study, but on a larger scale, is presented in 
Klenina (1975). See also Klenina (1976) and 
Kirpitnikova (1960). 
48. Kiefer considers ~SI' within the category of EMPHASIS; 
Kuno's ternrUNDERLINING, as well as Apresj an's I'OD-
.., 
CERKIYANLTE (having identical meaning) ', are used to 
handle the contrastive or second instance cases; 
Dressler suggests the study of ~SI' within the sphere 
of SUPRASYNTAX (cf. Wort's SUPRASYNTACTICS ""' 1964). 
Loseya (1973) is a monograph on the study of whole texts 
(paragraphs, stories, novels) on the basis of FSI' 
ideas. Thi& is done by means of correlating communicative 
units with general semantic units, i.e. (1) substance, 
(2}process, (3) time, (4) locality, (5) cause, (6)purpose, 
and (7) condition. 
Nida (1964) uses the following array of the basic semantic 
units: (l)objects, (2) events , (3) abstracts,and (4) rele-
tionals (which serve to relate various objects) (p. 63). 
49. Using Russian and Swedish examples, Dahl (1969 :12 - 13) 
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. demonstrates that this definition of TOPIC \'lOuld not be 
~ .' 
functional. In sentences: 
i) Ego ochvati10 v01nenije}~ 
He ylaS moved 
ii) Vo1nenije ochvatiloego 
he \iould assign two different TOPICS 
i. ego (him) 
ii} volnenije (excitement) 
although the- contextually bOillld pronoun is clearly T in 
both cases unless it is heavily stressed (i.e. unless it 
is SECOND INSTANCE). Similarly, in English the sentences 
lIt is fried potatoes I like' and 
'What I like is fried potatoes' 
w:ou1.d have, according to hi.s interpretation two different 
themes. Analogous criticism is voiced for example in 
Staal (1967:76), Benesova-Sgall (l973:29)-and Haji~ov{ 
(1975:34, Note 6). 
50. More about Chomsky I s understanding of TOPIC-see Note 35 
of the present Chapter. 
51. This phenomenon is typical of the so-called TOPIC-PRO-
MINENT languages; many examples are given e.g.in Li and 
Thompson (1976:461ff). It is shown that in languages such 
as Japanese, Korean, Mandarin and Lahu, the topics need 
not be selectionally related to the verb. Apart from their 
position they are alsQ marked out by special particles: 
E.g. : Gakkoo - wa buku - ga isogasi - kat - ta (Japanese) 
[school-Topic I-subject busy - past tense] 
(School -Topic; - I was busy). 
fo~ aimilar examples see Tinmerlake (1976:562). 
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52. Rel? ~ip.ted (1972:69-119 and 120 ... 202 respectively). 
Quot'ations will refer to this reprinted version.. 
53. These te~ do not supersede Topic-Coament; the latter 
are used alongside PRESUPPOSITION-FOCUS, presumably as 
defined in Chomsky (1965).Cf. Chomsky (l972:l07,Note 35). 
54. Jackendoff suggests two possible ways of doing it; 
either by means of an attachment transformation like the 
Syntactic Structures ' rules for introducing negation or 
by an extension of the phrase structure rules (assuming 
that no new nodes are introduced by the transformations) 
(1972:240) • 
55. This conception was criticized br prague School linguists 
(Sgall , H.ajicova·~BeneSoV-'C£ 1973: 190ff and Hajicova 1975:39); 
their main' objection is that Jackendoff's characterization 
of PRESUPPOSITION with the help of concepts 'like "coherent 
set" or "well-defined set" is not sufficiently well-
defi.ned. They believe that the A operator (Le."those 
x for which pix is true) is more suitable for defining 
the T rather than the R (focus). 
56. Cf. Chomskr's well-known pair of sentences: 
'Everrone in the room knows at least two languages' and 
'At leas t two la~guages are known by everyone ~n the room'. 
A gre.at deal of attention has also been given to this 
problem by Benesovaf4. .s.~Q,te (1973:4.5ff) and Bellert (1969). 
'57. A detailed discussion of Dahl's approach from the. Prague 
School standpoint can be iound in Firbas&; fa-la,. (1971) and 
Ru~icka (1970). 
58. Sgal1 has a numbe.r of students co--operating 011 the develop-
ment of his model, in. pa.rticular Rajicova' (1972,19/3 and 
V', ... , 
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1975), Bene;ova (1973), Panevova (1969), and 
'. 
UhlLrovt (1966). 
59. ror a comparative treatment of dependency and IC theories 
see Hays 1964 and Jordanskaja (1963). The dependency 
th.eory is also lucidly expounded in Mel'tuk (1974}; 
h.e uses it as one of the fun.damental concepts of his strati-
fi.cational model called 'Sense-Text' (smysl' ..... tekst). 
60. The subscripts (2) and (3) stan.d for the roles GOAL and 
ORIGIN respectively and the definite article is used as 
a symbol of an operator; here it suggests that 
the particular NP is KNOWN (or contextually bound). 
61. TCA is Sgall's abJ>reviation for rsp, standing for 
Topic-Comment Articulation. 
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.: - I .• ClIAl? TER. TWO 
The ' l" r am e W 0 tk 
1. Following Dane; (1974) we will base our investigation on a three-level 
model of the study of the sentence, i.e. 
1) the level of the grammatical structure of the sentence; 
2} the level of th_e semantic structure of the sentence; 
3) the level of the FSP. 
In his works Dane; designates (3) as "leve 1 of org&"lization of 
utterance" (e" g. 1964:225). As was already noted, this strict 
methodological distinction between the tenns 'sentence' and 'utterance' 
was criticized as inconsistent (d. Note 43, Chapter 1) since the 
~jority of l"SP researchers (e.g. Firbas, lIa11iday~ Adamec, Sga11s 
~ ~ Raspopov, Kovtunova, Mel'cuk, Dahl and indeed Danes himself) have 
shown convincingly the systemic nature of FSP patterning. Danes's 
writings on the concept of the sentence (1963, 1964, 1971) explain 
the afore-mentioned methodological distinction. lIe distinguishes 
~undamentally between three levels of abstraction of the concept: 
"(1) Sentence as a singular and individual speech-event; 
(2) Sentence as one of all possible different minimal communicative 
units ... of the given language; 
(3) Sentence as an abstract structure or configuration, i.e. as 
a pattern of distinctive features " 
(1964: 229) 
To underline this distinction terminologically he designates (1) 
as the UTTERANCE-EVENT, (2) as 'the UTTERANCE and (3) as the, SENTE~~CE 
PATTERJ.'i. it is only the utterance--events tha t belong to speech 
Cla paro le) :. 
"if \xc deprive S'..lch an even!: (by ','lay of abs trac:tion) ,'of all 
accidental, singular and individual elements, connected vIi tit 
its phonic (or graphic) '.ego, hic et ntmc' manifes t.:ltiun , \ol e 
arrive at an utte.rance which no longer belongs to speech, ,',1hich, 
however, con tains many more features than only tllOse belonging 
to the. mos~<i1Qstract and general syntactic pattern of the 
grammatical'Csys tem. It 
(1964:229) 
Such are~ for example, word order, modalitY", features of delimitation, 
and the 1 ike. v Here Danes departs from Mathesius's understanding of 
the dichotomy. The latter dis tinguishes between the seIltence. as a 
pattern belonging to the language system and the sentence as part 
oi the context, i.e. an utterance - a component of the discourse 
(1942: 6) . To avoid ambiguity, here we will (unless otherwise 
specified) be using the term SENTENCE to refer to Dane~' s levels 
(2) and (3), and consequently retain Firbas's term FUNCTIONAL 
SENTENCE PERSPECTIVE. 
This three-level (horizontal) model of the sentence will be 
supplemented by another division which will, so to speak, cut across 
the afore-mentioned levels vertically. This latterlnodel, proposed 
by Mathesius (1936, repro 1964), views the sentence from the point 
of view of two different linguistic processes involved in every 
communicative act of speech: 
"By the one, elements are selected from the g1ven reality, 
concrete or abstract, which fulfil the double condition of having 
focussed the attention of the prospective speaker and of being 
able to be expressed by means of the vocabulary existing in 
the given language; by the other the linguistic signs representing 
the selected elements are put into mutual relations so as to 
constitute an organic whole, a sentence .•. So we come to two 
important parts of linguistic investigation, that of the ways 
and means of organizing these names, as applied to an actual 
situation, into sentences." 
(p.308) 
The x'espective sections of linguistics axe referred to as :FUNCTIONAL 
ONO}1A.TOLOG'( ~nd J:UNCTIONAL SYNTAX 1. Language is thus seen as a 
system of systems2 and our investigation. of 'FSP within. this model will 
attempt to show the high degree of interrelatedness betvleen the 
indi viduai sections along both axes. 
/ 
2. Valency mod~l.' ·;.t 
.> 
One of the most consistent approaches for an exhaustive treatment of 
all the multiplicity of relations between the individual levels of 
the language system is that of dependency graImI).ar. 
As distinct from the traditional grammar (and also the early 
transformational-generative models) which w'ere based on the idea of 
a t1(~O nuclei sentence (Subj ect-Predicate;NP-VP), dependence grar.nnars 
assign the central role in the sentence to the finite verb (Vf). 
The syntactico-semantic properties of the verb are shoWn to be of 
fundamental importance in the selection of the major participants of 
the action expressed in the sentence. 
2.1 History of the theory 
The idea of the central role of the verb in the organization of 
the sentence is by no means new. 
t. As early as in 1934 Porzig observed that: 
liEs' ist bisher .•• bestimmt worden, dass im Verbum das SubjeKt 
oder das Objekt oder gewisse adverbiale Erganzungen schon 
mitgesetzt werden. Sie sind mitgesetzt ohne Rucksicht darauf, 
ob sie in dem betreffendem Satz ausdr{fcklich stehen, vielleicht 
gar stehen m;{ssen, oder fehlen k8nnen. 1I 
(1934: 73) 
~urther he anticipates some ideas which are receiving considerable 
attention in present-day research into sentence semantics: 
"AIle Bedeutungen also, die in einem Wort mitgehalten sind, 
auch wenn sie nicht ausgesprochen werden, gehoren zu seinem 
Bedeutungsfeld.1I 3 
(p.74) 
II. Imalogous views are expressed by B{{hler in his ttSprachtheoriell 
(193/+): liEs besteht in jeder Sprache Wahlverwandschaften; das Adverb 
sucht sein Verbum und ahnlich die anderen ••• " (p.173). Referring to 
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this phE7-nomenof1, .he uses the term CONNOTATLON4:" das Adjektiv 
.$:.\ •... } 
'albus' z. B. k~nnotie.rt e.inen Eigenschaftstr.iger~ das aktive Verbum 
'amare' konnotiert ZWe~ Partner (He.r? wen?) die gennant werden 
so llen. 11 (1936: 10) . 
1,11. The approach of exploring the sentence. structure from the 
viewpoint of the verb also has a long tradition'in the work of the 
~rague School, in particular of its Slovak members. In his study of 
the "Structure of the Slovak Verb ll (1943) Pauliny introduces the 
concept of li-xTENTION OF VERB ACTION; "By intention we refer to the 
fact that the verb as a predicate requires or does not require 
5 
mentioning of the agent or patiens of its action. lI (p .16) • The 
concept of Intention has been further developed by Miko (e.g. 1962), 
0'". v /"1 V~V;' RuzJ...<;ka, J. (1966), Kacala, Kn zkova , Sgall (1973) and many others. 
LV. ~erhaps the most' 'significant (and certainly the most widely 
acknowledged) precursor of the modern dependence grammar theories 
is Tesniere. In his work lIEsquisse d'une syntax structurale" 
(1953)6 he puts forward his valency theory of the sentence structure. 
The organizing role in the sefltence is played by the verb. The verbal 
knot Cnoeud) is like a "small dramall • To clarify his conception 
Tesniere draws an analogy between the structural properties of the 
sentence and those of an atom. In the same manner as the nucleus of 
an atom has the potency to bind a certain number of electrons, the 
verbal nucleus can bind a certain number of ACTANTS (subject - objects). 
This phenomenon is called VALENOY. In Tesni~re' sunders tanding 
valency refers only to the subjects and accusative and dative objects; 
adyerbial complemer..ts and pre.positional objects are excluded from 
direct participation in the action of the verb and, appropriately, 
are called CIRCONSTANTS. As was pointed ou~ above, Tesniere was not 
the first to observe the structural importance of the verb in the 
, I 
I 
I 
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sentence; he w,,!s,- h.owever, the £irs t to I downgrade f the role of 
~~:- .} 
th.e subje.ct to the level of a complement of the verb, equal l.n 
grammatical status to that of the object. Schematically: 
.@]I--~ 
G 
Traditional grammar 
~~ ~ "·0 
Tesnierefs model of valency7 
Tesniere approaches Verb·s from the semantic viewpoint as. processes 
,(states, actions); his actants and circonstants are defined in terms 
of both the semantic and morphological criteria; the difference between 
the two is explained ~n terms of case endings, prepositional 
constructions and word classes (all adverbs are classed as circonstants). 
Y. This latter inconsistency in the application of criteria of two 
different levels of linguistic research has in recent years been the 
principal sphere of the development of Tesnierefs pioneering work. 
This re:search ",as stimulated by the advances in the development of 
sophisticated theoretical models based on the concepts of multi-level 
organization of language structure and, in particular, on the better 
understanding of the dichotomy between deep and surface structures. 
~rom among the numerous scholars dealing with this problem let us 
. 
mention briefly at least two groups: 
1) '" Prague School linguists, in particular Danes (e.g. 1973), but also 
others mentioned earlier; 
2) DDR scholars - Helbig, Sche~kel, Bondzio, and others8 • 
While these schools, as "lell as many other contemporary researchers, 
differ in details, all of them broadly agree on two fundamental points 
of development of Tesniere' 5 th.eory: (1) they distidguish be.t'·l(;;.en 
(a) syntactic, and (b) semantic participants (actants, Mitspieler, 
Leel'steZZen, etc.); and (2) they redefine the V complements in terms 
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of the minimum~.coIJ.stit1.}encY' crtterion into the bound Cen£Je 
~ ........... ::. 7; 
Yex'berganzwz.gen) and the free ctreie Yerbergahzungen) complements, 
the former being further subdivided into obligatory (obZigatoy>1~sch) 
and facultative (fakuZtativ) (Helbig, 1971:37ff). 
3. The framework of description: a further specification 
3.1 At the present stage of their development dependence grammars 
seem to offer the most potent theoretical framework within which such' 
a multi-dimensional problem as FSP can be treated without too many 
loose ends. L~t us now further specify those aspects of the dependence 
theory which are considered to be of importance for our framework of 
reference. The description will be arranged ~vithin Dane~'s previously 
mentioned three-level model and with reference to Hathesius's dichotomy 
of onomatological and syntactical aspects~f sentence structure. Most 
attention will be paid to the grammatical and semantic levels. The 
terminology of the FSP level has already been dealt with and its 
iuterrelations with the other two levels will be investigated in some 
detail in the subsequent chapters. 
Despite the considerable importance which is attached to the 
discrete treatment of the individual levels of linguistic researc.h, let 
us emphasize that th1s approach is necessitated by purely methodological 
reasons. In actual fact the indivi4ual levels are intricately 
interrelated. This phenomenon has been stressed by Weinreich: 
"In logic, the relations of symbols within an 'object language' 
to es.ch other-are classed as syntactic, while the relations of 
symbols to certain entities outside the 'object language' are 
the domain of semantics. Eor artificial, stipulated systems, 
the dich.otomy is ,{orkable; but in natural languages, semantic 
relations, too, are relations between symbols - namely, betvleen 
a definiE:lldum and the sum of i ts defini~ns." 9 
(1966:468-9) 
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Gak (1972:367) ."go~s as far as to say that: " V jestestvennych jazy-
J- ..... ~ 
"?' .' 
kach sin t a k s 1 S . " s e man t 1 C en, to est' ego kate-
gorii ). elementy sootnosjatsja s vnesnimi ob' jektami, a s e man 
t i k a sin t a k sic n a to est' otraiaet otnoienija 
v • 1 • b .,...." 10 mezdu S1mvo~am1-O oznacen1Jam1 . 
The interpenetration of the individual levels of language is 
thus generally recognized. In analyzing linguistic facts we must 
constantly bear this in mind but, on the other hand, we must also 
realize that there is no clear.,..·cut bi""unique correlation between 
. d .. 11 semant1c an syntact1c un1tS • 
3.2 The level of the grammatical structure of the sentence 
The structural relations of the sentence can best be described in 
terms of the 'saturadon' of SYNTACTIC POSITIONS of the V or, 
as has already been suggested, in terms of the minimum constituency 
of the sentence. Without referring to the semantic level we may 
ar~ive at a decision about the syntactic nature of a V complement 
by a 'reduction test,12, i.e. by eliminating V complements and test~ 
ing the remainder for grammaticality. Thus 1n the sentence: 
Peter met his father 1n the garden 
Sb_ Yf Od AdvLoc 
we can eliminate AdvLoc without distorting the sentence; but we can.,... 
not do the same with Od; 'his father' is an OBLIGATORY SYNTACTIC 
ACTANT while 'in the garden' can· be referred to as a FACULTATIVE ACT ..... 
ANT13. It is important to realize that the role of OBLIGATORY ACTANT 
b · 14 I 1 1S not reserved only for 0 Jects . n tle sentence: 
Peter lives in Moscow 
Sb Vf AdvLoc 
the AdvLoc is an indispensable complement of the V and can thus be 
considered as an obligatory participant also. In the sentence: 
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Mother rea4?: ~{l book in the, garden 
.'.~' .1" 
Sb Vf Od AdvLoc 
we may delete the Ad.vLoc as well as the Od without structurally 
distorting the sentence; but here Od is also considered to be an 
indispensable participant. Even if not overtly expressed, it ~s 
implied, e.g. in the sentence 'Father reads in the garden'. It will 
be called a POTENTIAL AGrANT It is rather like the frequent 
omission of the subject in Czech sentences, i.e. 
Potkal Petra [He met Peter] 
(Sb) - V - Od 
Although Sb is omitted, it is expressed in the ending of the V and 
it is also expressed explicitly somewhere in the preceding context. 
The following abbreviations and symbols will be used in the 
description of the grammatical level: 
1. Sb = subject 
P. ". = predicate 
0 = object 
Adv = adverbial complement 
n. N = noun Pro = pronoun 
v = verb lnf = infinitive 
A = adjective Art = article 
Subscripts: abbreviations in caps. for Czech (Russian, German) cases 
e~~ressed overtly by relevant morphological endings, i.e. 
NOM = nOlninative 
GEN .:: genitive 
DAT = dative 
ACC . ] 5 = accu~at~ve' 
LOC = locative 
INS = instrumental 
. \ 
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From among oth'~~"Jubscripts let us me.ntion the following; 
; ... 
£ in Vf = verb finite 
sg~ pl.' singular, plural 
pas = passive 
refl reflexive 
d, i in Od~ Oi = direct-indirect obj ect 
Symbols: 
+ dependence 
( ) = potential place in the structure of the formal V valency 
:= = becomes. 
3.3 Level of the semantic structure of the sentence 
3.3.1 The semantic structure of the sentence can be viewed as a kind 
of analogue of an extralinguistic situation. It can be presented as 
a hierarchy of at least 4 levels of abstraction: 
1) The meaning of the structural pattern itself; 
2) The meanings of the syntactic components and the relationships 
3) 
4) 
between them; 
The meanings of the morphological components; 
16 
The semantics of the lexical components of the sentence 
3.3.2 The semantics ~f a pattern (realized by a sentence or a 
syntagm) represents a complex quali~y constituted by the interaction 
of morphological, syntactic and lexical meanings. 
Of central importance in the meaning of this SEMANTIC SENTENCE 
PATTERN is the semantics of the Vf. .. Danes (1971:193ff) asserts that 
each individual verbal meaning contaIns in its nucleus a certain 
structure of semarLtic features which C~~ potentially be of s)~tactic 
relevance. This cluster of semantic com~)Onents is referred to as a 
S~~TIC FO~~ULA (further SF). It includes such features as 
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transitivitY ..... in,.,tTC).nsitivity; action, state, process, event; stative.,.... 
so. ~'" . !) 
7'- .' 
nonstative, causative and the like. S:Fs of verbs serve as a basis 
17 
for their classification Together with the more specific lexical 
components of meaning S:F l,S also of crucial importance in determining 
the valency potential of the V. Here \\Te speak about the semantic 
(or deep structure) valency, i.e. such that reflects a real (or 
potential) extralinguistic situation. The number of SS (syntactic) 
actants do npt have to coincide with that of the DS. For our 
purposes it is also of relevance to realize that different languages 
behave differently in this respect. Let us demonstrate. The Czech V 
,Yo' 0' ( . rl,C~ say, tell) reflects a situation involving three actants: 
Petr to tekl otci 
[Peter itACC told to father] 
DS: Agent - Obj - Action - Goal 
SS: Sb - 0 - Vf - 0DAT 
All three actants have to be expressed. Technically it is possible to 
. 0 b h . h hO 1 0 k 'p sa~d so,18 om~t DAT ut t e mean~ng c angcs to somet ~ng ~ e eter .L 
(or 'It was Peter \\Tho said so') A high probability English 
equivalent would be: 
Peter told father (about it) 
DS: Agent - Act10n - Goal - Object 
SS: Sb - Vf - 0ACC - (p'r 0) 
The prepositional object is facultative. Similarly the Russian 
19 
V 'promachnut'sja' (miss the target) has in its deep structure three 
actant positions: (1) Agent, (2) Object - i.e. the target, and 
(3) Instrum<:ntal. Yet in surface structure it is restricted to one 
actant only""" th.e Agent (S5 Subject}~ 
On promachnul'sja 
Sb ..... Vf ref! 
[He missed] 
Englisli: 
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lie missed (th.e target) 
&-:';.., .'~ 
"f'- '.' 
Sb .,... Vf - (OACC) 
Czech: Minul se c{le 
(Sb) -. Vf - 0GEN 
In order to be able to express the full array of the potential semantic 
actants, a Russian speaker must use a negative form of 'popast" (to 
hit the target) , e.g. 
On ne papal ~z rogatki kanmem v okno 
[lie did not hit - from sling (by) stone l - into window] 
Sb Vf PrO(''EN °INS . PrOACC 
liere an English speaker would feel a need for reducing the number of 
actants by way of nominalization, e.g. 
The stone from his s ling did not hit the window 
Sb Vf 
~here three semantic actants (Agent, Instrumental and Source) have been 
20 
condensed - two of them (Agent, Source) finding syntactic express~on 
21 
as elements of dmmgraded constructions. Schematically: 
Russian: 
...... --
-------_.-. - ./"/ 
Sb PrOGEN 
(Agent) (Source) (Instr) 
On (ne popal) iz roga~ki kamnem 
English: 
'_. Vf 
~-, .... ~ 
-- . 
---
___ . Sb ° 
__ ..:----. :,-. I 
N Attr~but~ve group 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
~ 
Prepos. N 
I 
(Goal) 
v okno 
(Ins tr.) (Agent) (Source) (Coal) 
The stone from his sling (did not hit) the targe.t 
71 
3.3.3 We h.ave}.jii.st demonstrated th.e validi.ty· of th.e asaerti.on that 
-:- .' 
generally there ~s no isomorphism between deep and surface.structure 
actants and, furthermore, that different languages make different 
choices in the overt syntactic realization of semantic actants. These 
ch.oices are determined by the structural possibilities of the respective 
languages and, as will be seen. further, by the requirements of the FSP. 
Semantic actants refer to a piece of reality (which can be taken as an 
invariant) - consequently they do not differ across languages and they 
can serve as a common factor in cross-linguistic research. In recent 
years we have seen a spate of publications dealing with the semantic 
structure of the verbal nucleus (Halliday, Fillmore, Apresjan, 
Mel'cuk, Sgall, Bellert, Bondzio, Dane~, and many others). Perhaps 
the most consistent and best known model in this respect is Fillmore's 
'case grammar', expounded elsewhere in his works but in particular in 
~. 1968 and 1971. Fillmore's set of case notions will be adopted here 
as a basis of our semantic metalanguage. We will be using in particular 
th.e following terms: AGENT, EXPERIENCER, SOURCE, OBJECf, GOAL, 
LOCATIVE, INSTRUMENTAL and TIME. We will not, however, restrict 
ourselves to these eight actant labels. They are not exhaustive enough 
to cover all the variety of verbal complements (e.g. those of the 
verbs expressing various relations, events, attitudes, the verbs of 
the groups 'ESSE' and 'POSSE' and the like)22, nor are they sufficiently 
elementary and explicit to describe all the variety of semantic 
concepts involved. We will the;efore enlarge our 'semantic metalanguage' 
by a number of ad hoc terms of various degrees of abstractness such as 
'SUBJECT O~ ACTION', 'OBJECT OF ACTION', 'MANNER' and 'ATTITUDE', on 
the one h.and, an.d lPOSSESSOR" 'BENE:FIC1:AR.Y'.' 'DATIVE 0; CONCERN', 
etc. on the eth.er, in accordance \-lith. the degree of detail required for 
the analysis of the respective problems. 
/ 
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3.3.4 When de:~'cribing the semantics of morphological constituents 
we must bear in'mind that the t\'lO languages under observation belong 
to different groups of linguistic 'typology, English be ing a typically 
analytical language, while Czech, on the other' hand, is a synthetic 
one. It is unnecessary at this point to go into any detailed 
comparative account of the points which have been well researched by 
numerous Prague School linguists, e . g. tA.athe sius (1961), Po1dauf 
(1972), Vachek (1958), Firbas (else\vhere). We will only draw attention 
to the fact that the two languages use largely incongruous means for 
this purpose. lfuile Czech tends to accumulate pre-, in-, and 
suffixes, English prefers to use separate lexical entities, cf. 
dcijedl - he finished eating 
naj edl se - he had his fill 
Another important aspect (which will figure lar~elL in, our investigation 
into the FSP in both languages) is the fact that English expresses 
many Czech morphemes (e.g. case endings) by means of word order. 
When relevant, the meaning of morphological phenomena will be 
treated with the help of componential analysis . 
3.3.5 The meanings of lexical items (lexemes) are not unanalyzable 
wholes; they can be further broken down into semantic components (semes, 
. f )2 3 . , f" umb f 1 f semantLc eatures ,L.e. a LnLte n cr 0 e ementary atoms 0 
meaning in terms of which all lexical entries can be defined. Thus, 
according to Leech (1974: 96ft) the group of words 'man ', 'woman ', 
'boy', ,'girl' can be defined as follows: 
1) man: + HUMAN + ADULT + .MAl.E 
2) woman : + HUMAN + ADULT - MAlE 
3) boy: :l- IITJ11AN - ADULT ,f. Y..ALE 
4) girl: :l-H.UMAN 
- ADULT - , MALE 
. . t f th b' ~ t s All of t-hese items share t-he' L.e. Ln er~g 0 . ree Lnary xea ure . ~ 
feature + HUMAN and can thus be related to: 
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5) MAN . (in t he sense MENSCH}: 
!: .\;" . . ~ 
-:I- RUl1AN . 
";". ' 
Hhen we compar e the five s et s ~ we can see t hat the i ndividual 
components h ave a di fferent s t a t us; + HUHAN i n the fi rst f our sets 
re l ates t he defined items t o ( 5 ) as taxonomical ly s ubordinate . It 
defines th.e i r GE'NUS PROXIMUM; t he other f ea t ures of (1) t o (4) serve 
2L. 
as DrFFE~NTIA SPECIFI CA components . (1) to (4) can be s eman t ically 
included into (5) - they are its hyponyn~. Further comparisons along 
these (paradigmatic) lines would allow us to define the s ubst ance of 
other semantic r elations such as SYNONY~, HOMONYMY , . ANTONYMY, 
25 CONYERSENESS, COMPLEMENTARITY, INCOMPATIBILITY, . etc. Sys tematic 
research into the paradigmatic relations between various groups of 
1exis (or lexical fields) has been pursued by struct uralist schools 
for nearly half a century (cf. Trier, 1931, 1934; Porzig, 1934; 
'i Weisberger, 1954; Ohmann, 1953; Bendix, 1966 .- to give but a few 
-
names). However, what is remarkable about modern approaches to 
semantics is that they are attempting to tackle the semantic 
behaviour of lexemes along the syntagmatic axis, i.e. they att empt to 
deal with the multi-dimensional problem of 'combination and addition' 
of a variety of diverse semantic units. After the pilot studie s based 
on various versions of TG (e.g. Katz and Fodor, 1963; Katz and Postal, 
1964; We.inreich, 1966; Leech, 1969) it seems to us that the most 
fruitful linguistic results have been achieved by those scholars who 
approach the problem from the viewpoint of generative seman tics 
(~illmore,elsewhere) or dependdncy gr ammars (in par ticula r Me l' cuk, 
1974; Apres jan, 1972; Gak, 1972; 1975 ; Dan~s, e ls e~vhe r~ , i n particular 
1973; Kay, 19 70; Viehwe ger et a1., 1977; Q,l d o thers ). 
I n t he pr oces s of namin g ve may s ay that one seman tic component 
or a group of them (forming a SEl'f..ANTEME ) re~lect i ll vari ous degrees 
of de tai .1 the re l evant aspect s of certain e l e!l1ents of extralinguist ic 
situat ions. To demonstrate l et us use Gak's ( 1972:370) diagra!l1: 
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Elementdf s ttua t i on , se.manteme ' lexeme 
!,..,;.. • .: 
_ ._-- ) seme 
-- - ) 
morpherae 
II II 
--- -) 
==t ,-- - ~ II II 
aspects 
situation content eX]?ression 
plane plane 
This di.agram gives just a simplified picture of the onomatological 
processes encountered in natural languages . In actual fact the 
elements of the situation chosen are not always overtly reflected on 
the eX]?ression level and different languages behave differently in 
this respect. Semantemes are usually eX]?ressed by lexemes (understood 
as individual lexical formatives), but quite often (in seme languages 
more than in others) 'they find expression in a group of words which 
26 ~ill be referred to as PARALEXEMES (idioms, ver ba1 phrases and the 
like). There is a tendency t o express the individual semantic 
teatures overtly on the expression plane but quite often one morpheme 
will express two or more semes, e . g . 
Czech: Pti~el jsem (I have arrived)27 
The Czech verb 'ptij{t' contains (roughly) two semantic features, L.e. 
[arri va~, [on foot] ; ,,,hile the English ' to arrive' does not give 
eX]?ressly the feature [on ~ootJ. The two languages thus assign 
different priorities to the individual features of the situation. 
When we describe the semantics @f this short sentence more fully \-1e 
will pee a great many other differences. 
Czech.. 
v . v - • 1 f r~seL + arr~va 
on foot 
male 
pa s t 
Jsem + 1s t pe rson sg 
I 
, 
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English~ 1 \ ~ 
~ (~ .) 
:' 
I + 1st person sg 
arr ival 
have} L .~ 
arr ive d ~ 
present 
linked to a pri or event 
To gl.ve an overt expression to the f eature fon foot] an Englishman has 
.. 
to use a paralexeme 'come on foot'. Here the onomatologi ca l process 
is effected by a s)~tactic construction in which two semes are added 
together to fo r m one lexeme. We have thus arrived at the borderline 
o.et'ieen onomatology and syntax and we can see that the two are closely 
i.nterconnected. Sentences too can be viewed as names of some segments 
. oJ; extralinguistic situations, names created by an interaction 'of semes 
of various types and by their collocation according to r ules specific 
to individual languages. 
In the same manner as in grammar in the process of con-joining 
sememes there is a strong tendency towards a kind of 'semantic agreement'. 
Words can collocate in syntagms and sentences only on the basis of a 
certain minimum degree of semantic pleonasm or semantic iterativitJ8 • 
In various languages it can be more or less explicit, and con trastive 
studies between languages can reveal a great deal about the fundamental 
29 
strategies of the inaividual language's structuring This problem 
will be treated in greater. detail later; at this point l e t us just 
demonstrate some obvious differences between Czech and English in the 
distribution of seman.tic features l.n ve rbs and their actants. Let us 
look at the way the two languages des cribe t he situation of [drinking]: 
English; You n eedn 't TAKE all -her g~n 
Cz ech: Nemus[; j [ Vl.'E.iT ,v vsechen gl.n 
[l:o.u needn r t (to) her DRINK all gin1 J (JB , R 117/118) 
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Lt is obvious that English uses a semantically more general verb TAKE 
~~':~' .~.} 
," ,. 
against the Cze.ch VYPIT (DRINI( liP) which iterates the feature of 
liquid - it can be semant.ically defined as [take a liquid subs tance] ; 
if X.p: take; Y = obj ect; and (a) = [liquid] - sem. feature, "then ~"e 
can re.present the two versions as follows: 
Czech: Xa + Ya or a(X + Y) 
English: X + Ya 
The same goes for taking food, e.g. 
They must have TAKEN the Yeastrol (GG, C 62/63) 
Asi ut POJEDLI Yeastrol 
[have eate~ 
U (b) [food], then: 
Czech: .xb + Yb or b (X + Y) 
" " 
English: X + Ya 
Within the semantic field of (taking food] ,ve c.s.n also ShO\-l the 
difference in the iterativity of semes between the Sb and V: 
The cat has already eaten 
Ko~ka se u~ nazrala 
With animal subjects Czech requ1res a special verb for eating - '~r;t' 
as against 'j{st' (German 'fressen' as against 'essen'). To demonstrate: 
x = [take foo~1, Z =- Sb; c = animate, d = non-human. 
Czech: Zcd + Xd or d(Zc + X) 
English: Zcd + X 
In subseque.nt chapters this argument will be developed further 
~lith the aim of demonstrating the consequences it has on" the syntactic 
and ;FS}? org3.Ilization of the sentenc~ in the t,vo languages . 
.3.4 The "level of the ;Functional Selitence Perspective 
3.4.1 It must be borne in mind that the presentation of the I~SP as one 
of the levels of language description does not mean to suggest that it 
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accul?ie.s a sl?i,~i~ic stratum alo.ng the cantinuum between the deel? and 
30 
surface structure In that re.spect i.t differs fundamentally from 
the ather tvlO levels discussed abave, the grammatical level being 
yiewed as more surface than the semantic level. 'FSP goes right acrass 
the said t\va levels as a kind af a sUl?erordinate organizing principle. 
As shov.1Il by many contempo.rary researches, FSP is relevant both in deep 
and in surfac.e structure and must be taken into. acco.unt in all the 
yariaus levels of 'depth' ar 'surfaceness' the particular 'model may 
ol?erate wi th. (d. Svoboda, 1968; Sgall, 196 7~ and elsewhere; Mel' ~uk., 
1974; Gak, 1972; Chafe, 1970; Dahl, 1969; and many others). Thus, 've 
may say that it is not an autonomous stratum - it operates throughout 
the system of language using a variety of means from the, entire spectrum 
of linguistic patterning (intanatian, Hard order, marphalagical 
formatives, syntactic, semantic and lexical means) as well as cambinations 
of these. Here we can observe a kind af complementary distributian in 
the use of the afare-mentianed means far FSP and their ather functions 
(cL in further chapters, e. g. the abservations an the behaviour af 
ward order in Czech and English in Chapter 3). 
3.4.2 Despite the said differences in the 'rank' af the three levels, 
far methodolagica1 reasons we find it useful to. adhere 1aose1y to. 
Danes's madel. It will pravide a canvenient backgraund for canfronting 
;FSP with the other two levels and highlight the multiplicity af 
functions af the variaus grammatica.l categories in bath Czech and 
English. :FSP will be studied in parti,cular in re1atian to the 
following spheres of linguistic descriptian: 
1) Word order 
2) Delimitation of the 'substant.ives' 
3) Syntactic and semantic actants and their relation to T and R; the 
role of VERBUM }?INITUM and s)T.tactic re.cans t;:ucticns for the 
purposes of FSP 
, ' 
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t .' . 
. (. '., 
4) Lexical means,'of FSP 
5) Stress and intonation. 
3.5 To conclude thi~ chapter let us now, summarize in tabular form 
the main parameters of our framework of description: 
r-.---.------.-----~ 
onomatology Syntax 
GRAMMAR grammatical and lexical syntactic actants, 
formatives syntactic relations, 
word order, etc. 
r 
j' 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SEHANTICS -semes, semantemes 
(naming elements referring 
I semantic actants (Ag~:t,l 
h,.,all,semantic formulas, 
I of Vf - semantic to axtralinguistic reality) 
valencies, etc. 
FSP linguistic elements Ln T and R and the rela- I 
the act of communication 
'--_______________________ '-_____ --l.._tL_O_on_s_b._e_t_w_e_e_,n __ t_h_em ____ 1 
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Notes , , " ;~. ,f: 
7~ . 
.. y ,-
1. The Czech term USOUVZTAZNENI is mor~ unequi vO'~al as to the actual 
meaning 1'1athesius had in mind. Its literary translation is 
'putting into relations'; the English FUNCTIONAL SYN~AX should 
therefore be understood as syntax of naming units on all levels 
of description including semantics ( or syntagmatic relations 
between naming elements). 
2. Cf. Vachek (1958:94.,...95); also Halliday"" in particular (1969; 
83 .,... 85}. 
3. Cf. Danes's formulation of h..is "semantic sentence pattern"" 
(1968a: 45ff; 1968h: 56} 1 Gak' s research into "semantic syntagmatics 
(l~]2;367ff} or Me1'~uk and Apresjan's treatment of the interrelations 
Qetween lexical semantics and syntax (e.g. Mel'tuk 1970:l99ff; 
19J4;]8ff~ Apresjan et al. 1969:1 ~ 33; Apresjan 1974}. 
4. Recently the notion of CONNOTATION ( in this sense ) has been 
further developed by Polish linguists, in particular Milewski 
Cl~u5;~4 ~. 1041 and Go1~b. et a1 (l968}. 
5. Slovak original:"Intenciou nazyvame fakt, ze V ako P vyzaduje 
alebo neryzaduje vyslovenie agensa a1ebo patiensa svojho dejania". 
6. v Danes (1973:12) draws attention to the fact that Tesniere pu~lished 
the substance of" his ideas on valency grammar as early as Ln 
1934 in his "Comment cons truire_ une syntax". 
7. Strakova (1969) argues for the central position of the V but 
assigns to its major constituents the same hierarchical rank 
as to the V, i.e. 
D standing fer DETERMLNANT, or an ob1igato!'y "right-hand
'
\ 
participant. 
~ ~. -~ -~ -..-.---......-...--.~ -. 
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8. 
~ \ ", . 
Cf ~ esp. thf~ Jollow1ng works :Helbig (1971), Bondzio (1971) 
and Helbig and Schenkel (1969). 
9. Argumentation adduced as part of the criticism of tQe trans~ 
formational-generative grammarians' view that "semantics does not 
begin until syntax leaves off" (p.469). 
10. English translation: "In natural lC3:llguages s 'f n t a x is 
s e man tic - . i.e. its categories and elements interrelate 
in a ' certain fashion with objects of reality .... and s e man t 1 C S 
1S S y 'n t act i c i.e. it reflects the relations between 
symbols as naming units". 
11. Helhig (J~7l;32 ~. 331 adduces the deficiencies of Tesniere' s 
model in particular in his ~'Annahme einer feh1erhaften Isomorphie 
iwis¢he.rt '£ormalen UIidsemantischert Eige.nschaften
"
. 
Dane~ (1968b:56} refers to this phenomenon as "another manifesta~ 
tionof Karcevskij' s asymmetric dualism of the linguistic sign". 
12.; ' Cf. Helbig (1971:35}. 
13 .. Danes's terminology (e.g. 1973;28f.1;1. ~t see.IpS to reflect the status 
of the respective actants better than Helbig\ s triad of 
"obligatorisch - fakultativ (Danes's potential) ..,.. frei (Danes's 
facultative)". The term ACTM'f will b.e u's'ed in our thesis in a 
much broader sense than in Tesniere's works. 
14. KI{~kova (1968) draws "attention to the obligatorihess of Locative 
Adverbials complementing the verb ESSE. Lyons (1968) ta1kB about 
. 
NUCJEAR and EXTRANUCLEAR adverbial constituents (p.334). 
15. We will not require any subscript for the Vocative. 
v 
16. Cf. Svedova (1974:1U5£f). 
17. In the CJ..uoted work (l971} Danes attempts a classificat~ol1 of 
Czech verbs on this basis. 
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18. In colloquial Czech ( e . g . i n Ho r avi an di al e cts ) the omission 
~f~ ,',: 
:' .. 
o f the DATIVE gives t he wor d s t ill another l'leaning - i. e. 
'dis close a secret ' . Cf. 'Jan to ;ekl' . ( John "las the une t o talk). 
19. Example b orrowed from Hel ' t uk (19 7LI : 134). 
20 . The n otion of syntactic condens a t ion wi l l b e de alt with ~n 
great e r de t a i l a t a late r stage . 
21. On t he no t ion of rank .... shi ft and syntac tic dOvmgrading s ec e sp. 
Lee ch (19.69 :25££), Hill (1958;357 .... ' 362) and Halliday (elsewhere). 
22. Cf. a detailed critical asses sment of CASE GlUJ:1l.1c\R ~n Arutjun ova 
, (l975} and Apresjan (1974;25 - 3l). 
23. :For a detailed survey of terms used l.n this conn.ection see 
y~e~eger e t al (l97]~l11}. 
24. Cf. Katz and J,'os,tal (1964: l3Hl for the d~chotomy of 'semantic 
markers' and 'semantic distinguishersl. and its criticism in 
Weinreich (1966:405 - 6). Gak (1972:371) ci'istIng~ishes betwe en thre e 
types of semes: ARCHISEHES (archisemy) or general semes designat.,. 
,ing the 'genus', DLFJ?EB,ENTIAL SEMES designating the 'kind' 
and POTENTIAL SEMES giving vari ous specific characteristics of 
the 'object' named. 
25. Further on this subject see especially Lyons (19 68:446ff), 
Yiehweger et al. (1977:22 8ff), Lee ch (1969:Ch.2), and Bierwisch 
(1969:Section 51. 
26. The term is borrowed from Viehweger et a1 (1977: 297). 
27. For a similar e xample froU!. Russi an s ee Catford (1965:38 ..,. 39), 
28 . "Iterativnos t· sem v vyskazYV Cil1i i vys tupajet k ak fo rma l ' ny j 
sposob or ganizaci i predlozenija na Eemanti ces kom urovne i moret 
i n. ter p re tirovat ' sj 2. kak E emanti.~eskoj c s ogl asovani j e , v principe 
podobn oje gramm.'1 tice skomu sogl asovaniJu·: (Th e itera t ivity of semes 
l.n t he ut t erance r epre s ents a fo rma l metho d of sentence organiza,t i on 
on th.e s emantic l eve l and it can be interprete d as seman t ic 
82 -
. .' agreemen~~~ .'.1malogous in principL.e to gramma,tical agreement). 
(Gak 19721379). 
29. Problems of this kind have been treated in a number of studies 
in the last three decades or so but perhaps the most consist ent 
~n applying the findings of modern s emantics is a monograph 
on the Russian and French languages written by Gak,V.G. (1975); 
cf. also Vinay and Darbelnet (1966), Roganova (1971), and 
Poldauf (1972). 
30 '. C;t;. Halli.day (1974:52), quoted in Chapter 1, Section 4 •. 
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CI:iAJ>TER THREE 
,">. • 
F S P a Ii. "d " . 'W " 0 t " d " " "0 . r d " e r 
1. The arrangement of segments of speech l,n linear succession 1.S one 
of the most characte ristic features of natural language . "Speaking 
implies itemizing; it results from an analyzing of experience into a 
number of elements, each corresponding to a linguistic sign. The 
signs corresponding to a message are, with some exceptions, ordered 
in a succession ." (Martinet, 1960:1). Word order has to do primarily 
~ith. the ordering of messagesl in accordance with the particular 
CO~~CAT~VE lNTENT~ON; its study is therefore of considerable 
importance for FSP research. The system and functions of word order 
in different languages are determined by their typological characteristics. 
The close interrelationship between the word order and the ordering 
of segments of messag"es has been known' since vJeil's comparative study 
of ~ord order in ancient and modern languages (1844T. The concept of 
~Sf (under its various names ) has proved to be of essential importance 
in particular for the study of the word order of Slavonic languages 
where the relationship between the two aspects is more obvious than l.n 
2 
other European languages • 
Perhaps the most solid foundations for the study of word order 
as part of the langua~e system have been laid by t~thesius (1907 , 
1941, 1947 and 1961) . Comparing the Czech and English word orders 
Mathesius deals with the following word order principles: 
1) the principle of grammaticaL function, 
2) the principle of coherence of mexr..bers, 
3) th.e principle of FSP, and 
.) 
4) the principle of sentence rhythm -: 
With regard to the principle of grannnatical fun ction, i t r efers 
to the relationsh.ip between the position of an element and its syntact ic 
function in which the former is determine d by the latter. A typica l 
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example, is the),SV9 sequence 3..11. English., e.g • 
•.• ; ..... f: [.I ., 
John h.it :Peter 
as against 
:Peter hit John. 
Th.e prine.ip le of coh.erence of ule-mbers manifes ts itself in the 
impossibility of inserting additional qualifications between sentence 
elements, e.g. bet\veen the Vf and its 0 in English: 
John hit Peter yesterday 
but not 
*John hit yesterday Peter 
(In Czech both are possible: 
Jan uhodil :Petra vC'era 
.., 
Jan uhodil vcera :Petra). 
Apart from this negative manifestation it is also operative ~n 
a positive manner in that a change of position of one of the. two 
elements entails a chrulge in position of the other element also, so 
4 
that the two may remain in clos~ proximity For this phenomenon we 
can adduce an examp le from Czech: 
, ~ v, Znam otce tveho pr~tele 
[(I) know fatherDAT (of) your friendGEt'lJ 
, v,· , Otce tveho pr~tele znam 
[FatherACC (of) your fdend (I) _know] 
The principle of FSP, as has already been explained, refers to 
the tendency to open the sentence by thematic elements and to close. it 
by rhe.matic ones. 
;Fina1.ly, th.e principle of sentence rhythm has to do with the 
positioning of enclitics and tLl.stressed words in the serttence; P..g. 
of Czech. short forms of personal pronouns iu the dative: 'mit, Iti', 
'mu', f si I (to me, to you, to him, to oneself - refl) which are bound 
to come efter the first. stressed wor.d. in the sentence, e.g. 
Da~ mu tu~kni.hu 
!;.0. ,'l 
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[cave3Sg h~AT the bookACC ] 
2. Word order in Czech 
2.1 As a synthetic language Czech possesses a rich inventory of 
morph.ological endings which makes its '-lord order largely free from the 
use on the syntactic level. The principal factor operative in the 
'system of Czech word order is that of FSP, i.e. of ordering the 
segments of thought according to the relevant communicative intention. 
l:n this, Czech - as well as other Slavonic languages - displays such 
plasticity that researchers often speak of FREE word order. This term 
must be further qualified. Havranek (1971:505) suggests that lIit ''lOuld 
be better to designate the so-called "free" word order as grammatically 
(syntactically) non-restricted ••• as against the grammatically 
5 (syntactically) restricted word order of the West European languages". 
Kovtunova (1969:3ff) uses a linguistic experiment to prove that in 
actual fact in concrete situations there is very little scope for 
changing the word order without jeopardizing understanding. The 
theoretical possibility of various pennutations is thus limited by FSP 
to one optimal sequence. 
2.2 Let us now concentrate on the relationship bet,,,een word order and 
;FSP l.n Czech. The starting point of our investigation is the assumption 
of the existence of some BASIC.or NEUTRAL6 order of sentence elements 
when the sentence is free of context, i.e. when it is in "the stat.e of 
syntact.ic tranquillityll (d. p. 2) ~ This word order represents "an 
optimal arrangement of sentence elements on the time axis" (Isacenko, 
8 1966~27) . Elset1here in his works (in particular 1971) firbas explains 
this arrangement on the basis of the conceP.t of COHMUNICATIV"E DYNAt\uSN 
Cd. p.21~) and its relati.onship \vith the semantic structure of the 
sentence. In his words: 
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"An object ~Y.presses the goal (outcome) of an action conveyed 
!'.;.. i 
by the accompanying verb. ~rovided it is contextually 
independent, it will carry a higher degree of CD than the 
verb. lhis is because from the point of view of communication, 
an unknown goal (outcome) of an action appears to be more 
important than the action itself. II 
(1971: 137) 
In this connection it is more opportune to speak of COMl1lJNlCATlVE 
I}~ORTANCE or COMMUNICATI'~ WEIGHT (cf. pp. 23-2~ to distinguish the 
communicative semantics of the UNMAJl~D word order from that of the 
MARKED ones (affected by context). The neutral ~vord order is thus 
determined by the interplay of the abstract semantic categories 
i:nvolved, i.e. of the verbal semantics and of the respective semantic 
actants. 
When dealing with word order in Slavonic languages 'ole may find 
it useful to classify the verbs into two broad ~at~ories: 
1) verbs of EXISTENCE or CO:HING INTO EXISTENCE and verbs of 
9 ( ,.., ,v., 
appeara.."lce on the scene e,.g. obJev1t se ' .,;. to appear, vynon.t se -
' emerge,. 'prij{t' - come, etc.); and 
2) 10 v , v; verbs of ACTION (e.g. 'sedet - to sit, 'C1st' - to read, 
'pracovat' - to work, and the like). 
With Danes (1967) 'ole will call the former verbs y (V ) and the latter y 
verbs x CY). Under the conditions of 'syntactic tranquillity' the 
x 
verbs of the afore-mentioned ~o groups behave differently. In 
sentences with V the unmarked order of sentence elements is SVO, e.g. 
x 
Otec cte knihu 
Father reads a book 
or semantically AGENT - ACTION - GOAL; those with V are characterize d y 
by the order YS CAdv): 
v ~rijel otec 
Father came 
i.e. ACTION - AGENT. appear 
f 
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Yor the~?~rposes of this chapter we wil l subclassify Adv into 
four classes: 
1) AdvA - adverbial obligatory actants 
2) Ad . 1 d b t "k ''', ( ) vPRO - pronolnl.na a ver s~ e.g. ne am Jl.t to go somewhere 
3) AdvMAN .- . adverbial of manner (' dobre pracovat' - to work well) 
4) AdvS1Tll - situational adverbs (situational characteristics). 
~urther we will use 0pRO to designate pronominal objects. 
The basic word order in Czech can be described in terms of 
unmarked sequences of varl.OUS combinations of pairs of sentence 
( v'" elements cf. Benesova, 1968, 1971): 
3) S 
5) V 
¥ 
- 't!st knihu' (to read a book) 
- 'neco c!st' (to read something) 
something to read 
- 'Petr zv!tezil' (Peter won) 
- 'Nastala zima' (Winter came) 
Came. wirLter 
- Adv - 'nakres Ii t na tabuli' (to dra\ol on the board) A 
6) Adv - V - 'dobre mluvit' (to speak well). MAN y 
These sequences may be used as a kind of unmarked yardstick for 
describing the changes that occur when sentences are employed in actual 
speech. 
To demonstrate the most cornman sequences in Czech word order we 
will look at the permutations of three elements: S - subject; V -
. 
verb fini te; and D - verb complement (0, Adv, Adj unct)12. For 
simp Ii city 's sake ,ole \"ill deal with one- and two-actant combinations 
only. Also we will re~trict ourselves to Mathesius's OBJECTIVE 
seauence. Le. to th.e sentences of the ~'IRST iL~ST.Al.~CE LEVEL (d. 
~ . 
Chap ter 1i3. 
Comhi.n.ing the afore-mention.ed elements we will get three groups 
of unmarked sequences which represent the most characteristic instances 
of Czech '\ford order Cd. 
~-~' ..... 4: 
~~. 
I. S Vy 'Otec 
S -. Vy 
°d 'Otec 
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y 
Danes, 1963; l2lff) : 
",v 
pl..se' (Father is '\.'?riting) 
-"v dopis' CYathe:r is writin.g pl..se a 
S Vy - 0. d 'My s oultlas {me s otcem' (We agree ,-lith l..n 
S - Vy - AdvA 'Petr sel dom&~ (Peter went home), 
letter) 
father) 
This group can be summarized in. a more general formula as follows: 
S ":" Vy .... CDl ) - Subscript (1) st.ands for objects (direct and indirect) 
realized by non-pronominal NG' s and adverbial groups (obligatory or 
~otential acta~ts). 
II. IS .,-. 0pRO - Vy I (0F-RO can be direct or indirect): 
Otec neco pLse (Father is writing something) 
[father - something - is 'I-lriting] 
Otec n~komu p{~e (Father is writing to someone) 
fF'ather .,.. (to) so~eone - is wri ting] 
S - Adv "- Vy - 'Petr nekem sell (Peter went somewhere) 
PRO 
[peter.,.. somewhere - went] 
S - Adv
l1AN 
- Vy - 'Chlapec piln~ studuje' (The boy studies diligently) 
[Boy - diligently - studies] 
The general formula of this group is: 
IS .,.. (D
2
) - Vy :(subscript (2) standing for pronominal actruLts and for 
AdvMAN) • 
III. I (Adv
SIT
) - Vx"" S'- or&(D3) -_Vx - S:I 
Na stole Je kniha (There ~s a book on the table) 
[On tableLOC is boOl'NOl1] 
Nastala zima (Winter came) 
[Came \?interN0l1 ] 
v ••• r~' '11 Brzy l?n .. Jde. Jero , ... ::lpn:n.g T,'!1. _ come. soon.) 
[Soon comes sl?ring] 
TQese are some~~~ the representative formulae of the basic word order 
in Czeclt declarative sentences. We do not aim at an exhaustive 
deccription. of all the in.ventory of tIle Czech v!ord order form1llae but 
let us mention in passing that there are a great IDemy other sequences 
typical for various specific situations which will be dealt with in 
greater detail at a later stage - in particular the var ious forms of 
Czech. subj e ctlp.ss sentences, e .. g. 
- Vy (3pl) - - 'Otce vyslychali' (Father was interrogated) 
[Father interrogated3, 11 ACC P 
Vy (3sg) - 0DAT - Adv~~ - 'Je mi zle' (I feel sick) 
rIs me sick] 14 
l: DAT 
These neutral word order sequences can also appear ~n actual 
speech, i.e. in such situati.on.s where the initial element is 
functioning as a T of the sentence and the final element as an R. 
Kovtunova (1969: llff) refers to this state of affairs as "dynamic 
equilibrium", i.e. the equilibrium between the syntactic and FSP 
levels. Danes (1967: 500) demonstrates the harmony betvleen all .three 
levels of sentence description which he operates with, e.g. 
Jan koupil knihu 
John bot.:gh·t a book 
---------_. 
-1. Syntactic level S Vy 0 
l- I 
2. Semantic level A~nt Action Goal 
-
----
3. FSP T R 
There is a perfect equilibrium 1n this s entence. T is expressed by 
the most TOPICWORTHI: syntactic and semantic actant - subject ao.d AGEl"!T 
of tht! action respe ctively and .R by the most RHLMEHORTHY (having the 
higtle.st de.grec ct ccmmt.micative ir:;pO!·t2..llCC.) act~r.t - ub j ec t An d GOAL 
o~ the action. 
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If, hOVlt?~.r : we want to select for '1' a segment of the basic 
sequence \vhich ~s not identical with its initial one, Czech \vord order 
allo~ffi us to shift the particular segment to the beginning of the 
. 15 
aentence, the operat~on being called THEMATIZATION . Alternatively, 
when choosing a non-final segment for R we shift it to the end, 
pe,rforming an operation called RHEMATIZATION (cf. Chapter 1, p.22 )16 
In the Introduction we have already demonstrated some permutations of 
this kind with a sentence having the formul~ S - Vy - 0A~6p.2). Let 
u& ,therefore choose a different representative of the general formula 
's - Vy - Dl "- one with Adv A for Dl • In the same manner as Benesova 
(1971) \'le will use the convention of single underlining for T and 
double for R to set into relief the respective changes that are 
. occurring in the basic sequences: 
s - Vy - D 1 
.. v Bratr pracuje v tovarne 
(My brother works in a factory) 
1) S - Vy - Dl : = Vy - S - , Dl 
2) := 
Pracuje bratr v tbvarne? 
[Works brother in a fact~ry?J 
(Does my brother work in a factory?) 
S-D -Vy ~ 
.. v Bratr v tovarne pracuje 
[Brother in the_factory \vorksl 
(My brother does work in the factory) 
3) S - YL - Dl ,:= Dl - S - Vy 
V tovarn~ brat£ pracuje 
[In factory brother works] 
(:::.t is \>lor!:.. th.at rot brctr .. cr dQ~S in the fact.ory) 
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4) ~. ~ YL ..... I?t ~'/= · Vy - . Dl ~ S 
5} . _S - Vy - . D 
-1 := 
l?racuje y toyarn~ bratr? 
[\forks ;L,n factory brother?] 
( Is it my broth.er \'(ho works ;1..n a factory;) 
D - Vy· - D 1 . 1 
v tovarne pracuje brat r 
[In factory works brother] 
(It is my brother who works in a factory) 
The afore-mentioned example shows three kinds of changes: 
(1) thematization (permutation 1); (2) rhematization (2); and 
(3) thematization + rhematization (3, 4, 5) ·. 
Th.e changes in Group IX are analogous. Let us attempt the 
same operation with a sentence containing Yx: 
.., 
1) 
2) 
3) 
D - Yx - S 3 
D· 3 - Vx - S 
D3 - Vx - S 
D3 - Vx - S 
:= 
. := 
:= 
Na ob10ze se objevi1a hvezda 
[In the sky - refl - appeared ~tarJ 
(In the sky there appeared a star) 
Vx - D - S 3 
Objevila se na ob10ze hvezda? 
(Appeared - refl - in the sky - star?] 
(Did a star appear ~n the sky?) 
D - S - Vx 
Na obloze se hyezda obj evila 
[In sky - refl - st~r - appeared] 
(There did appear a star ~n the sky) 
S - D 3 - Vx 
Hvezda se na ob loze objevilCi. 
[Star - the sky - .1 !..n appec:::-e.d J 
(The star. di d appear in t he sky) 
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4) ~3 · .... Yx ""' r,.: ' '-; := . vx ... S ..... D3 
_ ~J .. 
Objevila se hvezda na obloze 
[Appeared .... Tefl - s tar ~ i.u th.e sky] 
(There appeared a. s tar in the sky) 
5) D3 - Vx .... ~ := S - Yx - D 3 
Hvezda se objevila na obloze 
[Star .... refl ~ appeared .... in the sky] 
. (A star appeared in the sky) 
Viewed from the vantage point of. FSP, Czech word order can 
schematically be represented by the following diagram: 
{ Czech. word order .\ 
" Bas~c - independentl contextually 1 of context bound 
. /' 
'" 
-
I: unmarked -corr~sponding to marked; change of the basic word order I , word order caused by: 
.------==------:=. 
I thematizatioh rhematization themati~ati~n + I 
rhematl.zat10n 
There is a strong tendency to arrange sentence segments in 
exact proportion to their CD (cormnunicative dynamism) from the lm"est 
to the highest (Cl - communicative importance - in contextually 
independent sentences). This is apparent especially in multi-actant 
se.ntences: 
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Maminka, nam . ~\ i;delila Iradostnou novinu1o v[tezstv{ 
I ; ' • I 
[Mother : usDlT ~old ~happy news ; about victory] I I I 
Orother rtold lu the happy ne\~ s about our victory) 
I I 
T proper 
S Vy 
I , 
__ {brOad T 
broad R - - I 
R proper 
Th.e segments between T proper and R proper can be viewed either as 
part of the broad T (in answer to the diagnostic question: 
o cem nam sdelila maminka radostnou novinu? 
[About what uS PAT told mother happy news?] 
(About what did mother tell us the good news?) 
,or alternatively as part of broad R in answer to the question: 
Co ud~lala maminka? 
(What did mother do?) 
As was demonstrat.ed earlier, it is possible to make many other cuts 
between TJR depending on the context and the situation. But even in 
Czech~ whose pliable word order is almost entirely 'in the services' 
of :FSP, it is not always possible to respect the requirement of 
ordering sentence segments strictly according to their particular CD. 
There are certain limitations imposed by grammar and by the rhythmical 
constraints of the Czech senten,ce. 
2.3 Grammatical principle in Czech word order 
for the purposes of this section, imder GRAMMATICAL PRINCIPLE '-7e ,,,,ill 
subsume Mathesius' s PRINCIPLE O:F GRAMMATICAL :FUNCTION and that of 
COHERENCE O.r' MEMBERS (eL Note 3 of this Chapter). 
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Grannnat},ca;l word order refers to the situation in which the 
,?'- • 
position of a w<:>rd is determined by its grammatical function .. 
Mathesius (1947:349) distinguishes it frcm GRP11NATICALIZED word order; 
in his 'vords: "The graunnaticalized word order ...• consists in that 
the grammatical function of a word or a word group is determined by 
their position ~n the sentence." 17. This type of word order is 
cha~~a.cteristic of analytical languages on aCcollnt of the paucity of 
1 · . fl' .. . 18 t 1e1..r ~n ectl.on - ~n part~cular Engl~sh • 
While the ;FSP principle is primarily concerned with the 
arrangement of the Vf and its actants, i.e. it operates on the 
sentence (or utterance), the grammatical principle pertains primarily 
to a unit of a lower rank, to that of the SYNTAGM. By syntagm we 
understand with Danes (1961:5) "a lin.k of two elements related by 
'19 
s¥ntactic dependence" • Since these two ftmctions of word order 
relate to two different levels and in surface structure they operate, 
so to speak" at 'cross-purposes' (FSP tends to 'liberate' - for its 
own purposes - the individual sentence segments from the. bond::; 
imposed by grammatical constraints, and vice versa), it is of great. 
methodological importance to distinguish between two word orders -
20 
that of sentence members and that of elements of syntagms 
- v According to Danes (1967:500ff), in the s)~tagm there are 
four different types of word order:_ 
1) Grammaticalized 
2) ;Fixed 
3) Usual 
4) Labile. 
Tltay are goverr~eG Dl rilles of three different types: 
/ 
1) ;FuD;-ctiona!:. .r~les; 
~." .. ~ ;1- ... 
2} Concomitant rules; and 
3) Weak rules. 
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Functional rules are relevant for granunaticalized wOl;d order whi.ch i.s 
largely non-existen t in Czech (c£. Note 1.7). Their violation would 
result in a different sentence, cf. 
Fr a.l1.k ki cked John 
and: 
John kicked Frank. 
The most notable instance of FIXED 'vord order in Czech is that 
of the construction'N + attributive genitive~ e.g. 
kniha meho bratra 
[book - my GEN - brother("'ENJ 
(my brother's book) 
If, in this construction, the word order is changed, the resulting 
sequence would be unacceptable (non-grammatical) but it would not 
yield a different sentence, e.g. 
meho bratra kniha 
r~ GEN brotherGEN - book] 
H.ere "the position of the elements in the sentence ~s only a 
concomitant ('redundant', not distinctive) feature of their syntactic 
function" (Danes, 1967:501) - hence CONCOMITANT rules. 
Constructions with FIXED 'vord order do not yield to the pressures 
of FSP requirements. They are very much language specific. In 
Russi.3.Il the afore - mentioned type of genitive attributive construction 
allows an r.i~YERSION for commu i.cative purposes, e .• g. 
urunarked: Slavnye imena geroey 
[famous names heroesGENl 
(famous names of heroe.s) 
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marked: ~ . geroev slavnye imena 
, ~\'. :l 
.' [~eroesGEN famous names] 
21 (Izvestij a) 
This is an example of Danes's USUAL word or.der governed by what he 
calls WEAK. rules. They a110\'1 some degree of freedom under the 
conditions of marked FSP patterns. 
In Czech USUAL word order is typical of the adjective 
. I I 
attributive syntagm of the form Adj + N, e.g. 
korunova znamka 
[one-crownADJ - stamp] 
(a one-crown stamp) 
unmarked: MUS1 se tam nalepi t korunova znamka 
[Must - refl - there - stick - one-crown - stam~oJ 
(A one~crown stamp must be stuck on) 
marked: 
R -T -
Znalnka se tam mus1 na1epit korunova 
. [Stamp - refl - there - ., must - stick - one-crown ] 
NOM 
(As for the stamp it must be a one-crown one) 
T R 
The head noun of the attributive construction has undergone 
THEMATIZATION; it has become T proper; its dependent adjective has 
become R proper and syntactically iE has acquired a different status 
v 22 
it has become a VERBD-NOMINAL ATTRIBUTE (OOPlNEK) 
The LABILE word order is' characteristic of the Czech verbal 
t ·S Vf'or'Vf - DI. syna&mS, e.g. - In these syntagms \vord or.der can be 
freely re-arranged in accordance wirn the requirements of FSP. 
Rxamples h.ave b e~1l introduced earlier in thrs chapter. 
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2.4 The principl~ of s entence ' rhJ0:hm 
vie have a lready mantioned th.at in Czech the most typical case of 
this prin ci pl e 's function ing is conner.ted wi t h. the positioning of 
enclitics, Le. short unstressed Illords of an a,uxiliary nature and low 
semantic weight . They are of two kinds: 
1) short forms of pronouns: 'mil 
lsi' (refl) 'me' (me) DAT Ace 
and 
(me } ..... 
' DA.l 
(you) , 
ACC 
Iti' (you) Imu~ (him), 
DAt DAT 
'hot (him), 'set (refl ); 
ACC ACC 
2) auxiliary forms of 'bfti t (to be): 'jsem' (lsg) , I jsi' (2.sg), 
~je' (3sg) , 'jame' (lpl) , 'jste' (2pl), 'jsou' Opl), and the ~ 
conditional particles including the disyllabic Ibychom' (Shouldlpl)' 
\bv·ste' 610Uld ) 23 
0( 2pl' 
By virtue of their semantics, enclitic words belong to T and, 
as mentioned earlier in this chapter, they are nearly always placed 
after the first stressed word 1n the sentence - in the absolute 
majority the T proper - which is a perfectly appropriate place for 
them from the point of view of FSP. It is not however govern~d by 
fsr but rather by the rhythmic needs of the sentence, as can be seen 
from the fact that their position is exactly the same even in 
sentences 'vi th (Mathesius' s) SUBJECTIVE order (see Chapter 1) with R 
preceding T. Compare: 
OBJECTI.VE: 
SliBJE crr.VE: 
"" ,,~ }futka ti pos1la b~11cek 
T R 
[Mother - youDAT - sends - packet1 
(Nother is sending you a parcel) 
To matka ti pos.ila ten b a l{~ek 
[R-p art - !Ilon~e.r - y01JDAT - spu ds - t he packet 1 
(It is mother " ... ho is send~ng yO"J the packet) 
(R-part -+- rhemati zing particle) 
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Encli..t:t:qs:Jcannot De 'Rs; for stressed positions Czech has at 
;:' ., 
its di..sposal a ~eparate array 0:1; long fo:nns of personal pronouns, e. g. 
mi 
ti 
SL 
As 
v 
,:= mne 
'= , . tobe 
:.:: sobe, 
Dal mL 
[Gave3 5g 
(lI.e gave 
against: 
etc. 
knihu 
meDAT ~ book] 
me the book) 
Dal tu knihu v nme 
(He gave the book to me) 
By Ttlay of conclusion we may say that although the rules of 
rhythm are insensitive to FSP, they do not interfere with it (cf. 
Firbas, 1964b :l21). 
In this chapter we have considered it import&lt to depart from 
the usual practice of constant contrasting of the ways and means with 
which' the two languages concerned tackle a particular problelli. As we 
have shown, in Czech, word order LS the fundamental means of FSP, so 
much so that all modern research of word order is conducted on the 
basis of FSP and, vice versa, most research into FSP is carried out 
vis-a-vis word order. We have presented the Czech word order 
principles and factors in some deta_il to serve as the basis for 
comparison with the manifold means English uses for the same purpose , 
We will start ,,,,ith a short accou..'1.t of the po tential English word 
order can offer. 
3. ~lord order in Eng~ish - ;FS~ vie~oint 
3.1 As distinct from the situation in Czech, English 'iord order is far 
less ready to observe the needs o f :FSP. According to Nath es ius (19 42) , 
in modern English tvord order is govp.rned by the following hierarchy 
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.~ 
L Primary: 0) grammatical ~rinci~le 
(2) ~rincil?le of coh,es ;i.on of members 
II. Se.condary: (3) principle of ';FSP 
(4) principle of emphasis 
(5) rhythmical principle. 
3.2 FSP vis-a-vis the other word order principles ~n English 
Word order in English is to a very large degree fixed on accotmt of 
the numerol!.S grammatical functions it has to discharge in the (virtual) 
absence of case and verbal endings. On account of its GRAMMATICf~IZATION 
(cf. above) it is almost impossible to manipulate the syntactic actants 
/ 
of the sentence \'li~,p. the aim of co-ordinating them \OTi th the respective 
aspects of the situation. Mathesius (1942) speaks of the "heedlessness 
of English of FSplI. As was rightly pointed out by Firbas (l964b) 24 
and his followers, this .view is ~n contradiction with facts. English, 
as most other languages, does allow for the arrangement of ACTANTS OF 
SITUATION in accordance w·i th the requirements of FSP - at least 1n the 
absolute majority of cases. Only it employs a. different set of means; 
we may rather say that it is the English word order which is 
insusceptible to FSP. It seems thst in English FSP operates on deeper 
levels of language an:alysis - that is, FSP decisions are made in the 
deep structure and the relevant syntactic actants and verbs are chosen 
subsequently in agreement Hith the afore-mentioned decisions. In 
Czech, as 'l1e have demonstrated, 'mos t of the FSP operations ,,,-ere carried 
out overtly in surface structure by a 'simple reshuffling' of the 
available components. In English, in the majority of ~ases~ this 
're.sh.uffling' h..:lS tc be. accompard..ed by ej, ther addi tiona 1. lexical i teIlls 
(articles and their subs titutes, rhematizing and thematizing iifords) , 
by phonetic means, i,e. marked stressing (v,rit.i.ng in italics), and, J.n 
--- _ _ or ,, ___ .. ....__ _... .... .... __ ... _ 
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parti.cular, by !?:.li<;ons truct;lons in th..e predicate (selection of a 
:i '" 
different verb, ~dding or deleting actants, cltanging of the verbal 
voice, and the like). lhese operations aimed at satisfying the 
requirements of FSP will be dealt with in great.er detail in the 
following chapters. 
Despite all the grammatical constraints, there is however some 
;room in the. rules of English word order for ·FSP requirements. 
r. Sequence '(Adv) - Vx - SI 
In sentences with verbs of existence or appearance on the scene the 
subject usually carries a heavier communicative load than the V and, 
consequently, there is a strong tendency ~n most languages to place 
it after the V. Ea.rlier in this chapter it has been demonstrated that 
the basic (semantic) order in Vx constructions in Czech is that of 
'(Adv) - Vx - S~ e.g. 
" Obj evil se muz 
[Appeared - refl - man] 
(There appeared a man) or (A man appeare.d) 
Curme (1968;105) shows that in older English the situation was 
analogous to that in the Slavonic languages, ~.e. the verb stood in 
the first position and the subject followed. This usage survives 1n a 
.. 
little narrative by Hutchinson: 
Came Christmas by \vhich, at the _outset, everybody kne,v it would be 
over and it was not over. Came June 1915 ..• 
(Hutchinson, If Winter Comes, p.2.56) 
Mode.n"!. English uses other means to keep the sequence '(Adv) - Vx - S I 
( " • • 11.. 25 t h J) h' h " 1 b .l-n part1.cular the cons tructl.-on W1.t P:REP AP.ATORY t ere w l.C W1_ e 
dealt with .. later. But occasionally in v;ritten texts of a de s cript' ve 
nature \e(e meet th..e. sequence I Adv "" Vx .,-. S ~ ExaU'ples; 
On th..e \vindow-sill were a razor, a stick of shaving- s oap, a. tube 
of toothpaste ••. 
(JB, R 14) 
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Beyond the~t.:::~gain were the taller buUdings 
: ...... J 
(KA.~ . 35) 
In his case ~ias a small book of verse 
(KA., 35) 
Next to Dixon was Cecil Goldsmith 
(KA, 36) 
R;ight in front, up against the gates, were two pages on hOl.·seback 
(MK, 240) 
Host of the cases encountered both l.n our materials and in the 
literature on the subject seem to contain a heavy adverbial of place 
which makes the use of THERE redundant. They are restricted to 
literary texts and can be viewed as variants of existential constructions 
with the missing 'there'. Poldauf (1972:117) draws attention to the 
fact that they appear in particular in stage instructions or texts 
i.ntroducing the setting of a narrative. Occasionally we may encounter 
less formal cases of inversion Ylith short deictic adverbs such as: 
thus, ·then, here, now, such, etc., acting as introducers: 
Thus ended the extreme unction 
v (S, 169) 
Now comes my best trick 
(Curme, 105) 
Then came the dreaded end 
(Curme, 105) 
Here comes the bus 
(Leech, Svartvik, 17 8) 
Another variety of thi s sequence is the so-called DOU13 LE-
lNVERSlON CONSTRUCTION 26 wl-j,ch. is possible in sente:lces "lith. compound 
verbal forms containing the. present or the past participle CPt). It 
can be describe d by the iollovling formula: I Pt - AdvLoc - Vf - S ~ e . . g •. 
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C1 lit a c~g~rette and walke d over to t Qe mantelp~ece) . 
. : .1 . 
Hanging · over, it "las a large framed ph.otograph. of a Y'0U?-g man 
i n R.A.F. un iform .•• 
CJB, R 18) 
CThe jewel box had a keY' i n it... He op ened it). Divided i n 
little green velvet compar t ments were all the things he had 
given her ••• 
27 CJ. GaJ.sworthy, The Man of Property) 
The double inversion gives a certain prominence in the 'T to the 
notional element of the predicate. If this is not in line with the 
communicative intention it does not appear to be obligatory, e.g. 
(At th.e front, on a raised rostruIn, was a long table covered with 
a red cloth, and on the table a vase with a big bouquet in it). 
On the wall behind the rostrum was draped the national flag. 
(MK, 167) 
As distinct from the. first two cases, here the adverbial part 
of the T (On the ,,,all behind the ros tnIDl ... ) is defined as a given 
element only on the basis of situational presuppositions, i.e. since 
the, gathering described here was taking place inside there must have 
been a wall behind the rostrum). In the version with double-inversion: 
(*Dr aped on the wall behind the rostrum was the national flag) 
the T would appear to be somewhat too heavy, which would make the 
sentence sound too emphatic. Double-inversion would seem less marke d 
• if the wall were mentioned explicitly before, e.g. 
C ..• bouque t in it. The wall behind the rostrum was painted r e d. 
Drape d on it was the nationa l flag ..• ) 
given th.e anaphori.c r eplaceJOent of ! the wall' for I i t ' . 
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Under certain sp,ecific circumstances it is possible to shift the. object 
to the front position without w"ly structural changes and thus make it 
a marked T. Let us look at some examples: 
1. Margaret he. succeeded l.n putting from his mind almost at once 
2. :Food of some kind we could always hope to grow 
(.JW, 240) . / 
3. Time L came to know intimate.ly ••• 
(MK, 50) 
4. The lower lip he turned into a set of discoloured snaggle-teeth 
(KA, 30) 
5. Their injustice I accepted ••. 
(MK, 214) 
6. These sketches the sentimental painter had illustrated wi th poetry 
(Th, 292) 
7. Rim L really like 
(Chomsky, 1965:222) 
8. Most of these problems a computer can solve easily 
(Leech, Svartvik, 1975:177) 
Lt is obvious that this sequence is almost invariably used in 
sentences where there is a sufficient number of markers distinguishing 
between Sand O. An absolute majority cf cases - found in our excerpts 
. 
as well as in other sources .~ contains pronominal animate subjeets 
which are marked for nominativeness and consequently there is no 
danger of syntactic ambiguity. This opposition is most straightfon-rard 
in. (7) 'i:~hidl is as clearly marked for case as WOuld be the same 
sentence in Cze.ch or Russian~ cf. 
Russian: 
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Jeho .. 'U a) mam opravdu rad 
~" ~t':' • ~~ 
~~. ., 
[tum '~ (I.) .-, have ~ .. rea 11y· 
Ego ja nave.rno Ij'ubljrtl 
[Hi.m .,.. r ""' really"'" like] 
~.",-~---.~~"""",-~.:" .•. "",~~ .. 
glad] 
In those examples wh.ere thi1:l morphological contrast 1.S absent there 
is always a clear-cut semantic opposition between the actants .,. cf. 
(6) painter (animate agent) sketches (inanimate goal); (8) computer 
Gmimate.,-like agent) .,.. prob lems (inanimate goal) 28. 
rt is only in poetic language that \ve meet inversions "7hich 
need some reflection to be unders t~od, but generally even there the 
context makes the structure of the sentence quite clear. An interesting 
e.xamp Ie of this sort i-s quoted by Jesper.sen (1949: 69) : 
They \-londered how a young man so absurd ~£E~_~~~El at his tab Ie 
o S 
should endure 
(Longfellow, Poetical Works, London 1881, p .260) 
. The afore-mentioned cases of '0 .,. S - Vy'sequence shoulc be 
distinguished from those cases where the rhematic 0 is fronted for 
emphatic purposes, e.g. 
His face I am not fond of but his character I despise 
R prcper 
(Leech, Svar.tvik:177) 
The fronting of R proper is sometimes accompanied by S .,. V inversion; 
this is the case, for example.. when the 0 is qualified by an intensifier 
'many i, e .• g • 
Man.L . ..:.~ ra.bbit had he sna:ced ••• 
29 (Zandvoort: 239) 
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Such ca~,;~.? as the t\"o. examp ~es' ahove do not belong to the 
;"J' .> 
sphere of ~SP proper '-. they are SECOND INSTANCE. sentences - the w'ord 
order changes are effected with. th,e aim of creating emphatic effects. 
Ln. );'osj~tidnofAdverbia1s 
A. :From the. pointofv~e:~ of valency 
The position of the various adverbial elements ~n the se.ntence has 
been ,the subject of study of the authors of most major English 
graunnars, e.g. Jespersen (1949), Curme (1947), Poutsma, Kruinsinga 
(1931), Zandvoort (1967), Palmer (1924), Quirk et al. (1972), to 
name but a few; it was also handled thoroughly in specialized studies, 
the mos t prominent being Greenbaum (1969). We do not, therefore, 
consider it necessary to repeat their findings here in any detail. 
We will, however, attempt to point out those aspects of manoeuvrability 
of adverbials in the sentence which are of some significance for F8.P . 
In general we may say that adverbials are relatively the most 
mobile of the major sentenC'.e participants. From the FSP vie'\rpoint 
(in the same. manner as in Czech) it is important to distinguish 
between those. adverbia1s which are essential components of the verbal 
valency (obligatory and potential actants) and those which are 
associated more loosely \vith the V (facultative actants); the latter 
include various adverbials of time, place, condition, etc. \olhich 
provide a setting of the situation .?nd are communicatively less 
\~eighty than the action itself and, for this reason, are relatively 
.f;ree to Inove in compliance with' the requirements of FSP \vithout 
creating eluphatic sequences, e. g. 
time: Y€..s terday n.e came late (When did he come yesterday?) 
'f p. 
He came late yesterday 
T R T 
(Whe.n di d l:e come 1 ate? ) 
T R 
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place. , Outsi~~' J he children 
T 
~.rere playing ' football 
R 
The children were 'playing 
football outside 
Th.e children were playing 
football outside' 
-~-.~ .. 
Ofuat were the children doing 
outside?) 
(Where were the children playing 
football ?) 
We can see that the position of these situational adverbia1s does 
not necessarily indicate their communicative dynamism. In the initial 
position they are normally only a part of the T; they can stay so even 
in the final position unless they receive nuclear stress - only then 
do they become Rs. 
The valency-bound adverbials are less mobile; mostly they 
further specify verbal action (adverbials of place, manner, result, 
and others) and as specifiers of the V they are usually communicatively 
more important than the V itself. In the unmarked linear arrangement 
they usually serve as Rs and by force of COHESION they tend to stand 
as close as possible to its Vf. Examples: 
(Place) My parents live in Prague 
. 
(Duration) The journey took two hours 
(Manner) She sings beautifull~ 
In these three examples the adverbials constitute obligatory actants; 
they are more or less bound to their post-verbal position; the 
permutations: 
*1.n Prague my parents 1i ve 
*1.n Prague live my pare.nts 
would re.qui.re irX'.egular accentuation, e.g. 
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In .J?r.ague :~~tlparents live,· they \\!ork in Brno 
In Prague live rrrt parents, nty sister Ii ves i.n Erno 
and the resulting se.ntences, although marginally possible, \\'culd again 
belong to the SECOND mSTANCE sphere. 
The forces of cohesion are more relaxed with potential actants, 
cf. 
I've been working l,n this firm since March 
R 
and: 
Sinc,=- March I've been working in this firm 
T 
The second sentence, although. nlarked by THEMATIZATLON, is perfectly 
normal, for example, in a curriculum vitae. 
The manoeuvrability of the 'FREE ADVERBS' (facultative actants) 
;J..n the sentence is very often quite considerable but it differs from 
case to case.; it depends on the class of the adverbial, the syntactic 
composition of the sentence in which it is used, and, last but not 
least, on its own semantics. In some cases it is possible to shift an 
adverbial in the sentence in an almost unlimited manner in accordance 
with the particular CO~'illNICATIVE INTENTION but more often than not 
. 
the shifts (although formally possible) trigger off undesirable 
semantic side-effects 3? 
An example of a relatively unha~ered movement can be seen in 
the following se.ntence (borrow~d from Bolinger, 1952:1125): 
(a) S low 1 y he backed away 
(b) H.e s loW 1 y backed away 
(c) lie. backe.d s low 1 y a\.::.ay 
(d) lie backed away s low 1 Y 
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Despite th.e fact that there is some. dif.f;ere.nce ;t.n the. scope of 
{~> .j 
-" 
motli.fic.ation Lll these four variants (in (a) s low 1 y behaves like 
a sentence modifier; in (b), (c), Cd) it modifies the V), in general 
the shifts serve principally to satisfy the FSP requirements. 
The same adverb Hould, however, be less mobile (,vi thout 
. undesirab Ie side-effects) in the fo llowing modification of the same 
sentence, 
(e) S 1 o w 1 y he managed to back away· 
(f) He s 1 o w 1 y managed to back away 
(g) He managed s 1 o V7 1 Y to back away 
(h) He managed to back s 1 o w 1 y away 
(i) He managed to back a,vay s 1 o w 1 Y 
In (e) s low' 1 y modifies the whole sentence; in (f) and (g) it 
modifies predominantly the Vf, while in (h) and (i) it is captured by 
the infinitival 0 (to back away). 
In other cases the shifting changes the semantics of the 
adverbial itself. Suc.h is the ease, for example, with the adverb of 
indefini te frequency' g e n era 1 1 y' (see Bolinger - of' eii.): 
(a) G e n era 1 1 y he made himself agreeable 
(b) He g e n era 1 1 y made himself agreeable 
(c) He made himself g e n era 1 1 y agreeable 
Cd) He made himself agreeable g e n era 1 1 y 
In (a) and (b) g e n era 1 1 y means 'as a rule', while ~n (c.) and 
(d) it means 'in all ",ays' • 
B. SENTEN CE ADVE RB IALS 
So far we have. been dealing with adverbials whi-:.:h were, in varying 
degrees~ integrated in the. structure of the sentence. There is als() 
&l.other class, recognized as SENTENCE ADVERBl.ALS~ which are more 
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peripheral to;~.;t~e sentence structure .. Of ten they convey some comment 
~ ... ' ~ 
on the content of the sentence . Let us mention a few examples: 
In.atural1y~ :possibly; :adroittedly: ;certainly; ' actual1y~ ifrankly ; lreally; 
, • J , I 31 ~n fact, hopefully, etc. ' 
As was the case with ,tg e n era 1 1 y', sentence adverb ials 
are bound to the pre-verbal positions shifts to the post-verbal 
posi.tions tend to create Q~desirable side-effects, cf. 
(a) N a t u r a 1 1 y, he did it 
(b) He n a t u r a 1 1 Y did it 
(c) He did it n a t u r a 1 1 
'{ 
In (c) nat u r all y turns into a manner adverbial (unless it 
is stressed independentlys cf. 'He did it, nat u r all y). 
C. Adverbial particles 
In the IV - Advlcorubinations referred to as PHRASAL VERBS (e.g. drink 
up, put on, find out) the adverbial elements also have a ce~tain degree 
of freedom vlhich can be utilized for the purposes of FSP. J:n the 
presence of an 0 they can either immediately follow their Vs or shift 
to the terminal position, thus becoming Rs proper: 
(a) The firemen called 0 f f the strike 
or: 
(b) The firemen called the strike 0 f f 
This permutation is, however, impossible when the 0 is pronominal 
since - . for rhythmical reasons - personal pronoun Os always have to 
come before. the adverb, i. e. 
The firemen called ito f f 
This is not contrary ro the requirements of FSP - pronomina l Os ~ave. 
a yexy low CD and tilus are not R,HE.HEWORYcf'i' enough to occupy the. 
terminal position. 
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Even these shi,,fts, however~ are not always without undesirable 
~~ .. . ~l 
semantic side~ffects. In the quoted work (~.1128) Bolinger demonstrates 
that in the terminal position the adverbs tend to be more LLTERAL -
narrower in their semantic range, "while the pre-posed adverbials take 
on a looser sense which sometimes is so completely transferred that the 
adverbial becomes a captive", e.g. 
(a) She ~s going to take her mother out tonight 
(b) She ~s going to take out her mother tonight 
Bolinger suggests that (b) is ludicrous since it suggests 'remove her'. 
D. Causative adverbs 
In sentences like the following: 
(a) He pushed the door open 
(b) He pushed open the door 
the adverbs behave muc.h the same as the adverbial particles mentioned 
above. They also allow some scope for using word order as a means 
of arrangement of sentence units in accordance with their CD. 
IV. Position of Adjectives and Participles 
A. Predicative adjectives 
In Slavonic languages as well as in German it is common to foreground 
predicative adjectives ,.,hen they are assigned the thematic function. , 
Examples: 
Wichtig ist die E~kenntniss, dass S~tze e~ne Tiefenstrukture 
T R 
32 
haben 
Czech: o ". "". v v Y • , DulezJ.te Je uvedomit si, ze vety maJ~ hloubkovou strukturu 
T R 
Wh.at iR ','mportan t is the 'realization that sentences have deep 
T R 
, 's tnict ure 
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. In thi~.>~'r~sJ?e.ct EngHsh J?re.di.cati.ve adj e.c ti yes are xath..er 
;,1 ... 
limi ted in the.ir moyement. The.re is, howeyer, some s cope for \~ord 
order re.-arran.gement even with theJ'i. The.y can appeal" in the. initial 
posi.tion as Ts when in co •• tras t: 
(There was, too, a feeling that as long as I remained m y nonnal 
self, things might even yet in some inconcei vab le way reo turn to 
t h. e i r normal). Absurd it undoubtedly \'Tas) but I h.ad a very 
T R 
strong sense that ••• 
(JW, 53) 
Or: 
Difficult it may be but it is not impossible 
R T R 
(BBC, 12.12.77) 
Adjectives in contrast are here positioned ~n a kind of mirror-image 
construction: 
'PrA -. S -. VP j~'s - VP -. I'rA I 
Initial position is more common with adjectives in comparative 
forms (they suggest contrast by their very nature): 
32 
Even more puzzling is the effect of television on vievlers 
T R 
Also adjectives preceded by_intensifiers behave in the same 
manner: 
How glad I would be to reverse the wh.ole course. of my life 
T 
(Hf(, 2) 
(To that Chodounsky remarke.d that people. would have the tin;,es of 
their lives .•• ) HO'i:r fr.ight£ully' glad the. military administrati.on 
T 
would bE! 
v 
R (S, 585) 
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In rhetorical. diction we can fird the se'l,uence ':prAd ~ Vcop 
, ~.r;.'. . :.? 
"';-1 .. 
the inverted (R-T) order: 
Utibel:tevab le a.tid· .:it the same tiniEitili.be.lievably logical was 
R 
the great mission entrust.ed by history to us 
T 
0.'1K.) 1411139) 
This sequence is more frequent with weightier elements (both 
semantically and structurally). 
B. Attributive adjectives 
, 
Some attributive adjectives can be used both as pre-modifiers and post-
modifiers, e.g. 
(a) 
(b) 
The. burned paper was thrown away 
33 
The paper burned was my letter 
As was the case with many other positional changes quoted above, here 
too unwanted semantic side-effects occur. In (a) the adjective 
denotes a OULRACTERISTIC of the N, while in (b) it is semi-predicative 
(. •• paper which was being burned ••. ) and as such it reflects 
ACTION, i.e. what was happening to the S, cf. also the following 
34 
example from Hy1d (1936: 44) : 
Vowels uttered with the tongue tense have a clearer, shriller 
sound, and a higher pitch, than those uttered with the tongue slack 
(Le. while the tongue is tense1s1ack) 
The afore-mentioned semantic side-effects are less prominent 
with adjective participles; they denote action in both positions and 
shifts c~~ thus b2 used for ysP ends. S~milarly, th~ adjectives of 
measure reta~n tb.e same sema..'1.tic content in both positions: 
l} (a) The advancing soldiers halted 
(b) 35 Th.e soldiers advancing halted 
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·01 
2) . (a) ;£he.y had to climb a \-1all S;I..X ;fee.t high 
01.'- '". ,. 
(b) Th.ey had to climb a s l,x ... fee t-high. waU35 
4 . . Word 'or de r - conclusion 
In thi.& chapter we have attempted to appraise the ro Ie of word order 
in th.e communicative organization of the sentence in the tyro 
languages concerned. We have demonstrated that in these two languages 
"lord ord.er is called upon to play diametrically opposite roles. In 
Czech, positional shifts are r~served almost entirely for purposes of 
IS~, the needs of syntactic marking being fully catered for by the 
rich inventory of morphological means (markers of declination, 
inflection, derivation, etc.). English, on the other hand, uses 
word order almost entirely for purposes of the grammaticfI.I organization 
of the sentence. Its word order is largely GRAMMATICALIZED and 
inflexible 36. In those cases where grammar allO\vs some limited shifts 
of word order, they are very often connected with some semantic side-
effects and, consequently, Ca..I.LLOt be freely employed for the purposes 
of ~Sf. In order to compensate for this, English employs a variety 
at other means which will receive detailed treatment in the following 
chapters. 
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Notes 
1. On ·the "linear geometry of messages" see Bolinger (1952: 1117ff) ; 
"Elements as they are added one by one to form a sentence 
progressively limit the semantic range of all that has preceded. 
This causes beginning elements to have a wider semantic range 
than elements toward the end. The concept of linear modification 
thus developed knits together a number of otherwise heterogeneous 
manifestations of sentence order in English ..• ". 
2. Cf. Berneker (1900), Ertl (1917), Travn£cek (1937, 1951), 
Smilauer (1960), Danes (195~), Adamec (1962, 1966), M. Braun 
(1962), Schaller (1966), Kovtunova (1967), Buttke (1969), 
Sirotinina (1965), Mistr{k (1966), and many others. 
3. In Obsahoyi rozbor •• '. (1961) Mathesius merges the first mo 
principles, Le. the principle of grammatical function and the 
principle of coherence of members into one, i.e. the grammatical 
principle (cf. p.180)~ Firbas (1964b) also operates with this 
reduced set of principles. Other researchers of wora order 
go into much greater detail. Admoni (1974:20lff) deals with 
eight factors of word order: (1) morphological, (2) rhythmico-
intonational, (3) the speaker's relationship towards the 
situation, (4) logico-grammatical, (5) structural-grammatical, 
(6) emotional, (7) stylistic, (8) stylizational. 
4. Cf. Mathesius (1942;182-3). 
5. "Ovsem tzv. slovosled "volny" by-Io by spra'vnejS'f nazyvat 
slovosledem gramaticky (syntakticky) nevazanYm ..• proti 
slovosledu gramaticky (syntakticky) vazanemu, jaky je typicky 
pro evropske j azyky zapadn{." 
6. Other terms encountered in literature. are as follo'{!s: GRAHHATICAL 
or COl,{TEXT-FREE (lsacenko, 1966), NORHAL (Braun, 1962) ~ USUAL 
(Mathesius - elsewhere; Kopecny, 1958; l-tis tdk, 1966), DOHINAl.'lJT 
Greenberg, 1963; Danes, 1967), SENANTIC 
1969, 1971), UNNARKED (Admoni, 1974). 
'f (Bene.s ~ 1968; 
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7. Admoni bor;:-9wed this term from O. Behaghel (1903). 
8. (V nastojascej stat1je my ischodili iz gipotezy, eto v kazdom 
jazyke suscestvuet) "optimal'noje razlozenije eleme.ntov 
predlozenija na vremennoj osill. Kiefer (1970:140) stipulates 
the following definiti(;m: "A word order is referred to as 
basic if it can stand without any presupposition as to what 
should be considered as being already Y.nOH!lIl • 
• 
9. Firbas speaks also of lthe verbs of emergencel(e.g. 1957:78). 
10. This term is widely used by Prague School linguists (cf. 
Adamec, 1963, 1966); it should be, borne in mind that the tenn 
is understood very broadly in the sense of other than verbs 
of existence and appearance on the scene; semantically some 
verbs of appearance designate action also. 
11. Adverbs describing various aspects of the situation (temporal, 
local and so on); in his works written in Czech :Firbas talks 
v .. 
about SITUACNI KULISA (situational setting) (cf. Firbas, 1961); 
, v ... ) Uhl~rova (elsewhere uses the term FREE PARTICIPANT; Adamec 
(1968) talks about SITUANTS (si tuanty) • 
12. Symbol D for DETERHINANT borrowed from Strakova (1969) • 
13. Here we use the approach expounded in Danes (1963, 1968) and 
Benesova (1968, 1971). 
14. :For some further details see Danes (1963:123) or Zimek (1968: 
238)~, the latter dealing with Russian. 
15. Leech (1974) uses the term THEMATIZATION ~n a broader sense: 
" ••. the mat i z a t ion. This is the process of 
organizing the elements of a message so that weight a...'1.d 
emphasis fall where it is more natural in English -, towar'ds 
the end r.atlter than the beginning of the sentence. II (pp .198-9) • 
His understanding of the term thus subsumes all kinas of 
shifts which allow the R to assume its favourite final 
I ' 
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position<:, This understan.ding of the te.rm ~s broadly 
. ,i;..f!.. . .. 
.., 
synonymous \vith Halliday's (d. Note 29, Chapter 1). 
16. In Kovtunova' s afore-mentioned concep tion (1969) TIillHATIZATION 
17. 
is described as DECREASE OF m."NAHISH (dinamiceskij spad) and 
RHEMATIZATION conversely as INCREASE OF DYNM1ISH (dinamiceskoje 
nar as tanij e) (p. 11) • 
t • /' / V-' "w' " 
'Slovosled gramat~sovany zalezl.. v tom, ze gramaticka funkce 
siova neb~ sous'lov:l je urcovana je:jich mistem ve vetcL" 
18. Occa.sionally even 1n Czech sentences we encounter situations 
where the position of an element in a sentence is the only 
marker of its syntac~ic function; this happens on account 
of the fairly common phenomenon of homonymy between the 
nominative and accusative cases. The ambiguity resulting 
from thi,s is for' the most part easily resolved by the context 
or by lexical semantics, e.g . 1n: 
Cukr . " d{te J1 
[Sugar .....; e'ats -, child] 
(both nouns have homonymous nominatives and accusatives) it 
is obvious that 'd[te' is nom. (Sb - AGENT) and 'cukr' acc. 
(0 .".. goal). But in the sentence: 
System B modeluje system A 
(System B models system A) 
we may have to rely on th~ assumption that 'system B' is Sb 
and 'system A' is 0ACC unless there is precise information 
to the, contrary. ;For more about this subj ect see Pala (1968). 
19. spoj en{ dvou clem~ ve vztahu zavis los til!. 
20. Most iavesti.gations of word order in Slavic languages base 
their studies of \vord order on this distinction (Adamec, 1966; 
Mistr[k, 1966; Kovtunova, 1969; Bivon, 1971; and others). 
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Schaller 0966) refers to this dichotomy as INTERNAL (vnutrennij) 
.: •• !" .. 
.. ~ 
and EXTERNAL (vnesnij) word orders. 
21. Example borrowed from Kovtunova (1969 :52), 
22. Danes (1959:6) calls this llWERSION PROPER as distinct from 
the permutations of the predicative syntagm. In his study 
on "LOGICAL ACCENTUATION" Matvejenko (1969:168) suggests 
that this INVERSION involves a stronger stress on both the 
T and R than in the permutations of the verb's actants (with 
I~ILE order). He speaks of 3 levels of accentuation of 
LS - LP (logical subject - logical predicate) roughly 
LSI - LPl refers to unmarked basic order, LS 2 - LP2 to 
thematization and rhematization of 'labile' order and 
LS3 ~. LP3 to the inverted USUAL order. 
23. Travn:lcek - who devoted considerable time to research into 
the properties of enclitics ~. refers to these as CONSTANT 
as distinct from INCONSTANT enclitics, i.e. all other 
monosyllabic words which can be placed in the enclitic 
position but which can also stand in initial position and 
can carry stress (195l:l4lff). 
24. "Word order is not the only means of FSP. If a non-emotive 
sentence does not observe the theme - transition - rheme 
sequence, it cannot apr 1 0 r 1 be regarded as 
insusceptible to FSP. Word order, of course, is an 
important means of FSP ••• The extent, however, to which 
word order can manifest itself as a means of FSP depends 
first of all en the grannnatica'l structure of the given 
language. II (Firbas, 1961fb: 116) , 
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25. Mathesius"s term (1942:186); others used are EMPTY (Jespersen, 
0~···'· 
1949), HEAK (Poutsma), INTRODUCTORY (Curme s Jakobson., Leech-
Svartvik), ANTICIPATIVE (OED), STRUCTURAL AD\~RB (Churchward) . 
., 
26. Sevjakova's term (1973) - KONSTRll(TSIJA S DVOJNOJ INVERSlJEJ. 
y 
27. Quoted from the afore-mentioned work of Sevj akova (p'. 91) • 
28. The assumptions about the semantic roles do not serve this 
purpose unambiguously in the case of metaphor,cf: 
-Some people write books and some books write people 
S o S o 
(This one simply wrote itself uS1ng me, several pens an,d 
about eight cheap exercise books •.• 
(Radio Times; 21.3.76) 
In the second co-ordinated clause the syntactic roles are 
sugges ted by pos i tion and by the context. 
29. The simple inversion by permuting Sand Vf -is -""tlOt' possib le 
in the case of simple.,..,tense forms where the inclusion of 
'do' or 'did' is necessary, e.g. 
He snared many a rabbit:= Many a rabbit did he snare. 
30. An interesting exposition of some of these side-effects can 
be found in Bolinger (1952: 1123££) . 
31. ~or more examples refer to, for example, Zandvoort (1967:250), 
Curme (1947: 146) and Leech'fi SvcuP'tv;k (1975: 201) . 
32. Examples quoted from Kirkwood (1970:112). 
33. Example' borrowed from Bolinger (1967:3); this study, as well. 
as Bolinger (1952), devotes a great deal of attention to this 
problem. 
34. Quoted hy ZandvoQrt (1967:243). 
35. Bolinger (1952: 1123) • 
36. The degree of rigidity of English word order can be seen 
from atatis tical evidence. Jespersen (1949: 59-60) shows 
- 119 ... 
th~t modern English sentences containing a subject, a 
.:.14 . 
". 
verb and an object have almost invariably the SVO order. 
With different prose writers the percentages are as follows: 
Dickens, 91; Kipling , 95; Thackeray, 95; Wells, 95; Meredith, 
94; Shaw, 99.8. 
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CH.N;> TE R. ;FO uR. 
R. e fer e nee 
to GI-V EN· ·~l ·e~~n t s 
1. DeterminaticiIiof theNP 
When translating an abstract (deep structure) formula into a concrete 
utterance it is not sufficient just to fill the positions of the actmlts 
with the respective lexical items; before doing so we must define the 
latter, provide them with such DENOTATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 1. as would 
bring to the fore those aspects of the situation that we wish to refer 
to. One method of doing this is by means of DETERMINATION whose 
purpose is lito restrict the class of referents of a sign"; in the words 
ot; Weinreich (l?66:57) it means, for example, lito convert the 'general 
sheep f into 'some sheep "'. DETERMINATION thus involves a kind of 
identification of a sign with the participants of discourse and the 
2 
time and place of utterance. It obviously interrelates with FSP, in 
particular with the apportioning of CD in the sentence, and as such it 
will be of relevance for our investigation. 
When comparing the behaviour of the two languages under 
observation we can see that English 1S equipped for this function with 
special formal indicators, i.e. the articles; Czech, on the other hand, 
is more opaque in this respect. It has no formal means which would be 
reserved specifically for this purpose. However, this does not mean 
1. • • 3 tl~at Czech has no category of determ1nat10n • If it did not, it would 
not be able to function as a language. Like most other Slavonic 
languages4 it uses for this purpose a whole series of compensatory 
means, the mos t imp.ortant being the position in the sentence. The 
interre.lationship bet-w:een th.e. ~ord order in Slavonic lan.guage.s .:md 
th.e use o,f aI;tl.cles in West European languages has already been 
commented upon by numerous theoreticians of translatioil. Catfard (1965) 
adduces the folloHing example (Russian - English): 
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I} " v v.· .., Zens c l.n<l.; yy s 1 a i z domu 
,.~ 
The woman came out of the house 
and: 
2) ',' .~.." 'tl. ~z domu vysla zenSC1.na 
A woman came out of the house 
(p.28) 
\ihere the change in the sequen.ce of elelllents (S - P - Adv -+ Adv - p/ - S) 
is correlated with the change of the English the to a. The same 
holds for Czech: 
3a) Do mesta p:ijel cizinec 
A foreigner came to the town 
3b) •• ". • y C1.z1.nec pr1.Jel do mesta 
The foreigner came to the (a) town 
From the afore-mentioned examples it is evident that in English 
there is a considerable degree of correlation between the use of 
articles and the FSP roles of the NPs they accompany. The definite 
article is used primarily when "we presume that both we and thE: hearer 
know what is being talked about" (Leech& Svartvik, 1975:52). It is 
therefore a suitable marker of GIVEN elements which in their majority 
occur in the T, cf. 
4) There lived once in this old castle ~ powerful king. The king 
had a lovely daughter 
(Curme, 1947:227) 
The fundamental function of the indefinite article is to refer to an 
individual person or thing "without fixing its identity" (Curme, 
1947:229L e.g. 
Sa) We me~ an old man on our way here 
5b) There is a book lying on the table _ 
(Ibid.) 
Consequently, it refers to something NEH and for this reason it is a 
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suitable marker\;eor the R, cf. 
j.! 
6a) !.h~.,..!::&~a had a . lovely daugh.ter 
T R, 
6T:l) !~~._~.~~. brought a book 
T 
~requently the use of the indefinite article marks the rhematic illiLction 
so unambiguously that it is possible. to invert the usual order of T-R 
to R--T: 
7a) A falling star flashed across the sky 
R T 
d ,,,, " Po nebi se mihla pa aJ~c~ hvezda 
T R 
R T 
~£_~~~ vstoupila vysoka blondynka 
T R 
\I (C, Kr ~9 /6 7) 
(JB t L 41/39) 
7c) A grandiose disgust for the whole proceedings f~~~~~_~~~ 
R 
N 1 '1 h - .. " ~ -' "" v, • _~E~~_~_~ nes~rna nechut k cele zalez~tost~ 
T _ R 
T 
(KA, 158/178) 
The use of articles thus makes it possible (in some cases) to overcome 
the rigidity of English word order and the. impossibility of using the 
latter for marking out the degrees of comm~~icative dynamism. The 
inve.rted order R.,...T is po~s.tble in Cze.ch. also but this inversion causes 
unwanted stylistic side-effects and is like.ly to occur either in poetry 
or stylized prose. Mathesius calls this sequence a SUBJECTIVE vwrd 
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, 5 
order. Th.e emphasis would be the least marked in (7b) (inverted) 
.:; .. -~ .. 
,< 
since .,... as in En.glish .,.... w·e. can use a marker of indefiniteness, i.e. 
V· " 
the indefinite pronoun NEJAKY (some): 
7b l ) Nejaka vysoka' blondfnka vstoupila do baru 
It is almost impossible to ?o the same with the other sentences without 
adding some :f;urther semantic connotations because Czech indefinite 
pronouns have a much more specific meaning than the English indefinite 
article and serve primarily for different purposes, e.g. 
6al ) *NeJaka (jakasi) padaj :LC:L hvezda se mihla po nebi 
(i.e. Some kind of falling star flashed across the sky) 
Having their own specific meaning, the Czech indefinite pronouns 
do not collocate easily with other adjectives: 
Jc l ) *Jakasi nesmlrna nechut k cele zaleZitosti ho naplnila 
R 
(Some sort of extreme disgust for the whole proceedings 
filled him) 
is on the verge of acceptability even in emphatic contexts. 
It is useful to mention in this connection that in the English 
versions of (7a), (7b) and (7c) the R-T sequence seems to be comp letely 
neutral. 
We have thus established the interaction between the status of 
the pairs, GIVEN (T) - DEFINITENESS and NEW (R) - INDEFINITENESS. It 
has already been suggested in Chapter 1 that there is no bi-unique 
relationship be tween the GIVEN and THEME on the one hand and NEvi and 
RHEME on the other. GIVEN can sometimes be used in the R and vice 
versa, cf. 
8a) waiting by th.e ti. eke;-. t barrier Site ''las 
~"::""~ 
T R 
(JH, R 8) 
, 
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T 
~~~~~~~ accurate l y conveyed t he atmosphere of t he room 
R 
(Ditto, 12) 
Bc) !. bought the exp ensive s ilk garment because •.• 
T R 
(Di tto, l3) 
9a) ~.,..~ir~ broke a vase 
T R 
9b) A car ran over a man 
~-~-~ 
T R 
In both these sets of examplps communicative dynamism is marked out by 
the position in the sentence and by the syntactic functions of the 
. .. ' -:- . 6 . 
members of the sentences (by the~r commun~cat~ve we~ght) . In the case 
of the definite NG in R, Danes (1974) speaks about the NEWNESS which 
is not assigned to the expression itself but to the T-R nexus (III). 
The use of the indefinite article in sentences like (2a) and (2b) does 
not preclude the clear reading of the CD since the S is generally 
more THEMEWORTHY than the 0 and vice versa. Objects are more 
RHEMEWORTHY than subjects. Although unidentifi ed, the subjects are 
presented as less central in the par~icular COMMUNICATIVE ASSIGNMENT 
as if they. were GIVEN elements. ' 
A special ins tance of the indefinite article is the GENERIC one . 
~rom the point of view of ESP generic indefini t e article can be uc~d 
in the T without any repercussions for the CD. The reason i s that 
gener i.c t-.iJ?s ( as well as prop er nouu5. ) can. be under~tood as def ini t e . 
Li and Thomp son (1976) ar gue the case as f ollows; 
)~-h.-"...; .... t·,~:fl~ .... ~ ... I1;:"~ ~~.;.:;.£.H~~~:t:"", ...... .r";"'':''''J_-:.s .... ~~~ ....... ;:....:......~ .............. t •• ",,_~~;;:~ad.:~~'''; .)..~~;",~;~,r~~~.r.1-"'~~~;::-""" __ "'-'-.oJi-___ ....... _~.~~~.~ 
\ 
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"A, generic ndim phrase is definite because its referent is th.e 
class of items named by the noun pPJase) which the hearer can 
be assumed to know about if he. kno\~s the meaning of that noun 
7 phrase." 
(p.461) 
This interpretation is consistent with the situation in languages 
wh,ich do not possess articles in that they take generative NPs as 
natural themes, cf. 
10) A tiger ~s a dangerous animal 
T R 
Czech: v" .,v Tygr Je nebezpecne zv~re 
Russian: Tigr - eto opasnoe zivotnoe 
In their function of determiners articles interact l.n a very intricate 
manner with a whole r~ge of means which restrict - to varying degrees 
the NPs' scope of reference, in particular perso~al.J..demonstrative, and. 
possessive pronouns; quantifiers of various kinds and adjective 
modifiers. It is beyond the scope of this ~lOrk to treat them in 
detail. We will, however, pay some attention to some cases of the 
most typical divergences in the two languages. 
1.1 The Indefinite Article 
According to Zandvoort (1967) "the principal function of the 
indefini,te article is to denote that we have to do wi th a single 
specimen of the class of pe.rsons, animals or things indicated by 
the noun.'" (p.124). He calls it the INDIVIDUALIZING FUNCTION. 
"Sometimes the function of the indefinite article is to assign a 
person, anilllal or thing to a special class or kind. 1I (p.12S). Let 
us have a closer look at this latter function. 
!.n this ftnict5_on the indefinite article appears only in the R. Its 
X'hematizing force is so strong th.at it ~s often translated by a 
dlematizing particle, cf. 
I: 
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ll} lie' s ~ .. lad, that Coker 
~' .. 
Jo, Coker je ' ale hlavi~ka 
[Ye,s~ Coker is - rhem. part. - (clever) head] 
(JW, 129/122) 
l10stly it corresponds to adjectives w'ith th.e semantics of ·'real'. 
Examples: 
l2a) Mrs. James was a l~ in those days 
J.>anL Ganouovc:8 byla v onech dnech skuteC'na dama 
[ . . real lady] (Th, 227/228) 
12b) It was a holiday for her 
" " Pro Joselu to byl hotov;: svatek 
[:For Josela it was real holiday] 
(JW, 241/231) 
12c} A rival to Welch had appeared in the field of evasive-technique 
" ... .,. '0' 
vyvstal Welchovi zavazny souper 
[ appeared WelchDAT serious opponent] 
l2d) I had a career then 
Mela jsem tehdy svou karieru 
[uadl - aux - then my (own) career] sg 
(KA, 194/218) 
(JB, R 99/100) 
The classifying indefinite article can also be used before personal 
proper names: 
l2e) Every budding cricketeer should not believe himself a Hobbs9 
(Zandvoort, 1967:115) 
Kdejakf zacatecn{k y kriketu by si ne~el IDyslet, ze je 
~rlny Hobbs 
.., 
( •..•. quite like liobbsJ 
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11. l?artitive constructions 
An interesting divergence in the use o£ syntactic mea.ns betwee.n our 
two languages can be observed wit.h j?3.rtitive constructions: 
13a) ';Father brought th.e water 
v. Otec prLnesl vod~ 
[;Fa ther brought water ACC] 
l3b);Father brought some water 
Otec prinesl vody 
[;Father brought waterGEN '] 
The difference in determination ('some' stands for the indefinite 
article with mass.nouns) is reflected in Czech by a difference in 
. fl .. 10 Ul ectLon • 
1.2 The Definite Article 
The English definite article is a convenient means of ad hoc 
i.dentification of NPs v-is-a-vis the immediate (hie et nunc) situation 
without spec~fying which of its particular aspects are to be brought 
to the foreground of our attenti~n. They can be supplemented by 
implication in accordance with the structure of the GIVEN situation. 
La order to prevent misunderstanding those languages that do not· 
have this broad referentigl operator must very often resort to 
more exp lici t means 01 their NPs' modification. 
The examples found i~ our material can broadly be divided into 
the following categories. 
1. Local modification 
For example: 
14a) "I am the keeper," sWLng!.ug a long simian arm tm-lards the 
sick bay 
"De .... lam/ tu· . t . ""k II opa rOYUL a ••• 
[1 do here keeper] 
(GG, 127/102) 
l4b) 
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The 'guns ~n the ·eqtuary .•• 
• • I ... ~~~·. " 
~ . 
D~la u ust{TemZe .•. 
[ Guns in estuary Thames~~'J ] 
l.>L.l'\ 
(GG, 39/41) 
l4c) The:ce was little likelihood of anyone missing !,he Manor 
r h k " .' k "L 1 v.-, v . fyus ams y zame mOll . s te.z~ nekdonu.nout 
[TynshamADJ ACC manor ACC could hardly someone miss] 
-(JW, 165/158) 
I.n all these cases the article identifies the p'articular NP as the 
one belonging to the particular locality. In Czech the art.icle 
usually corresponds to a modifier naming that locality, either more 
generally, e. g. 'm;[stn:l ui'mek', or quite specifically by a proper noun 
as is the case in (14b) and (14c). 
U. Teinporal modification 
15) •.• \l1hich had obvious ly been preserved by somebody ever 
since the jubilee 
uz od yfroc:l kralovny Viktorie 
[ ••• since Jubilee QueenGEN VictoriaGENJ 
(GG, 11/12) 
'The Jubilee' means always 'the nearest Jubilee in time'. Here the 
translator must do some historical research concerning the temporal 
setting of the plot. If it were set in contemporary times it would 
most obviously refer to. the Silver Jubilee 197711 
III. Modification by quantifiers 
l6a) The three of us often fOL'!l.d ourselves together 
Octli jsme se casto .••. ysichni tri spolu 
(xoundl 1 ..,... ref). -. oft.en .••. all three together J 
p . 
01K, 36/42) 
, 
! 
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l6b) Now 'that the organiza.tion has gone •.• 
.: •• I'!- •• 
Dneska, kdy vS{organizaci. j e. konec ..• 
[ Today when all
nAT organizatioI'-DAT is end J 
eJW ~ 119/113) 
16c) that there ,.,as no division between the ,,,orlds 
v .. v.. v v " ..,,,,...,, .--
ze mez~ oneIll dvema svety nen~ zadny rozd~l 
[ ... that bet,,,een those two worlds is ... no difference] 
(GG, /+8/37) 
Examples (l6a) and (16c) show that in Czech cardinal nu.TIlerals are 
12 
insufficient for unique identification. They must be accompanied 
either by a quantifier of totality ('vsichni
' 
-[all]- l6a) or by other' 
o$.tensive determiners such as demonstrative pronouns (16c). Quantifiers 
O~ totali.tr· (,vsechno I, Ivse I, 'veskery', etc. - [an]) can stand fnr 
the defin:j.te article with uncountable substantives also (see l6b). 
Related to this group are also those cases where the definite 
article refers to a high degree (16d) or intensity (16e) of the quality 
13 
expressed in the subs tanti ve 
l6d) ••.• and we have the means, the health, and the strength 
to begin to build up again 
A marne prostredky, zdravi a silu potrebne k tomu, aby~hom 
[And havel~l meansACC healthACC ~nd strengthACC ~sary 
zacali znovu budovat 
to that ..• beginlpi again (to) build] 
(,n-l, 110/1.16) 
l6e) The first thing I was aware of was the smell 
rrvni, co jsem si rano uvedomil byl odporny zapach 
r 1- ••••• nasty smell 1 __ -' _____ .J was 
(JW, 149/141) 
"4l Czech th.e modification is made by semantically explicit adjectives. 
i 
\, 
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IV. Some. othe.r ·~xa~~e.s 
l7a) the race. is worth preserving 
'lidska ras a s toj:( za to, aby byla zaChOVall8. 
[ human race is worth .•• to be preserved] 
(JH, 119/113) 
This is close to the UNIQUE use of the, i.e. unique in the 'broad' 
context. In Czech it is nearly ahvays necessary to use a more specific 
modifier to achieve the same clearness of reIerence, cf. 'president 
xel?ubliky' [president (of) republicj - 'the president'; 'predseda 
vbi'dy LUbomfrStrougal [Prime Ninister Lubomir Strougal] -' 'the Prime 
Minister'. This is not the case with such unique objects as 'the Sun~ 
I the Earth! I the Horl d I - these are normally used wi thout any further 
modification., Le. 'slunce', 'zem~', 'sv~t'. 
Contextual uniqueness can involve a number of other concrete 
circumstances; in Czech again these very often have to be named 
explicitlY:-' 
l7b) I had that, and my acquired resistance to the poison, to thank 
odolnosti proti trifid1mu jedu ..• 
[ ••• resis tance to triffid poison •.• ] 
(JW, 74/69) 
l7c) ••. a melancholy that fitted as completely and inescapahly 
as the skin 
v I' (; v 
sedela tak dokonale jako 'llastni kuze 
[ • .• fitted so perfectly as (his) own skin ] (GG, 111/89) 
lid) Rere is the pound for the cause 
"1' db Y. ",,00'1 Tady mate Lbru na 0 roclnny uce 
(GG, 20/14) 
! 
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2. Refere.nce tQ."GIWNeleme.nts 
.~ .. 
The processes of determination of the Nl?s have an inunediate bearing on 
the problem of intersentential refe.rence.. It is a wel1~known fact that 
th.e same substance (referent) can be. referred to by a variety of 
linguistic means of varyin~ degrees of semantic explicitness. Broadly 
th.e.y can be subsumed under the following two categories: 
l} names and their HYPONYMS, e.g. 'tulip' is the hyponym of '£lovler', 
14 
or HYl.'ERONYMS ( , flower' is the hyperonym of 'tulip'); and 
2}. substitutes of names (pronOU..T1S and a whole variety of other 
substitutes). 
Their equivalence in referring to the same object is established by 
the context. Tradi~iona1 linguistics treated the use of alternative 
~eans of reference as a purely stylistic matter. Comparative 
investigation shows that although there is some room for stylistic 
variation, on the whole the processes of reference are governed by 
rules specific to the structure of language. Let us have a look at 
th.e most fundamental differences in this rezpect between Czech and 
f.ngli.sh. 
It has already been demonstrated that in many case.s the use of 
articles in Engl:ish makes it possible to achieve unambiguous 
reference without the use of explicit modifiers (cf. examples 14-17 
of this chapter). In addition it also has a number of far-reaching 
consequences both of an onomatological and a syntactical nature 
having a concrete beering on the thematic structure of the English 
language. 
Mathesius (1961: 15) obs~rves that ~'the English word usually 
di.s.}?oses of a broader meaning than th.e Czech and that it is consequently 
less. explicit than in Czech; it can therefore refer to unique phenomena 
us.ually only in conte:xt ,1-5 A typical example of this is the use 
of th.e nou.. .. 'place'. 
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Let us ~~on,sider the £ollo\Y'ing English sentences and their 
.., 
translations: 
18a) Then the place, must be named 
.,. d d/''/ Mus~me tedy ~ at Jroeno 
O-le have to give. the h.oDse a name) 
(Con, 104j24) 
l8b) The place was better aired 
V \I, V ",. y obchode bylo lepH vetran~ 
(Th.ere was better ventilation ~n the shop) 
(HGhT, 20/32) 
18c) It was rather an exciting place 
v • ~... v 
Byl to docela vzrusuJ~c~ ~vet 
(Lt was rather an exciting world) 
(JW, 27/25) 
l8d) L was wild at myself and the place 
Zlobil j sem se na sebe a na ce10u nemocnici 
(I was wild at myself and the whole hospital) 
18e) I got myself a place near the bus depot 
Nasel j sem si podn{j em .•• 
(I found myself a (rented) room) 
(JH, 10/8), 
(St, 181/183) 
18£) '. There's a place there that makes the best triffid gllilS 
,/ 
Je tam tovama, kde ••• 
(There's a factory there, where •.• ) 
(JW, 79/74) 
Ln the preceding sentences 'pla(;e~ stands fo:;: five different 
ti.nstitutions': house (a), rented accoIIL.'1lodation (e), shop (b), 
hospital Cd), and fa,ctory (f), and lon example (c) it refers to the 
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world in gener~J..... Neither of the instances can be r.endered by the 
respective nearest Czech.. eq,uivalents,. i. e, 'm:Csto', even if we 
accompany th.em by ostensive determi.ners (e.,g, 'tento', 'tato', 'toto' -
[this.1) or adjectival modifi.E:.rs. Needless to say that in English the 
16 
meaning is clear from the ~ontext But in the identical contexts 
Czech must be more explicit •. We may suggest that in this case the 
determinative and identificationa1 power of the English articles 
Cin particular the definite article) and their ability to interrelate 
with the context have been instrumental in the broadening of the 
semantic EXTENSION of its signs. Even when using explici t modifiers 
the Czech 'm[sto' can refer only to 'locality', not to the institution 
h..oused in it. We have here a typical example of 'SEMANTIC ANISOHORPHISM' 17, 
Le. differences in the semantic extension of roughly equivalent terms 
in different languages. Englishpossesses a great many similar words 
of general meaning, e.g. 'stuff', 'affair', 'lot', 'job', cf. 
19} After the job had begun 
Co se rozbeh1 trifid[ prurnys1 
(. • • •• triffid indus try) (JW, 46/43) 
and many others, the most peculiar being perhaps the word' thing' whose 
extension encompasses both inanimate and animate nouns, cf. 
20) There is a danger in the things 
,V"d" b "" T~ nera ~ JSou ne ezpecn~-
.(The horrible creatures .. ~) 
(JW, 49/45) 
The tendency of English signs towards broader extension is 
also reflected in the different ways the same substance is referred to 
J,.U a text. Ln order to demon.s trate tlus ~oin.t we have made a 
detai.led study of the means used to x-e£er to the 'triffids' - the 
'. 
f.antastic walking plants - in John Wyndh...:un's liThe Day of the Triffids" 
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and in .its Czesp-,.trans latiQn. The ~esults can be sunnnarized by 
P~ 
the following table~ 
English 
II 
Czech 
-
-~ I ,means , means of I occurrence % of I occurrence % 
reference I refere.nce I 2l6F-~-' triffid 171 31 trifid 
-- kytka (flower) 8 , 1.7 
f--~" I ." .. I o p ..... 0 plant 16 2.9 
+J ..... 
~ !Jl 
a ~ specimen 8 1.5 Q)+J thing !Jl ~ 20 3.6 Q) 
affective 4 0.7 
synonyms 
personal 266 48.1 
p pronouns 
rostlina 18 
jedinec 10 
._-----
-
affective 12 
synonyms 
---. - --'---" -.. -~ -~ 
pronouns 
3.9 
2.1 
1--._--
2.6 
."'-"-'.' -
27.9 
i 
-I 
I 
0 
-
personal ~
- -----
..... 
+J possessive 29 5.2 possessive 28 6.1 ;I 
+J 
..... 
+J 
-
pronouns pronouns. 
!Jl 
.g 
other 39 7 other 38 8.3 !Jl 
.- 18 IN-substitutes N-substitutes ~ 
.. .~ 
-
--- - -. 
Total 563 100 Total 458 100 
I 
Table 1: Czech and English means of reference to the concept of 
John Wyndham's 'triffid'. 
This Llble g1ves us some idea of the different approaches of the two 
languages. The most concrete term,_ 'triffid'- ylhich is the name of 
the parti~ular species, is employed more than 20%19 less frequently 
20 in English than 1n Czech . :Further along the axis of semantic 
extension Czech tends to use less a~stract hyperonyms. The Czech 
translator felt the need to introduce an intermediate category 
('kytk;;.1 .,... flo,<~er) ,,;hich did not appear in English. In English~ on 
the Qth.er hand, there is a considerable nUD;lber of occurrences of the 
9bstract 'thing' (referring to an animal-like plant). 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
-I 
..... , 
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A$. ~ar ?~ , the occurrence ot personal pronouns : is concerned, 
'" 
tIl.e ' ii.gures do not give a ~ull picture of the situation. The reason 
for this is that in Czech there is a more or less obligatory ellipsis 
o~ the pronomi.nal subject - . unless it is contrastive, cf. (19): 
A yUbec, ani nepotrebujL nic ovladat - aspon ne tak jako my. 
(Anyway, they don·t t need to handle things - not in the. "my we do. 
Mh 1/ •• "-' 0 o au se z~v~t pr~mo z pudy ••• 
(They can get their nourishment ••• ) 
(JW, 48/45) 
The use of toni' (they) in the first sentence is essential because 
it is in contrast with 'my' (we). In the second sentence toni' is 
omitted. If it were used it would continue being emphatic. When 
unmarked most pronouns which are in the nominative are omitted. 
(In the entire book there are only six occurrences of the pronoun 'on' 
(he) or toni' (they), i.e. as anaphorical equivalents for 'triffid'.) 
This is also one of the reasons why the totals differ in the two 
l~guages. 
A clearer insight into the differences can perhaps be gained 
when we compare which concrete equivalents are used to correspond to 
the two groups of the highest occurrence, i.e. the word' triffici' and 
personal pronouns. 
-
English occurrence % 
' . triffid 171 1 79 . 2 
. ~ personal 20 J 9.3 pronouns 
-
• __ __ • _ _ • _ _ 4 _ . _ _ _ __ ___ 
Czech e 10 4.7 occurrence 1_ 
trifid 216 N-substitutes 7 3.1 ~ --c----- -thing 3 1.4 \ " plant ~'9 _ \ \ -po&.sessive 2 0.9 
\ .J:ron~~l' _____ -- --
specimen 1 i 0.5 
Table 2: En glish Correspondences of the Czech vlOrd 'trifid'. 
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The Cze~~h' trifid' corresponds to a variety of English 
equivalents from its closest counterpart (triffid) to the \-lords of 
very broad semantics, e. g. I thing' and 'specimen' and pronominal and 
other substitutes. When we do the reverse comparison.,we observe that 
tl~ English 'triffid' is ih all cases translated by its Czech calque. 
Czech occurrence e-~=:] 
---
e 134 50.4 
~ personal 95 35.6 pronouns trifid 20 7.5 
occurrence ~ possessive 9 3.4 English pronouns 
personal 266 t-- N-substitutes 4 1.5 ~~ pronouns 
rostlina 2 0.8 \ (plant) jedinec 2 0.8 (specimen) 
-
Table 3~ Czech Correspondences of English personal pronouns (used 
in reference to 'triffid'). 
English occurrence % 
occurrence ( 
personal 95 74.2 
pronouns 
Czech e 21 16.3 
personal 128 . r-- N-substitutes 5 3.9 f;' 
[pronoun::: ~ possessive 4 3.2 pronouns thing 3 2.4 
Table 4: English Correspondences of Czech personal pronouns (used 
iA reference to 'triffid'). 
Despi,te the afore-mentioned discrepancy ~n the use of personal 
pronouns ~n the nominative, the data of Tables 3 and 4 also testify 
to our thesis of th<:: tendency i,n Engll~sh. to be referentially less 
explicit. 
I 
, , 
i 
I 
, , 
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.Th.e Eng.1,iRh occurrences of personal pronouns correspond either 
~~. : . 
..:: . 
to pronouns or noun substitutes on the one hand (about 90%), or to 
more specific terms - 'jedinec' (specimen), lrostlina' (plant) and 
'trifid' (about 10%) ~ on the other. In the opposite direction there 
is no such tendency observable. The semantic extension of the 
English 'thing' is so wide as to come very close to that of pronouns. 
Also, in the two languages there is a qualitative difference between 
the cases of zero-reference. While in Czech, pronominal subjects are 
omitted since they are syntactica.lly and semantically redundant - the 
reference is quite clearly expressed in verb inflection - the English 
zero-·references represent genuine omissions of potential actants; they 
can be recovered only by inference from the context. Example: 
20) Granted that they do have intelligence, then that would 
leave us with one important superiority - sight 
Za ptedpok1adu, re jsou skute~n~ obda~eni jistou inteligenc:l, 
marne proti nim jedinou vYhodu - zrak 
[ ••••• we have - over them - one important advantage - sight] 
(JW, 48/45) 
We have observed a total of 21 such cases of unexpressed actants 
which the Czech translator had to fill in by anaphoric pronouns. This 
represents still another dimension of the tendency in English tow,~rds 
economy in referential exp~icitnes~. It has a direct bearing on 
English syntax and FSP. 
Statistical evidence cannot, however, tell the \vho1e story of 
the differences in the t~vo languages in semantic extension of 
reference to GIVEN elements. Let us mentior. some of the most 
iJ\lj?ortant qualitative differences. 
0, 
-~.-
, 
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'. 
I.. pist'ance bebweenthe ,ex)?licittermandit.:i._ anaphoric counterparts 
English finds it very easy to pile up a great many anaphoric pronouns 
without mentioning the explicit term for considerable stretches of 
text. By way of example let us use a pLece of. text from John Braine's 
IIRoom at the Top 11 (p .117) : . 
'2:1) "Elspeth isn't rich, you know~ II Alice said waspishl)'. 
Her face was white and ugly and old ..• I took ~_E~~~_~~!;~. 
from my wallet and tossed ~! to her. "Give that to her. 
Tell her 1 broke the bottle. She let it fall to the floor. 
1 was tempted to pick ~! up. 1 knew very well she'd buy 
Elspeth some more gLn 
Czech:. "Elspeth nen{ tak bOhata," p:lchla me Alice j{zli v~ ••• 
yytahl J sem z tasky £~~koy~~ a hodil j sem i~ Alic,i. .Dej 
, , 
J L to ••• Nechala £~~~~vk~ padnout na zero. 
,. , v v, .., v I' , 
chutL l! zvednout. Vedel Jsern dobre, ze A Lce kOUPL 
Elspeth nejakf gin sarna ••. 
Schematically the references to Alice are as follows: 
English Czech I 
Alice I 
Alici l 1. Alice 2. her 
I--..------+.----------.-~--·I 
e (verbal inflection) I 
I-----.,....-----t----~------'--·· 
Alice i ~------~~------------.--~ 
3. she 
4. she I 
-
The Czech translation is very explicit. The maLn reason is 
that references to Alice are intertwined with those to Elspeth and 
also to the 'pound note'. I.n Czech the third person 'referring gender' 
(cf. Zandvoort, 1967:134) LS not based on the distinctions 'human -
\' 
21 
" " .. l' h .' . . 1 non-human and male"" female , as lot LS Ln Eng.:ts. ; 1. t 15 pruI!an ... j' 
a grammatical device. In the same manner as in GE:.rman~ pronouns are 
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selected for re,£erence to a substantive J..n accordance with its 
.~~~.V •. 
'" grall)Illatical gender. 'Bankovka' (banknote) is feminine and, consequently» 
it i.s refen:ed to by the same pronoun as 'Aliee'. ;For this reason it 
is very difficult to keep a longer string of pronominal references 
wi.tlLOut avoiding confusion and rhythmical clmnsiness -. cf. the verbatim 
translation of the second and third sentences of (21): 
2la) , ~ ~ Yytahl jsem z tasky brulkovku a hodil jsem ji _i~. De.j j{ to 
'J{' (to her) can be understood to refer here to four substantives: 
0) Alice, (2) Elspeth, (3) 'ta~ka' (wallet) and (4) 'bankovka' (note). 
As a result of this, in Czech GIVEN elements have to be 
constantly redefined by repetition of the basic terms or their explicit, 
equivalents. 
II. Syntactic and semantic referenc~ mechanisms 
The afore-mentioned d1.fferences between English and Czech hold not 
only in the unbroken strings of reference but also in such cases where 
the GIVEN elements are temporarily suspended from the forefront of 
the reader's (addressee's) cons ciousness22 . In Czech it is flJr the 
most part impossible to reintroduce such elements by means of 
pronominal reference. The forms of 'on', 'ona', 'ono', 'oni', 'ony', 
tonal (he, she, it, theYMASC' theY}~M' theYNEU)' or the respective 
inHectional endings-, tend to be automatically related to the first 
preceding , substantive' which happ~ns to belong to the grammatical 
gender they represent. English, whose referential mechanisms operate 
more on the basis of semantic constraints, is relatively free to use 
pronouns, even after a considerable gap in the referential string, 
provided that the context oUers sufficient information to avoid 
mis.understanding. Example; 
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22}. "They, can scal:cely h,ave kn.ownit~ either of them"~ I 
.J".:~' .. 
. ~ 
told her. "\fueriit is strong enough to kill~ it's 
mercifully quick. II 
"Ani 0 tom nev~d~li. . • Kdy; rna trifid dostatek s{ly, j e 
·1 ," l"n smrt mQ osrene rych a. 
[ ••• about it... w1ten (the) triffid has enough strength, 
the death is mercifully quick] (JW, 75/40) 
Thl.s sequence of sentences follows after about a page of conversation. 
on t'iO victims of the triffids (who were· not, however, mentioned). 
They 'iere present in the situation only by implication. The three 
'it's' refer to two different things - 'the death' which was talked 
about before and 'a triffid' which was implied; despite this there is 
no feeling of stylistic clumsiness c.md semantic inadequacy. In 
Czech, as we can see, two of the pronouns have to be rendered 
explicitly. 
III. Cataphoric reference 
Another important distinction of English pronouns is their ability to 
be used cataphorically. In Czech this is practically impossible, cf. 
23) Born in the country, as his father before him, spare and 
tall, with a flaring moustache, a neat chin Charles Gaud 
looked liKe a new arrival 
T:ebafe byl Charles Goud, stejn~ jako pred n1m jeho otec, 
v. v, " tameJH rodak, vypadal ..• (Can, 46 /1~8) 
(Although Charles Gaud was, as his father before him, born 
in the country, he looked .•. ) 
In th.e Czech. version cataph.ora have to be changed into 
1.-· 4 i I-E_!.n_g_l_i_s_h_.:-+-h_~_··S_C_f_a_t_h_e_r)_. -+_C_:b_e_f_o_r_e_)_b_~i_m_-, ~harleS Gaud _______ .. -1 
Czech: II Charles Gaud (pred) nLm I Jeho (otec) relerence il ____ -L ____ . ____ -t._b_e_f_o._L_e __ h_i_ill_, ___ '--. h_i_s_f.·_a_t~~_! ~ __ ~~flecd~~~ 
" • -! " 
t...:..~~~~~~&L'tt.<e~-'~t~tJL~A"~~C~~,:"_ .. "'~~J,':;'';'~W ... ~~.:.:G,,,, ........ ~~~~-~~ ...... ~~~~~~k-~~",,~"-:.l~;-.?.&;~''''''''''''''''''':.\'~"'J'&~~~~~ _. 
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,~,,: . 
,(..!~1.,... ", 
3.· Conclusion ~ 
We have sh.o~m here that the English category of determination represents 
a. very important mea.TlS of the :FSP organization of the senten.ce. The 
definite article is a powerful means of identifying NPs and presenting 
them as known to the participants in the discourse, and as such it 
correlates with the GIVEN which, in its turn, belongs mostly to the 
domain of the THEME. The indefinite article, on the other hand, 
marks out NPs as unidentified and serves as an indicator of the NEW 
and, in the absolute majority of cases, also of the RHEME. The 
generic indefinite behaves like a definite article; a generic NP 
refers to a class of items which the addressee is assumed to know. 
The strong degree of correlation between the roles of the articles 
and those of the FSPunits gives English a certain degree of 
flexibility on the level of FSP to compensate for~he·rigidity on 
the syntactic level, in particular in the field of word order. The 
articles make it possible to invert the usual T-R order without unwanted 
emphatic side-effects; changes in articles thus correlate with the 
changes of the Czech word order and case endings. 
Having established the re1aticilsnip of articles and FSP units 
in general we furth~r looked in some detail at those of their 
particular features which appeared to be of relevance for our 
comparative investigation. From among them we singled out the 
capacity of the definite article to uniquely identify GIVEN elements 
with the: maximum syntactic and semantic economy possible as distinct 
~rom the corresponding Czech apparatuses of modification. 
The afore-mentioned features of the definite article and the 
speci~icity of the use of the English pl'onouns allow a great deal of 
e.conomy also in the sphere of ip.ter.,-se,ntential reference. English 
tends to use words of broader semantic exten.si.on; Czech is more 
specifi.c. Statistical evidence has been adduced to support this claim. 
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Notes 
1. Hlavsa's term (1975). 
2. Lyons (1977, II) treats these prob 1 ems under the cover term 
DElXIS. He defines it as follows: IIBy deixis is meant the 
location and identification of persons t objects, events, 
processes and activities being talked about, or referred to, 
in relation to the spati?temporal context created and 
sustained by the act of utterance and the participation in it, 
typically, of a single speaker and at least one addressee. 1I 
(p.637) • 
3. This view is held for instance by Poldauf (1972): "An 
important category of the English nouns is that of determination. 
Lt is very important to ~roup the substance of this category, 
although it is extremely difficult. particularly for Czechs, 
who have no such category in their language." (p.55) (DoleZitou 
kategori[ anglickych pOdstatnych jmen je kategorie urcenosti 
r • .) 1 . dOl ..... " vk l' .,. v ~dete~novanost1. Je ve mL u eZ1te,ac 0 1 nesmLrne 
V / /v V V 
obt!zne, pochopiti podstatu teto kategorie zvlaste pro Cechy, 
kte:H: podobnou kategorii nemaj;:.}. 
4. Notable exceptions are Bulgarian and Macedonian which have 
both past-positive definite articles whose function it is, 
among other things, "to identify nouns (or more exactly 
nominal phrases) as already or generally knmm from context 
and/or extralinguistic situations." (Groen, 1977:50). The 
relevance of the Bulgarian enclitic article for the FSP is 
" treated in some detail in Georgieva (197 l l) and Bacvarov 
(197f.). For mere about the Macedonian article see the 
afore-mentioned work of Groen (1977) as ~Tell as Lunt 
(1952:41) and Kepe.ski (1950:51.). 
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5. Cf. Mathesius (1942:302££). Firbas (1964b:120) refers to this 
order as EMOTIVE. 
6. Cf. Chapter 1, pp.13-l4. For more about this subject see 
Firbas, 1966 and Chafe, 1976. 
7. Postal (1966) suggests that Generic Indefinite should be 
classified as Definite in the deep structure. He shm..rs that 
in some contexts only Definites and Generic Indefinites can 
be used, e.g. "big as the boy ~..ras, he couldn't lift it" or 
"expensive as butter is, I still prefer it", but not *"big 
as some giant was, he couldn't lift it" (quoted from Dahl, 
1969:34). :For further discussion of the problem see also 
Chafe (1974:122-127; 1976:30ff) and Kuno (1972:270). 
8. Pan[ (Mrs.) does not collocate with the husband's Christian 
name in Czech. 
9. This should be distinguished from its use witlla proper name 
with a title, e.g. 'a Mr. Hobbs' - in Czech 'n~jak.i (pan) 
Robbs' [some Mr. Hobbs]. 
10. :Fi,llmore (1968: 11) gives a similar example from Russian, Le. 
Daj nam chleb (ACC) - Give us the bread 
Daj nam ch.1eba (GEN) - Give us some bread. 
11. Rere the. corresp-onding degree of iden tifica tion wi th the 
referent is achieved by means which are outside linguistics. 
We are in the sphere of the "pragmatic aspects of translation" 
(ef. Recker, 1974:35££). If we want the Czech reader to be 
given the same degree of explicitn.ess as his English 
counterpart is given by th~ original, we have to supply hio 
with some further information on those aspects of the situation 
whLch are not present in the common POOL OF PRESL~POSITIONS 
in that particular culture .. In the work quoted above Recker 
gives a similar example of trans lation between English and 
-- --.- --.-.. -.. ---~- -.---~ - -.. --.----~ .... ----... - .... -------. ...-..-.---.--,.....-....-.-... ...... ,,-.. ... - .. ---.--..--.... -.-.......... " ......... ,.,... .... --~ 
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Russian (p.: ??) : 
~~!.~ - :. 
I graduated from New Haven Ln 1915 
(F. Scott :Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby)1 
Ja okon~i1 Jel'skij universitet v 1915 godu 
(I graduated from YaleUniversit~ in 1915) 
The translation Universitet v N'ju-Chejvene would be correct 
but for the Russian reader it would not suggest the 
.. 
implications of the institution's prestigious status generally 
associated with the name yale. 
12. ~or a more detailed discussion of this see H1avsa (l975:92}. 
13. When used with the noun modified by the superlative adjective 
the can acquire (in some contexts) the function of a 
rhematizing particle, e.g. 
They brighten tne darkest day 
RozjasnL inejponurej~[ den 
[Brigh..ten3p1 even darkes t day J 
(GG, 19/18) 
14. Lyons (1968:455) does not recommend the use of this term for 
15. 
fear that it might be easily confused ,-lith HYPONYM; instead 
he uses the term SUPERORDINATE. In this work we find it 
useful to k~ep t'O the dichotomy as mentioned above, i. e. ' 
RXFONYM - HYPERONYM. 
, .,,, '<1. v. 't"/ " v 
"Aug1icke slovo rna vyznam vetsLnou sLrsL, a proto mene 
ur~itf nez slovo ceske;slova tedy mohou odkazovat na pr~dstavy 
jedinecne zpravid1a jen v dall{m kontextu." 
16. Considerations of space prevent us from giving the respective 
contexts; mostly it would be impractical because the explicit 
mention of the institution concerned can be quite distan.t from 
our examples. 
/ 
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17. For more ;~bout SEMANTIC ANISOMORPHISM see Lyons (1963:70) . 
.; 
18. Under "other N-substitutes lt we subsume in particular: 
(l) deictic pronouns (e.g. this~ that); (2) reflexive 
pronouns (myself, etc.); (3) quantifiers (everybody, 
somebody, etc.) and q~antifier pronouns (one, some, each, 
none, etc.); and (4) independent possessive pronouns (mine, 
hers, etc.). Some of these (in particular those of (3) and 
(4» are in effect substitutes of nominal parts of noun 
phrases (cf. our triffid + ours). 
19" By "possessive pronouns" we mean their combinations with Ns, 
e.g. 'its sting' referring indirectly to a triffid. The 
percentage is computed from the comparison of occurrences 
in Czech and English (i.e. 216:71). 
20. A similar investigation was made by Borodacenko in 1973. 
Comparing Jack London's "Martin Eden" with its Russian 
translation he discovered that in the original the name of 
the main protagonist (Martin Eden) occurred 262 times, while 
in the translation it occurred 472 times (p.23). 
21. Grammarians refer to this type of pronominal reference as 
'natural gender'. "In English this depends upon the 
-
classification of persons and objects as male, female or 
inanimate." (Lyons, 1968:284) ... The vestiges of natural 
gen~er in Czech are limited largely to nouns referring to 
adult human beings and inconsistently to those referring 
to children and other animate nouns. 
22. For a detailed discussion of the relationships between the 
consciousness and the duration of GIVE}mESS see Ch.afe (1974). 
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i~ . 
CHAL'TER EI VE 
S·t rue t u t.al an dS e ·~a nt ic . Shifts 
1. General 
We have so far inquire.d into those aspects of English syntax which 
make it possible to reorganize the ESP without resort to any changes 
~n the structure of the verbal nucleus of the sentence and/or in the 
nature of its actants. In Chapter 3 it has been shmm that the 
J?otentia1 of English word order, compared to that of Czech, is in 
this respect very limited. To compensate for this English has to use 
a variety of other means. The first of these - the category of 
determination - was dealt with in some detail in Chapter 4. In the 
present chapter we will turn our attention to the most important 
compensatory means of English grammar, those which effect changes in 
tQe ESP structure by major changes in the valency structure of the 
sentence. Different languages possess differing formal apparatuses 
for rendering all the various aspects of the concrete situ<!tions they 
are called upon to describe; consequently, they will also show 
different preferences when decisions are made about which atoms of 
meaning are to be chosen for overt mention in the surface structure of 
a sentence and which may be left fnr the addressee to decode from 
the co;-..text. Our observations of differences of this kind will 
concentrate on the following two major groups of problems. Firstly, 
we will compare the syntactic and semantic behaviour of the major 
va1enc¥ constituents and parts of speech in relation to their FSP 
roles. Secondly, we will deal in detail with those syn.tactico-
~emantic mechani.sms in English "Which make it possible to arrange 
sentence constituent:s in accordance with their particular CD, i.e. 
in SUCQ a way that either the thematic cons·tituents precede the 
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rhematic ones;;~or they are. othen'lise D.1.arked for th-;ir .FSP function in 
the sentenc;e, e:g. by determiners, thematizing and rhematizing words 
and the like. 
A,; ShlftsRe.lating to Th..eme 
2 •. Slib j ect and .FSP 
2.1 Thematic function of the English S 
When compan.ng Czech and English texts we can observe fundamental 
differences in the role of the grannna.tical subject. While in Czech 
there is still a strong tendency towards identifying the subject with 
the semantic agent - the DOER or EXPERIENCER of the particular action, 
1.n Modern English this function is increasingly ignored and the subject 
is used mainly as a carrier of the T. This contraat was first 
observed by Mathesius (1929:202): 
"Ein Vergleich des Englischen z. B. mit den slawischen Sprachell 
zeigt deutlich, dass in Englischen die thematische .Funktion 
des grannnatischen Subjektes besonders stark hervortritt." 
Let us demonstrate the difference on the following sentences: 
la} Because Warley had shown me a new way of living 
S' (T) 
I' • fOb v. Protoze ve Warley Jsem po~nal novy zpuso Zl.vota 
AdvLoc(T) (S) 
[Because in Harley learntl a new way of living] sg 
(JB, R 96/96) 
lb} Th.e tower was fl¥ing .t.wo flags on the same mast 
S (T) 
v". VY." ., • Zestozatu rta vezl. vlaly dyevlaJky 
AdvLoc (T) S (R) 
r FroJIlmas t on tower were flying two flags 1 
~ ~ 
(JH, 98/92) 
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In both senten;~,\?:s we can see the tendency 01; ttle Czech S to relate 
to the actual p~rson or thing that was doing the action -. in the first 
it is the nar:Lator (identified ir. the verb e.nding) who took an active 
part in the action; in the second, the object ~hich is able to perform 
the action of 'flying in the airt. In Englisll the semantic bond between 
the. subjects and the respective verbs is loosened - in actual fact 
\:I:adey cannot do the showing and the mas t cannot do the flying. The 
subjects serve as Ts to express the deep structure LOCATIVES (in Czech 
expressed by adverbials). 
2.2 A two-nucleus sentence ~n English 
In Modern English it is virtually obligatory for each sentence to 
. . 1. . conta~n an overtly expressed subJect. It ~s one of the two bas1c 
constituents of the sentence the other being the predicate. Poldauf 
(19 72 1 6) . 1 II v vI k"'; 1 . II : 0 refers to th~s ru e as pozadavek c ens e up nost~ (the 
requirement of structural completeness). Even in those cases when 
the action cannot be attributed to any particular element of the 
situation, English uses 'dunnny,2 or 'empty' subjects such as 'it' and 
'there' (similarly the German 'est and the French Ice' and 'ill). 
Such subjects do not play any concrete semantic role - they refer to 
the situation in general and are thus conveniently used as formal Ts. 
Czech is completely different in this respect. We have already 
mentioned (Chapter 4) the frequent ..pmission of the overt S when the 
verbal e~~ing is sufficient to refer clearly to a GIVEN object. In 
addition to that Czech can employ a great variety of subjectless 
sentences. They are used not only when there is no actant available, 
for example: 
2al r.t is raining 
[rai~s] 
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2b} " "" Ron.:. , , 
~ ... 
There l..S a fire 
" [ hums] 
or who-ere i.t is unidentified, e. g. 
2c) Klepe There is. a knock 
[knocks] 
but also when the actants present in the structure of the situation 
are not semantically suitable for the agentive role, cf. 
2d) Je mi zle I am (feel) sick 
[Is meDAT sick J 
2e) v zarnku straS':C' The castle is haunted 
[In (the) castle haunts] 
2f} He h s got worse 
[(i~) got worse (to) him] 
, In Czech these cases are very productive and very frequent. Although 
some of them can be paraphrased into a two-nucleus sentence, e.g. 
2dl ) Cit1m se zle 
[(I) feel lsg - re£l - sick] 
2el ) V zarnku nekdo strasf 
[In (the) castle someone haunts J 
these paraphrases are less natural than the subjectless variant~. 
2.3 A tendency towards personal subjects in English 
The thematic character of the subje~t can also be adduced as a reason 
for the predilection of English for personal subjects. Mathesius 
(1929:203) explains it ' as follows: 
1I\~ie gesagt, macht sich im Englischen die Tendenz klar ft'Jhlba!' , 
, . q 
d8s Thema der Satzaussage womoglich zum grarumatische,n Subjekt 
des Satzes zu machen. Uenn sich zwei Vorstellungen als durch 
di,e Situation gegeben darbieten, wird diejenige von. ihnen ZUlli 
grammatischen Subj ekt gemacht) die meh~ Aktuali d~t besi tzt 
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oder als ebias bestimmteres arsch.ai,.nt. D:te~e Ei.genschaften 
traffen bes~~ders ~ufig bei ei.nem pers.onlicn.en Subj ekte zu. 
Deswegen wird im Englisch.en das personliche Subjekt mit 
besondere.r Vorliebe verwendet. 1I 
Nathesius's observations have been corroborated by a number of 
detailed researches into the:: so.,...called topic~'lorthiness of various 
nominal elements3• As has already been demonstrated, Czech. subjects 
are largely independent from the role of Ts and ca. . therefore 
express personal topics by means of oblique cases (cf. 2d). 
2.3.lConesion of subjects across sentences 
One of the reasons for the afore-mentioned predilection in English 
for personal subjects is a tendency to retain the same subject in a 
number of consecutive sentences. Since it is natural to relat.e the 
new i.nformation to the most topicworthy participant in the particular 
situation th.e T might coincide for a great many sentences, i.e. with 
a string of references to the narrator or the leading protagonist of 
the particular piece of prose. Example: 
3a) As we lived near the road, we often had the traveller or 
stranger visit us to taste our gooseberry wine, for which 
~ had great reputation ••• 
Czech: Jelikot jsme bydleli bl1zko silnice, casto se u nas 
zastavil pocestny nebo n~kdo ciz{, aby okusil na~eho 
angre~toveho v{na, jei bylo vyhlasene siroko daleko 
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schematically ',trle subj ects are as follows, 
""'~~' . 
" 
2 3 
.. ~~ 
. -
---, I T------·--·-English we ",e I we 
I 
Czech V-ending ./ n~kdo V-.e.nding .' [ \vhicl-J pocestny + Jez 
1 pI ~ [traveller ciZl. + 3 sg ref. to Wl,ne 
stranger] I I ... - - . '. . -' . -
- --
All the English sentences are referring by m~ans of their 
subjects (and Ts proper) to the person of the narrator. In Czech 
the subjects are changing in accordance with the agency roles of 
the respective nominal elements and their semantic relationship to 
the finite verbs. Clauses 2 and 3 also give some idea of the 
syntactic shifts used for keeping the same subject, i.e. (a) the 
use of 'have + 0' construction, (b) downgrading of one S-P n~xus, 
and (c) addition of another overt actant ('we' in clause 3). These 
and other syntactico-semantic shifts will be dealt with in greater 
detail further on. 
We could adduce many similar examples of much longer strings of 
identical subjects of this kind. In Czech it is necessary, both 
because of the specificity of its structure and for reasons of good 
style, to alternate subjects and/or the syntactic cases of the 
respective NPs. Let us demonstrate with another example: 
3b) Mr. Collier, who He was patronized, but at the same time 
.. he was admired. He was a breath of a larger life and they 
were interested. He had been a hotel waiter and he had 
published a book 
Jednali s n~ protektorsky, ale z~rove~ ho obdivovali. 
Yanula z n.~hoznalost zivota a t~ji na nem zaujalo. 
c{S'n{kem ••• a vysla ~kniha. 
(GG, 52/41) 
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[CTheyj-patronized him,but at the same time himACC (they) 
admired. Blew from him krio~~ledgecif -life and _ that 
i.nterested them about him. (He) had been a waiter .•• and 
appeared (to) hi~AT (a) book] 
Schematic-ally, see Table S· 
The table is self-explanator:y. The English subjects are 
almost invariably oriented towards the personal actant (Mr. Collier) 
being characterized by this piece of text. The string of 'he's' is 
b.roken only once. In Czech the references to Hr. Collier keep their 
thematic positions but the subjects differ (with the ex.ception of 
sentence 5). 
The tendency towards cohesion of thematic subjects in 
consecutive clauses is not restricted to human subjects only, cf. 
3c) It only lasted a few minutes but it had the audience rolling 
l.n the ais les -
Trvalo to snad jen nekolik minut, ale publikum se mohlo 
uva'let snU'chem 
(MK., 124/123) 
[Lasted - it - perhaps only ~ few minutes, but (the) audien~e 
refl - could roll (wi th) laughter] 
Schematically: 
1 - 2 
- -
English it it 
------ '------------- ---- --- .. -----
Czech to (it) publikum (audience) 
The use of the causative 'have i- Acc' construction allows 
the enlargement of the number of participants and tile rei teration 
of tQe subjec.t from tIle f.irst clause. In both sets of exaffiJ?les He 
could obse.rve. that as a result of the cohesive subject reiterations 
descri.bed, the English Ts tend to b'e commlID.icatively less dynamic 
- ---~-
: 
Sentence No. 1 2 3 
- ! Ss he he he 
English r: 
. References to he he he 
. Mr. Collier 
(oni) they (oni) they y. S5 znalost Zlvota V-ending Y.,..ending (knowledge of life 
Czech 
Re:l;erences to , ho z n~ho S nlm 
Nr. Collier (with him} (him) (from him) 
. 
__ ·.M .... _. 
Table 5. Referential Cohesion of Subjects in English and Czech. 
I 
4 5 
they he 
e he 
to (on) he 
(that) V-ending 
v (on) na nero 
about him) V-ending 
I 
6 
he,t_,·, 
"'t\" 
.... 
he 
kniha 
(book) 
rou 
(to him) 
i 
t-' 
V1 
W 
.. 
I 
I 
t 
! 
i 
! 
1 
. ! 
! 
r 
I 
~ 
" ~ ~ 
(semantically J~ss i.nformati.ve) than their Cze.ch counterparts. 
Moreover, the repetition of the subject as T proper shifts the other 
candi.dates for the same role towards the en.d position and renders 
th.em communicatively more dynamic (as is the case with 'the audience' 
i.n ~entence 3b). The con~lusion about the lower CD of English Ts in 
this case also corroborates our findings on the referential mechanisms 
. 4 
mentioned in Chapter 4 .• 
2.3.2 Animism of English subjects 
As was already mentioned earlier in this Chapter, Czech imposes 
considerable semantic constraints on the collocations between 
subjects and predicative verbs. Most actional verbs endow the 
subject with agentive force and therefore they cannot easily enter 
into S-P nexus with NPs lacking the feature [HUMAN] or [FORCE]. 
English verbs seem to be much more vague and semantically more flexible; 
th.ey do not contaminate the subject by their own semantics to such an 
extent as in Czech. The semantic bond between S-Vf is rather loose 
and can be interpreted on an ad hoc basis. Examples: 
4a) She [the car] has killed four men 
, k ",\' V Y 11', b' I' V te are se uz ctyr1 za 1 1 
[In that car - refl - already four (got) killeiJ 
(JB, R 187/190) 
4b) Then the taverns take their carpets up 
V hostinc1ch sbalL koberce 
[In taverns (they) take up (the) carpets J (Th, 2lI3/250) 
4c)Rowe's head was singing 
Rowovi zp1valo v hlav~ 
[(to) Bm,!e (~t) wa.$ si:nging in (the) he~d J 
(GG, 28/21) 
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4d} '(ou,5,\,beciroom caugh..t fl,re 
'" lv"hv l TI vas v oznlci ore 0 
[With you in (tl'_e) bedroom (it) rtTas on fire] 
(KA, 69/80) 
The subjects of all these,examples collocate with the predicative 
verbs on the basis of figurative semantic shifts: personification-
4'8., 4d; metonymy (pars pro toto) 4c; metonymy (totum pro parte) + 
personification - 4b. In Czech it would be possible to use the same 
device only in poetic language. Following Malblanc (196l:78fff 
we will refer to this feature of English subjects as ANIMISM, since 
In the majority of cases inanimate Ns are found to be used in 
sentential roles which are usually reserved for animate Ns. 
Th..e frequency of such cases seems to contradict Mathesius's 
Qypothesis of the predominance in English of personal subjects 
(cf. above). In our opinion further qualification is needed. 
~ersonal subjects are chosen more especially when the particular 
personal actant (semantic) has the lowest CD. This is not the case, 
.... 
for instance, with (4a) where I four men' belongs to the R. Similarly 
the personal actant lS not selected for the S (or is altogether 
suppressed) when it is not clearly identified, e.g. 
4e} The past year has witnessed a crucial struggle between 
ancient and modern in carpet industry 
(Radio Times, 23.11.1977, p.42) 
Here the human actant (people in general) is suppressed; in Czech it 
would find expression only in the inflection morpheme ('jsme byli 
sv;dky [{we) were witnesses]) .' 
In some case~ the personaf' act~~t is e~~ressed indirectly by 
~eans of possessive pronouns. This is very often the case when one 
of the actants refers to a part of_the human body, e.g. 
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4f) l,>ro~~n? I s teeth. chattered with. ecstasy' 
Prok~povi jektaly rozkoS[ zu~y 
[To Proko~ chattered ~tth. ecstasy teeth] 
4g) Her eyes aosolut,ely flashed fire 
Z ocr j[ slehaly blesky 
[:From eyes (to) her flashed lightnings] 
" (C, Kr 149/2111) 
(BBC, 6.3.1978) 
A further consequence of this operation is the reduction of 
the number of actants (DATIVE is expressed as a modifier of the 
sUbject); cf. also (4c). This construction is possible in English 
thanks to the afore-mentioned semantic properties of the English 
verb. In neither of these cases would it be natural to use this 
construction in Czech: 
*Jej[ oei ilehaly blesky 
* 
. v" Prokopovy zuby Jektaly rozkos~ 
Although not impossible they would be stylistically strongly marked. 
" *Rowova hlava zp1vala 
is quite unacceptable outside poetic contexts. 
3. The Passive Voice 
3.0 So far in this 'chapter we have summarized some of the general 
features of the behaviour of the s~bject in English and Czech. It has 
been pointed out that Czech subjects still retain a great deal of 
identity with deep structure agents regardless of their position in 
the sentence. In English, on the other hand, their predominant 
function is thematic - they serve as themes of the re~pective 
utterances. 
• • 
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We will ,~.?w concentrate on some syntactic and semantic 
mechanisms v1h.ereby non-agenti.ve actants can be shifted into the 
posi.tion of subj ects. 1)P.e of the bes t knov!U of such !!!echanisms :!os 
the passive voice. 
3.1 The close re1ationslup between passive sentences and their active 
counterparts has been commented upon by a great many linguists and 
~rammarians. Jespersen (1924~164) draws attention to the process of 
'turning' of the verb from one voice to another whereby the object of 
the active sentence is made into the subject of the resulting passive 
sentence, while the former subject in the active sentence is expressed 
b:r lUeans of the prepositional group with 'by'. He also gives a formula 
~or thi.s oJ,>eration, reminding us of Chomsky's passive transformation, 
i .. e. 
S Va 0 S Vp C 
5) Jack loves Jill = Jill is loved by Jack 
Jack: Sa = cP 
Jill: Oa = sP 
The idea that the passive sentences are derived from their 
active counterparts received great attention from transformational 
grammarians. Chomsky (1957:79ff) puts passives on a par \"ith SUC~l 
derivative structures' as questions or negatives. They do not belong 
to his kernel sentences but are deriyed from the terminal of an active 
kernel sen~ence provided that they contain a transitive' verb. 
This approach of mechanical derivation was found to be 
unsatis,tactory since it left too many problems unresolved. Chomsky 
hi.Dl~eU obseryed that ~n certain sentences contai.ning quantifiers the 
;e.lctions bet1:~e.cn Fassives ar...d acti'lcS can be amb.iguous, e.g. 
6a) Everyone in the room knows tHO languages 
6hl T'i'lO la.l1guage.s are' knmvn by eye ryone in the ro OIll 
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In addition, tn..JFe are many verbs which cannot be passivized. This 
had been noticed. long before Chomsky; ;Eor example, Jespersen (1927) 
notes that: 
"Not every obj ect can be made tl~e subj ect of a passive. sentence. 
Some verbs do not admit of a passive turn, although .•. they 
take an. object in the active, thus 'cost, weigh, last' (it costs 
txxo shillings, it weighs 3 pounds). It would be unnatural to 
say "his father was resenibled by himtl instead of tfhe resembled 
hi.s father"." 
(p .300) 
This problem was raised by Lees (1960)6 and in particular by Katz and 
~ostal (1964), who are sceptical of Chomsky's rendering of the 
relationship between active and passive forms. They note that: 
"A preferable treatment of passives ••. derives them, not from 
corresponding active forms, but rather from underlying P-markers 
containing an Adverb constituent dominating by plus a 
manner --
passive morpheme dummy." 
(p.72) 
This idea was later accepted by Chomsky also (1965), cf. 
"These observations suggest that ·the Manner Adverbial should 
have as one of its realiz.ations a "dunnny element" signifying 
that the passive transformation must obligatorily apply ••. " 
Although this analysis does account for the mechanics of the passive 
transformation it stiil leaves many questions unanswered. 
There are verbs which collocate with manner adverbials yet 
despite that they do not always admit of the s-o inversion, cf. 
7a) . 7 He joined the Army last September 
(He joined the Army happily) 
7b) *The Army \iaS joined by him last ~eptembe.r 
Besi.des that, e",ien ;,vb .. cre. the active~~'i?assi ve transfo:--Ination 1.S 
grammatically po~sible.J the resulting passive sentenc.es are quite often 
bighly bizarre. Allen (1959: 290) not,e.s that: 
/ 
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"a great de~1.of harm has been done by teaching the passive 
voice as if. it were me.rely another T~lay of expressing a 
sentence in the. active voice. Students are asked to put such 
sentences as 'John likes girls I 3 'Henry can read English and 
J!rench.' into the fantastic forms of 'Girls .are liked oy Jolm', 
'English and :French can be read by Hem:y', etc. We ought to 
stress the fact that.the passive voice has an important and 
special place in the language; most sentences that are good 
in th.e active voice are just grotesque curiosities \.,7hen put 
• 11. • • 118 . 
~nto t e pass~ve vo~ce. 
Moreover, the reverse changes are often no less natural. 
Onions (1971; revised from 1904) demonstrates the passive conversion 
by the following examples: 
ACTIVE PASSIVE 
8) A wild beast fed him He "las fed by a wild beast 
9)A bullet hit him He was hit by a bullet 
It is quite difficult to imagine the contexts i; which the actives of 
(8) and - even less so - of (9) could be used outside the second 
instance sphere~ If we were to judge them according to the criterion 
of markedness-unmarkedness (in conditions of Admoni's 'syntactic 
tranquillity' - cf. Chapter 3), the passives would be considered as 
unmarked, i.e. more basic, than the actives. 
It is obvious -that the attempt to interpret the relationship 
between actives and passives on the_basis of syntactic and semantic 
criteria only is far from satisfactory. It suggests how the two are 
related but not why one or the other of the two is used. 
3.2 A more promisin.5 approach to this problem is offered by the 
~rague School linguists. The three-level model of language (cE. 
Chapter 2} alloi.'!s fo;!" a more coml?rehens:i.ve. treCl.t.ment of the passl.ve 
since it takes into account the forces of context as to/ell as other 
factors regarding th.e organization q~ the utterance.. 
n......~._,:_ .. ~ .. ~""c.-:.t,~...., .l •• _.~ ___ .... ...i..,.:.. __ ~I"_, __ """ - ... ,-.......... -.... -- .. ,,--..-..-_~,~ ... ~;.,. ...... ~ ........ ..::........:.:.:i.lt:_...t;..~ •• ~.-.......~_......:...._'"""-__ ..•. _ •. ,:~.;. , ... ~..:.. •.. ~_.~" ..... ,.::.:::Jo,I'l .. ~"i':.;: .• )~~~ .... '1.. 
, , 
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The. conn~'ction between th .. e. YOl..ce ;t;orms and the organization 
of tll-e message was realized DY' a ntuiiber of linguis ts of th.e pas t. 
H.o':lever, sometimes' their conclusions were not entirely accurate. 
$'i:!!eet (1891) characterizes the passive voice as' lIa grammatical device 
for ... bringing the obje.ct' of a transitive verb into prominence by 
making it the subject of the sentence ••. n (p.1l3). Similarly, 
Jespersen (1949), commenting on the difference· bet~"een the two voices, 
claims that, lias a rule the person or thing that is at the centre of 
interest at the moment is made the subject of the sentence. 1I (p.120)9. 
A signi.ficant precursor of the Prague School lmderstanding of 
the passive was Hermann Paul. In his IIPrinzipien II (1909) he views 
the raison d'e"'tre of the passive as folloHs: 
It ••• ist der Unterschied zwischen Aktivum md Passivum von 
Hause aus syntaktischen Natur, in dem dadurch nichts anderes 
als ein verschiedenes Verh~ltnis des Pr£dikatsverbums zum Subj. 
ausgedrJckt wird. Was neb en dem Akt. Obj ekt is t, wird neben 
dem pass. Subjekt. Die Anwendung des Passivums erm3glicht 
es daher ein psychologisches Subjekt •.• auch zum grammatischen 
II Subj. zu machen, und dies ist ein Hauptgrund fur den Gebrauch 
der passivischen Konstruktion." 
(pp.278-9) 
Mathesius studies the English passive ','oice in close relationship 
with FSP and, on a broader basis, "lith the other typological 
characteristics of the English language. Characteristic of his 
approach is the following quotation: 
" ••. the conception of the subject is ~n direct connection with 
other characteristic features of the language. The first of 
them is a rich development of passive constructions in Hodem 
Engli.sh. and their frecLuent use in the grammatical predicate 
resulting from the fact th.at the th.eJilatical cor.ception of the 
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granunat:i:.caI.::,:subject makes j,t very otten impossible to use 
a really active cons ti7UC: tion in that fUllctior .. Ii 
(Hathesius~ 1928:62) 
Mathes ius I s ideas ",ere further developed by Danes (e. g. 1968, 
1970), Firbas. CelseHhere), Poldau! (1940), and 'in particular Duskova 
(1976). In Western ling~is'tics the ,same views have been fostered by 
Bolinger (1952), Hatcher (1956) and Halliday (1967). In the last 
decade or so attempts have also been made to inco.rporate the feature$ 
ot ;FS:P organization into the transformational and generative models. 
G. Lakoff gives the following characterization of the semantic 
representation of passives: 
"Given a syntactic structure (Pl ..• Pn) ,.,e define the semantic 
representation SR of a sentence as SR = (PI' PR, Top' F, •.• ) 
~here PR is a conjunction of presuppositions, Top is an indicator 
ox the 'topic' of the sentence and F is the indication of the 
'xocus' of the sentence." 
(Lakoff, G., 1971:234) 
One of the most consistent applications of FSP concepts is offered by 
Chafe in his semantically-oriented model of language (1970). He 
e..xplai,ns the active-passive relationship ~n the following terms: 
~' ... if the verb of 8. sentence is an action-process, its patient 
noun root will convey new information and its agent noml root 
old information. - It is not surprising that situations sometimes 
arl,se in which this distribution of new and old is inappropriate; 
there are sometimes situations in which the patient nOml root 
of an action-process verb conveys old information and in 
whj,ch the agent nOml loot conveys new information. One ,yay 
in which situations like, these are 8.ccom:nodated in English is 
through the specification of the verb as p. ass i. v e." 
(Chafe, 1970:219) 
'l't"c. ,i;ef),turc: lj!assh'e' l-S regarded as an. inflectiol1a1 un,i.t. one 
Q~ T.:l:QOse.pri.,ncipal functions is "to change ~he order of priori ties for 
the di.s tribution of. new information"., (p. 220). The sa;,d dis tribution :ts 
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specified by th;.e. attachment of the feature ± NEH to the respect.ive 
~ 
semantic formul~e, e.g. 
a) ben ben ben. - beneficiary 
N -~ N jy pat patiens 
root 
new 
10 
b} 
ben 
N -N jv N 
root root - nevI 
new 
The features of TjR receive perhaps even more prominence in the 
recent stratificational generative models of Soviet scholars, the most 
sophisticated being that of LA. Mel' c!'uk, referred to as "Model' 
- ,,- . 
'smysl-tekst'" (the meaning-text model) (cf. Mel 'cuk, 1974). This 
model is a mechanism for transforming elements of meaning (DS) into 
texts (SS). It operates on five levels, i.e. semantic, syntactic,' 
morphological, phonological and phonetic; aspects of FSP are considered 
of fundamental importance on all of these levels. 
3.3 Forms and function 
3.30 Both Czech and-English have the basic participial construction -
'be + past participle' in English, 'byt (be) + pr{C'est{ trpne (passive 
participle)' in Czech - which involves the inversion of subject Clnd 
object. Example: 
lOa} The judge punished the offender 
. "k Soudce potrestal v~n~ a 
lOb) The offende.r WilS punisl-... ed by the jud~e 
'Yin{k by! potrestan soudcem 
H..owever, the t\-lO languages display If~ny diHerences in the usage of 
these fonus. 
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3.31 Englishp,assives are essentially limited to transi.tive verbs, 
but this constraint is overcome because of the afore\4Uentioned large 
degre.e of freedom in the semantic collocability of the V£ and its 
actants and because of its considerable ambivalence vis-a-vis 
transitivity. 
3.31.1 In the first place there are a considerable number of English 
yerbs whi.ch, while being primarily intransitive, ~an also be used 
transitively as causatives, e.g. Ito flyt Ito march; Ito run; 'to stand; 
'to \ialk~ 'to grow,; etc. Examples: 
lla) Horses should be walked for some time after the race 
11b) Cheap trains will be run on Sundays 
llc) This bottle must not be stood close to the fire 
(Zandvol)rt, p. 53) 
LP Czech there is no such ambivalence. Verbs are clearly defined as 
to transitivity. In (lla) and (llc) two different verbs would have 
to be used to achieve the desired change: 'procha'zet se' (\\Talk - intr 0) -
'yYvest' (take for a walk - tr.); 'stat' (stand - intr.) - 'postavit' 
(tr.). In (llb) it would be 'jezdit' (to run - intr.) - 'byt v provozu' 
(to be in operation); the transitive passive is best replaced by an 
adverbial phrase. 
. 
3.31.2 Some transitive verbs, on the other hand, can occur intransitively, 
, . 
e.g. open', 'close! 'stop! 'cook:'boil~_'break! 'snap~ With these the 
object of. the transitive alternative can become the subject of the 
intransitive counterpart: 
l2a) John opened tlv"! door 
12b} The door was opened (by ,John) 
l2c} Th.e door opened 
Xn 
or: 
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" Czech.~ ~:"" . ... 
12al v Jan otevre1 dvere 
[John opened door ACC J 
12b1) Dvere otevrel Jan 
[noorACC opened Jol~OM 
l2b2) Dvere se otevrely 
[noor - refl - opened] 
- . if agent is R 
- if agent unimportant 
. l2c) Same as l2b2). 
3.31.3 Observed from the viewpoint of Slavonic languages English 
reveals a considerable tendency towards a transitive conception of 
the rel~tionship between the Vf and its actants. 
3.31.31 Many verbal. phrases of the type'V + preposition/have become 
so closely associated that they behave like tr~si.tive verbs (e.g. 
'send for; .'look upon! Icome to~ Irely on; Italk of,1 etc.) and they can 
form participial units: 
l3a) He was looked upon as a traitor 
13b) She cannot be relied on 
13c) Has any decision been come to? 
(Zandvoort, p.54) 
3.31.32 It is also possible to create transitive verbal units 
consisting of verbs of general semantics, nouns (of specific meal1 i .ng) 
and prepo'sitions, e.g. 'to take advantage of', 'to pay attention to', 
'to put a stop to', and many others (cf. Zandvoort, 1967:54ff). 
These complexes can be passivized also: 
l4a} They took undue advant.age of his weakness 
14b.} H.i.s weaknesq was taken undue advantage of 
14cl . Undue advantage ~xas t8.ken of his 'weakness 
.---=--=~. . . . - ---=:-- -- ---
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In such case.s .as this addi.tional manoeuvrabUity is achieved thanks 
to the fact tnat we have two ' options for the passive sentence subject. 
r.t can be raised either from the object of the whole verbal complex, 
'11.' , ' , e.g. ~s weakness as the obJect of take advantage of', or 
alternatively from the object of the Vf on i t s own, e.g. ' advantage ' 
in the phrase 'to take advantage of'. Zandvoort (1967) notes that 
this second option is particularly frequent when the noun is prc.ceded 
by a qualifying word (p.SS). 
3.31.33 Under certain conditions passive forms can be fO.rmed with 
groups 'V + local preposition', e.g. 
lSa) Her bed had been slept in 
lSb) That " chair mustn't be sat on 
lSc) This cup has been drunk out of 
(Huddleston, 1971:9St1 
3.31.34 With the so-called ditransitive verbs like 'give', 'offer', 
'find', it is possible to choose either of the two actants (Od, Oi) 
as a subject of the corresponding passive. In fact "it is normally 
the indirect object that is mapped onto the concord subject in the 
passive" (Huddleston, 1971:97). This flexibility of the English 
passive is very useful for FSP end~, cf. 
l6a) John was given the money 
l6b) The money was given to John 
l6c} ' . The money was given John " 
Xn Czech it is impossible to form passives from verbs with 
p~epositional objects even if these objects are in the accus at i ve case. 
v I' ) That i .5, we cannot form the passives proper, or what Kopecny (1953 
, " ~, (.. ,,' ,'" .-calls OSQbn).. typ passivUl. ~ersonal pasHve type) or poametove 
passivUID' (subject- type passive). There are other means of expressing 
the same. functions, in particular the ,SUBJECTLESS PASSIVE, e .g. 
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....... 
Jeho slabosti bylo vyuz{vano 
[Ris GEN weakness GEN was abused] 
or the REFLEXI:\7£ l?ASS~YE: 
v .. Jeho slabosti se vyuz~valo 
[Ris GEN ,vealu1..ess GEN "'"' refl - abuse~U3sg "] 
3.31.35 }1any English verbs '''hich were intransitive in the earlier 
stages of the language's development (OE and ME) behave transitively 
i,n Modern English. To demonstrate let us consider, for instance, 
yerbs with BENEFICIARY actants such as 'help', 'thank', 'follow', and 
'forgive', cf. 
l7a) l)?onked wurde hi~AT [Let it be thanked to him] 
(Lamb, 1975; OED XI, 247) 
l7b) That pers.one, to whom onely ••• thou art bound to thanke 
(Udall Erasm. '- l5A2;OED XI, 247) 
l7c) Hy nyle ••• helpan ~az s falces 
(K. Aelfred, 897; OED V, 209) 
17d) The myghte must pardonne and forgyve to the lytyll and 
feble 
(Caxton, 14·84; OED IV, 453) 
Ln OE and early ME these verbs (cll"ld all other verbs with 
BENEELCLARY actants) behaved in exactly the same manner as their 
counterparts behave in contemporarY Czech or Russian. They were 
construed \oTith dative obj ects ('help' originally also ~'lith genitive) 
and could not be passivized. In German, verbs criginating from the 
same. roots still behave intransitively (jemandem folgen, jemandem 
danken, etc.). Ln Slavonic languages as well as ir~ Germ&-:l tha 
semantic bond betT,,zE'.en the Vi a.na i.ts actants is ve.ry stron.g. In 
English this bond was loosened in favour of the syntactic needs of 
•• 
the English sentence. 
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3.31.36 . The ~f~re-mentioned t r ansitive t endencies ,,[er e obvious l y 
strengthened by the strong ;Fra.'1.co-·Lat i n linguisti c influence since 
the Norman Conques t . The presen ce in Modern English of a large 
1 12 e ement of Latin l exis (arriving via :French ) makes it possible in 
~y cases to choose between the or i gina l Germanic non-trans iti ve 
yariants or their transitive counte rparts originating from t he Romance 
lan guages. This concerns, for instance , some verbs of movement) e .g. 
'come to' 'approach', 'come in(to) , ~ 'enter', 'go on' - 'continue ', 
.'go up' .,...  'mount', 'go by' - 'pass', 'run from' - 'evade'; i n many 
cases it would be difficult to find a Ger manic counterpart, e. g. 'jo i n' 
and 'cross'. The French influence· also pervades the origina l Germanic 
lexis. The verb 'reach' (in the meaning 'arrive at'), for instance, 
was used with an adverbial complement until the 19th century, cf . 
l8a) The public voice seldom reaches to a brother •.• 
(Fielding, 1749; OED VIII, 191) 
l8b) When we had reached to this stage of our propased jour ney 
(R. Martin, 1802; OED VIII, 191) 
A further contribution to the transitive tendenci es in English 
is the use of/transitive verbs of non-specific semantics + N'instead 
of semantically more specified verbs which would require adverbi.a1 
complements, e.g. 'take a road' instead of 'go along a road'. E xampl z s~ 
19a) Take the right fork 
JedYte tou cestou napravo 
LGo (on wheels) that INS roadINS (to the) r i ght ] 
( JVI , 166/ 159) 
19b) We clear e'd the vi 11 age 
Yyjeli j s.me z vesnice 
l~"e went (by car) out of (the) vi llage 1 
(J (-l, 187} 180) 
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19c) We. di:Clhundreds. of concerts and sh/)\~s. 
yyst~povali jsme. na stoYkach k.oncert~. a estrad 
[We performed .... aux '0 at hundre.ds (of) concerts GEN arld ShOi'lS GEN ] 
CMK, 16/20) 
3.31.37 There is still another method whereby English makes a non-· 
transitive predicate into a transitive one, i.e. by derivation of 
transitive verbs from adverbial complements, e .• g. 'pot into oue's pocket' -
'to pocket': 
20a) he poeketeol: his change 
schoval drobne do kapsy 
[Che) hid (the) change into pocked 
3.31.38 Above we have summarized some of the most typical ways in 
which the English Vf acquires transitive characteristics and is capable / 
(in the majority of cases) of interchanging the POShtion of its left-
and right-hand actants and arranging them according to their CD. In 
this manner it is possible to offset the constraints imposed on the 
English sentence by the rigidity of its ,yord order. However, this is 
achieved at the cost of a certain semantic vagueness which makes the 
. English sentence more dependent on the context than is the case in 
Czech, cf. for instance the reading of sentenr.e (l9a) in English and ~n 
Czech. While tile English sentence can be understood only if we know 
the situation (in this case the addressee was seated in a truck looking 
for some other people), th~ Czech counterpart echoes almost all the 
information needed to describe the situation - the verb 'jet' (go + en 
wheels) suggests the presence of a vehicle, the noun 'cesta t (road) 
na;rroWs. the choice to road vehicles, etc. and the whole situation is 
.i;u.J;:"th~r specified by the overt i:n::>trumental ca.se endings, l-lovlcver, 
r"''-' "'"""'-~" ""-~"!- .... ~-. 
. , 
.,' 
J , 
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this prob lem o.t~:'the difierenc.e$ be t'\ieen th.e.' two languages in the 
dis.tribution of ·semantic fe.atures will. be dealt \,7ith in greater detail 
later in this chapter. 
3.32 In Czech the _use of the sl!bject~·type passive l,S extremely limited. 
TheQretically it can be formed from eve.ry transitive velrb, but in 
practice it appears quite rarely. One of the reasons is of course the 
afore-mentioned differences in the understanding of transitivity. In 
Czech, as has already be.en suggested, passivization may occur only with 
such verbs as have accusative, non-prepositional objects. But even 
wi.th these verbs in non-technical a11.d non-scientific texts or speech, 
subject-type passives have very low occurrence. If we want to account 
for this significant difference between English and Czech He will have 
to look more closely at the main functions of the passive l,n the two 
languages. 
3.32.1 Sweet (1891) characterizes the passive voice: 
lias a grannnatical device for (a) bringing the object of a 
transitive verb into prominence by making it the subject 
of the sentence and (b) getting rid of the necessity of naming 
the subject of a transitive verb." 
(p.ll3) 
We have already expressed our reservations concerning t.he question of 
'prominence' e<lrlier in this chapter 0.2). From our vi e\olp 0 in t '\ole 
may reformulate the two functions as' (1) inversion of S-O for the 
purposes of FSP, and (2) suppression of the agent. The first function 
is characteristic of English but is practically absent in Czech, 'vhieh 
discharges the same role by a $iropl.e word or.der inversion: 
, ' 
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21) (. •• t,h.e only two: cities left were Macao and Havan.a) 
~£~~, ~as been cleaned up by the Chinese ChaT!\ber of Conunerce 
T R 
Macao vytis tila c:luska obchodu{ komor,a 
--.-'1:-.-
T R 
[MacaoACC cleaned (up) Chines~OM Commercia~OM ChamberNOH] 
(GG, 68/68) 
As against the active version: 
The Chinese Chamber of Commerce has cleaned up Hacao 
---~---------------------------
T R 
T R 
[Chines~OM Commercia~OM ChamberNOM cleaned (up) MacaoACC ] 
Instead of the word order inversion Czech can also use the subject-type 
passive, i.e. 
b I ,,· v V'- h '" Macao y 0 vyc~steno c~nskou obc odn~ komorou 
[MacaONOM was cleaned (up) (by) ChineseINS Cornmercial INS ChamberINsJ 
It would be grammatically correct but unnatural and the stylist would 
probably see it as a Germanism. In translations from English or German, 
however, such unnecessary passive constructions occur quite often, cf. 
22). I was too surprised by her vulgarity 
translated as: 
while; 
,.Byl jsem pt:llis prekvapen jej{ vulgarnost:l 
[Was (I) - aux - too surprised herINS vulgarityINS ] 
(GG, T 36/35) 
y, .Y III...o:".~ - '" 1,>1"],11.5 mne p;reKyap:ua J eJ 1. vUlgaulOst 
[TOO r.e Ace s~ri?rised her yulgaritYNOM ] 
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\vould suffice ~o;r the purposes .of J!'SJ,> and \\!ould also be stylistically 
less marked. 
The. English s-o inversion is not as efficient as the Czech word 
order shifts in arranging the elements of the sentence in accordance 
Wi.th their CD, c£. 
23} (It occurred tome that) ~h~ might have been robbed by 
T R 
the man with side-burns 
~~~.-:-.~.-.-.~-:-.------.~.~~-.~.-~ 
T 
T R 
[ • •• herACC the man with side-burns INS could rob] 
(GG, T 80/80) 
Or; 
mohla byt t[m muzem s mro~1m kn1rem oloupena 
~ •• could (she) be that INS manINS with side-burns INS robbed] 
Here the 'by-phrase' element belongs to T and the past participle 
(robbed) is R proper. Czech reflects this by reshuffling the elements 
in accordance with the increasing CD. This can be achieved in the 
passive voice also but it is extrem~ly stilted. English syntax does 
not allow the same arrangement but the by-phrase element is clearly 
defined as GIVEN by the definite article and by the context (the man 
with side.-:-burns had left the room and t.he narrator's aunt was found 
crying) • This is another example of the dependence of the English 
sentence on the context, this time for the correct interpretation of 
its J;SJ'. l.! the same sentence were said iu a different context, e.g. 
if the aunt had been robbed and the speaker were trying to find out w~-.. o 
the culprit w-as, then the Dr-phrase element· ,-lould contain R proper and 
the Czech version \vould then be reatrap-ge.d: 
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23a) ••• ~~she might have been robbed by the man with side-burns 
.-~.~ . 
T R 
mohl i~ oloupit· tenl!ilit ·snirciZLni ·k.ti{tem 
T R 
[ ••. could herACC rob that man with side-burns] 
Or, less common but more acceptable than the passive version in (23): 
mohla byt t[m muzem s mroz{m kn[rem oloupena 
[ ••• could (she) be (by) that INS manINS with side-burns INS robbed] 
Analysis of the afore-mentioned examples shows that in Czech 
there is no real need to use the passive for FSP purposes. In English, 
on the other hand, this function of the passive is very prominent. Let 
u& now turn to the second major function of the passive, i.e. the 
suppression of the agent of action expressed by the verb. 
3.32.12 The need to suppress the agent is very pr~minent in both 
Czech and English. Let us consider the main differences between the 
two languages. 
Czech: 
1. With transitive verbs proper (i.e. those having the accusative non-
prepositional Os) there are two basic ways of suppressing the agent in 
Czech: (1) by means of the SUbject-type participial passive, or 
(2) by the subject-type reflexive passive: 
24) (a) Active: 
(b) )?articipial passive: 
f. ~ • " 0 \Zedn~ci) opravuJ~ dum 
[(BuildersNOM) (are) repairing (tile) 
houseACC] 
The builders are repairing the house 
~~~. . / 
.uuu: J e opravovan 
[The h.ous~lO.!-l is (being) repairedl 
The house is being repaired 
I .• ~ 
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(c) Reilexive pa&sive : DJm se opravuje 
[The house .... refl .,... repair J 3sg 
The house is being repaired 
U:.. l-ntransitive OBJECTTVE verbs (those which can have indirect objects) 
can again be passivized by-both methods but the syntactic valency is 
not changed - objects are left in the same case: 
(b) Participial passive: 
(c) Reflexive passive; 
N~kdo r.:lm hy'bal 
[Someon~OM itINS moved] 
Bylo t[m hybano 
[Was itINs move,\>ASS PARTICIPLE, 3sgNEul 
Hybalo se tim 
[ d 1 
. , 
Move ACIlVE PAST 3soNEU - ref - l.t INS J 
, '0-
I.Il .• Intransitive SUBJECTIVE verbs (such that cannot have objects) 
acquire the passive nature by dropping the agent. The passive is almost 
exclusively of the reflexive variety; 
26} (a) My jsme zp[vali a tancili 
[We - aux - sang and danced] 
(b) Zp[valo se a tantilo 
[san~EU3Sg refl - and dance~U3sg 1 
One of the rare examples of the participial passive is: 
26) (c) Tady bylo chozeno 
[Here was walkedpASS , -1{EU3sgJ 
The participial passive is generally used much less than the 
reflexive passive. In colloquial langaage participial constructions 
are quite rare and they are more likely to be of the STATAL rather than 
. 13 ", 
the ACTI.ONAL va.rl..e tJ .-
The .agentless. passives. of beth th.e participial and the reflexive 
types are used pri~rily for the purpose of" suppressing the agent. 
They are not i.nstrumental .in shifts 'for the needs of FSP. 
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E.nglish..: ., . ~t!..· " 
This is a field in which th..e two languages are largely asymmetrical. 
:J:J \ole want to arrive at th..e re1e.va.1.t English correspondences we have 
to go beyond the framework of the passive. The afore-mentioned three 
groups of constructions with suppressed agents are somewhat incongruous. 
Some grammarians do not consider Group III to be passive. Bauer-Grepl 
(197Q) note that: 
.) -
"Pasivn:l ve.ty predstavuj[ jen d{lc{ souca"st vet deagentn[ch 
a ne1ze je s nimi pIne ztotoinit, jinak bychom muse1i za pasivn{ 
,. ." 1 v dro" ". ( povazovat ••• ~ vety se s ovesy nepre etovy~ ••• Tancovalo 
se az do rana aj.). Z tehoz d~vodu je treba ••• 'povazovat 
kategorii aktivum-pasivum jen za subkategorii obecnejS:r 
kategorie agentnost - deagentnost" 
(p.61, note 7)14 
It is useful, however, to treat all these three groups together 
because semantically they are within what Mathesiu~ca11s 'pasivn[ 
perspektiva I (passive perspective); this conception is also supported 
by the fact that in German, for instance, such sentences are expressed 
by the so-called IMPERSONAL PASSIVES, e.g. les wurde getanzt l , les wird 
ni.ch..t geplaudert' it was danced; it will be not talked (cf. nickins, 
1963:66-7). For the purposes of this work we will consider these 
three. groups together and treat them as passives. 
1. In English there is no essential difference between groups I and 
II mentioned above; we have already shown that most verbs \-lhich can 
take an object are also transitive and can be passivized. The passive 
is USed to put a verbal form into R: 
27a} The roof is being repair~d 
Strecha se opravuje 
repairs3 ] sg 
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-2lb) ' This ~.h.as already been talked about 
v 1-. ... ·1 o tom se uz l~oyor~ 0 
[About this LOC ..-. ref! ~ already spok~U3sg) 
I.n both. cases T is expressed by the subject. Since the Czech reflexive 
torms are not used primarily: for :FSP but rather for suppressing the 
.agent~ they do not always get translated by the English passive. When 
the obj ect is rhematic, En.glish usually introduces a general human agent 
lpeople~ etc. 
28a} Here they do not build monumental frontages 
Tady se nebuduj{ monumentaln{ fasady 
[H.ere ... ref1 - not build3pl monumenta~OM frontages NOM ] 
" ec, H 330/59) 
28b) She just sat there, as people sit when they are waiting 
for an operation ••• 
Sed~laJ jak se sed{, kdy~ se ceka na operaci 
[She sat as - refl - sit3 when - refl ·- wait3 for operation J sg sg 
'" ec, Kr 220/216) 
28c} Maybe we may come upon it without your assistance 
Treba se na to prijde i bez vas 
[rerhaps - ;efl - upon it come3 even without you] sg 
v 
eC, Kr 87/122) 
28d) .. You take a bit of sea, fence it and pump it out 
... .. Vezme se kus more~ ohrad~ se a vypumpuje se 
[Take3Sg - refl - bit (of) seaGEN , fence3sg - refl - and 
pump (out) 35 cr ~ refl ] 
p 
... (C, H 298/24) 
In some cases the. general subject is replaced by the pronoun referring 
to the speaker (I, we): 
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28e) · I. h.eai d about it in a pub at Vinohrady 
Vo tom se vypravelo na Vinohradech v hospode 
(About it - refl talke~EU3sg in Vinohrady in pub LOC] 
'., (S, 601/143) 
The use of this device, that is of introducing an additional 
actant or a concrete actant instead of a general one, is particularly 
J;avoured in sentences expressing some overtones of modality which C&l 
he. conveniently presented as experienced by either the speaker or 
aomeone involved in the action • . Here Czech has alternative constructions 
. h dId' , ( , . "b' , . ,. f' d f ~~t roo a pre 1cat1ves e.,g. Je tre a, Je nutno + 1n • 1nstea 0 
'must se', i.e. 'is necessary' instead of [must3sg - refl]); another 
construction occurring fairly frequently is 'aux + inf of verbs of 
perception' (e .• g. 'je videt' [is to see}, 'je slyset' [is to hear]). 
Lt i~ used to express the ability to perce1ve: 
29al ! hear only the murmuring of the water 
" v V" Bylo slyset jen sumen1 vody ••• 
[Was (to) hear only murmuring (of) waterGEN ] 
(MK, 122/121) 
29b) At the top of the drive you could see ••• the mansion 
N "k "... d ~ k b 1 . d" 1 / a vrs u pr1Jez ove vozov y y 0 V1 et ••• pa ac 
rAt (the) top (of the) driva ·was (to) see ••• (the) mansion] 
(Br, R 154/155) 
29c) ·.Then they caught sight of the light hat of Uncle Rohn 
A tu jiz je videt svetly k10houk oncle Rohna 
[~~d then already is (to) see (the) light ha~OM (of) 
UncleGEN RohnGEJ 
~ (C, Kr 191/270) 
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The idea ' of perc;.eption is closely related to the idea of the exi,stenc.e 
• 
of the perceived objects and it is therefore not surpris~ng that often 
exi~tential constructions are used (tere: 
29d} There had been the sound of shots 
.~ ., v 
BrIo slyset vystre1y 
l Was (to) hear shots] 
(GG, C 25j28) 
2ge) Inside there was the musty smell of rooms 
BrIo taro c[tit stuchlinou 
[Was there (to) smell mustiness INS ] 
v (C, Kr 79/111) 
Group III of Czech constructions with suppressed agents is 
syntactically even more distant from the English structural patterns. 
~rom the semantic vie~~oint these sentences can be essentially divided 
into two classes: (1) those expressing a certain dispo~i tiorP of the 
,agent (which appears in the surface structure in the dative), and 
(2} those expressing some kind of action. 
(1) The basic pattern of dispositional reflexives is as follows: 
'CAdVLOC) + reflexive + (NGDAT ) + V3sgNEU (+ AdvMAN) 
1 
~th the respective word order variations. In most of these 
constructions AdvMAN is present and it is usually rhematic, cf • 
30a) 
., 
Zije se rei lepe . 
.[Live3sg - refl - uSDAT bet~erl 
30b) Taro se ~ije dObre 
[There - refl - live3sg we1~ 
30c) Dobte se mi spalo 
[well - reG - (to) meDAT siePSmu3sg1 
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Here weare obv:t;6usly outside the passive proper. The English 
correspondences are mostly conceived as active sentences with the SS 
subjects being raised from the datives (EXPERIENCERS) or, \..rhere these 
are not present, they are replaced by geneLal subjects or subjects 
converted from locative adverbiall6 • Some possible English 
correspondences may be as follows: 
30a) I am living a better life (now) 
:H,y life is better (now) 
l find life better now 
30b) That is a nice place to live ° 
The place is nice to live in 
J;'eople have a nice life there 
J;'eople live well there 
30c) I slept well 
I had a good sleep 
(2) The pattern of the actional constructions consists typically of 
the following constituents: 
I Adv (LOC), (MAN), (TEMP) + ref! + VNEU3sg' 
Examples: 
3la) Ve Spane11ch se kri~1 z plna hrdla 
[In Spain - refl - shout3sg from full throatGEN ] 
In Spain they shout at the top of their voices 
If (C, LS 239/139) 
3lb) Tady se uz nezij e v pati:lch U ako tam dole) 
[Rere - refl - no more live3sg 1.n patios LOC as down thereJ 
The people dQ not livoe in patios (as they do yonder) 
y (C, LS 263/171) 
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3lc} . Dnes ,~se neva;f, nej.ezd[, nekouka a ne.mys 1[ 
[Today ~ refl ~ not cook3 ,not trave13 ,not gaze3 and sg sg sg 
not think3 J sg 
This is the day when nobody cooks) nobody travels, nobody 
gazes, and nobody thinks 
., 
(C, I.E 138/187) 
3ld} Vtude se rozsv{tilo 
[Everywhere - refl - (lights) cam~U3sg + on] 
The lights came on 
(GG, C 258/246) 
3le} Hralo se a tancovalo 
3lf) 
3lg} 
[~laye~U3sg - refl - and dance<\mU3sg J 
There was music and dancing 
. (MK, ~4 7 /14.5) 
v 
, v 
stavkuje tovarne se 
[In factory - refl - strike3 
, 
5g J 
The factory is on strike 
Necepuje se 
[Not draw3 sg (beer) - ren] 
The bar,is closed 
or: There is no service at the bar 
Comparison of the Czech sentences with their translations reveals a 
whole varie·ty of methods of raising subjects in English - introduction 
of a general subject (30a, b, c), conversion of locative elements into 
subjects (30fl and selection of subjects from the components of a 
situation (' the bar' in 30g). We can also see that th.e need of surface 
structure subjects triggers off a great many- changes in the selection 
o~ the ~redicative verb and the predicate as'a whole. We will treat the 
Jl}ost typical of these. in subsequent s~'ctions of this chapter. 
_1:-
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3.4 l?assives 6onc1usion 
A co~arison of Czech and English material reveals considerable 
differ~tces in the usage of the passive voice. In English we have 
observed the prominence of two basic ro les ~ (l) to align the surface 
structure act ants in accordance with their CD, and (2) to dispose of 
,agents when they are redundant. These two roles are complementary, 
the first taking' precedence over the second. In Czech there is no need 
to employ the passive construction for (1) since FSP needs are normally 
catered for by changes in word order. The Czech participial subject-
type passive is very rare outside technical or official language. The 
primary role of the reflexive passive is to present the action as 
something happening to the agent which is either expressed indirectly 
or completely suppressed. In this the construction oversteps the 
borderline of the passive proper and approaches ~he~phere of modal 
and existential constructions, which is reflected in the English 
translations; syntactically they are conceived in such a ''lay as to 
satisfy the need for the presence in each sentence of thematic 
Subject. In the following section we will look at the various semantic 
roles of English surface structure subjects. 
4. Case grammar and its relevance for FSP 
4.0 IrL the previous pages we have encountered examples of thematic 
subjects b'eing 'raised' from a variety of semantic c1ctants. Thus the 
subject in sentence-: 
12a} John opened the door 
refers to the ag~nt of the action of opening, while in~ 
12cl The door opened 
it refers to an entity affected by the action expressed by the verb. 
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Ln modern linguistics the i~ortance of the study of 'covert 
categories' has been brought to the fore in particular by the works of C. 
J. Fillmore. In his !lCase for Casell (1968) he notes: 
"Many recent ••• studies convinced us of the relevance of 
grammatical properties lacking Dbvious 'morphemic' realizations 
but ,having a reality that can be observed on the basis of 
selectional constraints and transformational possibilities. 
We are constantly finding that granrnatical features found 
in one language show up in some fom or other in other 
languages as well, if we have the subtlety it takes to 
discover covert categories." 
(v· 3) 
Observing the relations between the semantics of the verbal 
nucleus and its satellites (arguments), 'Fillmore derives a set of 
semantic roles (deep cases) which are presented as elementary notions 
.for the study of the structural meaning of the sentence. 
4.1 On the following pages we \-lill employ Fillmore's methodology for 
the description of various semantic roles played by English thematic 
subj ects and compare them wi th the corresponding forms in Czech. He 
will employ the following case notions (based largely on Fillmore, 1971): 
1. Age n t (A) - typically animate instigator of the action 
identified by the verb. 
2. E x per i e n c e r (E) - the case of the animate being undergoing 
some experience identified by the verb. 
3. L n s t rum e n tal (I) - inanimate force or object involved 
in the action or state identified by the verb. 
4. 0 b j e c t (0) - person or thing affected by the action or state 
identified b~ the verb. 
5. L 0 cat i v e (L) ~ the case ~hich identifies the location or 
spatial orientation of the state or action identifi€:d by the verb. 
________ N ___ • _, ______ N_·. __ ~ __ •• _.,. __ • __ .~ ___ ••• ~_ ._~ •• ______ • _______ • __ ..... _ .. __ ... ___ • ___ • __ ~. __ ~_ ... ~ ........ _____ ...... ~ .. ..,........ ....... loJI...=-_ ..... .:.:Q,~ .. _ ... 
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6. Tim e (T) -. temporal identification of the acti.on~ 
7. Sou r c e (S) - entity from wtich the action originates.' 
8. G 0 a 1 (G) ""' entity to which the action proceeds. 
~amples; 
32a) John opened the door (A, 0) 
32b) John saw the man (E, 0) 
32c) The key opened the door (I, 0) 
32d) The door opened (0) 
32el The car burst a tyre (L, 0) 
32f} This decade saw many changes (T, 0) 
32g) John. sold the car (A, 0) 
32h) The smile radiated an almost savage ~vel1-being (S, 0) 
32i) She received a present (G, 0) 
Let us consider the individual semantic roles of th~subject in greater 
detail. 
4.11 AGENT as subject 
The role of Agent is the most natural role for the subject in both 
languages. Mathesius (1961) notes that, "V indoevropskych j azyc[ch 
y nejstars{ch dobach, jak se zda, zaklad vyjadroval konatele n~jake 
... . ;d" d· k" v c~nnost~ vypov~ ane pre ~ atem ••• napr: Otec jde" (p.U4y.7. As 
was suggested earlier in this chapter, the two languages developed 
different priorities as concerns the-two roles; the English subject 
is primarily thematic and only secondarily.agentive, while in Czech 
the opposite ~s true. In spite of that, in both languages the 
synchronization of the three roles (syntactic-subject, semantic-agentive, 
and ~SP-T) is characteristic of the least marked sequences, cf 
33a} John opened the door 
" 
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I/) SYNT S Yf 0 
.-I 
Cl.I SE}l A .,.... Act:ion . -- '- sem 0 ::-
Q) -
.-I I :FSP I T R I 
As against: 
33h} The door was opened by John 
I/) SYNT S Yi Adv phrase 
..... 
Q) SEM 0 Action A ::- sem 
Q) 
..... ;F5P T R 
A similar situation can be found in Czech, as was argued earlier in 
Chapter 3. 
4.11.1 In English there is a group of verbs which allow the simple 
exchange of S and 0 whereby 0 becomes the syntactic S and the semantic 
.Agent and vice versa. :Fillmore (1970:261) refers. t9- them as SYMMETRIC 
J;'~DI.CATES; they -are, for example, 'meet', 'coincide', 'agree', etc. 
34a) John met the man yesterday 
34b) The man met John yesterday 
This is a rare cas.e ·where the semantic roles of actants are changed for 
purposes of :FSP without any formal manifestation. In Czech it would 
be natural to co~ceive the T as S and A but the exchange would be 
accompanied by a change in case endings: 
34a1) Jan potka1 toho muze 
-NOM ACC 
34b2} Ten muz potka1 Jana 
NOM ACC 
The two . sentences describe the same situation but ther e ~s a diffe=ence 
of focussing. The left-hand actants are felt as having a certain 
degree of i,ni.tiative in the action. 
. r 
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4.12 EXPERLENCER as subjec~ 
4.12.1 The surface structure reali-zati-on of th..e Experi.encer is one of 
the areas in which.. the two ' languages display considerable differences 
~hi-ch.. deserve to be treated in some detail. 
!n Czech.. it is possible to put this actant into the subject only 
wi-th.. a limited number of verbal predicates such as 'myslet' (to think), 
'vi-det' (to see), 'slyset' (to he·ar), 'znat' (to know), 'rozumet' 
(to understand), 'litovat' (to be sorry), etc., cf. 
35a) Znam ho 
[KnOWlsg him] 
35b) Rozum1m tomu 
[Understandl it] sg 
Xu th..e majority of cases, however, Experiencers appear in tne 
surface structure as datives (less often as accusatives or instrumentals), 
e.g. 
[Succeede~U3Sg - refl - uSDAT to come) 
36b} Je mi zima 
(rs meDAT cold] 
In this, C.zech resembles German, which too displays the tendency to 
express the Experiencer by means of indirect objects, cf. 
36a1) Es ist uns gelungen 18 
36b l ) · Mir ist kalt 
In ~nglish the thematic EXPERrENCER is almost invariably 
• 
expressed in the subject: 
36a2) We managed to come 
36b2) He is cold 
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In the earlier stages of English the aituation was similar to that in 
German or Czech, cf. £o~ example; 
Me is cealde 
(Mathesius, 1975:186) 
37) ME (1400): ~is think me ane of ~e grettest meruai1es 
(Maundev. OED XI, 310) 
~thesius (1975) notes that this: 
"change in the sentence type cannot be accounted for mechanically 
b:t the disappearance of the morphological difference between 
the dative and the accusative as a result of phonetic changes. 
The cause of the change lay deeper, viz. in the change of the 
ha~i.c sentence perspective, above all in the change of the 
.function of the subject." 
(p.97) 
4.12.2 The difference~ between the two languages are particularly 
noticeable in sentences describing physical or mental states: 
a) The most common pattern used in Czech is 'V + 0n,AT + cop3sg !l1. 
predicative adverb', cf. (36b); similarly: 
38a} Je mi teplo 
[Is meDAT warm ] 
38b) Je mi mdlo 
tIs meDAT d~zzy ] 
38c) Je mi ho l:lto 
[Is meDAT himACC sorrY.) 
Alternatively the pattern 'V3sgNEU + 0DAT 
38d} Stfskalo se mu 
(ACC) 
[(was) lonelY3s&~U ~ refl ~ hi~ATl 
, is used, e.g. 
The t¥pi.cal cQrresponding constructi.on in E.nglish is r S + be (feel) + 
adjecti.Ye~; 
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38al } 'I. am warm' or ':I: feel warm' 
38b l } 'I: am dizzy' or 'I: feel dizzy' 
TILere is a slight s~tic difference between the ~-o. The former is 
xelt as an objective description of a certain state; the latter stresses 
the subjective sensations of the person involved (cf. Zimmermann, 
1972:238). ]'urther examples: 
39} I.'m not well 
". b v NenI. mI. do re 
[Not is meDAT well J 
y 
(C, Kr 200/283) 
40) He felt bad 
Bylo mu zle 
[Was iuII])AT unwell 1 
(KA, 61/71) 
The construction 'VCOl' + ADJ' is possible in English thanks to 
a certain semantic ambivalence of its adjectives; they can be used to 
refer to both permanent and temporary qualities. In this they differ 
from Czech where adjectives denote predominantly permanent qualities. 
Thus, for example, the Czech sentence 'On je chladny' would mean 
'He is not easily excitable' or 'He is of a cold disposition'. when 
there is a danger of misunderstandine, the simple English construction 
'be + adj' is replaced by the less ambiguous 'feel + adj', as is the 
case in (39) above. 
401) *He was bad 
might be felt as ambiguous. With the copula 'be' it is preferable to 
use 'unwell' or 'not well' (cf. sentence 38) instead of 'ba.d'. 
b} Constructions used to express pain in different parts of the body. 
The most typi~al patterns 1.n Czech: 
~---~ ----
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1. V ~ 0ACC ~ S (or Adverbial complement), e.g. 3sg 
4la} Bolf 11.0 hlava 
[Ach.es himACC h.ea~O~ ) 
4lb) l1aminku ool{ y kxk.u 
[MotherDAT aches in throa~ 
In colloquial speech the dative may also be used; 
41°1) Mamince bo1f v krku 
[ MotherDAT aches3SgNEU ~n throatLOC ] 
If .-Cf. Kopecny, 1958:299. 
2. The EXI'ERIENCER can also be made subject and then the verb is 
nomina1ized and becomes object of the verb MiTI (HAVE): 
42) Maminka mel bo1enf h1avy 
Mother has aching (of) headGEN . 
This latter construction is much less common than the former. In 
English, on the other hand, it constitutes the basic pattern, cf. 
421) Mother has a headache (toothache, sore throat, etc.) 
The Czech accusative or dative Experiencer expresses a possessive 
relationship to the particular part of the body (cf. Kope~ny, 1958:69). 
This is reflected in the transformation with the use of 'mfti' in 
Czech and '·have' in English, and even more so in the correspondences 
of such Czech constructions as: 
43a) Toc! se mi h1ava ' 
.[Swims - ref! - oneDAT hea~OM] 
& head is swimming 
43b) V b:ise mi kruce10 ••• 
[In stomach meDAT rumb1ed3~gNEul 
. ~ stomach. was rumbling 
(JB, R 7/5) 
. 
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c) ;J:urth.er remarks on l;'OSSESSI:YE DA.TIVES. 
The afore-mentioned method of syntactic downgrading of the EXI,'EIUENCBR 
into the role of a modifier of another act~~t is verI common in English. 
Tb-e possessive dative occurs in Czech witll much frequency: 
(l) In sentences expressing various actions in which parts of the body 
a~e involved, cf. 
44a} Rowe's head was singing 
Rowovi zp!valo v hlave 
[Rowe~AI sang3sgNEU in head] 
44b) Her eyes glistened 
Oti se j[ leskly 
[Eyes - ref! ... her glis t"enedJ 
" DAI 
44c} It tore off ~ finger 
Mne tonatrhlo palce 
VMeDAT it tore3sgNEU thumb] 
I 
(GG, 28/21) 
(St~ 144/123) 
" (C, Kr 9j8) 
(2) In all such sentences where certain aspects of the situation can 
be seen as belonging to animate beings (in particular to personal 
actants), e.g. 
45a) Her life was hardly in " d~ger ' 
Sotva j[ hroz[ smrt 
[Hardly herDAT threatens death] 
(MK, 289j278) 
45b} His father die.d suddenly ' 
~. " 
v ~ Otecmu zemrel nahle 
[Jather hi~AT died suddenly] 
CHGW, 60/71) 
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45c) Rer breath smalled of toothpaste 
De.ch i.£ von~l pastou na zuby 
[Breat~TOM herDAT smelled toothpasterns J 
The operation of downgrading certain semantic act ants into 
subordinate syntactic roles in the surface structure is one of the 
.Il).anifestations of 'syntactic condensation' . (d .Vachek, 1961) whereby 
the English sentence becomes more streamlined and more effective in 
aligning the position of act ants according to their CD. 
14.12.3 Evaluative modality 
Czech has a number of constructions suggesting a certain evaluative 
disposition of the EXPERIENCER towards reality. The main patterns are 
as follows:· 
1. I ' NGDAT + Vcop + (S) + PRED ADJ + (inf); 
Otci je to divne 
[FatherDAT is it strange] 
2. t NGDAT + Vcop + (8) + PRED ADV + (inf)" 
Jemu je zat~zko prij!t 
[HimnAT is difficult (to) come] 
3. Pro + NGACC + VC?P + (S) + PRED ADJ + (inf). 
" . "" , Pro nas Je to obt1zne 
[For uSACC is it difficult] 
The verb 'byti' (be) can be replaced by some semi-copulative verbs 
. h . -" ,".., w~th t e semant1cs ot seem, e. g. pn.paaat, 'zdat se'. They too take 
indirect dative or accusative objects. 
English. turn~ tb..e Oi EAl?eriencer into the th.ematic S T«ith th·.; 
~ll? of the construction '(d.th the transitive verb I find' or its 
srnonyms,. e.g. 'think', 'consider~ and the like. 
" 
-..... __ ... ,._----- - ....... __ ........•• -- '."- _.--- ..... _..... .. ... . ... _- .. .. . .. 
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Examples.. 
46a) 1Tladim.i'rovi je to trapne 
(VladimirDAT is it enibarrassing ] 
Yladim1r finds it hard to take 
(MK~ 292/282) 
46b) Je mu to moe divny 
46c} 
[.Is hi~AT it very. strange}_ 
He thought it very strange 
" (8, 625j162) 
"v v .-~anu ~ollymu bylo zatezko udrzet si dobrou naladu 
[(To) Mr. PollYDAT wasNEU difficult (to) keep - ref1 -
goodACC moodACC 1 
He found it hard to be cheerful 
(HGW, 57/69) 
46d) Matcin pohreb pro mne byl docela pr{jemnym vzrusen1m 
~lother' s funeralNOM for me ACC was qui te pleas an ~OM 
excitemen~OM J 
I found myself agreeably excited by my mother's funeral 
(GG, T 9/7) 
A construction similar to the English 'find' version is aJ.so 
possible in Czech with the equivalent of 'consider', i.e. 'povazovat'. 
It is, however, rather formal, cf. 
46a
l
)· V1adim1r to povaZ'uJe za trapne 
Vladimir itACC considers for embarrassing 
The eCJ.uival~nt of 'find', i.e. 'shledat' ~ can also be encountered but 
L.t 1.5 strlistically unacceptable a~ an obvious calquE:. from German~ cf. 
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Yladwr .tindet es peinli.ch.. 
-' ,. / / VladimLr to shledaY8 traJ?n~ 
rVladim{rNO~ itACC find~ embarrassingINSJ 
14.12.4 A whole number of other verbs describing a yariety of 
eXperiences involving a human actant are also construed with the 
EXPERIENCER in the dative (occasionally in other non-subject cases). 
They are in particular: 'l{bit se' (like), I cht{ti se t (feel like), 
'zdati set (dream), 'ocekavati' (expect), 'za1ezet na l (care forL 
lchybit' (miss, lack), 'ztratit set (lose), 'podarLt se l (succeed), 
and their synonyms or near·synonyms. The Czech constructions are 
.again structured to suggest the passive role of the Experiencer. 
English invariably uses the Experiencer as a thematic subject. 
Examples: 
47a) he didn't like it 
nezamlouva10 se mu to 
[ ••• not suit3S~U - refl - hi~AT it ] 
(GG, M 95/15) 
47b) (how much) I ~njoyed your performance 
( . k) . 1 'b . v v d " Ja se ~ L Llo vase pre stavenL 
[refl - meDAT liked3sgNEU your performanc~OM J 
(JB, R 113/114) 
47c) They will miss me at the-Mecca tonight 
Dneska vecer budu mI.adenc&n v Necce chybet 
[Tonight - auxlsg - young menDAT in Mecca miss INF ] 
(St, 69/59) 
47d) He regularly lost his tools 
Ztracelo se rou pravidelne n,h~ad[ 
[LQst3sgNEU - refl - hi~AT regularly toolsNOMJ 
(MK., 99 J99) 
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47e) lie ~eceived me~ely a sullen gla~e 
. 'h k v' Dosta1o se mu J~1 mrzute 0 za abonen~ 
[Got3sgNEU ..... refl .,.. hiJuDAT merely sulleuGEN glareGENJ (JB, R 9 /.+/94) 
The shift into the subject position is achieved essentially by t\VO 
methods. The Experiencer is presented' not as someone experiencing 
the action but as an active agent. This is made possible by the 
loose.ness of the semantic tie bet:\·le.en the subje.ct and the V, discussed 
earlier. Compare, for instance, example (46d). In Czech it is also 
possible to put the Experiencer into the subject position but it 
involves a certain semantic shift • 
., ..."... " Ztracel prav~delne narad~ 
[-Lost3sg regularly toolsACC ] 
would suggest a greater degree of volitional involvement than the 
reflexive construction used in (47d). This difference is even more 
obvious in the following sentence: 
48a) Dixon wanted to laugh 
Dixonovi by10 do sm£chu 
[DixonDAT was to laughter] 
as against: 
48b) Dixon se cht~l sroat 
[Dixon - refl - wanted laughINF] 
(KA, 50/58) 
The Eng1is~ version is ambiguous. It can refer to the situation which 
provokes laughter, i.e. 'He felt like laughing', or it can refer to a 
conscious decision, e.g. as in 'Re watched the Mike Yarwood show because. 
he wanted to laugh'. In Czech (48a) would correspond to the former; 
(48b) to the latter only. 
I 
! 
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Another method 0;1; shifting the positi.ons of parti.cipants i.s by 
means of a.."'l analyti.cal reformulation of the verbal n.ucleus, cf. 
'it pleases him ':= ~he. gets ple.asure ;from it' 
The semantics of the ve.rb'get' and its synonyms (have, receive, derive) 
allows the ir.terchange of the actants (SOURCE ~ EXPERIENCER): 
49a) for such alone receLve most pleasure from flattery 
. d'" ... , l' h k ,II"''''' .... ".. Je lone tem Jnou l.c.ot y neJvetsl.m potesenl.m 
[ •.• only the~AT are complimentsNOM greatest pleasureINS 1 
(OG, 25/34) 
49b) I've got the offer of a cottage 
NabLdli mi chatu 
[ Offered3p 1 meDAT cot tage ACC 1 
(JB, R 195/177) 
49c) . And they got small satisfaction out of the Bench 
, d ,,,, ... ,,.. 
U soudu se jim dostalo pramaleho za ostl.UCl.nenl. 
[At courtGEN - refl - themuAT got3sgNEU littleGEN satisfactiouGEN 1 
Cf. also (47d). 
The analytical paraphrase is also possible in Czech but it does not 
significantly change the syntactic roles of the major actants - cf. (49c): 
'~he Bench satisfied them' 
S o S Adv Comp 
as against: 
'Soud J~ uspokojil' 'u d "d t 1 zadostiuC':ine'~{' __ ~~_~ se J~~ os a 0 
s o Adv Comp 
4.13 Instrwnental as subject 
4.13.0 Tile INSTRID1E.NTAL is generally considered to l-e the third most 
tavouJ:"ed deep case for the. role of tile subj ect. :Following Fillmore 
(1968, 1970), Stock~~ll et al. (1968), Lambert (1969) and some other 
li.nguists,· Nilsen (1973) formulates the hierarchy of subject choice in 
-' 
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an act~ve English sentence as follows: 
"in general iJ there is no Agent, but the.re is an EJq>erience.r 
(Dative), this Experiencer becomes the Subject; if there is 
no Agent or Rxperiencer, but there is an Instrt~ental, this 
~n;str~ental becomes the Subject, and finally, only if there 
is no Agent, E~eriencer, or Instrumental, can an Objective 
(or Locative, Temporal, etc.) become the subject of a 
sentence." 
(p .133) 
I,t ~.s doubtful ,~hether such a rule can be formulated \vi thout re.course 
to the ~SP level of the sentence. The numerous examples of the 
Lnstrumental being chosen for the subject in preference to the 
Experiencer or even the Agent seem to suggest that the subject marking 
in English depends much more on the concrete conditions of the discourse 
than on the objective order of the semantic actants, cf. 
50) All that talk irritated me. It made everyone of us seem 
I E I E 
cheap and useless 
(GG, C l35) 
51) The gray dress made her a stranger to him 
I E 
(HGW, 136) 
52) This confused him enormously 
I E 
v (C, Kr 29) 
The semantics of these sentences allows paraphrases with Experiencers 
as subject~ 
5Qa} r fel t irri.tated by _all that talk 
E 
Every Cine cf us seemed cheap and useless be.cause_...£Lit 
E I 
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5la} . She' looked a stranger to himiri th.egray dress. 
E L CO 
52a) She was enormously confused by it 
E I 
When the Experiencer is absent in the $urface structure it is 
not always because it is not part of the valency structure of the 
particular verb - often it is dele.ted as unimportant and easily 
;r;ecoverable from the context, e.g. 
53) It [playing cards} might pass the time till lunch 
I 0 
(GG, c 26) 
is a variation of: 
53 a) We might pass the time till lunch by it 
A 0 I 
Similarly: 
54} (For a while they tried to shout her down but soon saw that) 
this would solve nothing 
I o 
(MK, 214) 
54a) C ... soon saw that) by this they would solve nothing 
I A o 
Examples (53) and (54) are represent9 tive of a considerable tendency 
in English to delete redundant ·thematic actants in situations of a 
multiplicity of candidates for the T. Typically the deletion concerns 
the actants relating to the participants in the discourse when other 
~o.J;'e important aspects of the si.tuatiQn have to be mentioned in the T. 
The introduction of the Agents in (53) and (54) results in a certain 
stylistic awhlardness. Their use would be legitimate, and indeed 
desirable, should the Instrumentals E>~ Rs, e.g. 
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53al } We might pass the t~e till lunch by' playing cards 
A(T) I (R) 
. they would solve nothing ~hciutingher down 
A(T) I (R) 
This would, of course, require a different preceding context. 
Czech, on the other hand, finds it quite natural to express the 
Agents in the resp_ective verbal forms, cf. the Czech cOll..'1.terparts of 
(53) and (54): 
53b) • • ,," v Zab~l~ bychom t~m cas do obeda 
[(we) pass lpl - cond aux - (by) that INS timeACC till lunch] 
54b) ". ., ••• t~m n~c nesprav~ 
[Cby} that INS nothingACC (they) sOlve3Pll 
Another possible alternative would be the use of agentless refle.xive 
constructions, i.e. 
Zabil by se t[m cas do obeda 
[passed3sg - cond aux - refl - that INS tim~ON till lunch] 
". " ••• t~m se n~c nesprav~ 
[(by) thatINS - refl - nothin~OM solve3sg ] 
In our understanding INSTR~ffiNT~\L will include a rather wide 
variety of deep structure notions which can be sub-classified into the 
following five main groups: 
1. instruments, Le. concrete tools- (e.g. 'the key' in 55a); 
2. forces' (' the wind' in 55b); 
3. various phenomena causally involved in the action or state 
identified by the verb (' th.e weight of the suitcase' - 5Sc, I sorrmv' 
55d, , th..e shock' ... 55e; 
4. body part ('her little finge.r s ' .,.... 55.£, 'his eyes' .,... 550
19
• t:> 
/ 
r 
-
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. Examples: 
55a} . The key opened the door ()."illmore, 1968:25) 
55b) The. ,dnd opened the door CFi11more, 1968:27) 
55c) . The weight of the suitcase cramped him eGG, 93) 
55d) J?eople say that· sor:towages eGG, 83) 
55e) ·the shock has upset the muscles of her throat eGG, 173) 
55f) her Httle firtgers were occupied in repairing the damage 
he had done (Th, 283) 
55g) His eyes were saying something to Ro\.,re (GG, 60) 
Let us now have a closer look at the typical behaviour of these 
semantic notions in the surface structures of Czech and English. For 
the present moment we will concentrate mainly on their thematic 
occurre.nces. 
4.13.1 Instrument"s 
'In Czech, instruments (tools) appear mostly in the instrumental case 
without the usual preposition's' (with); the role of the subject is 
played by the Agent or Objective: 
K1:lcem j sme odemkli dvere 
[(by) keYINS - aux -
I 
(we) un1ocked1 1 (the) door 1 
. p 
Ag o 
. 
56a) The car usually carried those big fat frogs 
I o (Ag) 
56a1) . Tfm vozem obvyk1e jezdi1i ti brichaci 
{(by) that INS carINS usually travelled the fat frogsNOM. ] 
I o (Ag) 
(St, 80/67) 
'Those· big .i;at frogs' ca. . he understood eithe.r as the. deep structure 
o [someone (a chauffeur) drove thein in the. c;:ar] or Ag (they drove the 
car). Another Czech variant (actual;l~y used in the translation) is: 
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56a2). Y tom voze obvykle jezdili ti bricha~i· .•• 
[Irt that car usually travelled the fat frogs]20 
I (L) Ag (0) 
The two Czech renderings are mOre or less synonymous, the only 
di.i:fe:rence being in a certain emphasis on different aspects of·the 
aituation. It is quite common that surface structure actants actually 
stand for mOre than one deep case, e.g. in (56a) the left-hand actant 
suggests that 'someone was in the car' (L) and simultaneously that 
'someone was transported by the car' (I). In thematic positions English 
tends to prefer the INSTRUMENTAL because it is more amenable to the 
role of the subject. Czech, on the other hand, is relatively free to 
choose those aspects of the situation which the speaker finds most 
relevant. The Instrumental appears frequently when the causative 
meaning is to be stressed; when it is less important other cases may 
be used to bring to the fore some further semantic features of the 
situation. Let us demonstrate this phenomenon on another example: 
57a) ( ••• shooting stars. All bright green). 
They make people's faces look frightfully ghastly 
o (E) 
V tom jejich svetle vypadaj£ lide strasne 
[In their light look people ghastly ••• ] 
I (L) E-
(JW, 13/11) 
Here it would be quite impossible to use the surface structure 
in&trumental. Czech, wi.th its firm logical interrelationship between 
actants and the y, findQ.it less easy to do without a further 
!?'peciJication of the left-h~md actant (eL 'they I and 'v tom jejich 
SYEhle' Cip. their light]) •. Nor is it easy to n.ark the Instruroental 
90S subject; 
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57a2) *D~laj[ z cloveka uplne strasidlo 
[(they) make Cout of} manGEN Ca} real ghastly creature J 
would be found logically deficient. 
*To jejich svetlo d~la z ~loveka strasidlo 
[That light of dteirs makes (out of) IDanGEN (a) ghastly 
creature] 
would be more acceptable but still clumsy. Instruments (thematic or 
rhematic) are likely to be marked as subjects only when they can be 
logically viewed as havl.ug agentive force, Le. 
58) To auto prejelo d{te 
[That car ran over a childACC ] 
I o 
59) Tahle strepina nam rozbila okno 
[This splinter (to) uS DAI broke (a) windo~ACC ] 
I E o 
The frequently quoted sentence: 
60) The hammer broke the windm.;r 
can be translated verbatim only when the hammer has fallen from some 
elevated position, e.g. 
601) Kladivo sp~dlo a rozbilo to okno 
[(the) hammer fell and broke the Hindow ] 
Othenlise preference is given to: 
21 
. Nekdo nam rozbil t{m kladivem okno 
[Someone (to) uS DAT broke (by) thatINS hammern~S (the) windowACC J 
Ag E I o 
Generally we may say that eVen r.ns truments wi 1:h. agentive fo:t'ce 
are preferable in the instrumental case \:l"ith the. e.xplicit me.ntion of 
the Agent or alternatively- with the use. of the reflexive construction 
~t.th th.e suppressed Agent), cf. 
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61) This cleaning agent removes a1l traces of dirt 
(Rohdenburg, 36) 
61 1) Tfmto ~ist{cfm prostredkem odstranlte (se odstranf) vsechny 
v '" stopy splny 
[(by) this cleaning agent1NS (you) remove (refl - remove3sg) 
al~OM tracesNOM of dirtGEN ] 
4.13.2 Forces 
Forces can appear in the subject in both languages: 
55b) The wind opened the door 
.. , v If Yltr (nam) otevrel dvere 
[(the) win~OM (to us) opened (the) doorACC J 
62) The earthquake destroyed the city 
y v ., .v. l v Zemetresenl znlCl omesto 
[(the) earthquake destroyed the city'J -
Rere too alternative prepositional constructions are possible although 
22 
the simple instrumental is not usually used in the T Thus we can 
say: 
v V " V' v Pri (tom) vetru se nam otevrely dvere 
[During (that) wind - refl - uS DAT opene~U3pl (the) door 1 
but not so easily: 
[(by) that wind - refl - opene~U3pl (the) door) 
In this group there seems on the whole to be a balance in Czech between 
th.e two former methods. The instrumental lS more likely to occur when 
theagentiye ~o.rce is more obvious (wind, lightning), It!ss often when 
theage.:ltivity is. less di.rect c..st~Jl.-IU, rain, etc.), e.g. 
" 
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63) Th.e storm broke the window 
(Nilsen, 100) 
v. \I ._ ~r1 bource se rozbilo oknO 
During (the) storm .,... refl - brokeNE.U3sg windowNOM 
/m.. important factor in the choice between the two methods is 
the semantic harmony between the instrumental actant anq the semantics 
o,t the yerb. Subj ect marking is more common wi th verbs whose S~lllan tics 
is in h.nrmony with the agentive activity of the Force. Thus it is 
.telt that Forces like 'storm', 'earthquake', 'blizzard' can 'destroy' 
(znicit), 'devastate' (devastovat), 'wipe out' (vyhladit) objects 
usually of major importance; but they are not felt to be so directly 
(causatively) involved in the more concrete and minor acts (of 
destruction, etc.). In the latter case the prepositional case is 
preferable. 
As we have stressed many times hefore, English does not require 
such. a clearly defined semantic harmony as Czech and thus it allows the 
subject marking of the instruments (as well as of other deep cases) 
with much fewer constraints attached. 
4.13.3 Some other instrumentals 
The Czech instrumental case (and occasionally other indirect cases) 1S 
frequently used in the T to refer to various GIVEN aspects of t~e 
si.tuation (concrete or abstract) causatively involved in the actio!1 
of the sentence. Typically they are anaphoric words functionally 
close to relative pronouns or other words used for clause linkage 
(cL the German 'dami t', 'dadurch', 'womi.t', etc. and their role in 
linki~g clau~es and sentences), cf. 
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64} . T£m by1 vYslech u konce 
[Cby) that
rNS was (the) interrogation at (an) end] 
That concluded the interrogation 
" (S~ 26161) 
65) Nemys1{m, ze se t{m Goya bavi1 
[Not think1sg that ..... ref! .... (by) thatlNs ·Goya amused] 
r. cannot imagine that this caused Goya any amusement 
66) k '" 0," '11 . '''l"vk terym zruzove 0 JeJ~ ~c 0 
[ ••• (Py) whic~S got rosy her face] 
which made her face so rosy 
" (C, LS 181/48) 
., 
(C, Kr 39/52) 
67} UdtU pritom nep:ifjemny naraz na branici 
l)'e1 t during that (an) unpleasant feeling in the diaphragm J 
It gave him a disagreeable feeling ••• 
(HGW, 127/139) 
The instrumental T can be much more explicit and can consist of 
nomina1ized predications or nominal elements modified by relative 
clauses, e .• g. 
63) SvYm arogantn{m nezajmem ve mne probudila vztek 
[(by) herINS arrogantINS indifferenceINS in me rousedFEM3sg angcrAccl 
••• her aggressive sort of- indifference roused in me a kind 
.of anger 
(St, 21/19) 
69} The conyersaticns I'll have with her during the sittings 
will carry me a pretty long war (in courting .•• ) 
(Tn, 291/113) 
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In these examples we: can observe a change of the Czech ;lndi.rect 
objects (repre.senting DS I:nstrlUUentals) into subjects and at the Rame 
time. of subjects into direct objects .. The inversion is effected by the 
use of transitive causative verbs for their Czech~ predominantly 
23 
intransi tive, counterparts (some of them have two obj ects $ one of 
which is a transitive one). In many cases the causativeness is 
expressed directly by such verbs as 'cause' and 'make' or verbal phrases 
contai.ning 'set', 'bring', 'give', etc. Further examples: 
70) ••• the presence of Brandon caused the painter to be 
excessively sulky 
d 
v v, . "v, V v, 
••• v Bran onove pr1tomnost1 byl ma11r nesm1rne zarazeny 
[in Brandon's presenceLOC was painterNOM extremely sulky) 
(Th, 291/114) 
71) whether the shock had made me hideous 
jestli tfm rozrusen[m nejsem ohavna 
[whether (by) thatINS shockINS (I) am not hideous] 
(MK., 273/264) 
72} which set our fluttering heroine speedily at rest 
c!mi se nase rozechvela hrdinka brzy uklidnila 
[(by) whichINS - refl - our fluttering heroineNOM speedily] 
(Th, 283/103) 
73) This brought it closer 
Tfmhle se to vsechno pribl{zilo 
[(by) this - refl - it al~OM came closer] 
(St, 148jl26) 
74) whlch gaye great joy to the men 
z cell.oz malo muzstyo •.. rudost 
[xrom which had (the) m~Ol1 .•• joy ACC 1 
.~ 
(S, 67/95) 
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Schematically the inversions can be represented as follows; 
[~- r ,.-~ . 
70) :r~i:_-i,~c:et Pred Adj <T-~~-~~~~~-F~l~:: be +-P~~d ~dj-I 
71) SS I Oi (S)- be ~ Adj ......... S - m2ke - Od - pred-;:~j----I 
72) 
DS . I E J __ I E ___ ... _ ..... _ .... _____ ~. 
5 -. refl V ~ S set - Od - Pred Adv S5 Oi 
__ ~--__ .-___ E-_--.-----.~---I-----·-E----.--------'DS I r---' 
]31 
I--___ _+-------~-... _r-e-f-l-v--<_+I·.--~ - bring - ~d - pred_Adj ____ I SS Oi DS I 
V. mt t S - Od --- S - gl. ve - Od - Oi 
(have) I ]4} S5 Oi 
'---_______ . ______ E ___ ?. .. ________ ._L __ ~._. __ .. _. __ .. _~. ___ ~ ___ ._ ._. ___ ... __ . __ ~ DS I 
The English finite verbs of the afore--mentioned sentences are 
xelatively empty of meaning, t.heir main role being structural, Le. to 
;reconcile the syntactic constraints (SVO order) with the needs of F5P. 
The latter are clearly more decisive in the choice of the V and its 
valency. The meaning proper of the verbal unit is contained in its 
adjectival or adverbial modifier, e.g. in (70) it is in the adjective 
'sulky', etc. 
The capacity for inversion can be observed even more clearly in 
sentences with semantically 'full' causative verbs when compared with 
their typical Czech counterparts: 
75) Land here doesn't fetch a high price 
Za pJdu se tu nedostane vysoka cena 
[:for landACC - ren - here not ~ get3sg high~WH priceNOl1 ] 
(GG, C 171/165) 
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76) A leather soi;a fetches a higll price today-
Dneska·se za kozenou pohovku dobre platf 
[Today oc-. refl ...... for leather ACC sofaACC - well .- pa.ys3sg J 
(S, 120)139) 
]7} The disease killed many cows 
Na tu nemoc zahynulo mnoho kr.av 
[Of that diseaseACC died manYNOM cowsNOM J 
(Rohdenburg, 1969: 44) 
Schematically: 
Czech -I English 
75) ss Oi - V refl - S ~S - V tr - Od 
DS I Extent I_I Extent 
76} SS Oi - V refl - Adv Man '<"-7 S - V tr - Od 
DS I Extent. j __ I Extent 
77) SS Oi - V intr - S +-+ S -,V tr - Od 
DS I E I I E (0) 
______ L-. ______________________ ---'-____________ J 
In (75) and (76) the syntactic inversion is achieved by the interchange 
between the verbs with the semantics of 'get' and 'bring' ('fetch'); in 
0]) it is the interchange between 'kill' and 'die'. Fillmore (1968) 
suggests that pairs of verbs like these can be considered synonymous 
since they differ only in their subject salection features (p.30j4. 
The two languages under observation allow both of the afore-
. mentioned strategies. The.y are, however, subject to various ftmctional 
constraints. 1n English the limitations have to do with FSP; in Czech, 
with the semantic harmony of subjects and finite verbs and also with 
style. Thus, in English, the. alten1.atives: 
76a) Y,ou can get a p~gh price for a leather 50fa today 
and: 
77a) Hauy cows died of a strange: <lisease 
/ 
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wouid be natural when the rn&trumentals are Rs. ~n Czech~ on the other 
hand; 
76b) Kozena pohovka yam yY>'J,esemnoQo penez 
[LeatherNOl1 sof~Ol1 (to) yO~AT fe,tch~sJSg muchACC money ACC J 
i-s styli.stically marked (but possible). The verb 'vynest' (fetch) 'vould 
be accepted as unmarked with less concrete subjects, e.g. 
78) Ta obchodnr transakce mu vynesla 10000 korml 
[The businessNOM transactio~OH (to) hiIIJ>AT - fetched 10000 J 
77b) *Ta nemoc zabila mnoho krav 
f:.rhe diseas~OM ki lIed many ACC cows ACC J 
has a strong metaphorical marking. 'Nemoc' (disease) could be used as 
a subject with a more general verb and object: 
78) Ta nemoc vyhladila mnoho dobytka 
-
[The diseas~OM wiped out muchACC cattleACCJ 
Or similarly: 
79) Mor vylidnil pul Evropy 
[(the) plagu~OM depopulated halfACC (of) Europe GEN] 
Czech is, in this respect, very close to German despite the 
different typological classifications of the two languages, cf. 
77c) An der Krankheit starben viele Klihe 
(Rohdenburg, 1969:44) 
Or: 
80) Damit beschliessen wir diese Ausfuhrwlgen 
(Rohd.=uburg, 41.) 
Czech. 
T!m konc1!!'.e: tuto 'ciskusi 
[(by) thisI.NS (we) end th.is ACC disc.ussionACCJ 
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Or: 
T:i::ril se konC{ tato di-skuse 
[(by) thisL.'{S ..,., refl .,. thisN0l1 discussionNOMJ 
English: 
This concludes the present discussion 
English, on the other hand~ behayes here in very much the same 
\ia¥, aa ;French, cf. 
81) La fatigue lui brulait l'interieur des genoux 
;Fatigue makes his knees tremble 
82) •• ., 25 Ta VOl.x fal.t tressal.lll.r Ie coeur 
~our voice stirs my heart (makes my heart stir) 
4.13.4 Body Part 
The surface realizations of the Body Part Instrumentals reveal 
considerable differences agal.n between the two languages. Let us 
consider some examples: 
83) His dark mysterious eyes ran round the walls 
I L 
Bloudil ternyma ocima ode zdi ke zdi 
[Che) wandered (with) darkINS eyes INS from wal~GEN to wallDAT J 
A I L 
(KA, 166/187) 
84) Prokop's teeth chattered with ecstasy 
I S 
Prokop jekta.l zuby rozkos{ 
[Prokop chattered x(ith his teeth ",ith delight 1 
A S 
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85) ••• hex little fingers were. occupied iu repairi:ng the damage 
o 
" • v , • "'L V 
a snazl.la se tresoucl.ml. 'prst:!.!,<'_¥ napravit skodu 
[and (she} tried with ••. 1ittleINSfingersINS to repair 
A I 
the' damage ACC 1 
o 
(Th, 283jl03) 
The English sentences above use Body Part Instrumentals in the T 
without the explicit mention of the Agent. The Body Part is acting 
as a metonymical Agent. The real Agent is 1n all cases referred to 
indirectly by possessive pronouns. In Czech, on the other hand, the 
Agent Q?ossessor of the Body Part) is expressed overtly as a separate 
srntactic actant.' This is a general tendency. In literary texts 
there also occur constructions which are similar to those in English; 
they are, however, metaphorically marked, cf. 
86) Jej1 prst1ky si hraly s mymi vlasy 
I}ler fingers - refl - played with my hair] 
87) Jej1 rty vyhledaly me 
[Her lips found mine ] 
These constructions appear with particular frequency in translatious 
from English. 
In Czech there is':a 'difference between the expression of actions 
of Body Parts which are CONTROLLABLE and those which are not. wnat we 
have said so far refers to controllable Body Parts. When incontrollable 
action$ are i.uyolved the per~ollal adant is expressed in the. dative 
and represents the. semantic E;xperience.r (d. SectiQt:t 4.12) J e. g. 
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88) ••• podloroily se rou nohy 
[gave way ~ refl ... (to) himuAT le·g~NOM J 
••• his legs gave way-
89) Rowoyi vynechalo srdce 
[(to) Rowe faltered heartNOM ] 
Rowets heart missed a beat 
., 
(C~ Kr 2l:,j29) 
(GG, 76j59) 
:J:n English the Experiencer is generally downgraded into a 
~odifier of the Instrument (more on this in Section 4.12). In such 
cases it is sometimes arguable whether the Body Parts can be considered 
to be Instrumentals, cf. 
90) .' Princezne j iskr1 oei 
[(to) princessDAT glisten eyes ••• ] 
The Princessts eyes glistened (with d~light) 
v (C, Kr 191/270) 
91) Tva; se j {' prom~nila 
[~ac~OM - refl - (to) her - changed1 
Her face changed 
, , 
(Br, R 224/228) 
In Czech, Body"Parts of this kind could be expressed in the 
locative case, i.e. 
90a) Princezne jiskr!.v oc!ch 
[(to) princessDAT glistens 3sgNEU l.n eyesLoc 1 
913) Ye tyari se prQmenila 
[In face LOC - refl '=' (she)· changed 1 
We call. consider th.eJn to be. Locative.s rather than lnstrumenta13 since 
they lack th.e. feature CAUSE. This probl~ will be. treated in greater 
detail in th.e section on the. Locative. 
" 
/ 
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4.13.5 ~nstrlli~ental Condensers 
Earlier we have suggested that lnstrumental subjects can contain 
embedded predications (d. sentences 68 and 69). Let us consider some 
more ex amp les : 
92} .. Stepping into . the }>litHic llar gave ·me for a moment 
~ E 
a comforting sense of nc-rmality 
o 
Kd¥z jsem vstoupil do hospody, mel jsem na okamZik 
[When (I) stepped into (the) pub, (I) had for a moment 
A L E 
uklictnuj1c{ pocit normalnosti 
a comforting.A .. CC serLseACC (of) normality] 
o 
(JW, 21/19) 
23} A great baying laugh made them all turn round 
A 
Qzyal se hlasity ••• sm1ch a vsichni se obr~tili 
[SoQ~ded - refl - 10udNOM laug~OM and allNOM - refl -
~----------------
o A 
turned round] 
(KA, 46/54) 
94) You make me feel like·one of those old knights 
rCA} E· 
Vast' zasluhousi ptipadam jako jeden z tech starodaVnych rjt{r~ 
[(by) your me:r~s - ref! - cr,) feel like one of those old knights] 
E 
(RGW, 107 j1l8) 
, , 
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Th,ese examples are i.nstances o~ y~t another device of English 
for si~ Hfying the. stxucture of the sentence ,to fit, the ba';ic SYO 
pattenl and aligning the level of syntax vrith that of ;FSP. In 
accordance with the Prague School terminology we will refer to it as 
'COM.PiliX CONDENSATION'. In Mathesius' swords, this term is used: 
"to describe the fact that English tends to express by non-
" 
sentence elements of the main clause such circumstances that 
are in Czech~ as a rule, deno'ted by subordinate clauses. 
This. results in making'the sentence structure more compact 
or~ in other words, in sentence condensation, which may be 
called complex since in this way English can express entire 
complexes of content." 
(Hathesius, 1975: 147y6 
In our own framework of description COMPLEX CONDENSATION consists 
in the 'condensing' of informational units (FSP level) which is 
reflected in the reduction of overtly expresse~ semantic features and 
-.:;-~. ", 
.", ;1:, 
syntactic actants (syntactic and semantic levels respectively). ,Let 
us demonstrate on sentence (92). In Czech it consists of two T-R 
nexus, two predicative nexus and two pa1rs of semantic actants, i.e. 
-
syntactic level (S) - Vf - Adv Loc I (S) - Vf 1 
semantic level A L E 
-
:FSP level 
-
T R T 
,------~------.-----.-.---.-----.. ---.--
In English the situation is as follows: 
syntactic level S Vf (give) Oi - Od; 
semantic level T E 0 I ... 
xs.p level T T R I 
, ___ , ___ ~ __ • ___ • _____ .4 
(have) - Od 
o 
_. _" , .., _______ ---' __ ~,_ .. ____ J 
The typical syntactic method Qi CCNDENSAIION ~s the d~predication 
by means 0;1; I-ing ;forms' Cl>articiples and gerundsL infinitives aad 
de .... ye;:;-bal nouns. Example (35) is an. instance of tCte, use of a NG 
I."' 
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containing a de-verbal noun. Tile process of conde.nsati.on can he shol.v'U 
to have several 5tages oJ; cOlQ.pactnes&, e.g. 
I.. When they he.ard that someone. gave a flayin.g l(l:ugh.~ they aJ.l turned 
round. 
When th.ey heard a baying laugh, they all turned round. 
. . 
Rearing a baying laugh made them all turn round. 
A baying laugh made them all turn round. 
Stage 1. consists of three predicative nexus; stage II is reduced to two 
nexus; stage 1.11 to one nexus with the use of the present participle; 
stage IV is based on the de-verbal noun 'laugh' (' someone laughed and 
they turned round'). 
Example (94) represents still another stage (V) in the process 
of condensation. It is based on ellipsis and made possible by the 
often mentioned loose tie between the semantics of the Sand Vf. Here 
the deletion of the traces of the predicative verb is ultimate. The 
meaning and function of the word 'you' cannot be derived from the 
ser~tence itself - we must refer to the context. In this case it .. is 
in fact 'the right-hand context'. The speaker (H.G. Wells's Mr. ~olly) 
takes another half page before the reader knows exactly what was meant 
(roughly - 'because you are a beautiful maiden imprisoned in an 
enchanted school I feel like one of those old knights who is obliged to 
rescue you'). 'You' cannot be understood here as an agent but rather 
as an Inst~ument. 
In Czech, COMPLEX CONDENSATION is used much hlore rarely than 
in English. Mathesius's contrastive researches, later corroborated by 
J;!;rague Sch.ool schola;rs (cL Note 7 above), led hiJn to postulate tIle 
~t;t"ong t);end in En.glish. tc\\'ards r..o!!2inal. e..xpress).on as against the 
p;J;edominantly verbal trend in Czech (d. }1a~hesius, 1975 ~ 104). In 
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Czech. th.e use of parti.cip'les iEi. ver:'! rare. ~or thi.s. purpQse. Nominal 
groups ~ith. de.-.ve:rbal nouns are used JijOre often as condensers~ but 
heq,uently- they are stylistically· awkward and their occurrence. is 
much. more limited than in English. The elliusis of the order 
. h 
demonstrated in sentence (94} is practically impossible. It is limited 
to set phrases such as: 
95) Vy me prekvapujete 
[You~WM meACC surprise} 
i.e. 
Your behaviour surprises me. 
On the FSP level English compresses the GIVEN (DERIVABLE from 
tlte situation) into a more compact T missing out one preparatory step 
(or possibly more) in the presentation of the situation. The missing 
links are, however, easily recoverable from the context. The use of 
condensers (especially of the more compressed ones) is yet another 
~stance of the considerable degree of dependence of the English 
sentence on the context; their Czech explicit sentential counterparts, 
on the other hand, point to a relative independence of the Czech 
sentence. 
4.13.6 Comitative Constructions 
The status of comitative constructions in deep grammar is not clearly 
defined. Fillmore (1968) deals with-them (under the heading "Problems 
and Suggestions") together with' co-ordinate structu:res (8lff). As 
reported by Nilsen (1973:12) during the Seminar in Case Grammar 
(,s!ununer 1970), ):'illmore includes COl·UTATI.YE as a possible addition 
to th.e inventory of hls cases, Jijentioning it together with some other 
cases) "ttle natures of whid1. are lessw.z.ll understcod". Nilse.n h:i.mself 
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(follo\Xing Lambert, 1969} beli.eye& tb_at comj~tative comltructi.ons~ like. 
passives or possessive structures~ express relationships between t\v:o 
noun phrases and should be considered a surface structure phenomenon 
(Nilsen, 1973: 48--9). In deep structure, comitatives can represent 
Agents or Objectives, e.g. 
96) . Mother cooked the potatoes with the carrots 
A o o 
97) Mother cooked the potatoes with Janine 
A o A 
(Nilsen, 1973:49) 
Ho\Xever, since in both English and in Czech Comitatives interrelate 
closely with the Instrumental we will find it useful to treat them at 
this point, rather than separately, under the above-mentioned two deep 
cases. 
We will consider Comitative constructions under the following 
two headings: (1) reciprocal relations, and (2) comitative constructions 
proper, the difference being that in (1) the participation of the two 
actants in question is symmetrical while in (2) it is parallel or 
a&ymmetrica1 (one of the two takes more initiative than the other), cf. 
9Sa) Mary and Frank kissed 
98b) Mary kissed Frank 
4.13.61 Reciprocal relations 
In Czech these are expressed by reflexive verbs - 'pol!bit set 
[kis~ ... refl] , 'mt se r.{d' [have - refl .,.. glad], etc. 
99a) ~rie a ~ranta &e pol{bili 
[}-larie and l":rank.. -. re.fl .,... ki.ssed ] 
99b} l1ari.e. s xrantou se po l!bili 
[!1e::ie '-lith ;Frank .,.·refl - kissed) .• 'fIo 
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99c) Marie se po1{bila s Frantou 
[Marie - refl - kissed with Frank] 
The two languages behave similarly when both participants are in the 
T. When one of them is to be presented as R we can observe some 
differences. In Czech it is still possible to present the action as 
reciprocal (cf. 99c) by means of a simple word order permutation. In 
English, ·syntactic · and FSP needs take precedence over semantic ones 
and the action is presented as asymmetrical with 'Marie' taking the 
initiative. 
Further, in English the reciprocal presentation of action tends 
to be limited to such cases where the participants are subsumed by the 
plural lwe', 'they; 'the lovers~ or when it is important to stress the fact 
of reciprocity even if both participants are thematic; let us consider 
the following typical examples: 
lOOa) 
lOOb} 
lOOc) 
lQOd} 
They met yesterday 
Setkali se vcera 
[(they) met - ref! - yesterday J 
The lovers met at last 
~u,lenci se konecne setkali 
[Lovers - refl - at last met ] 
I met my Aunt Augusta .•• at my ~other's funeral 
.; v. v hVb S tetou Augustou jsem sepoprve setkal na matc1ne po r u 
[With AuntINS August~INS - aux - refl - first - met - at 
mother's funeral] 
I met him in the pub 
Sesli jsme se v hospodc 
[(~,<e) me t - aux - ref! - in pub 1 . 
(GG, T 9/7) 
" 
100e) 
100f) 
100g) 
100h) 
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I came across them by chance ••• 
Stretl jsem se s nimi nahodou ••• 
[(I) met - aux - refl - with themINS (by) chance INS ] 
He knows a lord 
On se zna s lordem 
[He - refl - knows ~vi th (a) , lordLl'iS ] 
It's a long time since I've seen you 
Uz jsme se dlouho nevideli 
'i 
(C, H 324/52) 
(Th, 248/57) 
[Already (we) - aux - refl - long time - not sawlpl ] 
(GG, 258/245) 
I saw some police officer or other 
Mluvil jsem s nejakym policistou ••• 
[(I) spoke - aux - with someINS policemanINS ••• ] 
(GG, T 176/182) 
The examples show the predilection of English for the uni-
directional presentation of action which appears as reciprocal in 
Czech. In examples (lOOc), (d), (e) and ,(g) this rendering is chosen 
despite the fact that both partners are thematic. In (100c) and (d), 
as against (lOOa) and (b), the verb 'meet' is changed from intransitive 
to transitive, but in (lODe) and (g)_a different verb is chosen to 
achieve th~ same end, cf. 
100el ) He (I and them) met by chance 
but: 
100e) I came across them by chance 
100hl ) We (I and some police officer) spoke (to each other) 
but: 
100h) I saw some police officer, or other 
/' 
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In Czech all the quoted sentences are reciprocal although there 
are two basic types: (a) when both partners are GIVEN the reciprocity 
is completely symmetrical (e.g. lOOd and g); and (b) when the second 
participant is R the verbal ending is 1n agreement with the T (cf. 100f) , 
and although the reflexive pronoun marks the constructions as reciprocal, 
~ehave the feeling that there is a measure of initiative on the part 
of the thematic participant. 
Generally we may conclude that in Czech there is a strong 
tendency towards symmetrical reciprocity, while in English, considerations 
of syntax and FSP lead to the choice of other alternatives wherein one 
party i .s presented as the initiator of the action or state expressed by 
the verb and the other as its object. 
4.13.62 Comitative constructions proper 
Constructions describing parallel participation of the two partners 
behave in essentially the same way as reciprocal constructions. 
Czech: 
When both partners are part of T, the action is presented as symmetrical, 
cf. 
lOla) 
101b) 
(Oni) Sli ven 
[(They) went out] 
-
Petr a Marie sli ven 
(Peter and Marie went out} 
101c) . Petr s Mari{ sli veri 
[Peter with Mary went out' 
.f 
When one partner is rhematic the initiative is on the part of the T: 
101d) Petr se1 ven s Mari{ 
[peter went out with Marie ] 
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English counterparts: 
lOlal ) 
101b l ) 
101c l ) 
lOld1) 
or: 
They went out 
Peter and Marie went out 
Peter took Marie out 
Peter went out with Na~ie 
27 
Peter took Marie out 
Examples (b) and (c) show the two basic strategies of dealing with two 
thematic partners of a comitative construction: (1) co-ordination, and 
28 (2) use of suppletive verbs Rohdenburg (1969) notes that, 
"Die Koordinie:tl..4;n~ imp1iziert aber nicht automatisch einen komitativen 
Sinn~ sondern macht diese Deutung nur mehr ••• oder weniger vlahrscheinlich. II 
(p.54). The reading of the co-ordinate construction depends on the 
situation. If Peter and Marie were, for example, husband and wife, the 
assumption would be that they went together unless otherwise specified. 
If they were brother and sister it might be assumed that the chances of 
their going out either together or separately would be the same 
(because of their independence from each other). The use of the 
construction with a supp1etive (see Note 28) transitive verb, e.g. 
'take', makes the comitative meaning quite unequivocal, but at the same 
time··asY!!l1lletrical. Other supp1etive verbs used are, for example, 'drive', 
'fly', 'walk', 'nUl', 'march', 'bring', 'deliver', 'accompany', etc. 
Further exa.mples: 
102) You are taking me home for tea 
Jedu ~ . v • S vaIDl. na caJ 
[I am going (on wheels) with you for tea] 
(KA, 12114) 
.-.. -~ -_. ---........... - ---_.-
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103) They walked him to school every day 
Chodili s n:lm kaidy den do skoly 
[(they) went w'ith him every day to schood 
104) The officer marched the soldiers to the big bridge 
D&stojn1k pochodoval s vojaky k velkemu mostu 
~fficer marched with sold~ersINS to b~g br~dge ] ~ .L.L DAT .L DAT . 
105) He drove the boss to the station 
Jel se sefem k nadraz1 
[(he) wen~ (on wheels) with boss INS to station] 2.9 
In Czech it is sometimes also possible to use constructions 
with suppletive verbs such as 'zavest' [take on foot], 'zavezt' 
[take by carJ, 'vz{t' [take]. However, this alternative is used when 
~ewant to deliberately stress that one partner is in some sense in 
charge, e.g. 
103a) • y " v VodLli ho kazdy den do skoly 
[(they) took him (on foot) every day to school] 
104a) Dustojn1k odvedl vojaky ••• k mOf; tu 
[(the) officer took (the) soldiers to bridge J \ 
10Sa) Odvezl .. sefa k na'drazr 
[(he) . took (on wheels) the boss to the station] 
In conclusion we may say that the two languages use different 
strategies for accommodating the two-comitative partners in the T. 
Czech conjoins them by mea!1S of the preposition's (with) + INS' and 
manages to retain the sense of symm~tricality of both the reciprocal 
and the parallel processes. The essential means of conjoining the 
partners in English is by the use of constructions with suppletive 
.transitive verbs. In this way both the syntactic ar.d communicative 
needs are satisfied; on the semantic level, however, we can observe a 
shift towards an asymn~trical understanding of the partners' 
participation in the action. 
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4.14 Locative as Subject 
4.14.0 One.of the typical functions of the T is to characterize, so 
to speak, the geography of the situation in which the action (state) 
identified by the verb takes place. Locative actants are therefore 
highly topicworthy and it is little wonder that in English they appear 
~ith considerable frequency as surface structure subjects also. Let 
us consider the main mechanisms which allow locative adverbs or 
adverbial groups to become subjects. 
4.14.1 !. The Interchange between the verbs 'be' (byti) and 'have' (mfti) 
Czech: 'Locative Adverbial + be (and synonyms)' ~ English: 'Subject 
+ have (and synon~)t. 
This is the most frequently observed method of turning locative actants 
into subjects. Examples: 
l06a) Bohemia had a higher level of civilisation 
"" vy, v ., .., V Cechach byla vyss~ civilizacn~ uroven 
[In BohemiaLOC was higher civilisation levelNOM ] 
(MK, 130/129) 
106b) The East had its castles as well 
Na vfchode byly take zaIDky 
[In (the) ~astLOC were also castlesNOM ] 
(MK, 130/129) 
l06c) The hospital would have the name and address 
V nemocnici mus{ byt jeho jmeno a adres~ 
[In hospitalLOC must be his name and address] 
(GG. 34/26) 
106d) Every house in the street had bills on it 
" . d ' 1" b 1 ... V 1 Na. vsecn omecn v u l.C1 Y Y vyvesr>..y 
[On all houses LOC in streetLOC were billsNOM ] 
" (Th, 297/123) 
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106e) Eastern coastal areas will have scattered wintry showers 
(Glasgow Herald, 15.2.78) 
/ -' V " , v".,. v Ve vychodn1ch pobrezn1ch oblastech budou prehanky s vetrem 
[In Eastern coastal areas will be showersNOM with wind] 
106f) The action had all the uncertainty of an adolescent kiss 
V jeho poc1nanL by1a vsechna nejistota jinosskeho polibku 
[In his actionLOC was all uncertaintYNOM of an adolescent kissGENJ 
(GG, 130/105) 
Instead of 'have' it is also possible to use verbs with a more 
specific semantic import. Broadly they can be divided into: (1) verbs 
of inclusion (include, contain, be full of - be empty of, be filled with, 
swarm, house, etc.); and (2) verbs such as 'give', 'show', 'offer', 
'bear', 'say', 'sing', . etc., which we shall call 'verbs of RENDERING'. 
1. Verbs of inclusion 
Examples: 
lOla} 
10lb) 
107c) 
The room contained a bed and a chair 
V pokoji by1a postel a zidle 
[In roo~C was be~OM and chairNOM1 
(GG, T 216/224) 
The speakers include friends and rupils now living in 
this coun try 
[Among speakersLOC are friendsNOM ••• ] 
The place was full of memorials 
Bylo tam mnoho pamatek •• • 
[Was there many memorials .•• J 
(Ra~ jTimes, 9.2.78) 
(JB, L 20/19) 
107d) 
l07e) 
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The plaee swarms with Tontons Maeouts 
Je tam mnoho Tontons Macouts (my translation) 
[Is there manYNOM Tontons MacoutsGE~ 
(GG, C 143/139) 
Another long shed housed the Red Cross depot 
'" ./ • • V /. v,.. V V jinem ••• baraku byla 1 stan1ce Cerveneho kr1ze 
[In another ••• shed was also depotNOM (of) Red Cross] 
1/ (8, 135/593) 
2. Verbs of rendering 
Examples: 
lOSa) 
lOSb) 
lOSe) 
IOSd) 
••• it shows a great respect for the particular dignity 
of woman 
, ... , , d"'" v Ale zaroven Je v tom velka ucta k ••• ustoJenstv1 zeny 
[But simultaneously is in i t Loe great _re~ec~OM to ••• J 
'II (e, LS 210/95) 
It certainly offers plenty to feast the eyes on 
v. Je tu tolik potravy pro OC1 
[Is hereLOe so much foo~OM for eyes] 
v (C, LS 235/132) 
The front pag~ ••• bore a large ••• photograph ••• 
Na prvni strance ••. byla ••• velka ••• fotografie 
[On firstLOe pageLoe ••• was ••• large ••• photograp~OM1 
(KA, 30/36) 
as our national anthem says 
j ako je to v te nasi hymn~ 
[ ••. as is it in thatLoe ourLOe anthe~oe 1 
y 
(8, 5/42) 
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The examples show that the interchange of 'be' - 'have' is an important / 
syntactic mechanism of the linear arrangement of actants in the surface 
structure of the English sentence. Benveniste (1960) notes that, 
"a v 0 i r n'est rien autre qutun etre-a-inverse" (p.123). Bach (1967), 
refers to the two verbs as linking elements without their own me~ing: 
"The two forms are distinguishe.d syntactically from most true 
verbs by the fact that they have no selectional restrictions 
in themselves but occur in constructions where the selections 
reach across from subject to 'object' or complement30 . Likewise, 
from a semantic point of view, their contribution to the 
meaning of the sentence is determined completely by the items 
that they link." 
(p.476)3l 
The use of 'have-verbs' instead of 'be-verbs' in English allows 
the locative to be S and T and the 'quasi-object' to be R. In this it 
resembles the passive transformation. The full verb.semp1oyed instead 
of 'have' contribute relatively very little to the meaning of the 
sentence. They might be considered to be semi-copulative, serving 
primarily as carriers of temporal, modal and aspectua1 distinctions 
in the situation where we want to revert the underlying basic structure 
of 'some entity is somewhere' into 'somewhere is an entity'. 
In English thi~ purpose is frequently served 
. ,.. 132 . , deVl.ce referred to as eX1stent1a c.onstruct1on, 
by an alternative 
'there is (are) ,33 • 
This construction too allows the locative actant (expressed in surface 
structure as an adverbial) to be placed initially, while the place of 
the subject is taken by the dummy-element 'there', thereby allowing 
the real subject to be shifted tmvards the more prominent position in 
the sentence, e.g. 
l06al ) In Bohecia there was a higher level of civilisation 
l07al ) In the room there was a bed at"1d a chair 
10Bcl ) On the front page there \vas' a large photograph 
/ 
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It is difficult to draw conclusions as to the reasons for choosing 
the 'possessive-locative' instead of 'existential-locative'. The 
former can be considered more basic, more in line ~o]ith the general 
tendency of English towards SVO structure. Another possible reason 
for it being preferred might be in the tendency of the English subject 
Gnentioned earlier in this chapter) towards cohesion of reference. 
In Czech the use of 'possessive-locative' constructions is 
extremely limited. Broadly we may say that it appears more probably 
only where 'inalienable possession' is suggested. Thus, it is more 
usual to say: 
109) Pokoj ma t;i okna 
[(the) room has three windows] 
110) Stul rna ctyri nohy 
[(the) . tab 1~ has four legs] 
rather than: 
l09a) V pokoji jsou tri okna 
[In (the) roo~OC are three windows J 
1l0a) *U stolu jsou ~tyri nohy 
[At (the) tab leLOC are four legs ] 
(109) and (110) are preferable to (109a) and (llOa) because the 'quasi-
objects' are understood as integral parts of the respective objects. 
On the other hand, it would .be quite_unacceptable to use the verbatim 
translation of (107a), i.e. 
Pokoj obsahova1 postel a zidli 
[(the) room contained bed and chair J 
The possessive variant could be used ' in (106a) and (106b), e.g • 
..., y ..,v, .. · . ~""" v Cechy mely vyss~ c~vLlLzacn1 uroven 
\23ohemi~OM had (a) higher ACC ci vilisational ACC level ACe 1 
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This is because semantically 'Bohemia' c.an be understood agentively, 
i.e. as standing for 'the people of Bohemia'. 
Constructions with the verbs of rendering also occasionally 
allow the SVO presentation, e.g. 
Prvn{ stranka ptina~'ela velkou fotografii 
[(the) firs t page brought a large photograph J 
But generally in these latter two cases in Czech constructions with J 
Adverbials Loc + copulative (or semi-copulative) verbs are preferable. 
It would be quite impossible to use the possessive variant 
. . 
with abstract subjects, such as 'the action' in (106f), or with 
subjects which are semantically elliptical, such as 'the speakers' in 
(107b). This subject stands for the Locative actant which can be 
paraphrased as 'on the list of the speakers ..• '. In Czech it would 
be necessary to eXpress the locative specification overtly, i.e. 
Seznam recn{k~ zahrnuje pratele ••• 
[(the) list of speakersNOM includes friendsACC ••• J 
4.14.2 II. Identifying Constructions 
1. Czech: be 'AdvLoc + (Vcop) + NPNQ}l' ~English: 'NPNOM + Vcop + NP~WM' 
Examples: 
111) This is Christine C~ghan 
• 
-
Tady Christine CaUqghaIl. 
[Here Christine Catif1lghan J -
(KA, 93/106) 
112) It was a self-service shop 
Tam byla samoobsluha 
[There wasFEH (a) se.lf-service s!:!.OPNOM] 
OOC, 164/162) 
. ' 
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2. Czech: have 'AdvLoc + S + + Od' +-----7 English.: same as (1) above. cop 
Example: 
113) This was my home town 
Tady jsem mfval domov 
[Here (I) - aux - (used to) have homeACC ] 
(MK, 256/248) 
3. Czech: 'AdvLoc + S + be + AdvLoc' ~ English: same as (1) above. 
cop 
Example: 
114) This is your home 
Tady jsi doma 
[Here (you) are at home] 
(JB, L 224/215) 
The identifying construction is used typically for the 
translation of Czech sentences starting with Ts ~xp~sse4 by deictic 
locative adverbs 'tu', 'zde', 'tady' (here), 'tam' (there); these are 
turned into the deictic pronoun (this, that, it, etc.), which is 
presented as a left-hand member of the identifying construction. It 
can also be used with more specific locative actants, cf. 
115) The Western has always been the venue for the Warley NALGO 
men's Evening 
Ye Westernu se odjak~iva konava1 pansky vec1rek 
(my translation) 
[In Western - ref1 - always used to take ~lace NALGO men's 
Evening] 
(JB, R 106/107) 
A special type of identifying predication is used in those 
sentences \.rhere thematic Agents or Experiencers cannot be omitted 
(and must necessarily appear as surface structure subjects). In these 
~~~~~~~~i.;JI."S~h~.:.~~ .... :-..:.~ ........ ~.~~~.:.:..o~~~~~~;;.."t:~~~:::.::~' -·-;';'-···---M"·r~ ~~~~~~,:ll.~..o...=-, .. .=...Q..'v.(.~~. 
~ - '-
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constructions adverbial actants are retained in the T by the use of 
. 34 WH-type cleft sentences . A typical formula for the locative variety 
is as follows: 
tthis (that, it, etc.) + Vcop + (ANTECEDENT) + WH-clause t 
Examples: 
116a) This is a place where you could spend hours 
Tady bys vydr{e1 hodiny 
[Here (you) would stay (for) hours ] 
(c, H 301/27) 
l16b) This was where he had been happy 
Tady by1 az dosud $iastny 
[Here (he) was till now happy] 
(GG, 147/119) 
The ANTECEDENT in these sentences is typic-ally clHYPERONYM of 
tQe noun conceivably identifying the locative actant referred to by 
tQe deictic pronoun; the most connnonly used is the noun t place t. The 
use of antecedent is not, however, obligatory. These const~uction$ are 
als.o very common for the thematic marking of other actants and will 
therefore be treated in greater detail under a separate heading. 
4.14.3 III. Qualifying Predication 
Examples·; 
117a) 
117b) 
The dingy little room was stuffy .•• 
v osum~lem a precpanem pokoj{ku bylo du£no ••• 
[In dingyLOC and crowdedLOC (little) roo~OC was stuffy (adv)] 
(HG\o.T, 150/162) 
(we were ••• in the garden, for) 
the house was at the moment impossible 
v dome sa nedalo existovat 
[ ••• in houseLOC - refl - could not3sgNEU exist] 
(GG, T 246/257) 
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117c) (She knew) Margate in April was dreadfully dull 
~ 
(Vedela, ze ) v Ma~gate je v dubnu s t rasna nuda 
[ .•• in MargateLOC is in April terribly dull J 
(Th, 288/110) 
The English versions of these sent ences belong to another type of 
'equati ve' constructions; they express some qualification ~vhereby 
"some quality (QUALIFICANS) is directly and explicitly assigned to 
a person or thing (QUALIFlCANDUM)" (Mathesius, 1975:114). In Czech 
these sentences are often subjectless and/or agentless. The locative 
QUALIFICANDUM is usually characterized by a group 'copula + Adverb' 
(or its equivalent). In English the adverbial qualification is 
generally expressed by adjectives. This construction is made possible 
by the fact that English adjectives can be interpreted as denoting 
temporary qualities; Czech adjectives, on the other hand, are generally 
used for the expression of permanent qualities, the temporary ones 
being connnonly catered for by adverbs (cf. 4.12.2, this chapter). 
4.14.4 IV. Other instances 
There are a great many other instances of turning locatives into 
subjects. It seems that the semantic relationship between subjects 
and finite verbs can be interpreted on an almost ad hoc basis as i t 
suits the situation. Again, these subjects are very often conceived 
~taphorically, cf. 
118a) The office \'lhispered that 
, ~ . v ~ V kancelar1 se septalo, ze ••• 
lIn officeLOC r efl - \vhispered3sgNEU ••• J 
(Can, 81/72) 
118b) 
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Belgrade admits failure 
(The Times, 7~2.78) 
Na belehradske konferenci se priznavaneuspech 
[At Belgrade ConferenceLOC - refl - admit 3 failure] sg . 
l18c) The barber's chair inaugurated a production belt •.• 
Na holicove ~idli zac[nal bez[c[ pas 
[On barber'sLOC chairLOC began (a) production lirLe] 
(MK, 4.6/50) 
~urther examples without their Czech counterparts: 
l19a) Mark's house always smelled of fish 
(JB, L 104) 
119b) Miriam combined earnestness of spirit ~Yi th great practical 
incapacity 
(HGW, 158) 
119c) The yards and sheds ••• had for years known no form of 
animal life 
(JW, 218) 
119d) Different environments set different standards 
(JW, 118) 
11ge) The Windsor chair, which supported every other person 
(Th, 255) 
l19f) The car burst a tyre 
(DuSkova, 1977:200) 
119g) Heathrow sees a plane land and take off every fifty seconds 
(ditto, 200) 
Czech counterparts are invariably conceived with the locative 
surface case in. the T and are either subjectless or hav~ inanimate 
subjects. As was the case with the other deep structure actants, the 
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Czech locatives often have to be more explicit, e.g. the subject of 
(119b), 'Miriam', must be translated by 'v Miriamin~ osobnosti' 
[in Miriam's person •.. j + Vrefl. In general we might sugges t that 
the Czech language is conceived more locative1y than the English, where 
the locative aspects of the situation are often suppressed ~ld are 
not always decodab1e from the surface structure subjects, cf. 
120a) 
l20b) 
We used to manufacture spices for cows 
(my translation) 
'" " 'ttl' V" "'" U nas se vyrabe10 koren1 pro kravy 
[At uS LOC - ref! - produced3sgNEU herbs for cows] 
v (S, 408/388) 
The Champs were entertaining cousins from P.B. 
Ch () . , v V 'I' v; '" U ampu by11 na navsteve pr1buzu1 z P.B. 
[At Champs~C were at visitLOC relatives from P.BJ 
(HGW, 194/208) 
The English subjects of these sentences are conceived .agentively and 
the locativeness is suppressed. In (120b) we can see another example 
of the asymmetrical presentation of an essentially Comitative situation; 
'Champs' are T and are therefore presented as initiators - if 'cousins 
from P.B.' were T the most likely consequence would be that they would 
be presented as initiators and a different V would be selected, e.g. 
120b l ) The cousins ••• ,visited the Champs 
Czech presents both sides in a parallel manner; the change of FSP 
marking would result in a different "lOrd order, i. e. 
"/" . " ~ " v 0 Pr1buzn1 z P.B. byh na navsteve u Champu 
[~latives from P.B. were'at visitLOC at ChampsLOC} 
Comparison~ with German, Russian and French suggest ba~ica11y 
the same conclusions as with other deep case,s, with German and Russian 
behaving in a similar way to Czech, ~d Frenc!l being close to English. 
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Some examples: 
121a) 
Russian: 
l21b) 
Russian: 
l2lc) 
lild) 
La Conf erence Nationa1e reunit 500 participants 
V natsional 'noj. kon f erentsii ucastvovalo 500 celovek 
[In (the) National Conference participated 500 people] 
La botte contenait quatre paquets de tabac gris 
V korobke 1eza1i letyre packi 
~n (the) box lay four packets 
The car burst a tyre 
tab aka 
of ••• tobacco] 
(Gak, 1975:218) 
An dem Wagen ist ein Reifen geplatzt 
(Zimmermann, 1972:177) 
The old rug showed every trace of mud our dog brought in 
Auf dem alten Teppich sah man jeden Dreck, den unser 
Hund ins Haus brachte 
(Rohdenburg, 1969:44) 
4.15 Objective as Subject 
4.15.0 The primary method of marking the Objective as subject 1n 
English 1S the use of the passive vuice whereby the Od of the 
underlying active sentence becomes the subject and the subject is 
turned into an Oi. This problem was_discussed earlier in this chapter 
(cf. Secti9n 3) and we will therefore consider here other strategies 
used in English to this end. 
4.15.1 The Medio-Passive Voice 
J:or a long time English grammarians have been devoting their attention 
to a peculiar usage 0 f a l arge group of Eaglish verb s which can be used 
both transitively and i n transitively, e.g. '~hange' ('change the 
subj e ct' - 'the f ashion changes'), 'open' ('open the door ' - ' the door . 
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opens'), 'taste' ('taste the soup' - 'the soup tasted good'), etc. 
It has been noticed that the intransitive use of such verbs has 
basically the same consequences for the structure of the sentence as 
the use of the passive voice. Sweet (1891, § 249) calls such verbs 
PASSIVAL and notes that , "their grc::mnatical subject is logi cally their 
direct object ••• the subject not being expressed because of its 
indefiniteness". Jespersen (1927:332-355) refers to these verbs as 
ACTIVO-P ASSlVES, characterizing them as II a class of semantically 
related verbs, each having two meanings: (1) to produce a movement or 
change in something, and (2) to perform the same movement or undergo 
the same change" (p. 332) • The term MEDIO-PASSlVE VOICE belongs to 
M. Grady (1965), who defines it as follows: "By medio-passive I refer 
to an active voice syntactic pattern wherein the subject-verb relationship 
is notionally passive" (p.270). He suggests that such sentences as 
'Newports smoke fresher' and 'the new pop-top cans open easier' are 
derived from the underlying active sentence by a two-tier transformation; 
first it is transformed into the passive voice, which then undergoes 
a medio-passive transformation, i.e. 
1. Passive-optional: 
Structural analysis: NP - ·Aux - V - NP 
Stru~tural change: 
x - x_ - x_ - X -+ X - x_ + be- + en - X - by - X 1 -~ --j 4 4 -~ 3 1 
2. Medio-passive-optiona1: 
Structural analysis: NP - VP 
Structucal change: X4 - ~ + be. + en - X3 - by + Xl -+ X4 - Xz - X3 
The underlying active sentence to be used for' the ne'w pop-top cans 
open. easier' is 'he opens pop-top cans eas i e r'. The re sulting medio-
passives a~'e characterized tagmemically by tb.eir subject being subj ect-
acted-upon without t he presence of 'be',. Dealing wi th verbs like 
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'taste', 'smell', 'feel' and others, Rosenbaum (1967) notes that such 
sentences as: 
"the meat tastes salty to me (I t aste the maat) 
the milk smells good to me (I smell the milk) 
the batter feels lumpy to me (I feel the batter)" 
are the results of the 8-0 inversion transformation; the passive 
transformation cannot be applied since "the 8-0 inversion transformation 
places the subject NP to the right of the VP complement sentence." (p.99). 
Let us consider some examples: 
122a) Most of the boxes did not lock 
122b) The soap dissolved 
122c) Alabaster cuts smooth 
l22d) + The wine ••• drank too flat 
122e) The table polishes well 
122f) He takes a good photograph 
122g) I do!'~ ' t scare easy 
122h) They sell like hotcakes 
(Bronte, Villette) 
(Hatcher, 1943:8) 
_ (ditto, 11) 
(ditto, 9) 
(Anderson, 1968:13) 
(ditto, 13) 
(Hatcher, 1943:14) 
(Grady, 1969: 10) 
The majority of these sentences require the presence of a manner 
adverbial. The underlying meaning in mos !: of them is the notion of 
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" ' h b' d" (Hatcher, 19430011)35, f 1" 1'ts putt1ng teo Ject to goo use 0 rea 1z1ng 
potentialities. Most of the Objective-as-subjects are inanimate. 
According to Hatcher animate nouns appear rarcly in this function; 
examples like (122g) and some other instances of animate subjects are 
presented as exceptions rather than instances of a productive pattern, 
cf. 
l23a) (they wanted to surprise me) but I don't surprise so easy 
l23b) C •.. the enemy wants to massacre the U.S. Marines) 
but the U.S. Marines don't massacre any easy 
(Hatcher, 14) 
In Czech, medio-passives are mostly rendered by means of 
reflexive intransitives, cf. 
l22b l ) The soap dissolved 
Mfdlo ' se rozpustilo 
[SoaPNOM - refl - dissolved] 
l22c l ) Alabaster cuts smooth 
Alabas tr se dobre re~e 
[AlabasterNOM - refl - well cuts J 
Sometimes the notion of 'capacity' has to be further spe~ified, e.g. 
l22al ) VetJina z tech krabic sc neda zavrft 
[MOst of the boxes - refl - (not) le~U (to) close] 
In (122d) the V 'drink' must be exch~nged for 'chutnat' taste S1nce 
the counterpart of 'drink' would not collocate with 'nevYrazn~ I [flat] , 
i.e. 
Th.e use of 
, " v V1no chutnalo nevyrazne 
[(the) wine tasted fl.at ] 
36 
Czech reflexive verbs for thco English media-passives 
, , 
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corroborates the idea that these constructions are notionally passiv2 7 
(cf. Section 3 of this chapter on REFLEXIVE PASSIVE F01~). 
4.15.2 Other types of constructions a llowing for inversion betWeen 
the Agentive and Objective actants can also be .semantically understood 
as passives. Mathesius (1975:l07f f ) talks about five types of passive 
predication: (1) participial (treated in detail above), (2) nominally-
qua.lifying, (3) adverbial, (4) possessive, and (5) perceptive. 
4.15.21 Nominally-qualifying 
This is somewhat formal; the action is expressed by nominal qualification 
and the expression denoting the action is joined to the subject by a 
linking verb, e.g. 
123) For centuries they were subject to a steady and cruel 
persecution 
(Mathesius, 110) 
Czech. .... participial passive: 'byli vystaveni' [were exposed to]. 
4.15.22 Adverbial 
The action is expressed by means of an adverbial expression, e.g. 
'under construction' in (124): 
124) The house LS just under construction 
o ", \II" , DUm se prave stavL 
(House - refl - just (being) built] 
Or: 
o ,~. " Ten dum prave stav~ 
[The houseACC just (they) are bui1ding1 
4.15.23 Possessive 
Mathesius (p.1l0) distinguishes between two types of possessive 
I 
predication of this ki nd, according to whethe r t!le subject i s affected 
by the action expressed by the predicate directly (1) or indi rectly (2). 
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1. The action is expressed nominally, the noun being joined to the 
38 
subject by a verb denoting possession in the broad sense of the word , 
e.g. 'have', 'get', 'receive', 'take', etc. Examples: 
125a) 
125b) 
l25cl 
125d) 
125e) 
Stana had two visits from a girl in Prague 
Stanu dvakrat navst{vilc prazske devce 
[StanaACC twice visited (a) Pragu~OM gir1NOM] 
(MK., 61/64).· 
Cinderella has a lover, the bearded painter 
" " . ",v Do Popelky je zamilovan vousaty·.m.al~r 
[With CinderellaDA! is in love (a) bearded painterNOM J 
(Th, 269/84) 
It's obvious you've taken a beating 
[ ••• that youACC somethin~OM beat] 
.. 
(JB,L 183/177) 
I take a bit of shocking 
Mne tak hned neco nesokuje (variant) 
[MeACC so immedia~ely somethin~OM not shocks] 
(St, 15/14) 
Moderation catches few ears 
(BBC, 8.3.78) 
Example (l25a) is a purely formal device which ,a-1;1ows the person 
.affected to be marked as "subject; it can be paraphrased by the passive, 
e. g.: 
125al ) Stana was twice visited by a girl ••• 
which is a passive transform of: 
A girl visited Stana twice 
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It is thus representative of what Mathesius calls IIpossessive passive". 
(125b) is ambiguous; either it can be understood passively - 'she is 
an object of love', i.e. 'she is loved', or as a possessive sentence 
proper with the subject not conceived as undergoing the action 
expressed by the nominal predicate but rather as a POSSESSOR in the 
same manner as, for example, in the sentence 'She has two children'. 
'T~e' in (125c, d and e) plays essentially the' same role as 'have' in 
(a) .', In the Czech counterparts ~the s-o inversion is achieved by means 
of word order. 
2. The indirect type of possessive passive can be demonstrated by the 
following examples: 
126a) 
126b) 
(On his entrance) he had loud accusations raised against him 
(Mathes ius , 1975:111) 
~yl h1asite obvinovan 
[. •• (he) was loudly accused ••• J 
I get them coming through on the phone with some query 
or other ••• 
Vo1aj{ mne s dotazy ••• 
[(they) call me with queries j 
'(KA, 193/217) 
!hi,s method of inversion appears with particular frequency with 
EXPERIENCE.R and GOAL subjects. Examples: 
127a) 
l27b) 
You'll (E) get the place snapped up 
(Uvid{s, te) ti to nekdo vyfoukne 
[. .• (to) youDAT it ACC someone snap s up 1 
I (E) had another sister die 
Zemre1a mi da1s{ sestra 
[pied (to) meDAT another sisterNOMJ 
(HGW, 130/142) 
(St, H 127) 
• 
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127c) At last I (G) had the'door opened 
Nakonec mi otevreli dvere 
-
[At last (to) meDAT (they) opened (the) doorACCJ 
(Mathesius, 1975:111) 
4.15.24 Perceptive 
This construction was dealt with in greater detail l.n 4.12.3 in 
connection with Experiencer subjects. Let us here adduce some.examp1es 
of its use for marking Objectives as subjects:' 
128a) He found himself bundled out 
Vystrci1a ho za dvere 
[(she) bundled out himACC out of doors] 
(KA, 59/68) 
128b) 1 found three members of the Party University Committee 
. waiting .forme 
mne ceka1i 3 c1enove 
[ •.• meACC awaited thre~OM membersNOM ••• of CommitteeGEN J 
(MK, .209/205) 
4.15.3 In this section we have .folmd that the placement of the 
Objective in the position of the thematic subject does not depend 
entirely on the use of the passive voice. English has a number of 
constructions using medio:';"passive and supp1etive verbs (cf. Note 28 
above) which make it possible to achieve the same effect by means of 
the active voice. Since they are notionally close to the passive 
voice, they ..are often presented as passives. The conception of their 
pass.ivity can be corroborated by the fact that they cannot be 
passivized even if they contain transitive verbs which normally allow 
the passive transformation, cf. 
129a) John took the book 
129b). The book was taken by John 
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l30a) John took fright 
l30b) *Fright was taken by John 
Functionally too, they resemble the passives by virtue of the 
fact that they allow the theme of the sentence to become the grammatical 
subject. It is our contention, however, that it would not be useful 
to consider them as belonging to the passive voice since formally they 
are clearly active. If we accepted Mathesius's' afore-mentioned stronger 
conception we would also have to treat as' passives the various 
'permutations of Czech or German word order, cf. 
131) Toho mui:e j sem videl 
[ThatACC maIlACC - aux - (I) saw] 
Den Mann habe ich gesehen 
In English we would have to treat, 'for example, the sentence: 
:32) This man is familiar tome 
as a passive 'version of: 
132a) I am familiar with this man 
Or: 
~33).~aS:t of that stuff isn't your responsibility 
(JB, L 206) 
as a passive version of: 
. 39 
l33a) You a:i:e not responsible for most of that stuff 
4.15.4 Other Deep Cases 
In the preceding pages we ~ave considered the relationship between 
the principal deep cases and subject marking. We will not go into 
such detail with the remaining notions, which are normally included 
in the basic array of deep cases, since the syntactic mechanisms 
making it possible for them to become subjects are essentially the 
same as those already analyzed. Let us simply adduce some examples. 
4.16 Goal 
l34a) 
134b) 
134c) 
134d} 
134e) 
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She could get more assistance 
Lidi by ji v{c pomohli 
[People would (to) herDAT more help ~ 
(St, 209/177) 
Marchais drew a crowd of 40,000 people 
(BBC, 9.2. 7S>' 
Marchaisoviprislo na jeho projev 40,000 lidi 
[(to) MarchaiSDAI came to his speech 40,000 people] 
You'll get the chuck 
., " , Y" DaJL vam vypoved 
[(they) give youDAT noticeACC ] 
I'd :get my .face bashee in 
nekdo mi rozbije hubu 
[ •.• someone meDAl bashes faceACC ] 
In short everybody will have his turn 
v / • 
na kazdyho dOJde 
[. .. (to) everyone ACC (it) will come] 
(HGW, 85/96) 
(KA, R 222/226) 
v (5, 583/127) 
The methods facilitating subject marking have been treated under 
Experiencer ,(i.e. the use of verbs of 'having' and 'receiving' -
examples l34a, b, c and e) and under Objective (134d as an example 
of possessive passive).' As with the Objective, the fundamental method 
of subj ect marking in the case of Goal is the passi vevoice, treated 
Ln detail earlier. 
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4.17 Time 
A typical method of making temporal actants into subjects is the use 
of the verbs Cl see:'.' 'witness', etc. 
l35a) 
l35b} 
l35c) 
Today sees the Prime Minister facing the miners 
(BBC, 16.7. 77) 
Y " I '" 0 Dnes bude celit predseda vlady hornLkum 
[TodayADV will face Prime MinisterNOM (the) miner~DATJ 
The past year has witnessed a crucial struggle ••• 
(Radio Times, 27.7.77, p.42) 
Y minulem roce jsme by Ii svtdky rozhoduj[c{ho boje ••• 
[InpastLoc yearLOC (we) - aux - were witnesses (ot) 
crucial struggleGEN ] 
Next Monday sees the beginning of .a new course ••• 
y"," " "I''' I' Prl.stl. pondell.zacne ·novy kurs 
[Next Monday ADY begins newNOM cours~OM ] 
(BBC, 14.3.77)· 
Here the verbs 'see', 'witness' are completely devoid of their semantic 
meaning; they serve as purely formal carriers of grammatical .markers 
and are selected mainly to allow the favoured SPO arrangement of the 
English sentence with subjects standing for Ts. 
Other methods are analogical ·~o those mentioned with the other 
cases, i.e. the use of: 
1. Identifying predication 
Examples: 
l36a) This was not a tourist season 
Ted" nebyla turisticka sezona 
[Now not was (a) tourist season1 
(GG, 14/18) 
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l36b) The hour was pas t midnight 
By10 po pUlnoci 
[(it) was past midnight] 
(GG, 194}186) 
2. Qualifying predication + dele~ion of Experiencer 
Examples: 
l37a) The next two months were '... • entirely happy 
. ''''' ", • tr. .., ¥ Pr1st1 meS1ce Jsem .z11 naprostostastne 
[Next months (I) .1ived entirely happily] 
(JB, R 169/170) 
l37b) The early years of their marriage had been happy enough 
yprvn.:Lch. mesfd.ch sveho manzelstvf ••• byli stastni ... 
[In the fi~st months.of .theirmarriage... (they) -were happy] 
(1M, .10) 
3. Causal suppletivepredicates 
Examples: 
138a) 
138b) 
This effectually raised the laugh 
Na to se strhl halasny smfch ..•.• '. 
[After that·- refl - raised'noisy laughter] 
(OG, 40/53) 
... the ·afternoon inspection of our quarters had uncovered 
certain irregularities 
pri odpo lednJ: prohl{dce .• -0 ,zjisti1 neporldky 
[ . •• during the afternoon inspection·... (he) found 
irregularities] 
(MK, 93/93) 
H.e.re the subject is conceived as ,an instrumental as against the Czech 
temporal presentation of the actant. 
" 
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4. Possessive predicates 
Examples: 
l39a) (you never can tell) what the future holds lon store 
co ho v budoucnosti ceka 
[ ... what himACC in future awaits] 
(JW, 12) 
139b) ~our months in Warley had given mea fixed taste 
Za ctyri mes{ce ve Warleyse mi ustalil vkus 
[After four months in Warley - refl - (to) meDAT fixed tasteNOM J 
4.18 Source 
Examples: 
140a) 
.140b) 
140c) 
No chimney .•. was smoking 
Ze zadneho komna .•.• ;se nekouri 10 
[From no chilml~y GEN •.• -Tefl~, ·not smoked3sgNEU J 
(JW, .16/14) 
the ox steamed and crackled on its iron frame 
". .. . kourlolo se z vola .•• na roznlo 
[. .• steamed ·-refl - from ox • ~. on (the) frame] 
(.GG, T 251/268) 
The drinks ... had left a buzzing in my head 
• .. ., ¥ 
Z Plot.l. ... ml. bzucelo v hlave •.. 
[ From drinking .•. (to) me buzzed3~gNEU in head J 
(JB ,R 1) 
Subject marking is effected by the same methods as in the case of the 
Instrumental. Indeed, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between 
the two. In Czech the prepositional genitive is used, but with 
different interpretations different surface cases would be used. (140a) 
could be translated verbatim: 
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l40al ) 
Y"" ~ tI. Zadny kO:mJ..n ... nekourl.l 
[N 0 chimney ... smoked ] 
But this translation would suggest the Instrumental understanding, i.e. 
'No chilIUley was in working order' . 
4.19 Manner 
Examples: 
l4la) His mind struggled with unwonted social problems 
V duchu zapasi1 snezvyk1~ spolecensk~problemy 
[In mind (he) struggled with •.• J 
(HGW, 66/77) 
·14lb) Part·of it is true 
y ~ fttI ttl Castecne to tak je 
[Partly it so is ] 
·0 
.(JB, R 154/155) 
141c) this kind of thing had been done bypainters •.. 
[ .•• so itACC did painters] 
(M£<., 85 J 86) 
I.n (14la} the subject is behaving in a similar manner to Instrumentals ; 
(l4lb) conver~~ the adverbial into a noun and uses the qualifying 
predication; ·in (141 c) the conversion into a· NG is effected with the 
help of the nominal ·prop-words 'kind of thing' ,andthe nominal group 
, . .is made into the 'subject of a passive 'sentence. The most usual way 
of expressing Manner in Czech is the use of the Manner Adverb. Since 
the methods of rendering Czech thematic ·adverbs by English thematic 
subjects reveal considerable generality for different kinds of adverbs, 
-we will consider them in gre.ater detail under a separate heading. 
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Deep Cases-as-Subjects - Conclusion 
In this section we have attempted to show that in satisfyingFSP needs 
English is not restricted to surface structure rearrangements of the 
sentence members only. English does not allow changes in word order 
but it has mechanisms which allow such changes in the order of DS 
actantsas are required by FSP. These mechanisms are essentially of 
a semantic -nature. It has been demonstrated th'at most DS actants can' 
be marked as subjects and thus assume the thematic role. The 
fundame.ntal preconditions for this are: (1) relaxation of 'the semantic 
tie between the subject and the Agent, and (2) relaxation of the 
semantic ties be.tween the Vf and its actants. Under these conditions 
it is possible to present thematic actants as subject NGs. Seen from 
th.e viewpoint of Czech (Russian, German) these subjects act, .as quasi-
-acto;::;. -(e.g. in the case of lnstrumentel!>or _Locatives) ·or 'quasi-
patients (Experiencers, Objectives), 'on the one hand, or .as left-hand 
DJe.IIlbers of equative constructions (in identifying or qualifying 
constructions), on the other. Formally the adverbial or non-Agent NG 
actants are 'turned' into subjects with the help of certain changes in 
th.e verbal nucleus. "1'he most common of these are: (l)the use of 
suppletiveverbs'(e.g. 'die'- 'kill', 'be' - 'have', etc.); and 
(2) the analytical reformulation, of simple full verbs into V + N (Od) 
units (e. g. 'please' - 'get pleasure'). These changes are further 
accompanied by adjustments in the overt presentation ofDSactants, 
i.e. (1) reduction, or (2) amplification of their number. A special 
case of actant reduction typical Ior English grammar is the so-called 
COMPLEX CONDENSATION, which consists in depredication of the clausal 
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nexus aad a certain condensation of communicative units. In T such 
depredicated units are used in particular as condensed Instrumentals 
but they appear with ~onsiderable frequency in other roles also. 
5. Periphrastic Thematizing Constructions' 
5.0 A frequent method in English of aligning FSP with syntax is the 
use of a variety of periphrastic constructions such as 'It is X that -t- •• , 
'What I w'ant is that ••• ', 'This is what I 'want', etc. At ,this ,,-stage 
we are going to consider these constructions only from the point of 
view of their thematizing role, bearing in mind that they also contribute 
to the focussing of the R, which function will be discussed at a later 
stage. 
Apart from the first type (",It is X that .•. ' ).,these 
constructions 'are ,essentiallyequative'structures identifying the 
thematic element on the left-hand ,side with the R on the right-hand side 
of the 'pro-verb' be.' Let us consider them in greater detail. 
5 .1 'This (that') + be + (antecedent) + WH-clause' 
Examples: 
l42a) That's what 1 wished co convey 
To j sem chtth ';{ct 
[ThatAcc 1 wanted to say ] 
v (S, 222/232) 
l42b) This is the spot where 1 lost it 
Tady jsem to ztratil , 
[Here (1)- aux - it ACC los t] 
(Curme, 167) 
142c) That is the reason that (why) 1 did it 
Proto jsem to ud~lal 
[For that (linking word) (1) it ACC did J 
(Curme, 167) 
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The left-hand side constituent of the equation (typically a demonstrative 
pronoun, but other words of specific reference, e.g. place names, may 
be used) stands for the corresponding Czech direct or indirect objects 
and adverbials. The nature of the actant is further defined by the 
antecedent and the WH-1inking word. Since' there is a certain degree 
of redundancy present '- in (142a) there are three words used to refer 
to the Czech 'tady' : (here), i. e. (1) 'this' (a ,formal trace of .the 
Locati ve), (2) 'the spot' (defining the nature of ,the .actant, i. e. 
Locativ~), and (3) 'where' (linking word for 'place' clauses, repeating 
the feature + Locative again) .- it is common to omit one of the two 
or replace the more specific linking word such as 'where' or 'why' by 
the less specific 'that' as in (142c). 
This construction is used for the thematizing of the following 
:actants. 
5.11 Obj ective 
The left~hand demonstrative pronoun stands for the Czech Od or Oi. 
l43a) That's something I discovered 
• 'V. v 1 Na tohle J sem prl.se •.•• 
[To thatDAT (I) -aux ·-arrived ••. J 
(GG, 37/28) 
143b} That's what I guessed 
To jsem si domyslil 
IThatACC (I) - aux - refl - guessed 1 
(MK, ,9/11) 
143c) This is what I wished to avoid 
" Tomu jsem se ••• chtela vyhnout 
[Cto} that (I) .- aux - refl - wanted to avoid] 
(GG, T 66/65) 
See also (142a). 
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5.12 Place 
In Czech the left-hand constituent of the equation 1S expressed by an 
adverbial (mostly deictic 'tady' (here), 'tam' (there). 
144a) 
. 144b) 
144c) 
That's where I met Pavel 
Tam j sem Pav1a pozna1a 
[There (I) - aux - Pave1ACC met] 
Reva1 is where the Estonians live 
• 'Iff v •• ~ • V Reva1u tot1Z Z1J1 Estonc1 
[In Reval namely live the Estonians] 
This was where he brought her 
Tam' ji tedy p~ived1 
[There her AC:-' 'so·- (he) brought] 
(MK, 16/20) 
" .(C, H 328/57) 
(MK, 226/220) 
See also (116a)and (116b) in 4.14.2. 
The Czech adverbial actants can be .reinforced by such 'filler'. 
words as 'totiz' (German, 'nam1ich'), 'tedy' (German, '.a1so') - cf. 
(144b) a~d (144c). 
5.13 Time 
In Czech the ·sentence. is mostly introduced by the deictic 'tehdy' (then) 
but other temporal act ants are also possible. 
145a) 
... -
And that was when I first set eyefl on Lucie 
Atehdy jsem poprve uvidel Lucii 
[And then (I) .- aux- for the first time 'saw Lucie Ace ] 
(MK., 63/66) 
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l45b) That was when I met Monsieur D 
Tehdy j sem se setkala •. s panem D 
[Then (I) - aux - refl - met with Mr. DJ 
(GG, T 110/111) 
l45c) This LS the third time I have been here for desertion 
(my translation) 
". ,/ v. • A trLkra t uz J sem tady pro dezercL ' 
" 
[And three times (I) am here for desertion] 
., 
(S ,379 /364) 
5.14 Manner or Instrumental 
In Czech, introduced by 'tak' (so, in this way) or the reinforced deictic 
'takhle' (so - you see) for Manner, and' t:Lm' (by that), 't:Lmh.le' 
(by this) or 'c!m~' (by whi ch) • 
146a) That was how they put .itat,themeeting 
Tak to r!kali na s chuzi 
[So itACC (they) said at meeting] 
(MK,21j24) 
l46b) That's how it all began 
Takhle to vsechno zacalo 
[So-,see - it 'all began] 
(GG,T 37/36) 
l46c) This was the way a marriage ended 
Takhle tedy konc:L jedno manzelstv! 
[so ',- see! really ends one marriage] 
(JB, L 175/169) 
146d) This was her way of 'referring to our lovemaking 
Tak nazYvalanasi fyzickou lasku 
[So (she) called our physical love] 
(MK,203 /197) 
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146e) This is how they are trying to catch me 
Tfmh1e tedy mne chtej{ dostat 
(By this INS - so - meACC (they) want to catch] 
I' (C, Kr 132/185) 
146f) this LS how it reveals them 
c£mZ je v1astne objevuje 
[ ••• by whi~S themACC namely it~evealsJ 
., 
(C, H 320/48) 
~e connective 'how' can be replaced by the synonymous 'the way' 
Ccf. examples 146c and d). This allows condensing of the subordinate 
clause and its appending to the noun 'way' as a post-modifier, cf. 
(l46d) 'way of referring'. The .connective 'how' does not begin with 
Wli- but it is. normally subs,umed by the term 'W";connective words' 
(cf. .Leech ,and Svartvik, 1975:,181ff). 
5.15 Cause 
l47a) 
l47b) 
That is .why I was good to you 
Prototedy jsem vambyl dobrf 
[For that- ,so (I) - aux'- (to) ~yo~AT was goodJ 
" (C, 'Kr 233/333) 
So that's why he's always talkLng about his mother fixation! 
Proto tedy st~le mluv{ 0 sve fixaci na matku 
[For that - so - aIways (he) talks about his mother fixation] 
(Leech, 1975:182) 
The English introductory sentence 'that is why' is understood as a 
conjunction and so is its Czech counterpart. 
6. WH-type Cleft Construction 
This type of cleaving is very often employed to match Czech sentences 
with introductory thematic ve.rbs, predicative adjectives or adverbs. 
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6.1 Czech: verbs in initial position 
l48a) 
l48b) 
l48c~ 
Bolelo mne vlastne, ze se mu vystavila naha 
[Hurt me ACe namely, that- refl - (to) him (she) exposed naked] 
What hurt me was the fact of her exposing herself 
unemotionally 
(JB, RI2l/l22) 
.., . ,,-., " . l' rekvap 1.10 me, ,ze,a cko 11, '. ' •• 
[ .•• surprised meACC~ that ,although '. ,. ,.J 
. What surprised mewas~ that :though 
.. v 
810 0 bezpecnost 
LWent3sgNEU about security J 
What was at issue was security 
/ 
(OG,24/34) 
(BBC~ ,:6.2.7.8) 
6.2 Czech: predicative adjective in initial position 
l49a} 'k ' v.'" '" . d"l '" ¥ Ale neJ rasneJS1. Jene e n1. more 
[But loveliest is (the) Sunday sea ] 
,But what is loveliest of all is the8unday sea 
v (C, H 313/29) 
149b) nenr dulezi te j ak se varr~ ale 
[ ••. is not important hO~T - refl - cooks, ,but ..• J 
What is important is not how one cooks but -••• 
v (8, 3431333) 
6.3 Czech: Adverb -+ V in initial position 
l50a) , ." 1 . ak' "'" '" Vl.C mne zaJ l.ma 0 JS1. .•• pOCl.naJ 1. 
[More me ACC interested how-refl- ' •.• behave] 
What interested me more was to observe how their lack of 
numbers affects their demeanour 
v (C, H 329/58) 
l50b) 
l50c) 
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Nejv£c ze vseho nas t£snilo pomyslen£, kdo mohl byt natolik 
• v " nl.cemny . ' .. 
[Most of all usACC perplexed ide~OM' who could be so base •.. J 
But what perplexed us most 'was to think who could be so 
base .•• 
(OG, 74/96) 
A skutecne me da do poradku j edine 'a.Z vypadnu z Ne~dyho domu 
[And really meACC puts into order .only when I will leave 
from Neddy's house] 
What'll really bring me back to normality will be getting 
away from the Neddies 
(KA, 22/27) 
7. Oth.er I:lcthods of rendering verbs and predics.tiveadjectivesthematic 
7.0 Th.ere is a whole variety of other methods by 'which English turns 
those tmits which. express action or state (in Czech expressed by verbs 
or adjectives) or some modification of action and state (in Czech 
adverbs) into nominative nominal groups and makes them formal. subjects 
serving as T. In general they all constitute some variety of ·equative 
constructi~ns~ either of the identificational or qualificational type. 
We will consider some of them again with regard to the thematic 
counterparts in the respective Czech sentences. 
7.1 Czech: initial verb 
7.11 Subjectless sentences introduced by i1Dpersonal verbs occurring 
only in the third 'person singular-neuter, such as 'jedn~ se 0' 
[deals about], 'j de 0 '[goes about], etc. In English the semantics of 
these verbs is usually rendered by such nouns of general meaning as 
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'the point', 'the question', 'the problem', 'the fact', 'the issue', 
'the trouble', etc., which are made to be subjects of an equative 
sentence whose predicates are filled by predicate clauses (in Czech they 
are Object clauses), e.g. 
l5la) 
l5lb) 
Jd v v. hni ,. v. e 0 to,ze se VSl.C mUSl.me naUCl.t ••. 
[Goes about that, that -- _ refl -- (we) al1 must learn .•• J 
The point is we'll all have to learn 
(JW, 177/170)-
Jedna se jen 0 to, co se mnou ••• 
[DealsNEU - refl - only about _ that, -what with me •• -·1 
The only issue is what should be done with me -.•. 
(BBC, 14.1. 77) 
l5lc) Jde 0 to, jak sehnat -ty -penrze 
[Goe.s _about-that how -to find the lIloney1 
The question is how we ,ate going to find the. money 
(Zandvoort, 224) 
Both in Czech and in English the main clauses of this type are 
semantically trl.important - they only serve as linking thematic elements 
and can be easily replaced, for example by the conjunction 'but " in 
Czech 'ale', e. g. 
l5la
l
) Ale vsichni semus:lme nautit ••. 
(But al1 - refl- (we) must learn} 
But we'll -all have to learn 
l5lbl ) Ale co se mnou? 
[But what with me] 
But what should be done about-me? 
7.12 A different variety occurs when -rendering simple Czech sentences 
of the type 'jde 0 + Oi' _[goes about + oil. In English the T is filled 
by the dwmny subject 'it', which is equated with a nominal predicate 
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'a question + 'of'modifier'. 'A question' is here part of the R 
. unlike in the former type and is usually accompanied by the indefinite 
article: 
152a) .. Jde 0 jeho z~vot 
[Goes about his life J 
It's a question of his life 
., 
(C, Kr 275/394) 
152b) N . d" . b""· eJe nase ~ 0 oso n1 .zaJeID 
[Not deals - refl- (to) meDAT about personal interest] 
It is not a question of my personal interest 
v 
(S, 328/320) 
7.13 A typical pattern of Czech sentences starting y,,~th the thematic 
verb is 'V + Adv', e.g. 
153) Hraje ·V§teene , 
[Plays excellently] 
It is true that the subject is incorporated ~n the verb ending but its 
semantic relevance here is very small; this is 41soreflected in the 
English high probability .equivalent: 
153a) His playing .is excellent 
where the personal actant is relegated to the position of a modifier of 
the subject raised out of the verb 'play'. (153) represents a typical 
equivalent to the Czech 'V + Adv' pattern. As was suggested, the 
subject was raised froLJ ·thesemantics of the verb and 'equated' with 
a qualifying rhematic adjective. Let us consider some further examples: 
154a) Poc:Lnalasi prakticky 
[(she) acted- refl - practically] 
Her manner was practical 
(JW,97/91) 
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l54b) Vyjadroval se bleptave a nesrozumite1ne 
[(he) expressed himself sp1uttering1y and indistinctly] 
His utterance was spluttering and indistinct 
(Con, 139/116) 
l54c) Postupoval pomalu 
[(he) progressed slowly] 
His progress was slow 
(BGW, ,52/64) 
l54d) • v . ,,, v v y VYJ adrovalase rozvlacne,nepresne 
[(she) expressed herself redtmdant1y, defectively •.. J 
Her accotmt was redtmdant, defective 
(HGW, 119/129) 
7.13.1 The adjective of .the .pattern can ,be replaced by a nominal 
qualifying predicste, ,e.g. 
155a) ,¥. '" , y Tvar1.1a 'se ~ted podezl.rave 
[(she) (made) face- refl- now suspiciously J 
Her expression 'now was one of suspicion 
(JB., L 136/131) 
.155b} Jedna1 velmi ~lazene 
[(he) . acted very elegantly] 
••. his attitude was a very elegant one 
(Th, 255/67) 
155c} Mluvila zvucnfm hlasem 
[(she) spoke (with) ric~S voiceINsJ 
Her voice 'was a rich contralto 
(Con, 17/25) 
7.13.11 'This pattern is frequently encotmtered with 'subjects .expressing 
various qualities, e.g. length, height, thickness, weight, width, breadth, 
temperature,age, depth, duration, speed, distance, 'price, etc. 
l56a) 
l56b) 
l56c) 
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Mei{m 170 cm 
[(I) measure l 170 em] sg 
My height is 170 em 
. v v ~. 0 Panu Pollymu bylo presne tr~cet sedm a pul roku 
[Cto) Mr. Polly DAT was exactly ."thir-tY~seven and a half years] 
Mr. Polly's age was exactly thirty-seven and a half 
(HGW, 11/23) 
[Around bust (she) measured 36 inches ] 
The inches round her bust were six-and-thirty 
(Radio Times, 22.6.77) 
In CzeCh the qualities are expressed mostly by verbs: 'merit' 
(measure),'vazit' (weigh), 'stat' (cost), 'trvat' (last), or by adjectival 
_ .predicates: 'bytdlouhy' (be Jong) ,'bytsiroky' (be :wide), 'etc. The 
English version of (156c) is meant to be .facetious and is therefore 
stylistically marked, but structurally it is quite typical of subject-
raising in constructions of tbiskind. 
7.13.2 SuCh subjects are often .abstract nouns like 'effect', 
'situation', 'position'; 'atmosphere', 'cause', whose main role is 
formal and .whose semantics refers to some general aspect of the 
situation: 
l57a) 
1570) 
Vypadalo to daleko lepe 
[Looked it far betterj 
The effect was perceptibly better 
padala na ue jista rozpacitost 
(KA, 65/75) 
[ ••• fell on them-certain embarrassmen~ 
the atmosphere became a little strained 
v (C, Kr 224/319) 
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157c) Zp~sobi1a to he1ikoptera .•. 
[Caus.ed it ACC helicopter ••• 1 
The cause of it was a ,glimpse ' ••• of .a helicopter ... 
(JW, 203/201) 
O+V 
7.14 Czech: V (T) + S (R) or Adv+ V (T) -or S (R) 
IS8a) 
158b) 
158c) 
Hovor{Fri tz .Siege1 
[Speaks Fritz Siegel] 
Our speaker is Fritz Siegel 
(BBC) 
'" v, v· v Zpravu 0 pocas~ precte Michael .Fish 
[Report ACC about weather will read Michael Fis~OM] 
The weatherman is Michael Fish 
,(BBC) 
Diriguje Daniel Barenboim 
~onducts Daniel Barenboim) 
The conductor is Daniel Barenboim 
(BBC) 
The thematic verb is rend~red by agent nouns. This is a very productive 
pattern. Agent-nouns together with the definite articles have 'a 
broader semantic and referential potential than ·the Czech verb - they 
make a much clearer reference to the implicit object and can actually 
incorporate them, cf. 'the weatherman', Le. 'man who reports the 
·weather'. Czech verbs in the T must ther~fore often be reinforced by 
the explicit mention of the particular Obj€ct referreci to, cf. (158b) 
'Zpravu 0 pocas{ precte'. Similarly such agent nouns as 'the soloist', 
··''the··announcer' :and lDBny others have' to be rendered in Czech by an 
'0 ~ Y' group to make up for the semantic features imparted to the 
particular English noun by the combination of the definite article ,and 
the incorporated deep-structure object, cf. 
l58d) 
l58e) 
l58f) 
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The soloist is Josef Suk 
(Houslove) solo hraje Josef Suk 
[(Violin) soloACC plays Josef Suk] 
The drwmner is Jack Stewart 
Na bubny hraje Jack Stewart 
[On drums plays Jack .Stewart] 
The goalkeeper is Stan Smith 
Y brance je Stan Smith 
[In goal is Stan Smith J 
Colloquially: 
Chyta Stan Smith 
[Cat ches .s tan Smith] 
(BBC) 
7.15 Verbs ofexistence-andappe.ara:l.ce on the "s~ene 
Verbs of existence or appearance on ~hesceneare very topicworthy. 
In unmarked Czech sentences, i.e. in the state of 'syntactic tranquillity' 
(cf. Chapter 3, Section 2.2), they precede their subjects, e.g. 
l59a) Objevilo se auto 
[Appeared - refl- car} 
used to describe an unel:pected event as against: 
l59b) Auto se objevilo 
[(the) car - refl - appearedl 
whichwculd be used when it was expected to happen or perhaps .as part 
of an argument about the car's appearance or otherwise. In English, 
(159a) is expressed essentially in two ways: (1) by shifting the 
subject before the v and marking it as R by means of ·an indefinite 
article, i.e. 
l59al ) A car appeared 
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or (2) by using a dummy subject 'there' and thereby achieving the 
desired T-R order, i.e. 
l59a2) There appeared a car 
At the moment we will concentrate on the latter, since the use of 
articles for purposes of FSP has already been dealt with in Chapter 4. 
In. Czech, erist~n~~a,J sentences of this type are introduced by 
a variety of verbs, most of which are not semantically limited. ·to the 
notion of 'existence' or '.appearance on the scene' but cont,ribute to 
the 'meaningof th~ sentence by some additional semantic features, e.g. 
'ozvat set (sound),. 'je videt', 'je slyset' (impersonal is seen, is 
heard), 'zet' (gape), 'vyzarovat' (emanate), 'dojitknJ'cemu'·(to come 
to. something)., 'zavladnout' (govern) - as in ' zavl adlo ticho' 
(. governed .silence ), 'vynorit'se' (rise), etc. In English it is common 
~o render most of these by the V 'be·'.unless the .~i=uationrequires 
verbal specification (as in l59a2). Examples: 
l60a) There was no rep~y 
Neozvala se zadna odpovedv 
[Not - sounded- refl- no answer] 
l60b) . There was a face at the window, 
V okne se obj evila ·tvar ~ 
160c) 
[In windowLOC - refl - appeared face] 
There was complete silence in the room 
V pokoji zavladlo naproste ticho 
eGG, 139/113) 
(JB,L 194/187) 
[In roo~C (started to) govern complete silence J 
(GG, 57/45) 
160d) 
l60e) 
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There was no sound 
~eozva10 .se nic ,~ 
[Not sounded - ref1 - nothing] 
(JB, L 144/140) 
Suddenly there resounded a frightful cry 
~ ~ ~Nan1e zaznel strasny vYkri~ 
[S~ddenlysounded terrible cry} 
'y 
(C, Kr 20j23) 
The examples demonstrate 'the tendency in English to avoid filling 
'the verb in existential constructions with specific semantic import. 
If it has to be expressed, it is found preferable .to put it in ·the R 
proper (in n:oi:ninal form); such is the case, for instance, in (l60d) 
which .is .a good example of the .differences .indistribution·of .semantic 
features between :th.€,',two .1anguages"i.'e. "Czech: '$emantically ~ull V 
+ semantically ',empty 0'; English: 'semantically empty V -+ semantically' 
tull 0' (we will disr.egard the negative semantic import for the moment). 
(160e) uses a semantically full V in both languages, although 
the English version would ,be quite 'acceptable with the V 'be': 
l60el ) Suddenly there was a frightful cry 
The use of the V 'resound' intensifies the action. In Czech 'zaznit' 
cannot be replaced by 'byt' (be); the sentence would be unacceptable, 
d. 
, y' ~.,. 
16Ce2) *Ncih.le byl strasny vykrl.k 
'This is another ·~xample of a 'closer semantic .link between the Czech 
subject and the V. 
In (160b) and (160c) we can observe another difference between 
the two languages~ Le. in theposi tion of sentential adverbials such 
40 
as are'not part of the valency structure of the V Czech tend's to 
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put them at the beginning since their CD is the lowest of all the 
members of the sentence - they only refer to the general setting in. 
which the act of communication is effected. In English they are 
usually at the end, which position, however, does not render them 
rhematic unless they receive contrastive stress. But they can also 
appear at the beginning of the sentence. The level of CD of OU!ER 
LOCATIVES is so low that in English they are often completely .omitted 
. . 
as redundant. Czech finds it less easy to delete them unless they have 
previously been specifically defined: 
l6la) 
16lb) 
16lc) 
161d) 
(He waited for nearly two minutes) but.there was only silence 
" ... ale v telefonu se nic neozvalo 
[ ••.. but in telephone- refl- nothing not-~ s'ounded ] 
(GG, 102/82) 
There was an excellent .cine to' London .at3.20 
Z hlavn:lhonadraz:l j ededo LondYna -rychl:lkve 3.20 
[From main station goes (on wheels) to London express at 3.20] 
(KA, .240/269) 
(Rut in those days) there were no . secret police 
~ jeste nemeli tajnou policii . 
[ ..• there yet not had secret police] 
There's another ~an~ a Russian 
Je v tom • v v • Y I Yk JesCe Jeden cove, Rus 
(GG, C 73/73) 
[Is in it still another man~ (a) Russian] 
(JW~ 33/30) 
The ease of omission of the OU!ER LOCATIVE in English can be 
explained by two factors. Firstly, we may assume that the dummy 'there' 
s.till retains a c~rtain degree of its original semantics as a deictic 
locative adverb and thus discharges both the function of the dummy 
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subject and indirectly the function of reference to some general 
locative aspects of the situation. Secondly, there is considerable 
difference in the in terpre tation of verbal semantics be tween Czech 
and English, including that of 'to be' and 'bYti'. The relative 
fixedness of lexical semantics in Czech (previously mentioned) does 
not easily allow an~ad hoc interpretation of the meaning of the verb. 
If (161a) were translated without a locative ·specification, e.g. 
nic ·se neozvalo 
[ ... nothing- refl ·-·sounded] 
it would be understood 'absQlutely', i.e. 'all around everything was 
silent t • Similarly~ 
l61cl ) nebyla jeste tajna policie 
[ ••• not was yet secret police] 
161 dl ) j e j es te j eden clovek., Rus 
[ ... is still another man, (a) Russian] 
The understanding would be 'no secret police existed in general' (161cl ) 
and 'there exists another man (16ld1). Although the latter versions 
are marginally acceptable, they are felt to be ambivalent and marked by 
unclear reference to the situation. 
Our assumption about a 'locative trace' in the dummY 'there' seems 
to be valid in.particular in sentences like (161c) where the explicit 
menti.on of another 'there' is perfectly possible but somewhat unusual 
in written English and qui·te dispensable, cf. 
161c1) ... there were no secret police there 
Against this assumption, on the other iland, would speak the fact 
that we have sentences in which 'there 'appears as a completely 'separate 
introductory 'formal particle, dissociated from the rest of the sentence 
both semantically and syntactically, cf. 
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162a) c ... for except what he does ... ) there's nothing comes 
out but the most lowest stuff in nature 
.neVYcllaz:{ nicnei sprosty', bezcenny brak 
. •.... -..... -. 
[ .... not appears nothing but lowly ,worthless stuff) 
COG, 59/76) 
162b) There's a man wants to speak to you 
• .¥. ~ V Cb.ce s tebou mluvl.tneJ akymuz 
[Wants with you speak :some .man] 
(Poldauf, .1972: U8) 
These lat.ter two examples combine the use of the dummy subject with 
the placement of the real subject .before the verb, itsrhematic function 
being marked by the use of the indefini te article. 
7.16 One-member verbal ·sentences 
A number ,of ·:verbs referring:to various ;actions 'Which ·~cannot .he 
attributed .to any agent very often appear as one-member .sentences ·not 
taking any obligatory syn·tactic act ants .S.uch are references to various 
natural phenomena,. like rain,snow, etc .• ~ .cf .. 
l63a) Prs{ 
r Rains] 
It rains 
l63b) 
[ Snows] 
It snows 
l63c) Mrzne 
[ Freezes] 
'!here's a frost 
l63d) H" , t'IIll.. 
[ Thunders] 
There's a thunder 
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These sentences have no overtly expressed T. English requires the use 
of a formal subject (and T) even here, employing dummy subjects 'it' or 
41 
'there' 
In certain situations Czech introduces these sentences by idummyl 
Outer Locatives, e.g. 
l64a) 
l64b) 
l64c} 
l64d} 
Venku prs:L 
[Outdoors .rains] 
42 
Venku mrzne 
[Outdoors freezes} 
Mrzne tam 
[;Freezes there] 
Leje tam 
[Fours there] 
These ·L~cativeAdverbials ·are optional ;and'their ~semantic import is 
minimal in comparison .with .such adverbials as in: 
165) Na horachprs:L 
[In mountains rains] 
which contribute to the ~aning of the sentence in a more substantial 
measure. Adverbials like 'venku' or 'tam'can be compared to the dummy 
.' it' or 'there' since semantically they are largely redundant .and 
their main function is to act as thematic introducers. This is obvious 
from the fact. that they .are almost invariably deleted when there ~s 
another actant introduced, e.g. a Time Adverbial, cf. 
166) Vcera C*tam, *venku) prselo 
[Yes terday (*there,· ·*outdoors) rained"] 
which satisfies the need for ,a two-member FSP arrangement. 
On the other hand, they are not semantically as empty as the. 
English 'it' because they can be used only in situations which are 
semantically compatible, i.e. when the participants of the ~iscourse 
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are indoors. If such sentences were uttered in the open, 'venku' and 
'tam'would be obligatorily deleted. 
7.2 Czech: initial thematic group 'V + Adv' or 'Adv + V' 
Apart from the more usual method of WH-cleaving, in some specific 
circumstances there are also other ways of making 'V·+ Adv' groups 
thematic in English. 
7.21 Cze'ch:'Adverb+ V .+ Sf 
Examples: 
l67a:) Nejvfc ••. trp~l jeho sluha 
D10st suffered his batman] 
:The man who suffered mos twas his batman 
If (S, 656/189) 
167b} NejradE!ji jsemmel Honzu 
[Best (I)-aux -,. liked .Bonza] 
The one I liked best was Bonza 
(HK, 53/57) 
167c)" Nejv:lc si to odkasle redaktor •.•.• 
[Most - refl - i.t will catch (the) editor ••• J 
The man who's going to catch it hottest is the editor 
y 
(S, .375/360) 
In English we have another variety of an equative construction. The 
subject 'one',. 'the man' is an empty structural copy of ~he actual 
Agent (or Experie.n.cer) which is rhematic and therefore placed at the 
end of the sentence. This 'empty' subject .is used as a formal headword 
on which the thematic 'V': Adv' group is appended and the resulting 
cluster (' the one [the man1 +rel. clause') is equated with the 
rhematic actant~ In our materials we have encountered examples of 
such formal subjects referring to human beings only ('the one', 'the man', 
'the 'person', 'the woman', etc.). However, they can also be used with 
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other subjects~ e.g. 'the animal' or 'the city', 'the continent'~ etc. 
7.22 Czech sentences whoseTs contain quantifying words such'as 'jen' 
(only), 'nic nez' (nothing but) 
Examples: 
l68a) 
l68b) 
[Wanted3sgNEU - refl ,- (to) hi~AT only (to) sleep ••. J 
All he wanted was ,to sleep 
« (C, Kr .22/27) 
Mohu jen vysvetlovatte.nomyl ••.•. 
[(1) can only explain that mistake •· •• 1 
All 1 cando is to explain this error 
(MK., 211/206) 
168c)'Nezbyva 'nez ~avolat-policii 
[Not- .retru:.i:l.s-;but :to :cail (the) 'police J 
The only thing to .do is :to call the ,police 
(GG~ 59/47) 
l68d) "" ., . '" ., v'ak Zbyva Jeste •.• 'neJ chytre si zapamatovat tu sestku 
[Remains only... somehowcleverly:- refl - remember that six] 
All that's to be done is ·to be clever and remember the six ••• 
" (5, 556/104) 
The English versions resemble the 'WH-cleft constructions with the 
quantifier words (' the only thing ,_, all ') standing for the 'WH-word', 
cf. 
l68al ) . What he wanted was to sleep 
l68b
l
) What 1 cando .is to explain theerror 
as alternatives when the quantifier is absent. 
7.22.1 A similar cleft-sentence type is used with such words as 
'the first'~ 'the last', e.g. 
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l69a) ;' Prvn~ se vzpamatoval mon oncle Charles 
[First - refl - recovered mon oncle Charle~ 
The first to recover was mon oncle Charles 
., 
(C, ·Kr 161/229) 
16gb) 'd"" v, '" neJ r~ v se vynorJ.l Honza, Brnak 
[ ••• first - refl ·-emergedH~nza, Brno man] 
The first to emerge from the .murkwas Honza from B,plo 
(MK, 51/55) 
7.3 Czech: initial predicative adjective or passive participle 
Besides the WH-cleft construction (cf. 6.2 above), we have observed two 
other commonly used constructions for keeping adjectives (or their 
nominal equivalents) in the T. 
7.3.1 The meaning of the Czech initial passive participle .isexpress~ 
by.a noun which is then equated .with ·the qualifying predicate 
Examples: 
l70a) 
170b) 
,.DOc) 
". , Us~ty byl ledabyle 
[Sewn (it) was poorly J 
( ••• gown).. The stitching was poor 
(JB, R 13/12) 
\f , , v y Obleceny jsem byl svatecne 
[Dressed (I) - aux- was holiday-like] 
My clothes were my Sunday best 
(JB, R 7/5) 
Oblecenci bylatrochu lepe ne't-pbvykle 
[Dressed (she,) was .a bit better than usual] 
Her dress was somehow ·a little smarter than usual 
(Th, 256/268) 
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7.32 Predicative adjectives proper can appear in the initial position 
together with the prop~ord 'thing' 
In a similar fashion to the words 'the one'and 'the man' in 7.21, 
this word is empty of semantics and serves as a formal head-word for 
adjectival attributes, thereby allowing them to assume the thematic 
position without violating the usual syntactic constraints. Examples: 
l7la) divne bylo, ze he .nenazvala ••.• ·nij·ak 
[.~ .• strangewas that him (she) ~not 'c~lled :nohew]. 
The o'dd thing was she called him nothing at .all 
eGG, 48/38) 
l71b} nejlepsf je vykaslat se ,na 'vsechno ••• 
[ • •• bes t is to cough· ..... ren - on everything] 
"the bes t.thing,todowas'not to give .a ·damn 
., 
:(5 ,227/236) 
l71c} v , 0; V y , Strasne:na naletu Je.,ze ,pokracuje dal ' •.•• 
[Awful about raid is that (it) goes on ••• J 
The awful ·thing about a raid is that it goes on 
This construction appears with particular frequency with adjectives 
in thesuper1ative: 
l72a) To nejkrasnejsf v Anglii jsou V'sak stromy 
[It - most beautiful in England . arehowev~r :tree's'j:'~: 
The most beautiful- things in England, however, are the trees ••• 
. ¥ (C, 131/170) 
l72b} Hodf jeste bylo,ze 
[Worse even was,that J 
The worst of it was 'that 
v (C, Kr 191/269) 
In the Czech version.of (l72a) the adjective is reinforced by 
the thematizing word 'to' (it) which hasa'nominalizing effect similar 
to the English prop-word t thing'. It is usually used in simple 
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sentences and is generally omitted when the right-hand side of the 
copula is filled with a predicative clause, e.g. in (171a) and (17lc) 
and (lnE». It could be omitted in (ina) also - the thematic part 
is here syntactically sufficiently 'heavy'; in the following sentence, 
however, the omission would not be stylistically correct -- the adjectival 
theme would be (syntactically) too light: 
173) To hlavni byla jehoslabost 
LIt - main was his -weakness] 
The main thing was his weakness 
(MK, 156/152) 
8. Thematizing words and phrases 
- "---- . .,... ... --. 
Roth Czech and English. i?ossess certain lexical means .ofdefining :the 
T .•. In Czech they .areth~fcllowingwor(!s -and phrases ;·~.zase·'(in 
cont~ast), 'pokudjdeo' (;asfar .as goes ;about], 'pokud 'setice' ('tj'ka") 
,r Geni.tive [as far as concerns] and 'co se tfee' ('·tYk.{') + Genitive 
[what concerns]. In English ·they are in particular : 'as .regards', 
'·as tor', 'as far .as s.t. (s.b.) is concerned', '.as to", "for s.b.'s 
part' ,'concerning' ,etc. 
174a) As to your present hint, I protest ••. 
Pokud jde 0 to, 'nac narazl.te, protestuji 
[As far as goes about that (to) which you hint I protest .•. J 
COG, 57/67) 
174b) And as for honesty that '.s always :a jolly good thing 
'k" . .. "d ck h k " v A co se ty a poctl.vostl., Je to vz y y.moc ez"a vec • o. 
[And what concerns honesty, it is always .a very ni~e ·thing 00 oJ 
.. (S, 170/183) 
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l74c) but for my part, I don't much like him •.• 
Ale pokud jde 0 mne, mne se celkem moc nel{b{ 
[But as far as goes about me, (to) meDAT he doe~n't appeal ••• J 
(OG, 33/45) 
Despite the fact that thematizing words and phrases ,are used l.D. 
both languages, it is important to realize that there are certain 
differences in'their .usage. In general it is possible to say '~hat there 
is more need to use them in English 'than in Czech, where the usual word 
order permutations suffice to discharge the same function. In the 
majoritY,of cases the use of these words and constructions in English 
can be considered as just another means of reconciliation between the 
structural and FSP requirements, in particular of keeping those constituents 
of the sentence which cannot easily be .made into ,subjects :in the initial r 
position. ,In Czech such rsentences :would ''Pot 'normally --employ :tbe 
thematizing constructions: 
l75a) 
175bl 
175c) 
And as for you I'll take you with me 
A tebe vezmu 's ~sebou 
[And youACC (I) 'take 'with YO~INS] 
v (S, 342/332) 
••. as for the chits about town, there is no bearing them .•. 
Ty mestske fifleny clovek kolem sebe nesnese 
[These town chits onearotmd himself does not bear ] 
(OG, 59/77) 
As for princesses there are swarms of them 
Aprincezen je tam jako smeti 
c ... and princessesGEN is there -many ] 
" (S, 347/37) 
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l75d) And as regard~ leave the situation was particularly bad 
h " Y b 0 " A s vyc azkou to ted ylo vubec zle 
[And with leaveINS it now was particularly bad] 
(MK, 88/89) 
The thematizing construction cannot, however, be left out so 
easily where contrast is implied: 
l76a) CBloody hell~ I've never had such.·a blasted silly. war. 
'1 thought it would be quite different ••• ' ••• said Vodicka). 
v 
'As for me, I'm quite happy'·, said Svejk 
Ja jsem. ~ docela spokojenej 
[I am - in contrast- quite happy] 
" (S, 387/370) 
l76b) • •• (I began to feel rather pleased with the results). 
She, for her part, seemed able for :a-time. -to forget all that 
had happened 
Pokudslo 0 Suzanu, zdalo se, ze .. .. prozat~m zapomnela na 
vsechno ••• 
[As for Susan,. it seemed that ••.. for the time being she 
forgot everything ••• J 
(JW, 212/203) 
There are also other ways of defining the T, with various levels 
of explici.tness and contrast being involved. One of them is the 
intonational separation of the T from the rest-of' the sentence, e.g. 
177) , And Yladi~r, I've had trouble 'with him the last few weeks 
.... 
A Vladim{r. S t!m jsem mel v posledn{ch tydnech starosti 
[And Vladim!r. With him (I) had iu the last weeks troubles] 
(MK, 124/123) 
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The Czech version of (177) LS just a variant of: 
177a) A s Vladimirem jsem mel .•. starosti 
(And with Vladimir (I) had .•• troubles] 
Only the T is more contrastive. 
A variety of such methods is especially typical of colloquial 
speech. In English as spoken in Scotland there are interesting instances 
of such contrastive thematization combined with the use of thematizing 
'see', cf. 4~ 
178a) See my man, he doesn't like fish 
T R 
178b) See fish, my man doesn't like it 
T R T 
178c) See my~, see fish, he doesn't like it 
T 
Czech colloquial speech, too, has many similar ways of strong' 
thematization, for example: 
179) (Jo) prace? Tak tu nema'mrad 
[(Well), wor~OM? So thatACC (I) do not like] 
Or: 
Jo praci? " " tu nemam rad 
thatAcc (I) do not like] 
In both. languages strong thematization of this sort involves 
a repeated mention of the T; first it is mentioned explicitly and 
then, after the silent stress and intonational break, it is referred 
to by a pronominal copy, cf.examples (177): 
(a) my.man - he; (b) fish '- it; (c) myman:fish--he - it44. 
Timberlake (1976 :562) adduces examples from colloquial 
Russian where the T of this kind 'does 'not require a pronominal 
copy if it is a subject, e.g. 
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. 179a) " ~ Petja? Ne prichodil esce 
[petj~OM - not arrived yet] 
Have you seen Petja? 
If the thematized constituent is not a subject a pronominal copy 
is used: 
180) Petja? Ego poslali v magazin 
[l?etj~OM him ~they) sent to (the) store] 
As for Petja,.hewas sent to 'the store~ 
.Dahl ' (1969: 14) gives a Russian example in which even the latter 
case is used without a pronominal copy left behind: 
181) J bl ... k l' tak.an r'k45 a ocnYJ so . ..na eJ tes c~ 
[Apple juice •.• give (me) a glass] 
As for apple juice ••• ,give mea glass 
8.1 Concluding Remarks 
In. the preceding pages we have discussed some syntactic and lexical 
mechanisms us.ed in .English for safeguarding the initial position 
for such. thematic elements as are expressed in Czech by .object 
cases or by such parts of speech as 'cannot normally appear at the 
beginning of the English sentence (e. g. verbs, adjectives· and some 
adverbs). The syntactic mechanisms are: (1) the use of thematizing 
periphrastic constructions of the types 'this (that) is + what-
clause' and 'what-clause + is ••• '; (2) the use of dummy subjects 
'there! and 'it'; and (3) the conversion of Czech verbs or 
adjectives into nOlmS, and their use as thematic subjects. A more 
explicit means of ·thematizaticn can, be achieved by the employment 
of thematizing words or phrases which lmambiguously mark segments 
as Ts, e .. g. 'as for', 'as far as', 'as regards' and the like. 
Strong thematization can be achieved by dividing the T from the 
rest of the sentence by markers of the intonational break, e.g. 
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by the question mark, exclamation mark, full stop, etc. Such 
strong Ts usually leave a pronominal copy in the remaining part 
of the sentence. 
B. SHIFrSRELATlNG TO RHEME 
9. Gene.ral 
So far in this chapter we have concentrated on .those mechanisms 
in English'which make it possible to place thematic elements.in 
initial position despite . the rigidity of its syntax. Most of 
thea.e mech..anisms were shown to concentrate on one thing, i.e. 
turning the deep structure thematic actantintothe grammatical 
subject. Thi.s operation was effected at the expense, .so to speak., 
o:l;the semantic level ,of the sentence. While in Czech.. (as also 
in Russian, German, etc.) the category of Subject .is still closely 
related to the semantic role of Agent, in Modern English this 
relati.onship .is of secondary importance. We have seen that 
English subjects can stand for virtually anY deep structure actant, 
the relationship .between subject and. Theme (grammatical and FSP 
levels) superseding in importance ·that between sl1bject and' the 
relevant deep structureactant (grammatical and semantic levels). 
We have also mentione~ in passing ·some consequences of this for 
the behaviour of the English verb so far as it directly concerns 
thematic shifts. In the second part of ·this· ch..apterwe will be 
concerned with those syntactic ~aracteristics of English which 
allow ·the rb.ematic constituents to gravitate towards their 
favoured final position in the sentence or which mark them 
otherwia.e as carriers of the highest degree of communicative 
dynamism. In this connection we will look in greater detail at 
some further fundamental differences between the Czech.. and English 
predicative verb and at the typical methods of its right-hand 
comp lemen tation. 
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10. Rheme and the Predicate 
10.0 The relevance of the relationship between the Predicate (or 
the Verb Phrase) and Rheme is analogous to that between the Subject 
and Theme. The closeness of these relationships is also reflected 
in the terminology of some lin,guists (e.g. 'psychological subject' -, 
'psychological predicate' .- Gabelentz, Steinthal, Admoni; 'logico-
grammatical subject' .,.. 'logico ... grammatical predicate' - Panfilov, 
pumpjanskij, etc., cf. Chapter 1, Section 2). 
10.1 The Verb in Czech and 'English 
Contrastive research into the two languages reveals substantial 
differences in the behaviour of verbs on all three levels of our 
descriptive model, i.e. those of syntax, semantics and FSP. Let 
us consider some of these differences in detai1 46 • 
t. ,Syntax 
10.11 Analytical Verb in English 
When comparing Czech verbs with their English counterparts we can 
see that in English the segment of meaning contained in one CzeCh 
verb is very often spread over two or even more naming elements, 
e.g. 'take a drir:l<.' - 'nap:lt set [drink -. refl], 'be in ,a hurry' -
,v " . " , "...., 47 Ty' 11 h spechat, pay a v~s~t -. navst~v~t ,etc.. p~ca y t ese 
verbal units consist of a finite verb, which is r,latively empty 
of meaning and whose primary function it is to carry the temporal 
. 48 
and modal exponents of the sentence (TMEs) ,and of a notional 
component (noun, participle, adj~ctive, adverb, preposition, etc.), 
whi,ch carries the lexi cal meaning' "'crf the un.i t. A ce:.rtairl tendency 
towards this dissociation of functions is also observable in CzeCh 
but the degree of usage of such verbal' complexes is considerably 
smaller. Let us compare the most typical manifestations of ·this 
phenomenon in the two languages. 
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10.11.1 Inflection of Verb 
The afore-mentioned tendency towards an analytical verbal form in 
English can be clearly demonstrated by the way it conveys the 
various aspects of such. predicative categories as tense, aspect, 
49 
mood and person • Let us compare a selection of the English 
'inflection' forms of the verb 'call' with their Czech counterparts; 
we will limit ·ourselves to the 1st and 3rd persons singular. 
I. Active 
English Czech 
simple (s) I call vOlam 
.j..J 
vola ~ he calls 
til 
expanded (e) I am ,calling CIl 
1-1 
Q. he is .calling 
s I ·b.aVf~ called :zavolal jsem 
.j..J.j..J 
~ u he has called zavolal CIl CIl 
tIlll-! 
calling CIl 1-1 e I have .been 1-1 CIl 
Q.Q. he has been calling 
s I called volal jsem 
.j..J he called vo·lal 
til 
co e I was calling Q. 
he W:l.S calling 
. 
.j..J s . I had called zavolal jsem u 
CIl 
Il-! he had called zavolal 1-1 
CIl 
Q. e I had been calling 
.j..J 
(/J he had been calling co 
... ,,", 
.,,;:" . S I shall call zavolam/budu volat 
CIl he will call zavola/bude volat 1-1 
::l 
.j..J e I shall be calling ::l 
Il-! 
he will be calling 
. s I shall have called zavolam Il-! 
1-1 
zavola CIl he will have called Q. 
.. 
e I shall have been calling .j..J 
::l 
.Il-! he will have been c~lling 
I 
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II. Passive 
I 
I English Czech 
I 
s I am called jsem volan 
+J 
c:: he is called je volan Q) 
CIl 
Q) e I am being called I J.j 
Co 
I 
he is being called 
s I wag. called byl jsem volan 
+J he was called byl volan 
CIl 
co e I was being called Co . 
he was being called 
I etc. I 
" Ill. Conditional 
English Czech 
s I should call (za)volal bych 
+J 
c:: he would call (za)volal by Q) 
CIl 
Q) 
e I should be calling J.j 
Co 
he would be calling 
s I should have called byl bych (za)volal 
he would have called byl by (za)volal 
+J 
CIl I should have been calling co e 
Co 
he would have been calling 
etc. I I i 
These tables demonstrate the essential differences in the 
formulation of predicative categories in the "two languages. Czech 
tends to conflate as many "grammatical functions as possible into 
the synthetic form of the verb itself, resorting to auxiliaries 
only wh.en absolutely necessary .In the active form of the 
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indicative the auxiliary 'byti' (be) is used only in the future 
50 of non-perfective verbs-and in the 1st and 2nd persons (sg and 
pI) of the past tense. The future of non-perfectiveverbs 
resembles the situation in English; the auxiliary 'byti' (be) 
carries all the relevant primary grammatical categories (person, 
tense and number) while the infinitive form 'volat' (to call) 
is reduced to the function of signalling,lexical meaning only. 
The past forms need the auxiliary only to convey the category 
of person (Is t and 2nd), the other three, i. e.mood, t'ense and 
number ('volal jsem' (I) called -aux , 'volali jsme' (we) 
called .... aux ), being expressed by the past participle of the 
verb 'volat' (call). A similar situation can be observed in the 
conditional forms where the auxiliary particles,. "bych' (Isg) , 
'bys' (2sg)~ 'by' (3sg and pI), 'bychom' (lpl)., '.byste,' (2pl)" 
express the categories of tense, mood and person and share the 
conveyance of the category of number with the notional component. 
The past conditional is used very rarely and is often replaced by 
its present counterpart. The array of the passive forms resembles 
the situation in English, the main Jifference consisting only in 
the ability of the Czech passive participle to express number 
/ ,;' 
'volant (1st, 2nd sg, 3rd sg MAS C) , 'volana' (3sg FEM), 'volano' 
(3sg NEU), 'volani' (1st, 2nd pI, 3pl MASC), 'volany' (3pl FEM), 
'volana' Opl NEU). The use of this type of passive is, however, 
extremely limited. It appears with some frequency only in 
technical and scientific texts. In less bookish styles it is 
mostly replaced by the reflexive passive or by the impersonal 
(3rd person pi) form (cf. above, section 3), e.g. 
vola se Petr 
(call3 ..... refl - Peter] sg 
volaj{ Petra 
[(they) call peter] 
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In general we may say that with the exception of the future tense 
(of non-perfective verbs) the general tendency in Czech is .for 
the notional component of the verb to express either .all the 
primary categories (present tense,future perfective tense, 
preterite 3rd person singular and plural and the colloquial 
procli tic 2nd person singular) or a substantial share of them5l 
(tense, mood and number- 1st, 2nd person ·sg and -pl 'of the 
preterite). In the conditionals and the infrequently used 
participial passives the notional component retains the ability 
to 'expressnumber .• 
In English, on the other hand, the tendency is for the 
notional component to shed the function of conveying grammatical 
categories and to limit itself to the expression of lexical 
meanl.ng. The only verbal form able to express all the primary 
categories independently is the simple present 3rd person' 
singular (' calls'). The other forms of the simpl.e present., like 
those of the simple preterite, depend on the use of the explicit 
pronominal subject fpr reference to the categories of person and 
number. The share of the notional component is stillmore 
diminished in the more complex inflection forms where further 
auxiliaries are added 'to convey the grammatical categories while 
the notional components serve only as their CO-CONVEYORS. Thus, 
for example, .in the perfect tenses the notional components of such 
forms as '1 have (had) called' can only co~onvey the categories 
of mood and tense. In the future tense and in the conditionals 
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(e.g. 'I shall/should call', 'I shall/should have called') the 
role of the notional component is limited to the co-conveyance of 
the category of tense while in the passive and expanded forms 
('I was called', 'he is calling') the contribution of the 
participial forms to the expression of primary categories is 
zero. The notional components are functionally dissociated from 
the auxiliary ones, the former expressing lexical meanings, the 
latter conveying grammatical cat:egories. 
10.11.2· Analytical Tendencies in the Sphere of . VerbaL Den6mination 
We agree with Rensky (1966) that,. "i t is of fundamental 
methodological importance to distinguish between nominal tendencies 
in the sphere of denomination and in the sphere of syntax." 
(p.2901. In the latter, analytica1forms are used primari1yto 
make up .forthe absence of .the .respective ·.synthetic verbal 
inflectional markers ,while in the former· a part or thewh01e ·of 
the notional meaning is completely disengaged from the conveyance 
of th.eabove-mentioned grammatical functions in the entire array 
of inflection forms. 
10.11.21 Verb-Adverb Combinations 
We will use ~his term to refer to verbal compounds of the type 
'carry out', 'take off', 'put on' and the like52 • In these verbal 
compounds, part of the total meaning of the unit is detached from 
the basic verbal element in the form of an adverbial. The 
expression of the primary verbal categories is conHneJ to the 
basic verbal element (+auxi1iaries) which. is usuallysemantica11y 
rather weak. In Czech these combinations have no counterpart 
since the adverbial component (' separated prefix' ) .is always 
added to the verb in the form of an inseparable prefix or is 
expressed lexically by .the use of a different verb, cf. 
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182.a) I have packed up everything 
Zabali1 jsem vsechno 
[(I) up -. packed - aux - everything] 
l82.b) Put on your coat 
[Dress - refl coat] 
The relationship between the Czech 'prefix -+ V'. and the .English 
'v + Adverb' is by no means of a one ..... to-one nature as i:n (l82.a). 
In (l82.b) we can see that Czech approaches the situation differently~ 
i.e. by using a more specific verb. In colloquial Cze~it is not 
entirely impossible to use a similar construction, Le. 
Dej si na .sebe kabat 
[Put refl- on ..... yourself ..,... (a) coat] 
where th.e Locative 'nasebe' on yourself must be used to -make 
the situati.on explicit. The differences between the usage of 
the above-mentioned verbal formatives in the two languages involve 
a host of far-reaching problems of both a grammatical (e.g. 
category of aspect) and a semantic nature (collocability -of the 
V and its actants) which are not strictly comparable, and we do 
not consider it necessary ·to treat them in any greater detail 
. 53 
here • 
10.11.2.2. Verbo-Nominal Compounds 
A still further polarization between tne grammatical ·and semantic 
functions is achieved .ia a veryprodu=tive group of compounds 
consisting of a verb of broad semantics and a nominal element, 
i .. e. noun, for example, 'to make an investigation' (prozkoumat 
[through.- i.nvestigate]}, adjective, e.g. 'to be silent' (ml~et), 
or adverbial phrase, e.g. 'be in a hurry' (sp~chat [hurry]) 54. 
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In Czech, verbo-nominal phrases are much less common and 
55 
very often stylistically marked as formal . In the majority of 
cases the Czech counterparts of these verbal complexes are single 
verbs. We will devote more attention to this question later on 
(see section 10.13.1 of the present chapter). 
10.11.3 In the preceding pages we have attempted to point out 
some ·typical differences between the Czech and . the English verb 
i.n the sphere of syntax. We have seen'that the Czech predicative 
. verb. is a structurally autonomous unit whose flexible morphology 
allows it to discharge the duties both of a conveyor of predicative 
categori.es and of a carrier of lexical meaning without having to 
rely too much on auxiliaries either in the sphere of inflection 
or denomination. In English, on the other hand, we have seen a 
.strong tendency towar.ds ,splitting the verb into two components, 
the first of which is used ,predominantly as .a conveyor of 
predicative categories and the second (nominal or adverbial) as 
a carrier of the verbal unit's semantics. This is observable 
both in the system of inflection and, in particular, in the 
sphere of verbal denotr'~.nation. Let us 'nowhave a closer look .at 
the behaviour of the Czech and English ve'rbs in the sphere of 
sentance semantics. 
II. Semantic level 
10.12 Semantic Relations between the Verb and its Actants 
Earlier in this chapter (section 1) we mentioned in passing certain 
differences between the two languages intO the close!'.~cs vf the 
semantic tie between the subject and thepredicative verb. We 
noted that in Czech there is a strong interdepend~nce between 
the lexical semantics of the two .constituentsand their semantic 
and syntactic roles. This .semantic bond between the subject and 
the predicative verb imposes considerab le restrictions on the 
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selection of actants for the role of subjects, an observable 
tendency being to identify subjects with deep structure Agents. 
In English, on the other hand, the semantic bond between the 
predicativeverb and the subject is more relaxed, which makes it 
possible to raise virtually any semantic actant into the role of 
the subject. 
In. this section we·want to demonstrate t;hat distinctions 
of ·a simi.1ark.ind also hold for the collocability of the verb 
with. i.ts right-hand actants. 
The said tendency of the English verb towards diss"ociating 
the. grammatical and notional aspects of action is .also reflected 
in the sphere of verbal complementation. To demonstrate let us 
consider the following examples: 
l83a} 
183b} 
183c} 
l83d) 
John put on his coat 
Jan si ob lek..l kabat 
[John - refl .,. dressed coat] 
John put· on hi.s new .tie 
Jan si uvazal novou vazariku 
[John - ·refl.,.· ti.ed new .tie J 
John put on a nice pair -of shoes 
Jan si obul nezke boty 
[John - refl - shod nice shoes] 
John put on his gloves 
Jan si navlekl rlJ.kavice 
.... .,.. [John - -r-eil - put on (by pulling) gloves] 
l83e) John put on his army belt 
Jan se opasal. vojenskjm opaskem 
[John - refl -. gi.rdled (with) 'militaryms beltINS] 
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Sentences (183a) to (183e) are representative of the differences 
in the ways verbs in Czech and English collocate with their right~. 
hand complements. They describe the 'putting on' of five different 
items of clothing or footwear. In English.all five sentences use 
the same general verb "puton' with .all five objects. In Czech 
each obj~ct requires a specific verbal partner to match it 
semantically. Schematically,: 
English 'to . Czech 
coat .-+ oblect si [(to) dress) 
~tie . " si [(to) ,tie ] -+ uvazat 
obout ,si [(to) shoe J put on' shoes + 
~glOVeS "- ((to) pull on ] +' navleknout 
" 
"'belt 
, [Cto) girdle - refl ] 
-+ opasat se 
We .can see that, .in .a similar fashion .to the various .forms of 
verbal compounds in the 'V + 0' col1ocations,English "tends to 
shift ~especific features of the action onto the complement, 
the Vf being reserved predominantly 'for the expression of 
predicative categories, contributing only with those features of 
lexical semantics which are not expressed in ·the complement. 
In Czech we can observe the need of repeating in the verb 
the semantic feature referring to the specific object of apparel 
concerned. Further examples of this nature were adduced in 
Chapter 2 (section 3.3)56. 
This state of affairs 'is .not limit~d to the 'V + 0' groups; 
it can also be observed in sentences with adverbial complements. 
Let us demonstrate with examples referring to the position of 
objects in space: 
l84a) 
l84b) 
l84c) 
l84d) 
l84e} 
l84f) 
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It (picture) is still at the municipal gallery 
Jeste visf v mestske galerii 
[Still hangs at municipal ga11eqr] 
Along the bank. there ~ a path ..• 
Tudy vedla cesticka 
[Here ~ path ••• J 
Hilfe was at the window .•. 
Hilfe . s tal u okna •.• 
[Hilfe stood at window,., .• J 
And there was ,the sofa .• '. 
A .tamstava1apohovka .... '. 
[And 'the~e (used to) 'standsofa •• J 
(JB, R 115/116) 
01K~ 25/31) 
(GG, 35}45) 
(JB, R93/93) 
It (the Abbey) ~ ·s01id on ·a fotmdation of centuries 
Pevne spocfvalo na sto1etYchzBk1'adech 
[Firmly rested on century (oli) foundations] 
(JW, 152/145) 
On the window-si11 .~ a razor, a s tick of shaving-
soap, a tube oftoothpas te ••• 
Na okne se pova1ova1 ho1icfstrojek, valetek holiciho 
mYd1a, tuba "ubni pasty ••• 
[On window-si11 . .!!!I. (a) razor, a stick of shaving-soap 
(JB, R 14/13) 
l84g) 
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There were two cherry trees next to it 
yedle rostly dye tresne 
[Next (to it) grew two cherry trees J 
(JB, R 15/14) 
These sentences reveal the following correspondences of the 
'V + AdyLoc' group in the two languages: 
English Czech 
picture in the gallery 
path \ alOng the bank pers~. tat the .window 
::a Ahbey~ be ~~:e foundation 
razor / / \on the window-sill. -+ 
.. ~ . \ Sw:lvl.ng soap \ 
cherry tr!e . \next to .anapple 
vise.t 
.. 
vest 
, 
-+stat 
.. 
stat 
II .. 
-+ spocl.vat 
povaloyat se 
·tree 
(cf. also 10.14.154). 
[(to) hang ] 
[(to) lead ] 
.r(to) stand] 
[(to) stand] 
[(to) rest ] 
[(to) lie ] 
[eto) grow] 
In the English versions of tnese sentences the verb is 
entirely empty of meaning57 and depends semantically on both the 
subjects and on the Locative Adyerbials. These sentences are 
referring to semantically UNMARKED situations, i.e. situations in 
which objects are positioned in a-manner which is usual for them. 
In such situations English can manage perfectly witnthe verb 'be', 
although in some sentences the more specific position verbs .are 
also possible ('a 'picture was/hung on tnewall', 'a path was/led 
along the bank', etc.). me more spel.:iiic verbs oecome ob ligatory 
when describing semantically MARKED situations, e.g. 
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*Next to it lay two. cherry trees 
(e.g. after somebody's orchard was vandalized) 
Or: 
185) *Th.e bedside table hung on the door handle 
(e.g. as a result of a practical joke). 
II:L .. fSP . Level 
lO.13The Communicative Value oftherinite'Verb 
Having considered some or the most conspicuous syntactic and 
semantic differences between . Czech and English verbs we win now 
turn to the repercussions these differences have forthefSP ~n 
the ~o languages. 
One 'of tne major consequences of the tendency in English' 
towards dissociating the verb .into formal and notional segments 
is that ·thecommunicativevalue·of it's:finite verb .is generally 
lower than that of the Czech verb. As a result it can appear 
very rarely in the role of theRe On the other hand, the Czech 
finiteverh, which is heavily loaded with 'semantic content both 
ofa grammatical and notional kind, can have.a very high 
communicative value and is ·therefore one of the favourite candidates 
for the rhematic role and, indeed, it appears with considerable 
frequency in the final position of the sentence. 
from the fSP viewpoint, we may say that the dissociation 
between tne grammatical and notional components also "brings .about 
a polarization between those semantic features which constitute 
the R proper and those which refer to such aspects of thesi tuation 
as are .usually expressed by the predicative .categories (in 
. . 
particular those of person, tense,number and mood). 
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This is a state of affairs wherein there are basically 
three qualitatively different ty'pes of communicative units, i.e. 
(a) thematic, (b) rnematic, and (cl those primarily reserved for 
the conveyance of the afore-mentioned grammatical categories. 
:Firbas (elsewhere') re'fers to the last as TRANSITION, thus adopting 
a tripartite ;FSP conceptual framework, i.e. Theme .... Transition-
Rh..eme (d." Chapter 1, Section 2). This .conception 'seems quite 
plausible for English but in languages such as Czech. or Russian, 
wh.ere it is not so easy to isoLate the 'transitional' communicative 
units from those of the TorR, .it issuperf1uous58. 
Let us now have ,a closer look ,at the individual syntactic 
shifts which make it possible in English :to avoid, using the Vf in 
the final posid.on and to replace .it with the communicatively 
heavier :.nominal elements. 
10.13.1 Czech: V, English:' "V+ N of action 
Examples: 
l85a} after he had taken a swig 
kdyz se napil 
[ . .. when he (perf) drank]59 
(JB, R114/114) 
l85b} In 1947 we tOQk our final exams 
V sedmactyricatem jsme maturovali 
[In 1947 we- aux -·took A Levels] 
(MK, 136/134) 
l85c) Mr. Brown has a luncheon appointment with you 
~ . d Y d ' Pan Browns v~ nes obe va 
[Mr. Brown with you .today lunches] 
(JB, R 202/206) 
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l8Sd) I must have a word with him 
Mus:Lm si s nim proIilluvit • 
[(I) must .... refl.,.. .. withhim (perf) talk] 
(JB, R l09jllO) 
l8Se} lie gave another yell 
Znovu zak.v{lel 
[Again (he) yelled ) 
(KA, 144)163} 
l85f) She made no reply 
v v Neodpovedela 
[(she) not answered (perf) J 
(KA, l8j22) 
l85g) She does the organizing 
"" .-Tatotady n..dl-. 
[ThatJ!'EM it here organizes] 
(JW, l68j16l) 
These examples are representative of .a very broad group of 
'analytical verbs' in English. The most productive verbs used .in 
these combinations are: 
to have (a look, a drink, .a talk, .adrive, a chat, fun,etc.); 
to tak.e (a look, a glance, a puff,· a fancy:, notice, etc.~; 
to give (a smile, a giggle, a sigh, a chuckle, a bark, a snort, 
a cough,e tc .• ) ; 
to mak.e (a start, a plunge, areply,a statament, etc.). 
Other verbs appearing with some frequency are' 'get' (f',~t i.:he hang 
of, get revenge), 'do' (do acting, do research), 'pay' (pay 
60 
attention) .and 'put' (put a ~top to) . 
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10.13.11 'V + Adverbial phrase' 
This is another variety of the same pattern. . Examples: 
186a) The lift was out of order 
Vftah. nej ezdil 
[Lift not ran] 
(JB, 120} 121) 
186b) BretsChneider lapsed into silence 
Bretschneider .um1k.l 
[Bretschneider (perf) ·fel1 silent (in one word~ 
(S, 7/44) 
10.13.12 Czech: AdvMan+ V; English: V+ Adj +N of action 
With noun phrases of this kind adverbial modification of the verb 
is invariably downgraded to theposi don of an .attribute of the 
N of action. This' condensation'oftwo .actants (cognate object + 
AdvManl into one nominal group makes .it·possible to adhere to the 
61 favoured SVO arrangement .• Examples: 
187a) He gave a quiet groan 
Tise zas tena1 
[Quietly (he) groaned] 
(KA, 60/70) 
187b) Dixon gave a sa~, nostalgic smile 
v k1· '" -'.1 Dixon se smutne, tes ~ve uSma 
[Dixon - ref1- sadly, nostalgically (perf) smiled] 
(KA, 106/121) 
This ·~tnear arrangement is retained even in these c~ses 
where the adverbial actant is the R proper: 
188a} He had a pleading expression 
Z "v· 1 b v atvar~ seprose ne 
[(he) gazed·- ref1 ...... pleadingly] 
(JB,L 141/137) 
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l88b) lie had a rough deal 
Odskcfkal to ~eredne 
[(he) caught it 'roughly] 
CSt, 165/150) 
The rhematicity of the attributes here is clearly recognizable 
because of their obviously heavier semantic load compared to 
that of the head nouns. 
l89a) 1 am·a learner 
Ja se ut:lm 
[1 ~. refl .- learn] 
(GG, 162/133) 
l89.b) They're .th.ewor.ld'.s .worst ,dressers 
(Daily ~Record, 12.1.78) 
[(they) dress '-. refl -worst in world] 
l89c) I am a heavy .smoker 
(Zandvoort, ~04) 
[Much (I) smoke] 
l89d) lie is a deadly marksman 
(BBC, 14.1.78) 
v-, , ,.,.., , 
Str~l~ se smrt~c~ 'presnost~ 
[Che) shoots with deadlYINS accuracYINS] 
This is another productive pattern in English. The 
notional component of action is expressed by deverbatives which 
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are frequently formed ad hoc, for this purpose only, and are 
otherwise in many cases nonce~ords. Compare the following 
examples: 
18ge) I'm an electric .shaver 
(S1.IDday Times, 15. 1. 78) 
. , " Rol~m se ·elektrickymstrojkem 
1 89:f) 
[(I) shave ~.refl -. (withJ .electricINS machineINS ] 
If you 1 rea bully..-beef maniac ..... 
J 1·· #' h v" k.o . est ~s~potrp~te 'na ovez~ nzervy. 
[If - refl .- like .- beef tins] 
(St, 14/13) 
Again we have here the symmetrical 'pattern of a Vf'with one 
actant on each. side. The grammatical pattern tallies with the 
YSF pattern .of .Yirbas's .tripartLte Jcind, .,cf. 
S - Vcop -. Predicative Complement 
T- Transition ,- R.· 
The righi-hand side complement containing the R proper is .a 
condensed NG which can .contain a number of deep-structure actants. 
Thedeverbativeis in the .final 'posi tionevet: if it isnotR 
proper~ In a similar fashion to sentences (188a) and (l88b) the 
a'ttribute can be semantically heavier and therefore marked as 
rhematic. A significant factor in a wide-range .productivity 0: 
this patte·rn is the fact that thedeverbative 'no1.IDS can refer 'not 
only to permanent'qualities 'and actions (cf. l89c and d) but 3190 
62 
to temporary ones (e. g. 189a) • 
10.13.3 Czech:' Verb'; English: ' V+ Adjective I 
10.13.31 J Be + Adjective (past participle) I 
Examples: 
190a) Re certainly was not wrong 
Urcit~ se nemYlil 
[Certainly .~ refl- (he) not erred J v (S, 168/182) 
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190b) It wasn't very important 
. . . "1 v 1 Na tom n~Jak neza eze 0 
[On that in no way mattered] 
(JB, R 116/116) 
190c) I should be unscrnpulous 
Nerozpakoval bY'ch se 
[(I) not hesitate '-. should . .,. .. refl] 
(GG, 43/34) 
190d) You .are compromised 
Ty ses kompromitoval 
[You ·-·refl - compromised] 
(JB, .R 179/181) 
As we have already noted earlier in this chapter (see 4 .. 12.2) , 
.English can easily use .thiskind of predication since its 
adjectives have the ambivalent semantic ability 'ofreferring to 
both permanent and temporary qualities, the difference being 
resolved by context and by structural 'means, cf. 
190c) I should be unscrupulous (tempo.rary) 
~ am an unscrupulous man (permanent) 
Example (l90c) points up a frequent difference in semantic focus 
between the two languages, Czech highlighting ~n.e action itself, 
English the.result of the action. 
10.13.32 Change of State V + Adjective 
The typical finite verbs used here are: 'get' , 'become' ,'grow', 
'go' and 'turn'. In Czech the change of state is expressed by 
change of state verbs and bycnange of state prefixes (e.g. the 
perfective 'z' in 'ztloustnout', e.xample191a): 
191a} She ought to get fatter 
M~la by ztloustnout 
[(she) ought ... aux ... fatten] 
(MK,122 / 122) 
191b) 
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The people round me grew quiet 
Lide k.o1em mneutich.1i 
[Peop 1e round me 'quietened 'J 
0iK, 168}168) 
English change of state verbs can incorporate the deep 
structure Instrument in such resu1tative constructions as: 
192) We drank ourselves sober 
samfm pit!m jsmeYystr!zliveli 
[By (the) very. drinking (we) .,.. aux - sobered] 
(JB, R 195}198) 
i.e. 'We became sober .by means of drinking'. Other .typica1 
instances of this kind are 'push the door open', 'worry o.s. sick', 
'talk. o.s. hoarse', etc. 
10.13.4 Czech: Verb.Incorporating a .Deep Structure .Actant· 
10.13.41 English:. V -+0 
The considerable degree of semantic specificity in the Czech verb 
frequently makes it possible to dispose of ·the explicit mention 
of the right-handactant altogether. Examples: 
193a) 
193b) 
19.3c) 
"'k'" 1 Pouze pr~ ·yv 
[Only (he) (perf) nodded J 
He mere1~nodded his head 
Zazvonil jsem 
[(I) rang .,. aux] 
.r rang the bell . 
"'. ;,' A .d~paJl.· 
-[And (they) stamp] 
'And theys tamp their feet 
(St, l4}13) 
(MK., 32}37) 
v (C, LS 245}147) 
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193d) 
[Nobody - refl ..... even not looked (back)] 
Nobody even turned bishead 
193e) Zaplati1 jsem 
19.3f} 
19.3g) 
[(1) (perf) p~id· ... aux] 
1 paid ·the bill 
oni sme.k.ali 
[they + V denoting t'aking off headge.ar] 
._.. .and they took o.ff the.ir hats 
Ja nelzu 
lc.12n.ot ~lie] 
1 don' tte11 lies 
(KA, 2l2/238) 
(JB,R 223/227) 
y 
(S, 152/166) 
em, R 116/116) 
In sentences (193a, b, c ,and d) th.everbs in.corporate ·the 
Instrumental, in (e), (f) and (g) the Objective. It is, of 
course, true that the En.g1ish verb,too, has the capacity ·to 
incorporate deep-structure actants63 Nilsen (1973:154ff) shows 
that this is the case .in particular W-i th the Instrumentals, e. g. 
verbs like 'to butter', 'to cement', 'to bite', 'to finger', etc. 
Our research suggests that .in theR the tendency is almost 
invariably to use the analytical construction with the explicit 
mention of the rhematic actant, which is in line with the general 
tenden,cy towards tmburdeningthe finite verb of the rhematic 
semes. 
The verbs 'nod' (l93a) 'and t stamp t (l93c) incorporate the 
Instrumentals 'head' and 'feet' quite unmistakably .and yet in the 
Rthese Instrumentals are mentioned. The situation is different 
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in the other examples since the verbs do not contain the semantic 
features referring to th..e respective right .... hand actants and 
therefore the latter are mentioned obligatorily. The Czech verbs 
are so explicit that an overt .mention of the actants is inmost 
b d 1 ° 164 cases . arre as tauto ogl.ca • It is impossib Ie to say 1 p~ikyvl 
hlavou' since lp~ikfvnout' is reserved for 'head-nodding'. On 
the other hand, in (193f) the object may be used since 'smekat' 
refers to headgear in general.. In that case the V 'would cease 
to beR unless it was used emphatically . 
10.13 .42 English: V + Adv 
Examples: 
194a) d o v v , J 1. pryc az nastoupl.m 
[Go away when (1) board (the train)] 
And walk ,.awaywhen ~ ~board .the .train 
(JB ,R 185/188) .. 
194b) kdyzodesla (my translation) 
[ •.. when (she)~] 
when she'd left the ,room 
(JB, R l3/i3) 
194c) "', I Zadnymu se nechce padnout 
[(to) no-one ,- refl.,.· (it) wants (to) fall] 
No one wants to fall in action 
~ (S, 153/169) 
Czech abounds with verbs incorporating adverbiai actants, in 
particular Locatives. The act ants are not usually mentioned 
since the specificity of the V and the context (or situation) 
makes them redundant. In ,Englishth.eseactants .are usually 
mentioned principally for structural reasons (in (c) for semantic 
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reasons alSo). The finite verbs differ from the preceding cases 
in th.at they.are R,s. They ·are recognizable as such because of 
their informational value in the sentences, which is higher than 
that of the adverbial actant (marked ·as GIVEN by the definite 
article) . 
10.14 Right-hand Actants in R 
Objectival and adverbial complements·which.stand .for OBLIGATORY· 
and POTENTIAL actantsare the'favourit~ candidates :forthe role· 
of the Rh.eme. Under cond"itions o.f contextual and semantic 
neutrality (syntactic tranq~illity) 65 ·their communicati~e importance 
surpasses that of the finite verb.. Firbas (1971a:137) attributes 
this phenomenon to the operation of the semantic ·structure.. In 
his. wo;rds: 
",An obj ect .express~sthe ,goal (outcome,) .of.an ,action· 
conveyed 'by :the .accompanying verb. :Provided it is 
contextually independent, it wiTlcarry .a higher degree 
of CD than the 'verb. This is because from the point 
of view of communication, an unknown goal (outcome) 
of an action appears to be more important than the 
action itself. A contextually independent object will 
carry a higher degree of CD than the verb irrespective 
of the positions occupied within the linear arrangem~t." 
To demonstrate he uses an English sentence with its German 
counterpart whose v~rbl.s structurally bound to the final position, 
i.e. 
195) I have read a fine book 
Icb. habeein schGnes ~uch gelesen 
(p .137) 
The same goes for independent adverbial elements, ,e. g. 
196) I flew to London 
Ich habenachLondon geflogen 
(p .137) 
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In Firbas I swords, " ••• communicatively spe.aking, an unknown 
direction or destination of a motion is more important than the 
motion itself. ,,66 • 
However, the contextual markers (e.g. the articles) and 
the word order do not always suffice to define the respective CDs 
of the verb and its complements. Sometimes we have to take into 
account the lexical semanti.cs also. Thus -verbs in the negative 
have highe.r communicative importance than their comp leDie.nts; e. g. 
197) John met his old friend 
as .against: 
198) John didn't meet his old friend 
A similar situation can be observed wi thverbs incorporating 
'negative !.specification in their.meaning,e.g. 
199) .John ruined :the .table 
(Fillmore., 1968: 4)" 
as against: 
ZOO} John brought the table. 
Let us now consider in greater detail some structural and 
semantic ,distinctions observable in the two languages in the sphere 
of markineobjects and adverbials as rhematic. 
10.14.1 Deep Cases in the Rheme 
When describing the distinctions between the conception of the 
subject in the .two languages, we emphasized that whereas in Czech 
there is a strong tendency for subjects to coincide with the 
actual .Agents of the action expressed by the verb, in English 
this tie between the sentential and lexical semantics is .considerably 
loosened, allowing virtually every type of 'structural actant to 
become the subject. In agreement with the findings of Mathesius 
and his followers we have postulated the prevailing tendency of 
the English subject to serve as a formal vehicle of the T. In 
__ -----.: ____________ --'--_______ .1 
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this section we would like to show that the afore-mentioned 
relaxation of the tie between the semantics of the verQ and the 
selection of the subject necessarily also has important 
repercussions in the syntactic formulation of the rhematic actants. 
In Czech the selection of the form of the objectival and 
adverbial complementation is to a large extent determined by the 
semantics of the verb and the semantic potential of the individual 
case forms at the speaker's disposal, i.e.' by the v~rbal GOVERNMENT. 
Th.ere is a considerable degree of agreement between deep cases 
and surface cases. However, it is not by.any means total. 
Instrumentals are almost invariably expressed by ,the surface 
structure instrumentals with. or without the preposition's' 
(with). Experiencers and .Goals ,are very often in the dative • 
. Adverbial .actants· (with the .exceptionof ,tho.se whi.ch.{lre 
realized as adverbs) are expressed by -prepositional cases whose 
prepositions .clearly indicate the nature of the semantic 
1 . hi d db'\... . 67 re at~ons p ren ere y tlLe constructl.ons '. 
In Modern English the need to copy the semantic 'relations 
between the V and its complements is far less pronounced. .Instead 
of prepositional complements that would give a more explicit 
account of the semantic relations, English shows a strong tendency 
towards the more opaque direct objects for both propositional 
and adverbial deep cases • Poldauf (19 72) notes that:-
v ",. v v d 1 k . v v. If' "Predevs~m Jetreba konstatovat, ze a e oneJcasteJs~m 
doplnen!m predmetem anglickych sloves je doplnen{ nepredlozkove .. 
Je obdobne ceskemu doplnen£ akusativn£m prerunetem a 
je stejne jakoono bezpr£znakove. 
ceskjm ,predme tfmt v j inYch. padeclt. II 
v ~ , Velmi casto odpov~da 
(p •. 155) 68 
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10.14.11 To demonstrate this let us compare a selection of 
semantic functions of the Czech dative case (and the typical 
verbs which take this case) with the situation in English. 
According to Kopeeny (1958), the Czech dative is used with verbs 
denoting: 
a) Spatial relations 
bll:ziti se 
.~. .", J 1.. t1.. vs t;r1..C 
" . utec1.. 
vyhnouti se 
..... apv;roaclL(ACC} 69 
- meetCACC} 
' .... , .es cape (from s. 0.), (s. t. ACC) 
- .avoid (ACC) 
b) Similarity, commensurability, belonging 
podobat se 
rovc.at ·se 
v. patr1..t 
rozumet 
- resemble (ACC) 
be 'similar {to) 
- .equal ,(ACC) 
-belong {to) 
unders tand (ACC) 
c) Favour or disfavour 
dek.ovat thank. (ACC) 
congratulate (ACC) 
pomoci help (ACC) 
- trust (ACC) 
nadavat - abuse (ACC) 
d) Superiority and inferiority' 
vladnout 
pod1e.b.at. 
lichotit 
pok.1onk.ovat 
v ho1dovat cemu 
rule (over) or (ACC) 
dominate {ovei') or (ACL:) 
reign (over) 
..,., be subordinate (to) 
... ' flatter (ACC) 
.... cower (to) ,bow (to), fawn (up) (on) 
-, pay homage (to) 
___________ "--___________ .1 
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e) Admiration and pleasure 
tleskat 
obdivovat se 
.... applaud (Ace) 
~, admire (Ace} 
,- enjoyCACC) 
divit se - wonder (at} 
(Kopeeny, '195'8: 209~ll} 
These are only a few examples 'but 'they confit'ID; our ,point.' In 
Czech the deep-structure 'Experiencer 'is overtly :marked :by 'the 
dative ending wh.ilein English it is unmarked .in the majority of 
cases. Examples: 
201a) 
,201b} 
201c} 
She doesn't trust any of the 'men in Prague 
Neverrzadnemu muzskemu v Praze 
[Not trustsnoDAT'manDAT inPragueJ 
.y 
(S, 196/206) 
,Heenj oyed:,the :affection of his ;men' , 
-
Tesil se oblibe u yoj lfidl 
[(he) enjoyed'- refl -. affectio~A~ with soldiersINs] 
I applauded my own skill 
Zat1eskal jsem v duchusve v1astn:l obratnosti 
[(I) ,app1auded- aux- in mind '-, myDAT ownDAT ski11DAT J 
(JB, R 159/160) 
Some examples of other cases 
10.14.12 Instrumental 
.202a) Both shook their heads 
,!',. Oba ,~avrte.li h1avou 
[Roth shook hea~SJ 
(MK., 34/39) 
202b} how 1. drove the car 
jak jsem doje1 s vozem 
[ .•• how I came (on wheels) with carINS] 
(JB, R 191/194) 
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10.14.13 Locative 
203a) without demur they left their nets, their boats .•. 
203b) 
203c) 
bez odmluv odch~eli od svich. s{t{ ... 
[ ... without demur went 'away from theirGENnetsGENJ 
(MK., .213/208) 
he continually piCked his nose 
rypalse 'v nose 
[... (he) pickedinnoseLOcl 
They now occupied .the same bedroom 
Ted" spolu spaly vestejnempokoji 
" (5, 32}66) 
[Now together. (they} slept in same room] 
(Th., .292j 114) 
.2Q3d} .She oS troked .:my ,hand 
I>oh.ladila :lIID.e 'poruce 
[ (she)s troked 'me on handj 
(JB, R 228}233) 
(203c} is an interesting example of how ·the two languages distribute 
the components' of meaning in: the sentence. .Englbh uses a 
seman~ically in.distinctiveverb and specifies the nature of action 
in .the complement. Czech.~ on the other hand, .specifies· the action 
in the verb and, consequently, can use a less explicit complement . 
. Schematically the rearrangement of the components of meaning can 
be represented .as follows: 
English 
Verb. [occupation] 
Comp lemen t: [room] 
[for purposes of 
Czech. 
[occupation J 
'J' [forpurposes.of 
'. [room] 
sleeping] 
sleeping] 
.. 
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This is an example of an economic rendering of the situation in 
both languages. Czech, however, is quite often more redundant 
in repeating some of the semantic components ,in both the V and 
the complement (compare 10.12). 
10.14.14 Iterativity'of Seme.s in'y +O'(Adv)'Groups 
The tendency towards the transitive rendering of verbal action in 
English is helped by the fact 'that there is not such a strong need 
for semantic iterativity as there is in Czech. As was pointed 
out above, English can select a semantically neutral transitive 
verb (take, have, share, use, etc.) as a vehicle of predicative 
categories ,and rely on the semantically -explicit complement for 
a further specification of ,action: 
204a) 
204b) 
204c) 
204d) 
204e) 
(It ,was as if) we ,shared the same lungs 
jakobychom dychali jedn~mi ,pl{cemi 
[ ••• as if we breathed (with) ,sameINS lungs INS] 
(JB, R 107/107) 
I have taken Charles 'advice 
'Zar{dil j sem se podle Charlesovy rady •• '. 
[I acted - aux - refl - ac::ording to Charles"adviceJ 
(JB, R 106/107) 
You have to have all the facts 
, , • tI'. Mus~te 'se seznaJIUt se vsem fakty 
[(yoti) must - refl- acquaint with all factsINS ] 
(GG, 36/28) 
I'd used the living room 
Bival jsem v obyvac{mpokoji 
[ (I) lived -aux ..... in Ii vingLOC ~OC J 
(JB, R 12/11) 
I took some awful jobs 
". ,,, ~'h Delala J sem v hroznych zamestnan~c 
[(I) worked - aux- in terrible jobs] (JB, R ;L00/100) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- > 
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10.14.15 Manner Case in R 
English reveals a considerable degree of resistance to the use of 
adverbs in the R, presumab 1y because syntacticallY they are not 
we:igh:ty enough to constitute a suitable symmetrical counterpart 
to the subject, as is the case with the favoured SVO construction. 
They are also largely avoided when other right-hand participants 
are present,again, it appears, for reasons of, syntactic symmetry • 
. To avoid their use English resortstoa number of syntactic 
reconstructions. 
Czech: 'Verb + (0) ,+; Adv ' 
10.14.151 Conversion of Manner Adverb into 0 
Examples: 
20Sa) 
20Sb} 
Mario speaks uoEnglish 
Mario'n~luv{anglicky 
[Mario not speaks in -English] 
He played ,a blinder 
[(he) played tremendously J 
(GG, T 106/106) 
(St, 26/23) 
10.14.152 Conversion of Manner Adverb into 'Attributive Adjective + 
(Prop) Noun I 
Examples: 
206a) The Marchesa led a still, whispering existence 
, ".1. v ' v Markyza si Zl. a~.. 'f'oc:.~p!:lI\u 
[Marchesa - refl - lived quietly, whisperingly ] 
(Con, 60/57)' 
206b) 
206c) 
206d) 
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You couldn't have ... look.ed a lovelier thing 
Nemohla js.te ... vypadatptivabn~ji 
[(you) could not ... aux ... look. lovelier (Adv)] 
We .ate huge meals . 
Jedli jsme velicemnoho 
I (~e) ate -. ·aux .- very-much] 
1. lead a very'pleasant life here 
Ziju si .tady velmip:Hje.mn.~ 
(JW ,88/82) 
(JB, 191/194) 
[(1) live'-' ren .- here very pleasantly J 
(GG, 115/92) 
This is a very common method ofach.ievingthe .afore-ment,ioned 
syo symmetry. The· adverb is converted into an adjective, which 
is then placed as .anattribute ·to the nominal part of .aparticular 
phrasal verb (cf. 10.13 above). With rhematic manner adverbs 
this noun is very often just a prop-word, tautologically 
repeating the semantics of the verb, e.g. 'eat l - 'meal' in (c) 
or 'lead' -. 'existence' in (a) and even' 'lead I (or I~')­
'life' as in (d) ,or having very broad meaning ('thing', 'course', 
'expression'). Although these appear at the end of the sentence, 
due to their semantic insignificance, they merely provide head 
words for the rhe.matic Manner cases in the form of adjectival 
"b 70 attn .. utes .. 
Another va'riety of this coastru.!tion is 'rendering 'ManAdv' 
as an attributive genitive to a prop-noun. Examples: 
207.a) His care had an effect of charm 
Jeho pecliyost p~sobila·F~vabne. 
[His care looked charmingly J 
(GG, 43/33) 
207b) 
207c) 
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It'll do you a power .of good 
[(Will) do you it much well] 
·She had an air of self-possession 
P~sobila jiste aklidn~ 
[Looked (she) .sure1yand· calmly] 
(KA, 211/248) 
(JW, 97/91) 
10.14.153 Czech: 'V + 0+ Adv'; English: 'V + (Attr -+ 0)' 
When there is an object present, it will serve as a ·head.-word 
for the rhematic attribute. Rere there is a certain degree of 
FSP ambivalence in English. Compare: 
.208) Will 'you give mea free .:sample? 
-, . Date ~vzorek zadarmo7 
[(Will you):- give lIlesamp1.efree (Adv).?] 
(JB. R 227/231) 
Depending on the nucleus, the rheme prop.er can ei ther be 
the .attribute or the 'Attr+ 0' group. The·FSP reading can be 
disambiguated by . the use of an adverbial alternative'il:' the final 
position. ln this case English prefers a weightier nominal 
paraphrase to a simple ad,,!,erb, Le. 
2081) 
Similarly: 
209a) 
Czech.; 
Will you give me a sample free of charge? 
*Re looked at me greedily 
Re gave me a greedy look 
lie looked at me with greed (in a greedy manner/way) 
[Looked (he}-, refl - at me greedily J 
209b) 
Czech.: 
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H.e added softly, {quietly} 
[He added ina quiete.rvoice j 
Dodal tlumenE! 
[Added (he)muffled!ly] 
(GG, 56j44) 
10.14.154 Czech: 'V of action + Adv~English.: IVbe+ 'Adj I 
Examples: 
210a) 
210b) 
,210c) 
2l0d) 
2l0e.) 
I feel T, have been very-stupid 
Asi jsem jednala stra~li.ve 'h.loupe 
[Probably'''' aux~, (I) acted extremely stUpidly] 
(KA, 198/222) 
Welch~, always very straigh.tforward' 
Y ." Welch. pos tupoval,vzdypn.mo. 
[Welch proceeded ,always directly] 
(KA, 8Ij93). 
Her ••. eyes ~ tender and amused 
J 
., v. ,. V V ¥ . . v eJ~ •.• oc~ se d~valy nezne apobavene 
[Her ... eyes - refl - .looked tenderly and .amusedly1 
We have to be ,realistic ••• 
Mus:lmeuvazovat realisticky 
[(We) must think realistically] 
If you would be ,frank :with D:e 
Kdybystese 'mnou mluvil, otevrene 
[If you would wi,th me speak frankly] 
(JB, R 97/98) 
(JW, 265/257) 
(GG, 101jl08) 
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210£) The vOLcewasconfident again 
alas znel opet sebevedomJ 
[(The) voice sounded again confidently] 
(KA, 193/2l7) 
These are instances of quasi""qualification. The adjectives refer 
to .a temporary quality71. In Given's analysis they are verb-based 
adjectives paraphrasablewith·the verbs 'act/1;Iehave + adverb ' , 
th.e 'verb being represented .intb.e surface structure by 'be" 
(Given, 1970 : 830ff). When compared wi th Czech we can see that 
there the underlying verb is used explicitly in strict accordance 
witn the needs of semantic concord between the verb ·and its 
actants. Let us sum up the relationships schematically: 
English Czech (in translation) 
.a) .1 ~ stupid 
b) welCh~ ~straightforward 
- ·.act stupidly 
,- 'Proceed directly 
look tenderly 
d} think realistically 
e2 you frank. .,... speak frankly 
f) voice confident sO\nl.d confidently 
When decoding the various meanings of the verb 'be' in 
these sentences the translator must refer to the semantics of the 
actants on both sides as well as to the context and the situation. 
Thi.s is yet another example ofa higher degree of contextual 
dependen~e of the English sentence constituents than is the case 
in ,Czech:"""" 
11. Czech.. Predicative Adjec'fiveain th..e R and theb~English 
. Coun terparts 
One of th..e basic ways of describing qualities of the subject in 
Czech is the use of the 'copula + predicative adjective'. In 
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English, as was shown in th.e preceding pages, the adjectives of 
the 'be + Adj' predications very often designate a temporary 
feature of the action'and are therefore related to the deep 
structure verb of the 'act~behave' type. In other words they 
fulfil --the function normally discharged by . adverbs , i.e .. that of 
modifying verbal action. When translating the Czech 'be + pred Adj' 
constructions, in which the adjective is call~d upon to single out 
certain characteris tfcs of- the ·s ubj ect, .English has to resort. to 
certain syntactic changes. In ·general we may say that th.ere is 
a strong tendency. towards translating the CzeCh adjective by a 
nominal expression. 
, . 'tb. 'L-.. f . b' 72 11.1 . ·Equatl..veconstructl..on Wl.. tu.e use 0 a generlc'su stl..tute 
In this construction the Czech adjective isexp.ressed by a group 
'.Adj ecti ve+N (Pronoml) '.Examples: 
211a) 
211b) 
_211 e) 
You are a .fmlny chap, Joe 
Ty jsi 1egra~{, .Joe Uny translation) 
[You are funny, Joe] 
people are erringereatures 
1idi j sou ehybuj fer 
[ • .. peop leare erring] 
(.m, R 110) 
\I 
(S, 28/63) 
In Sarajevo it 'must have been a pretty ugly business 
V tom Sarajevu to muse10 bYtO.!klivf 
[In that Sarajevo it must have been ugly] 
v (S, 8/46) 
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211d) The officer was a goodman 
" , 
velitel byl 'slu$ny 
[ ..• (the) officer waadecentJ 
0iK, 76/78) 
.211e) liie is a splendid thing 
V. • 'd1.. " Zl. vot J e na u.erny ••. 
r... life is sp 1endid ••• ) 
(MK., 186/181) 
211f) My first thoughts were selfish ones 
Me prvnr myslenky byly .sobecke 
[My firs t thoughts were . selfish] 
(GG, C 57/18) 
The generic .substitutes .include such words as 'man', 'boy', 
, ". '1' 'hi1d' , ~ 11 ' , _1. - , h woman" . gl.r ., .c .' " ..Le. ow" ~p  or t e more .. general 
'lot' ('We humans are a rubbishy lot'), 1 thing' ,'business' ,'one' 
('ones'). These words serve as nominal heads for the respective 
adjectives. They are prop-wordsand as such they have on1ya 
vert loose semantic bond with the noun (subject) for which they 
stand as substitutes. Thus, for example, the word 'thing' can 
easily 'be used even asa substitute for a noun having the feature 
[HUMAN], cf. 'She is ~ nice little thing'. In'Po1dauf's words: 
"Tedy a strong man je sveho druhu substantivisad adjektiva 
strong. Zn amen a proste nositele jmenovane v1astnosti, niko'li 
tedy 'Snad nutne jen c1oveka, ktery ma jmenovanou v1astnost 
, "''', 73 ( v napadne ~re. ' Poldauf, 1972:204). This phenomenon can> be 
seen as another aspect of the English tendency towards 
nomina1ization. From the FSP· viewpoint it .agrees with the tendency 
to express R ~y means of nominal elements which are structurally 
more suited for this role than such word classes as verbs or 
adjectives. 
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Po1dauf points out that in Czech it is also possible to 
express qualities by means of nominal predicates of the type 
'on je hlupak' [he is a fool], 'on je dobrak' [he is a good (man)], 
but they seldom mean just simply a 'bearer of a certain quality'. 
They suggest an extraordinary degree ·of the particular quality. 
This larger degree of the quality can be expressed by means of 
intensifying adjectives ,like. treguiar"·.,·:(posi~ive".;: 'precip.liS":.~ 
'downright', etc., e.g. 'a regular fool', 'a downright ass' ,etc • 
. . ~ 
(Poldauf, 1972:203). It may be suggested that the use of an 
indefinite article in suCh constructions as: 
2l2a) lie isa nuisance 
2l2b) She is ;a dear 
212c} lie is a pain in the neck 
implies .a considerable degree of the particular quality. The:y 
are very often used in exclamatory sentences, e.g. 
213) What .a bore she is 
In Czech this is often expressed by ·the use of intensifying 
particles, e.g. 
2131) 
, 
Ten je ale otravny 
[lie is -. iD.tensifier 
Ten je ale nudny 
unpleasant] 
[lie is - intensifier - boring] 
11.1.1 A further degree of nominalization can be seen in :such 
cases where the attributively placed ,adjective is Changed into 
an of-phrase postmodifier of~"the nomi~a: zub~titute, e.g. 
214a} lier expression was one of intentness 
" "1 ." Vyraz me a naRJaty 
[Expression (she) had intent] 
(KA, 186/210) 
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2l4b) This was an act of courage 
. /'" '" Bylo to odvazne 
rWas it courageous] 
(MK., 237 }23l) 
11.2 Very often the Czech rhemati.c adjective is ,translated 
analytically by means ofa nominal prepositional phrase, cf. 
2l5a) 
215b) 
My situation was .almost beyond hope, 
Mcisituacebyla temer be.~l:i.adejna 
[My situation W~S .almost hopeless] 
(MK., 233j227) 
Their contribution •.• was of equal worth 
.. h '1 b ' JeJ J.c podJ. •.• ·· '11 rovnocenny 
[Their share ... was equal] 
(MK., 138/136) 
Other phrases of -this kind whi.ch.arefrequently used are; for 
example, ~of importance' (d~lezit:Y), 'of relevance' (relevantnt), 
'of influence', 'of use', etc. The use of these 'analytical 
adjectives' has an added advantage in that they can be further 
qualified by adjectives instead of adverbs (e.g. 'the theory was 
of considerab le relevance' ins tead of 'the theory was' very 
relevant'), which yields a structurally .favoured symmetrical 
construction with. a compact nominalizedpredi.cative. 
11.3 Certain English adjectives are not able to .appear independently 
in the predicate. It,. certain meanings they ,are so Closely conr.ected 
-"'''with. thair ht:!aci word that they would be .felt ss s·emantically 
deficient on their own. In this case it is quite common to see 
the head word repeated "without producing the :sensation of 
excessive redundancy that they do elsewhere" (Bolinger, .1967: 16) . 
Examples: 
216a) 
216b) 
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Most of the Andalusia.n·dancea are.solo da.nces , 
And 1 k " . " v • ,.-a us e tance JSou vetsl.nou solove 
[Andalusian dances are mostly solo (Adj)] 
v (C, LS 236/133) 
The novelists we studied were mostly regional novelists 
(ones) 
(Bolinger, 1%7;16) 
Noveliste, ktere jsme studovalibyli ve.t~inou regionalnt 
IThe novelists which - aux - (we) studied were mostly 
. l71J. 
regJ.ona J 
The capacity for independence in the predicate is obviously 
.connected with the degree ,to which .adjectives .are semantically 
. d . h' h . 75 
.l.,ntegrate wl.tt el.r nouns .• Generally we may say that Czech 
adjectives are more independent than English ones. But when a 
Czech. adjective becomes a part of a compound word, it cannot 
easily 'be de tached from its nominal head word ei ther, cf. 
217) These nouns are common nouns 
Tato jmena j sou jmena obecna 
[These no1.U'l.S are names common] 
(Bolinger" 16) 
11.2.1 Repetition is sometimes avoided by shifting the thematic 
noun into the final position. .In this case a cataphoric
76 
pronominal copy is left in T (demonstrative 'pronoun 'this', 'that', 
or an independent possessive, :e. g. 'mine', 'yours') . Examples : 
2l8a) This was a cruel religion 
'Toto nabozenstv:( bylO 'kIute 
. [This religion was cruel] 
(MK., 222/216) 
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218b) Mine was not a destructive protession 
2l8c) 
'Moje povo1an.L neby10 destrtiktivn:L 
[My profession was not destructive] 
But tneirs was a successful match 
Ale jejich manzelstv{ bylouspesne 
[But their marriage was successful] 
(GG, 160/165) 
(Con, 73/66) 
Despite the fact that the nouns stand in tne final position, the 
nucleus falls on the attributive adjective and it is obviously 
felt to be the most dynamic segment in the sentence in the same 
way as in those cases where generic substi tutesare used. 
12. Rb.eme in Non-.finalPosi.tion 
12.0 So far we ,have concentrated on meCh.anisms ,in English whiCh. 
make it poss.ible for the R to assume its favourite position at the 
end or towards the ·end of the sentence, Le. on grammatical 
reconstructions that allow a linear arrangement of tne verb and 
its, actants, which. is similar to that typical of languages with 
'free' word order. The syntactic constraints of the English 
sentence do not always allow this .arrangement. To compensate 
for this, English has at its dispo,sal a number of devices which 
mark out the Rin an unambiguous fashion :regardless of its 'position 
~n the sentence. One of them- tne use of the indefinite article -
has already been treated (Chapter 4). In this section WE-wil:!. 
have a closer look at tne other major methods,i.e. (1) syntactic 
shifts (periphrastic constructions), (2) use of lexical rhematizers, 
(3) italicization, and (4) use ot emphatic 'what (a) ... ' and 'such 
(a) 'cons tructions . 
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12.1 Periphras tic Rhematizing Constructions 
12.11 Cleft sentence 
It is (was) ... R ... that (which, who, e) + Quasi-relative Clause (T) 
According to Quirk ,:et-a~. (1972)~! --_ -
lithe usefulness of the -cleft sentence partly resides in 
its unambiguous marking of the focus information, where 
the clue of intonation is absent. The highlighted 
element has the full ilnplication of contrastive focus: 
the rest of the clause is taken as -~iven.n 
(p.95l) 
The cleft construction can give prominence to most sentence members, 
e.g. 
1. Subject 
219a) It was the Serbs who did it 
To udelali Srbove 
IIt ACC did (the}-SerbsNOM ] 
-v (5, -9/46) 
219b) It was I that wrote that _letter 
.; ; 
Ten dopis jsem psal Ja sam 
[That letter .,..- aux- -wrote I --myself] 
COG,' 78/101) 
219c) It was the smell which had upset me most 
Nejv{c mne tenkrat rozru~ilten pach 
. 
[MostmeACC that time upset the smell~mM ] 
(MK, 181/177) 
219d) It was the intensity of his-mannertb.at was more noticeable ~,,-. ----,-;;;.-~;;;.....;~~~ 
Ale mnohem napadnejs{ byla naruzivostjeho chovan:L 
[But more noticeable was intensity (of) his manner] 
(JW, 99/93) 
2lge) 
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It was Bertrand who won the contest 
Ze souteze vysel vftezne Bertrand 
[From (the) contest came out victoriously Bertrand] 
(KA, .5l}60) 
This type of construction is very convenient for marking the 'subject 
as R since, as we showed earlier 'in this chapter, English subjects 
are almost exclusively reserved for ·thematicpo~itions. But it 
is also frequent with those members of thesentencewh.ich are 
more rhemeworthy, cf. 
2.Direct Object 
220a} 
220b} 
~or it is builders that we must become 
Nebol my se musfmestat staviteli 
[For we '-, refl' ... m~st become builders] 
It was my wife I murdered 
Zabil jsem svou vlastn{ ienu 
[(I) murdered ,- aux- my own wife] 
(JW, 115}109) 
(GG, 37/28) 
3. Indirect Object 
221) It was for her I took that oldbat.tle 
(I>oldauf, 1972 :121; from Galsworthy) 
Do te bi tvy j sem se 'dal kvuli l1.:l (my trans lation) 
[Into that battle (I) went for~J 
4. Adverbial of Time 
222ai It was in September I first noticed it 
(Quirk et aZ., 1972:953) 
ysiml j sem si toho poprve v . zar:l 
[(L) noticed ~. aux .... ·refl - it in September] 
~--------------------~--------------------------------------------' -
222b) 
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It was yesterday th.at George flew to Prague 
Do Prahy letel Jirtv.tera 
To Prague flew George yesterday, 
CFirbas, 1967:141) 
5. Adverbial of Place 
223) it was here that the major lived (my translation) 
.zde vlastne bydli': starosta 
h.ere actuCl,lly lives ,(the} maj or 
., 
(5, 643/177) 
12.11.1 This construction can accommodate rhematic elements of 
various kinds and length - individual words, phrases, clauses, 
and even larger stretches of 'text' condensing' several predications, 
cf. 
224) It was the memory of the red-headed .young 'man who had 
fired on' us thatcondi tioned my choice of ,a route ,to 
Wes tmi.nster 
(JW ,151) 
In this sen tenceth.e cleft construction p.uts into relief a 
conflation of two predications, i.e" '.1 remembered a red-headed 
youn.g man',. 'The red-headed young 'man had fired on us' '. 
The cleft construction cannot be used for highlighting 
adjectives or finite verbs. As was shown earlier in this chapter, 
these two partS· of speech are.not very sUitable for the rhematic 
function without bt.ing converted into constructions containing 
~vminal elements. The same method can be applied in the case of " 
focussing qualities and actions by means of cleft sentences. 
Th.us, for example, in the sentence: 
225) John teaches to e.arn a living 
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the action of teaching can be highlighted as rhematic after the 
verb is p'ut into the gerund, the expression of grammatical 
categories having been shifted to the auxiliary 'do', i.e. 
226) It is teaching that John does to earn ,a living 
Similar conyers ions can be ,app lied to ,adjec'tives, e. g. 
227) What I hate is that he is (so) stupid 
228) It is his extreme stupidity (or stupid behaviour) that 
I hate 
12.11.2 Cleft sentences are generally treated as a kind of' 
relative clause. Jespersen (1927) refers to them as "restrictive 
clauses introduced by 'it is '''. He -points out, however, that 
they are interesting from the logical point of view "because it 
is not really the antecedent (or what looks like an antecedent) 
that is restricted1:>Y ,a 'relative clause". (p. 88) • In sentences 
like: 
229} It ~s the wife that decides 
or: 
230} It was the battle of Waterloo that decided the fate 
of Europe 
the predicatives following after 'it is' (i.e.' respectively 
'the wife' and 'the battle of Waterloo') are so definite that 
they cannot be restricted any further ((229) could be understood 
restrictively only when referring to a polygamous society). 
Jespersen therefore comes to the conclusion that "the relative 
clause •.. might be said to belong''''T'athertc 'it' t110Il to the 
predicative following after 'it is'" (p.89). 
In his Analytic Syntax (first published 193n Jespersen 
reconsidered his treatment of this construction and suggested an 
analysis which is close to that of the Prague Scholars ; he 
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proposes to take 'it is (is i.t) + th.e connective word' (if any 
such. is fotmd} as a kind of extraposition and "treat the rest 
of the sentence as if there had been no intercalation" 77 • When 
dealing with the ftmction of the construction, he came to the 
conclusion that it:':: 
"serves as a d e m 0 n s t rat i v e ge s t ur e 
to point at one part of the sentence to which the attention 
of the hearer is to be drawn ,especially. In some 
cases ••• this construction may be considered one of the 
means by which the disadvantages of having a comparatively 
rigid grammatical word order (SVO) can be obviated." 
(p.76) 
This latter fact, he ;suggests, explains why 'simiiar constructions 
are not fotmd, or rather not usedextens.ively, in languages i.n 
which the word order .is considerably less rigid, e.g. Slavonic 
languages, German ·or ·Spanish78 • 
.. 
Our researCh has shown that Czech uses this construction 
very rarely. There is no intrinsic need for its use, since, as 
we can see from examples (219-222), most English cleft sentences 
can be rendered quit~ adequately by non-cleft Czech sentences 
withth.e respectiveRs in the final position. In modern Czech 
prose we have encoUntered only a few examples of a Czech variety 
of the cleft sentence, Le. 'byl(-a, -0,-1., -y,-a) to + R + 
(k. ' , )' co tery ,-a ... 'was (inflection endings) it + R + what 
(whi~)' and in all cases it could have been expressed by the 
mor~~usual means of word order .and/or the rhematizing lexical 
means. ExamPle: 
23la) . '" d d ". k. ,.. k v l'kl Byla to Jen ta praz nota v USl., tera Jl. nemu tau, a 
Was it only that emptiness in soul whiCh herACCto hi~AT drew 
[It was just the emptiness of .her soul which drew her to him] 
(MK., 226/220) 
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This sentence can be viewed as a stylisti"c variant of the less 
marked alternatives such as: 
23lb) 
,23lc) 
Tilila j i k n~u ta ·pr.{zdnota v' du~i 
[Drew her to him that emptiness in soul] 
T,{h.la ji k nemuprav~' ta prazdno.tav· dusi 
[Drew her to himprecisely·thatemptirte.ssin.soul] 
23ld) 'Praveta prazdnotav dusi -ji ',k .nemu, tahla 
[Precisely that emptiness in soul ~her ACCto him dre~ J 
23le) To ta prazdnota y du~i ' ••• 
[it (expletive} that emptiness. in -soul ••• etc.] 
It appears that the various methods of signalling the R 
in Czech., such as we can see in C23la) -to (231d), ·ref1ect ,a 
certain cline of differing degrees of emphasis imparted totheR 
.by means of (1) .the ,posi'tion in the sentence, (2) lexical 
, . ~ 
rhematizers, (3) -periphrasis, .and (4) a combination of (1) (3). 
A further criterion·whicb..must be taken into account is that of 
the interaction between the thematic .and rhematic 'segments and 
the context. Within the 1st instance (cL Chapter 1, Section 3) 
in Czech, we can observe ,at least three distinct levels of 
emphasi.s onR: (1) UNMARKED, i.e. signalled by the end position 
only - as in (23lb), (2) MARKED, .i .e . .signalled by the usual 
end position + a rhematizing word such as 'pr.{ve.', 'jenom' (only), 
etc. - example (231c) ,and (3) STRONGLY 'MARKED - ·signa11ed by 
-rhematizing words and/or the expletive particle "-te' in the non-
final position and/or by cleaving -examples (23la) and (231d). 
Unlike the 2nd instance sentences (which copy almost eXactly a 
sentence from the preceding context,singling out one member ·for 
the purposes of emphasis, ,e.g. 
232) John did not win 
But he did win), 
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these methods of emphasis depend less heavi,ly on the immediate 
context. There is a clearly observable tendency, however, towards 
the use of more emphatic means as the depend~ncyon the immediate 
context increases. 
The. use ,of the cleft sentence is stylistically marked as 
rather rhetorical and very often appears in pOlitical speeches or 
in polemical articles,. Danes (l9.57) exemplifies the construction 
with the ,following examples": 
233) Byla to strana, ktera Jaroslava H.a~kazmenila •.• 
234} 
[Was it (the) Party, whi.~OM Jaroslav ACC H.a~ekACC changed ••• J 
It was the Party which changed Jaroslav H.asek 
v ." ,., , " Byla to predevsl.mnarodnl. hesla, ktera mela oklamat 
[Were it bef~17e ,all national slogans, whi ch ••• ] 
lIt was the nationalistic slogans ;which were to deceive 
the working 'class 
(p.77) 
In. less elevated styles the marked degrees of emphasis are 
preferably catered for by lexical rhematizers. 
The English cleft sentence construction appears to be 
able to express all these shades of meaning, the degree of emphasis 
being further specified by contextual means (and intonation in 
'spoken discourse). It can bring into relief an element which is 
completely NEW. Ex::mxple (beginning ofa new chapter): 
235) (In the lllaj ority of cases the modern travel,ler traverse.:: 
foreign countries in a dire'ction :which~ so to speak., 
runs counter to the course of history). Usually it is 
the chief railway station of the chief city whi.ch forms 
the starting point of his investigations ... 
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This is an examp le of IJNMAR.KED emphasis (Grade 1); as was shown 
earlier, in ~zech it is normally rendered by word-order means, cf. 
235a) 'I, k . h '" h t •• C!' " "... '" Na zacat u Je 0 novyc poznat1'>.U stoJ:l. obyceJne hlavu1. 
nadraz{ ••. 
y 
(C, H 284/8) 
[At (the) beginning (of) his new findings stands usually 
. (the) main station] 
~n.English.itcan easily be paraphrased by 'the passive in order 
to put the R in the final position,for ,example: 
235b) The starting point of his investigation is usually 
formed by the chief railway station 
A certain degree of contrastive emphasis is introduced 
when this rhematic element is semantically (along the paradigmatic 
. ) 79 1 d' 1 . h d' f ~s re ate ·to so~e e ement l.nt e prece long context, c • 
236) (On.ce, it was true, ••• she had broken down, 'said she 
wanted to die, not to wait: that was hysteria) 
Later it was her endurance and her patience which he 
had found most unbearable 
(GG, 89/71) 
In Czech. this 1..5 best 'rendered by the MARKED (Grade 2) emphasis, 
e.g. 
Fozdeji mu pripadala nanejvYs nesnesiteln~ zase jej{ 
vytrvalost a trpelivost 
[Later (to) h.i~AT seemed most unb~arableagain (rhematizer) 
her enduraneeandpati€.:l..:e] 
The .STRONGLY MARKED degree of emphasis (Grade 3), can be 
demonstrated by the following piece of text: 
237) (You remember the dogs, .dear. They ,are ~n the photo) 
It was them gave Curran the idea 
(GG, T 39/38) 
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Here the cleft construction puts into relief an element clearly 
defined .in the preceding context. In Czech it is best expressed 
by the non ... ·fina1 position and the use of rhematizers, i.e. 
Prav;' ti privedli Curranana ten napad 
[Precisely they brought Curran to that. idea] 
Or: 
To oniprivedli Curranana ten napad 
[~t (expletive) they brought Curran ~o that idea] 
Typical of this emphatic use of the construction is that 
the R is carrying the lowest degree of CD. The rest of the 
sentence is introduced for .the first time although it is not 
entirely NEW - it can be said to belong to the STOCK OF SHARED 
KNOWLEDGE (cf. Chapter 1, Section 2) - it is part of .the memories 
of.the participants in the discourse. We wish to stress again 
that here even this contrastive emphasis does not go beyond the 
boundaries of the 1st instance although it is coming very close 
to it. 
This grade of emphasis can sometimes be expressed in 
English by the combination of 'cleft construction + lexical 
rhematizer', e.g. 
238) (He had conveyed as clearly as he dared that) 
it was for him alone the battle was over 
~ ",v , 
ze on .samma uz dobojovano 
[ • •• that he himself. has already finishedf:':"ghting] 
~ .. (GG, 190/156) 
The question of marking emphasis <in written texts is an 
extremely cOIIJplex ·one and we would not lik.eto claim that our 
three"'.gradescale is in any way cOIIJplete enough to cover all the 
possible shades of emphasis. The fact that the oyertmarkers 
function in a close relationship with. the particular contextual 
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conditions makes it rather opaque and difficult to describe lon 
terms of precise rules. The general tendency which we have 
tried to demonstrate with the use of the English cleft construction 
and its Czech counterparts can be formulated as follows: the 
English cleft construction serves as an overt marker of the R 
but it does not provide fora more delicate signalization of 
the various shades of emphasis the -R can carry, the latter 'task 
being left to contextualmeans..Yet ,againtp,.e decoding of the 
English sentence is shown to be more dependent on the contextual 
(and situationai) environment than the Czech sentence, which 
tends to express the vari.ous shades of emphasis placed on the R 
overtly. 
The iJnpossibility of formulating exact rules in this sphere 
is perhaps one of the reasons for the frequent imprecisions 
perpetrated by translators 'who do .not fully appreciate the 
delicate balance between the various means the two languages have 
at their disposal. 
In translations from English we very often encounter 
instances of under-emphasis caused by omitting lexical rhematizers. 
Examples: 
239) He felt that it was things like this that kept him going 
, ., 'v v "'. , h ." , Clotil, ze 'zazitky toho drUhu v nem ZloVl. neutuc aJl.cl. 
plamen optimismu 
[(He) felt that things of that kind in him (are) 
feed (in g) (the) unquenchable flame of optimism J 
(KA, 174/196) 
':{:{l," 
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The omission of a rhematizer (e.g. 'pr.{ve' - .::·precisely·) changes 
the FSP reading. 'Zazitky -toho drunu' things of that kind is 
presented as a T while 'neutuchaj{c{ plamen optimismu' 
[unquenchable flame of optimism] is felt to be the R. Similarly: 
240) It's we who are materialists 
A my jsme materialiste 
[And weare materialists] 
(GG, ·120/97) 
Instead of: 
( ~Y)' , , " Tomy or, prave my Jsme mater~al~ste 
[(expletive) we (or, precisely 'we) are materialists] 
In English, on the other hand, we can see numerous cases 
of 'over-emphasis' 'or the unnecessary use of lexical rhematizers 
in combination with cleft constructions. A typical example is 
the use of 'precisely' in .cleftconstructions • Although. it is 
not an obvious mistake, it typically .appears with extreme 
frequency in translated materials rather than in original writing 
as a counterpart to the frequently used rhematizer 'pr{v~'. 
Examples: 
241) And it is precisely this minor seventh which I love 
in our folk songs' .•. 
A j a maIn v nasich lidovYch p{sn{ch ra'd prav~ tu malou 
septimu 
I And I like in our folk :songs precisely the minor 
'-w-. sevE"Tl.!h.J 
(MK, 128/127) 
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242) ... that it was precisely her artlessness and ignorance 
which made me so fond of her 
prave jej[ neumelosti a neznalosti jsou mi drahe ... 
[ ... 'precisely her artlessness and ignorance are to me dear] 
(MK, 76/78) 
243) Later it was this very ordinarine~s whiCh touched 
and attracted me 
d '" , , " ,v , mne poz eJ~ prave tatoobycejnost doj~malaa 
pritahovala 
[ •.. me later precisely this ordinariness touched and 
attracted] 
(MK, 63/66) 
12.12 Periphrasis with Generic Substitutes 'one - ones-
people- person - ~', etc • 
. Examples: 
244) ( .•• I have found myself in real need of assistance and) 
'he was the one who always rendered it ,to me 
~ y • y 
a prave on ~ vzdycky pomahl 
[ ••. and precisely he (to) meDATalways helped] 
(MK, 209/205) 
245) that I had been the one who wanted to hear about him 
.'i/"'~ 
246) 
ze jsem se j{ piece jasam na neho ptal 
[ •.• that - aux - refl - herGEN precisely I myself 
about him asked ] 
(MK, 205/197) 
that those were -the people I liked 
" , "v ak. "l'd' 'd ze mam prave t ove ~ ~ra a 
[ ••• that (I.) precisely such people like] 
(MK, 22/26) 
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These constructions discharge the same task as the 'it is ••• that' 
construction and can be paraphrased by it, cf. 
244a) 
245a) 
it was he who always rendered assistance 
it was I who wanted to hear about him 
The examples suggest ·that the nouns which are highlighted 
by this construction are always heavily emphasized. The 
construction is thus one of ·the means of expres~ing Rs carrying 
Grade 3 emphasis. 
12.12.1 Similar to this type .are also paraphrases with 'the only', 
'the first', etc. ~ in!: 
247) F1amvi11e (R) are the only people to do it 
A pomoct vammuze jenom firmaF1amville 
And (to) help (to) YO~AT can .on1y (the) ,firm F1amvi 11e 
(JB, "L 201/194) 
24'8) Mark (R) was the :first .to see me 
Prvn:L' me uvide1 Mark 
;FirstmeACCsaw Mark 
(JB ,L 145/141) 
The shifting of Rs into non-fina1 positions and the 
variation of emphasis on the R is not, however, limited to the 
cleft constructions only. Let us now deal in greater detail with 
the alternative means used for this purpose in wri tten texts, 
'notab1y the use of lexical rhematizers and of italicization (the 
use of articles having been treated in Ch.apter4). 
12.2 Lexical Rhematizer~ 
When dealing with the question of the FSP homonymy "revealed by 
the English 'i.t is ••• that 'cleft construction,we. mentioned 
some lexical rhematizers used in Czech to correspond to the said 
English construction. In the present section we will have ,a 
closer look at the problem. 
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Linguis,tic literature quotes numerous languages having at 
their dis,posal particles which unambiguously distinguish between 
the thematic and rhematic information. 
Kuuo (1969, 1972) presents an analysis of the Japanese 
particles twa' and'ga'; the former is used to mark the T, the 
latter the R, cf. 
249} John wa watakusi no 'tomodatidesu 
[John 's 'friend is] 
John is :my friend 
250) John ga baka desu 
[John fool is) 
It is John who is stupid 
(19 n : 270-271) 
Kotsoudas (1966) 'adduces examples of the ,use of the 
rhematizing particle 'na' ,in Krio" a language in Sierra ,Leone: 
25la) i go it banana 
He will eat banana 
25lb) na ~banana i bay 
, He bought bananas (R.) 
Similarly: 
252) na dikic!in i it binc 
He ate beans in the kitchen (R.) 
253) ~a 7 go it 'r£s 
He (R.) will eat rice 
(p.222) . 
. v.;. 
Accordin.g to Panfilov (1968) some of the Altaic languages 
(e. g. Nivkhi and Jukahir) use suffi:xes for the marking of the R~ 
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"In the Nivkh.i language, for instance, whenever the logical 
predicate of the judgement is expressed not by the grammatical 
predicate but by some other member of the" sentence, 
the latter takes on a specific predicative suffix -ma, 
~a, ·-da." 
Examples: 
254) Revgun vid'la?80 hevgun vid'E! 
Is Revg1.ID coming? Yes, Hevgun is coming· 
.. . 
As against: 
255) . Hevgunla vid'?·Hevgunda vid' 
Is it Revgun coming? Ye.s, it is Revg1.ID coming 
(p.22) 
In European languages there are no specific particles 
whose sole function would be marking the FSP segments, but the 
same role is frequently discharged by restrictive and additive 
adj1.IDcts whose .semantics makes them suitable for marking out the 
R, since it yery often involves some degree of emphasis. 
Quirk et .aZ. (1972) list the following 'FOCUSSING ADJUNCTS' 
operating in English: 
I .RE.STR! CTlVES 
a) EXCLUSIVES, i. e. such adj uncts as restrict the application of 
the cOJIDllunication exclusively to the part focussed: 'alone', 
'exactly', 'exclusively', 'just', 'merely', 'only', 'precisely', 
'purely', 'simply', 'solely'. 
b} PARTICULARIZERS, i.e. such adj1.IDcts as restrict the application 
of the cOJIDlluuication particularly 0:: )T...:li:lly ~o the part focussed: 
'chiefly', 'especially', 'largely', 'mainly', 'mostly', 'notably', 
'particularly', 'primarily', 'principally', 'specifically'; 
'at least', 'in particular' • 
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II. ADDITIVES 
'again', 'also', .'either', 'equally', 'even', 'further', 
'likewise', 'neither', 'nor'" 'similarly', 'too'; 'as well', 
'in addition'. 
There are 0 f course many other synonymous words and 
expressions that can appear in this function, the most notable 
being the adverb 'really' (in its particularizing sense); 
analytical phrases suggesting exclusivenes.s, e.g. 'all ... but', 
'thi b" h' . 1 .. d . . 81 no ng ..• ut, no more tan; partl..cu arl..Zl..ng·a Jectl..ves , 
e.g. '(the) very', '(the) particular', '(the) precise'; emphatic 
reflexive pronouns; and the use of 'do' (for focussing verbs). 
In Slavonic languages these adjuncts represent the only 
alternative means of marking FSP to the use of word order (in 
written texts). Since they involve various degrees of emphasis 82, 
t~~ d h FSP f . f d d 83 w:;.y s¥perse e t e· unctl..ons 0 wor or er . 
The most frequently used ciech rhematizing particles and 
adverbs are the following: 'take' (also), Ii' (also, even), 
'ani' (not even), 'jiz', 'u!' (already), 'jeste' ((the) very), 
'prave' (precisely), 'zrovna' (just), 'dokonce' (even), 'aspofi' 
(at least), 'jedine', 'jenom' (only), 'pouze' (only), 'prece' 
(equivalent to 'do' in focussing verbs); 'sa.m;/' (nothing ••. but), 
84 
etc •. ' Examples: 
256) Even these discomforts added to my pleasure 
I tyhle nepr{jemnosti zvysovalY me uspokojenf 
[Even these discomforts increased my satisfactionJ 
(JB, R 7/5) 
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257) ~ly the extremely wealthy customers could afford to 
buy those 
(Quirk et aZ., 1972:431) 
Tyhle si mohli dovolit jenom obzvlaste bohat{ zakazn{ci 
[These ACC could afford only extremely wealthy customers] 
258) The very prohihition imposed the necessity of success 
(BBC, 24.5.78) 
Prave ten zclk.az· jim velel zvf tezi t 
[Just that prohibition commanded them to win] 
259) And even if by chance he does succeed in preparing it 
Kdyby se mu to piece jen podaiilo sestrojit 
[If - refl - (to) hi~AT it - (rhematizer) - succeed 
to prepare J 
y (C, Kr .248/354) 
260) 1 believe she did write something of the sort 
snad neco takoveho psala 
[ .•• perhaps something suchGEN (she) wrote] 
(MK, 38/33) 
12.3 Italicization 
One of the most important markers of the R in spoken language is 
intonation. The placing of the nucleus on a word makes it 
automatically the R proper regardless of the presence of other 
FSP markers in the sentence and of the context. Due to its 
rigidity of word order, English relies on intonation xruch more 
than Czech, without necessarily creating emphatic rheme's~. 
Thus, the sen tence : 
26l} John plays chess in his club ev~ry day 
can have at least four Czech word order alternatives according 
to the placing of the nuclear stress: 
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a) " , y , Jan hraje sachy ve avem k1ubu kazdy den 
[John plays chess in his club everyday] 
b) Jan hraje "ve SVeIn k1ubu kazdy den sachy 
[John plays in his club every day chess] 
c) Jan hraj e sachy kazdy den ve svem klubu 
~ohn plays chess every day in his club] 
y 
d) Sachy hraje ve SVel:n k1ubu kazdy den' Jan 
[Chess plays in his club every, day John] '" 
lt is little wonder, .therefore', that there is a tendency 
in English to mark out non-neutral positions of the intonational 
nuclei in written texts also. This is 'achieved by italicization 
of the stressed words. As with the cleft construction, 
italicization caters for various degrees of emphasis on the R. 
12.31 In Czech, .italicscorrespond to ,the simple final position 
(Grade 1 Emphasis). Examples: 
262) (Do you know when I come into this pub, I don't even 
have to order)? They automatiaalZy issue a pint of 
wallop 
(JB, R 86) 
Nalej{ mi p~llitr automaticky (my translation) 
[They issue (to) meDAT (a) pint ACC automatically 1 
263) A person doesn' t hav~ to be riah to be clean 
(JB, R 14) 
v v. " "V y v, , Na to, aby udrzova1 Cl.stotu, nemusl. byt clovekzadny 
boh£c (my translation) 
[To keep clean (one) needn't be any rich man ] 
ln neither of these sentences is there any need to render the 
italics other than by word order. The translators used italics 
(p.86 and p.13 respectively) but they are superf1uQus and, indeed, 
intrusive. 
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12.32 Italics correspond to Grade 2 Emphasis, in whi~ the final 
position of the R is reinforced by rhematizers, or Grade 3, where 
the Rs reinforced by rhematizers, is placed outside the final 
position. Italics (in English) are typically, and with considerable 
frequency, used to mark out grammatical words which carry very 
little or no notional information. 
12.32.1 Verbs 
12.32.11 'Be' 
12 • 32. 111 Exis tential 
264) There is love at first sight 
(H.GW, 109)· 
Laska na prvn! pohled prece tedy existuje 
[Love at first sight .then ;really-exists) 
12.32.112 Auxiliary 
265) We a:r>e besieged 
" v . Jsme tedy opravdu obkl~cen~ 
[(we) .are then really besieged ] 
(GG, 102/82) 
266) but I am scared 
ale j a se opravdu boj!m 
[ ••• but I .,.. refl - really feail . 
(GG., 103/82) 
12.32.113 Copulative 
267) He was Anna's brother 
" To j e pr.ece Annin bratr 
[It is ·after all Anna's .brother] 
(GG, 218/180) 
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268) You are funny 
Vy jste ale legraenL 
ELou are ... ' rheIilatizer (but) ... ' funny] 
(HGW, 108/119) 
269) (It was like a parody ona State funeral) ... , but this 
was a State funeral 
v ", v 
ale tohle prece byl statn~ pobIeb 
r ... but this after all was a State funeral] 
(:GG, 86}68) 
12.32.12 ,Modal auxiliaries and constructions 
270} We must do something 
(JW, 125) 
Neco piece udelat ,mUSLme (my 'translation) 
[Something after ,all (to) "do (we) must] 
271) (But I'm pretty certain of one thing, and that is that) 
there aou~d be danger in them 
v h" ." v , ze by mo ~~ byt nebezpecn~ 
[ • •. that -, cond particle ... ' they aou~d be dangerous] 
(JW, '~9146) 
272} (How was I to explain that) I needed to hate him 
v h t" b' , . d'" ze 0 po re UJu nenav~ et 
[~ •. that himACC (I) need (to) hate} 
(MK., 263/255) , 
273) It's tne Party's duty not to trust me 
o v':" 
Strana mapovinnost neduverovat 
!cthe) Party has (a) duty to distrust mel 
(MK, 97}97) 
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12.32.13 Other Auxiliaries 
274) This time I have killed him 
Tentokrat jsem ho opravdu zabil 
[This time (I) ~. aux 'be' -. him really killed] 
(GG, 171/174) 
275) I wiZZ take a glass of 'sherry 
v t>rece si je~ vezmu sklenici sherry (my translation) 
[After all - refl -. (I) will take (a) glass .of sherry I 
(ROO, 76) 
276) And we wou~d have been disappointed 
A nas by to opravdu zklamalo ••• 
[And us would it really disappoint ] 
(JB, L 188/187) 
277} Why .did you come .Ar.thur? 
P Y.. 1 'II' Of. v 1 roc J S1. v astne prl.se , .Ar,ture? 
[Why (you) - aux 'be' .-. actually came, Arthur?] 
(GG, 84/66) 
.AS can be seen from the examples, in Czech the use of 
italics for the focussing of verbs is only marginal. It is used 
naturally without any other rhematizing means only in the case of 
~oda1 ·verbs or their paraphrases (cf. (271) to (273)). Even 
there, however, it is possible to use alternative strategies., 
e.g. shifting the modal verb to the final position (271, 272) 
and omitting the italicization (the final position of .an auxiliary 
verb .automaticallysignalizes emphasis) or 'inserting the 
rhematizer 'prece' C' after all ') before 'potrebuju' (272) and 
'povinnost' (273). In general we. may say that italicization for 
purposes of emphasizing the R is possible in Czech predominantly 
in those cases where action is expressed analytically, Le. by a 
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combination of grammatical and notional segments (future, the past 
conditional, the passive, constructions with modal verbs, etc.), 
but in all cases it can be replaced by the more common alternatives 
demonstrated above. The fact that English abounds in analytical 
verbal forms makes it particularly sui tab Ie' for marking out 
certain grammatical features of verbal action as R proper,. 
ltalicization may thus be applied to single out a specific verbal 
category (e.g. aspect in (274)., tense in (275) and (277) ,the 
conditional in (276), etc.) without changing the emphasis put on 
the notional part of the verb. In Czech, on the other hand,the 
synthetic forms have to be emphasized ·en bZoc and the assigning 
of. the R to a particular semantic feature of such verbs can be 
done only .00. the basis of the context (should such an analysis be 
needed). 
An interesting situation arises with the verb 'do'. As we 
have already suggested (12.2), it can be considered as one of 
the lexical rhematizers .for the focussing of verbs. However, 
that is possible only in the affirmative or in such .contexts 
where it is not called upon to discharge its duties as an 
auxiliary verb, i.e. when used as an emphatic verb. When it is 
tied up with its duties ·as a dummy verb for the formation of the 
interrogative or the negative, it can be made emphatic like any 
other auxiliary verb by means of italicization (cf •. 277). In 
the affirmative no italicization is needed, since there 'do' is 
automatically 'emphatic. 
l2.4J?rououns 
·Pronouns - personal, possessive and demonstrative'- are the second 
major category which lends itself to frequent italicization. 
Being intrinsically thematic, they require special marking when 
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they are to appear as Rs, and when used as such they car~ similar 
degrees of emph.asis as rhematic auxiliaries, which we discussed 
earlier. 
12.4.1 Pronominal subjects 
Examples: 
278) He gave me a black eye 
To on mi ud~la1 na oku mod~inu 
[rh.ema'tizer -he. (to)meDAT .madeon eye ('a) black spot] 
(GG, C 139/135) 
279} Just the woman you love most 
Z'" k '~'1 ' " ena, terou ty neJvLc ~ uJes 
[Woman, which you most love ] 
.280} What ,are you doing, ,.mysweet? 
Copak tu ,dela~ ,~, holubinko? 
(What then here do you, (my) sweet?} 
281) But, if they make the rule 
v .",,,. 
Ale kdyz to narLdL ~ 
[But if, it ACC or~er they J 
282) I don't know why you should ask 
(JB, ,R 180/182) 
(JB ,R 173/174) 
(JW, 124/118) 
, '" , NevLm, proe se mne na to ptatezrovnavy 
[(1) not know why ... refl- meACC~bout it ask ,particularly 
you 1 
(GG, C 36/38) 
Rb.ematic subjects expressedbr the italicized personal pronouns 
carry varying degrees of emphasis which. in Czecn is reflected 
overtly in the various forms of rhematic marking. The variety 
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of combinations of rhematic markers is even greater than wi.th 
auxiliaries. The possible combinations are as follows: 
1. Overt expression of the pronominal subject in non-fi~al 
position without rhematizers (279). The degree of contrast is 
minimal. The very fact of the overt mention of the subject, 
in opposition to the neutral situation where pronominal subjects 
are omi.tted, suffices to indicate this degree o.f contrast. 
2. Overt expression of the pronominal subject in the final 
position without the use of rhematizers (280, 281). The degree 
of contrast is greater than in (1). 
3. ~urther degrees of emphasis are .achieved by adding a rhematizer 
(e.g. (282) - 'zrovna vy , [particularly you]) and by -shifting the 
. 'group 'rhematizer + subject' away from the naturally rhematic 
final position (278 - 'to on' Ideictic rhematizer -+ he». 
In Czech, italics -are used quite rarely to mark emphasis 
on personal pronouns. With the presence of so many other effective 
markers they are not necessary. But occasionally they do appear 
as an additional means of emphasis: 
283) '" . "''' b d d' jen ja hoponesu, jen Ja sam se e 0 sou ~m 
[ ••• only lit (sin) shall bear, only I myself ACC condemn] 
only I shall bear it, only I shall condemn it 
(HK, 233/226) 
12.4.2 Possessive and Demonstrative ~ronouns 
Examples: 
284) It will be my sin 
Bude to prece mUd birch 
(Will be it after all my sin] 
(MK, 226/233) 
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285) It's a case of your own safety 
Jde piece tak~ oVaSi bezpecnost 
[Goes after all about your safety] 
(MK., 282/272) 
286) (You know the men?) I don't know these men, but ••• 
Neznam zrovna tyhle lidi ••• 
[(I) not know precisely these men] 
(GG, 177/146) 
There is a stronger case for using italics in Czech to. mark out 
attributive pronouns since they 'are more or .less limited to the 
position preceding their head nouns. The word order constraints 
imposed on the Czech attributive qualifiers are similar to the 
rigid word order constraints in English and it is therefore quite 
logical to use italics. Nonetheless,even here 'they are usually 
superfluous because contrast is regularly reinforced by 
rhematizers (cf. the use of two rhematizers plus italics in 
(285) ) • 
12.5 Exclamatory sentences 
Emphatic Rs 'can also be marked by means ·of exclamatory constructions 
introduced by 'what' or 'how' • These constructions involve an 
emphatic initial placement of rhematic subjects, objects, adverbials 
or comp lemen ts • Examp les : 
287} What a great season it was! 
1 1 b " ."" '" To by a a e . aJecna sezona. 
[It was -. rhematizer -: great season] 
288) And what a shi~dythere was!' 
y" " " ", Ale to byl0 bozl.. dopustenl.. .. 
[But it was a shindy] 
(BBC, 29.4.78) 
" (5, 516/70) 
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289) What breasts the woman has! 
T y 1p..!" ;, azens~ mapoprs~. 
[That woman has breasts] 
r (S, 358/346) 
290) H.ow fri.ghtfully glad the military .administration 
would be 
A pro vojenskou spravubyla by takovavec strasne vrtanou 
[And for .military admin.istration would be ·such thing 
frightfully welcome) 
" (S, 585/129) 
The most connnon Czech counterparts' .realize the exclamatory 
marking by means of the emphatic 'ale' (literally 'but') and/or 
the exclamati.on mark. Where no strong emphasis is involved the 
simple end position of.the R is ·:sufficient (e .• g. in .290) .• 
We have now exhausted the main aspects of our investigation and 
we will conclude the thesis by .a summary of the most relevant. 
points arrived at and some suggestions .for further research. 
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Notes 
1. With. the poss.ible exception of imperative sentences, 
sentences starting with "as' (' ••. as follows f ) and 'than' 
(' •.• better than usual'), idiomatic expressions such as 
'Here's to you', 'Here goes' and the ar chai c 'Me thinks' . 
Cf. Poldauf (1972:108). 
2. Cf. Li and Th.ompson (1976:467). 
3.;For example, Hyman and Zimmer (1976), Kuno (1976), Hawkinson 
and ~an (1975) and Given (1976}. All of these studies sh,ow 
personal actants to be more likely to become Ts .and, 
consequently, in languages like English., subjects also (cf. 
in particular Givan, p.15lff). 
4. Cf. also the findings of, Firbas (1956! 96ff) • 
5. Malblanc observes that this feature is typical ,of French in 
contradistinction to German.Gak (1975) shows.the same 
difference to hold true between French and Russian, e.g. 
Le .musee abrite beaucoup de tableaux de valeur 
V etom'muzeje chranitsja mnogo cennych kartin 
[In this museum keep - refl- many valuable pictures] 
(p.ll) 
Similar examples can be found in Gak and Rojzenblit (1965:78ff) .. 
6. Lees (1960: 8) refers to them' as '!middle verbs" whose presence 
in a kernel sentence hlocks the application of Tpas. 
7. This example is borrowed from Olsson (1961:70). 
8. Quoted after .Svartvik (1966;2).' Similar examples ,are also 
given by Eckersley (1961'; 222} , e. g. 'He had a good breakfast 
before he went to work' .;= \A good breakfast was had by him 
before he went to work'. 
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9. Charles ton (1960) paraphrases this idea of Jespersen's as 
follows: "When the active form is ch.osen, prominence is 
given to the agent. When the passive form is used, the 
'sufferer" is given prominence as subject of the passive 
construction. The choice of the active or the passive 
voice is therefore subj ective. " (pp. 286 .. ·7) • Quoted after 
Azevedo (1973:22). 
, 
10. For a detailed interpretation of these .formulae see Chafe 
(1970:220f£). A comprehensive assessment of Chafe'·s model 
can be found in M.M. Azevedo's monograph on 'passive 
sentences in English and Portuguese (Azevedo, 1973:31£f). 
Azevedo uses Chafe's model in combination with some of 
the Prague Scholars' ideas .as ,a basis for his investigation 
into .the passive voice .• 
11. Huddleston (1971) refers to these sentences as pseudo- . 
passives. He shows that their use is limited and subject 
to a number of semantic constraints. Thus, while it is 
acceptable, for instance, to say 'the bed has been slept in', 
it would be less acceptable to say "the village has been 
slept in'. In Huddleston's opinion, "in the deep structure 
of such a sentence as 'that bed has been slept in' 'that bed' 
fills two roles, affective and locative e ...... in that bed'): 
it would then be the affected role th.at was relevant to 
passivizat:ion." (pp. 95-6) • 
12. On transitive tendencies of the French verb in COmp4C~~UU 
with Russian, see Gal<., Rojzenb1it (1965) and Gal<. (1975). 
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13. A widely accepted dichotomy of Cunne's (d. 1947;53). H.e 
demonstrates the difference between the two on the following 
examples..: "As I passed by, my coat got caught (act) on a 
nail" but "I had to stop since my coat was caught (state) 
on a nail". 
v 
Mathesius (1947) notes that 232 pages of Karel Capek t s 
stories, written in a distinctly colloquial style, yielded 
only 7trulyactional participial passives.. (p. 298) • 
14. Passive sentences represent only.a part of 'sentences with 
suppressed agents and they cannot be considered fully 
identical; otherwise passives would also have to .include 
sentences with non-object verbs (rdanceci_ .- refl L: "'NEU3sg 
till the morning ) and others). For this reason it is 
necessary •• , •. to consider thecat.egoryactive-passive 
only as a sub-category ofagency~uppressed ,agency) • 
15. These sentences can 'also have an overt ·subject (DS obj ect) , 
e. g. t Tate kniha se (mi) dob:e cte t, [This book .- refl --
(to me) - well read3sgJ, i.e. 'I find this book easy to 
read'. H.ere it is impossible to use the passive even in 
English. 
16. At this stage we do not make a full analysis of all the 
changes in the predicate; we deal with the Vf only as far 
as it pertains to the problem of ·the establishment of T. 
Later in this chapter we will con,~entrate on this prob lem 
in greater cIe tai 1. 
17. "It seems that in the early stages oftndo-European languages 
the theme expressed the doer of some activity specified by 
the predicate ... , e.g. 'Father goes'." 
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18. For a detailed comparative (German ~,English) treatment of 
similar cases, see Zimmermann (1972). 
19. In his monograph on The 'Instrumental' Casein 'English Nilsen 
(1973) subclassifies the Instrtnnental into 4 classes: 
(1) tool, (2) force, (3) body part, and (4) 'material. In 
our investigation we will consider MATERIAL as belonging to 
SOURCE since unlike all ,the other groups it lacks the 
semantic feature CAUSE. 
20. The agentive understanding of thisactant further supports 
our contention expressed'above, i.e. that the presence of 
Agent does not necessarily disqualify an Instrument from 
being marked as a subject. ,Inter language investigations 
suggest that what we label as deep .structure should probably 
be viewed .as·a multilevel phenomenon. The ,.deepest level is 
that of an aspect of situation representing various 
relationships between the individual actants; in the process 
of further specification of the relations in accordance with 
the particular needs of communication the Choice is made of 
the Vf and of its partners which are to appear in the surface 
structure and receive their respective syntactic markings. 
If, for instance, the actant 'that car' were to be rhematic 
and the Agent thematic then it is likely that the V 'carry' 
would be exchanged for 'drive', i.e. 'The fat frogs (Ag) 
drove that car (I)'. The alternative 'use of the passive 
would mark the human participants as Os ('were carried', or 
'v.rere driven'). 
21. According to Zimmermann (1972b: 176), the same situation can 
be observed in German. 
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22. Such casea can be found, for instance, ~n Russian, cf. 
'Snegom zamelo dorogu' [(by} snow covere~U3sg (the) 
roadACC] . 
23. Rohdenburg (1969) refers to these verbs as - - . 
'~~'tsimp lifizierende Verb en ' <l? 43ff). Fillmore (1968: 30, 
Note 39) speaks of 1Is:uppletion" and "surface lexical 
variation". 
24. "This maybe. true for verbs like ' like' and 'please'. 
These words may be described as being synonymous. Each 
has the frame feature + L .... · 0 + D]; they differ on'ly ~n 
their .subj ectselection features. The verb 'like', in 
fact, has in its history the subject ·selection feature 
possessed by 'please'." (Fillmore, 1969 :30). Other ,examples 
adduced by Fillmore are 'see'..,.. 'show' and" die' --. 'kill'. 
25. The French examp 1es are taken from Gak (1975: 218) ...The 
Russian equivalents given are construed analogically .asin 
Czech, Le. 
32a) Ot utomlenija u nego'ny1i ko1eni 
. [From fatigueGEN athi~AT trembled kneesNOM ] 
33a) Ot tvoego golosa vzdragivaet serdce 
[From your voice stirs~ear~OMJ 
26. For more -'about COMPLEX CONDENSATION see also Vachek (1961: 31ff) 
and H.ladkY (1961) ; Rohdenburg (1969 :-50) refers ·to the 
phenomenon simply ,as NOMINALISIERUNG. 
2. 7. The doub le apostrophe (,') marks the nucleus. 
28. .This term is used here in ;Fillmore' s sense (1968: 30, fn. 39). 
Dealing with pairs of verbs such as 'see' - 'show', 'die' -
'kill', 'know' ... 'learn', he suggests that, "by,extending 
~e range of acceptable surface variants of verbs to 
supplet;i.on •.. " it may be possib le to interpret the contrasts 
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exemplified by these verbs as "surface lexi.cal variation". 
The term should not, therefore, be understood in the usual 
sense of 'suppletion' for the purposes of conjugation (e.g . 
. ' go' - 'went' or 'be' .... 'was/were'). 
29. Examples (103), (104) and (105) are taken from R.ohdenburg 
(1969:55-6). The respective German counterparts and also 
Some other examples show that German comit·ative constr.uctions 
are 'similar to those of Czech, cf. 
1) Edward geht heutemit Judith aus 
2) Der Offizier marschierte mit den Soldaten zur grossen 
Br{fck.e 
3) Er fuhr mit dem Chef zumBabnhof. 
30. ·Using examples from Greek, Latin and Russian, Lyons (1968) 
comes to .analogical .conclusions. .In his opinion .the verb 
'be' "is not itself a constituent of deep structure, but a 
semantically-empty .' dummy verb' generated .••• for the 
specification of certain distinctions (usually 'carried' by 
the verb) when there is no other verbal element to carry 
these distin(.;tions. Sentences that are temporally, modally 
and aspectually 'unmarked' (e. g. Marija krasivaja- [Mary is 
'beautiful]) do not need the 'dummy' carrier. ,: (pp. 322....;3) • 
Further, he comes to the same conclusion about the verb 'have': 
"it seems quite clear that ha v e is not a deep-structure 
verb, ·any more than b e is." (p.395). 
31. The interrelation be tween' be ' .. and 'have'. in various 
languages .has received considerable attention in recent 
decades. ;From among th.e lIlostimportant contributions to 
this problem let us mention the following~ Benveniste (1960), 
Lyons (1968, in particular pp.388-395), Bach (1967), 
Mac~cek (1959), Mr~zek (1973), and Alisova (1970). 
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32. The attribute '·existential' is somewhat confus.ing here. 
Lyons. (1968) sugges.ts that sentences like 'There' is a book 
on the table' should be referred to as 'LOCATIVE' rather 
than EXISTENTIAL since they cannot be easily paraphrased 
with a s.entence containing 'exist' unlike, .for example, 
':There are lions in Africa'. In this respect 'there is' 
differs from the German'·es gibt', 'which covers only the 
existential function ·proper. I.n Droescher's words: "Es 
hande1t sich nicht umeine Einordnung eines .Dings oder 
Wesens ineinem Raum, sondern nur \un eine Existenz"in 
dieser Welt" ••• Eine Ortsangabe kannauch hier da sein; 
sie is aber nicht wesentlich." (Droescher: 84) -quoted from 
Jindra (1965:223, Note l). 
33.· Existential construction vis~-:Vis .FSF ,is treated ,extensivel,y 
in the works of Frague'Scho1ars., the most notable of them 
being Jindra (1965), Foldauf (1972:115-120), Mathesius (1975: 
118-l19), Duskova (1977), and others. The relationships 
between 'existential-locative' and 'possessive-locative' 
sentences is treated in some detail in Kirkwood (1969) and 
in Lyons (1967 and 1968:389-395). 
34. Leech's term (1974:181). 
35. H.atcher (1943) notes that the "idea of an object docilely 
lending itself to manipulation"! makes this constructi.on 
particularly suitable for use in advertising and adduces 
many examples of its use in this sphere, e.g. '·drawers pun 
out and trays lift out easily', 'lingerie tubs quickly and 
irons easily', .' garment~ pack. and unpack neatly', 'machinery 
installs, operates; repairs. easily', etc. (p.l2ff). 
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36. The same goes for German, cf. I,this book reads well' .... 
'diesesBuchliest sich gut', 'it reads like a fact' -. 
II 
'es liest sich a1s ware es wahr' (Jespersen, 1927:351) 
(sic) . 
37. Jespersen underlines the closeness of the two types of 
constructions by adducing examples where both forms appear 
side by side having the same meaning, e.g., 'Some letters of 
a typewriter get more worn than ,others, and some wear only 
on one side' (Doyle .... from Jespersen, 1927.:349) •. Another 
interesting fact in this connection is that in some cases 
American English uses passives where British usage favours 
medio..-passives, cf. 'he graduated at Oxford in 1894' 
(British) as against 'he was graduated from Harvard in 1894' 
(American) (Jespersen, .1927 :340) ,. 
38.ln.. the cited work Mathesius limits himself to the verbs 
'have' and 'receive'. 
39.. G. Lakoff (published 1970, written 1965) postulates a 
special transformation for interchanging the subject and 
objects of some adjectives and verbs; he calls it _a FLIP 
TRANSFORMATION. Examples: 'What he did amused me' .~ 
'~was amused at what he did'; 'I enjoy movies'~'Movies 
are enjoyable to me' (G. Lakoff, 1970a:126). Cf. also 
similar examples of s-o inversion given by Rosenbaum (1967): 
'I value the book' ,_ 'The book is valuab Ie to me' '; .; 
'~ benefit from your kindness'~ 'Your kindness is beneficial 
to me' (p. 99) • 
40. Lambert (1969) calls them OUTER .... l.OCATIVES;Firbas (elsewhere) 
NARROW SCENE. 
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41. H.ere German behaves in a similar way to English, cf. 
42. 
'es regnet', 'es schneit'. H.owever, it is not generally 
possible to use the existential '·es gibt' here, cf. 
'. es donner t " 'es b 1i tz t' . .".. rather th.an *' es gib teinen 
Donner'· or x'es gibt einen Blitz'. 
In Moravian dialects one can also hear , ", na ulici prs~' 
[in (the) street rainsl.This is similar .tothe Russian 
Ina ulice idiot dozd" [in (the) street goes rain]. 
Anoth.er dummy Locative used in Russian is Ina dvore' 
[in (the) yard], e. g. Ina dvore. moroz' [in (the) yard 
frost]. In the latter example th.e Locative is obligatory . 
43. t am grateful to J.M.Y. Simpson for these examples. 
44. The T in this example resembles the so-called Nominative 
Object treated in ',great detail by 'Timberlake (1974), cf. 
for example: 
a tazem1ja o~istiti Matveju i Samuj1i 
[ •.. and the 1an~OM (to) clean (to) MatvejDAT and samue1DAT1 
the cleaning of this land should be done by Matvej and 
Samuel 
(p. 1) • 
45. Cf. here Chapter 1, Section 5. 
46. The various aspects of this subject have been treated by a 
number of Prague Scholars, in particular Mathesius (1975: 
, 
104-120), Vach~k (1961:31-44), Firbas (1959b, 1961), RenskY 
(1966), Hladky (1968, 1969) and Svoboda (1968:60ff). 
47. Cf. Curme (1947): "The verb is not always a simple word 
but is often made up of .an auxiliary and another verb-·fo.rm, 
both together usually called verb~hrase: 'I~. just 
. finished my work "'; and further: "In our colloquial speech 
there is a marked tendency to clothe the chief idea of the 
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predicate in the form of a noun instead of a verb of complete 
predication: 'After dinner we had a quiat smoke' instead of 
'We smoke quietly' ... The verbs that are used here ... are 
all of the nature of .'-~. copulas." (p .102) • 
48. Cf. Firbas (1968:38); the primary categories easily observable 
on a comparative basis in both languages are those of person, 
number, tense, mood and voice. The expression of other 
verbal categories ,such as actua1i:t:y and ,aspect,is .not. 
strictly comparable between the two languages (cf. Hlaclk.y', 
1968: 104) • 
49. Firbas (1959b': 76) refers to them as primarypredicative. 
categories. 
50. Firbas (1959b :77) notes that in colloquial speech the second 
person singular .i.s .,also .becoming independent ,of .the 
auxiliary 'bfti 'tb.ank.s 'to the\ride.ti.ing use ·ofthe preterite 
form with the 'proclitic '-s', i.e. 'volals',· 'volalas', 
'volalos' instead of 'volal jsi'~ "volala jsi' ,'volalo jsi '. 
51. In ;Firbas's terminology they .serve as CO-CONVEYORS ·of some 
of these cate.goriessince they are also ,expressed by the 
auxiliaries; thus, for example, in the forms 'volal jsem', 
'volal jsi' the categories of number (sg) and mood (indicative) 
are expressed both in the a~iliaries and in the notional 
components (Firbas, 1959b: 76) • 
52. This term has been in usage sinceth.e publication of 
A. G. Kennedy's "TI:le Modem EngliSh Verb~dverb Combination" 
(l920). ;Firbas (1959b.~ 83-4) points. out that it ,is not 
always correct to interpret the second (post-pos.itive ) 
element of these comhi.nations as .an adverb. ;Following 
Zluktenk.o (1954) and Peprnl:k (1956) he .argues .that: "it 
cannot be considered as such if it combines with the basic 
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verbal element to form a new ·.lexical unit. In this case it 
changes (as in 'bear out', 'own up ,.) or at least adds some 
new significant shade (intensity, aspect, as in 'blot out', 
'own up'}; it becomes a verbal formative and can be best 
described as a separ·ated p·refix.". Onthe 
other hand, it does function as an adverb if it leaves the 
meaning of the basic element fundamentally unaffected (as in 
'bubble over', 'fall down' ) and in consequence could be 
removed from the sentence without distorting the meaning of 
the basic verbal element. For the purposes of this section 
we will use Kennedy's 'term to ref~r to both of these types 
of compounds, highlighting the distinction where necessary. 
53. A lucid summary of these/differences can be found in Firbas 
(1959b: 83£f). 
54. Stylists have often warned against the inordinate ·use of 
such verbo-nominal compounds. !nhis article "Politics and 
the English Language", George Orwell refers to these 
constructions as "VERBAL FALSE LIMBS". In his words, examples 
such as 'playa leading part in', 'make contact with', etc. 
"save the trouble of picking out appropriate verbs and nouns, 
and at the same time pad eaCh sentence with extra syllables 
which give it an appearance of symmetry ••• The ·keynote is 
the elimination of simp 1e verbs. Instead of being a single 
word, such as 'break', 'stop', 'spoil' ••• a verb becomes a 
phrase, made up of a noun or adjective tacked on to some 
general-purpose verb such as 'r-ander' , 'play', 'form' ••• " 
(1969:146). Jespersen. (1924:139) also warns against the 
abuse of verbo-nominal phrases on the grounds ·that the 
trend towards nominalizations is typical of "languages which 
begin to grow old" (such as, for example, Sanskrit). 
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55 .. it is not claimed that all verbo..-nominal phrases .in Czech 
belong to formal style. There are certain set verbal phrases. 
which'are much less formal than their single..-verb counterparts, 
,/ l"', [ ] ., . , e.g. dat vedet let knoW' asagal.nst l.nformovat 
[(to) inform), which is more formal on account of its foreign 
origin. On the whole, however, their proportion is much 
smaller th~ in English. 
56. Gak (1972:379) ·.refers to this phenomenon as ".iterativity of 
semes" ecL Chapter 2, Note 2$~. He adduces ,examples from 
Russian and French to illustrate differences similar to those 
we have observed between Czech and English,cf. 
1) Ptica vyletela iz gnezda 
(Bird flew out of nest)' 
L'oiseau ·est sarti ,de .'sonuid 
2} Zmejavypolzla iz nary 
[Snake crept out of lairj 
Le serpent ~sorti de son trou (p.387) 
For more about this subject see also Apresjan (1972) .. 
57. Lyons (1968) notes that., "what is gene.ra11y refe.:red to .as 
'the verb to be', in English and other languages, is a 
grammatical element, devoid of meaning, whi'ch. serves only 
to 'carrY' the markers of tense, mood and aspect in the 
surface structure of the sentence." (p. 388) • For more about 
the nature of the verb 'be" seel"il1more (1968:63ff). 
58 .. For Chafe's criticism of this three-way conception see 
Note 33 of Chapter 1. 
59. Tb.eabbreviation 'perf' stands for 'perfective prefix'. 
60. for more examples see 'R,ensky (1966 ;292ff). 
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61. Jeapersen (1924) comments on similar examples. He points 
out that in sentencea like: 
Mo;.xgli laughed a little short laugh (Kipling) 
She smiled a lit'tle smile and bowed a little bow .(Trollope) 
"the nexus-substantive is simply.introduced to give us an 
easy means of adding some descriptive trait in the form of 
an adjunct which. it would be ,difficult or impossible to tack 
on to the verb in the form ofasubjunct." (p.; 138) .. 
62. Cf. 'Rensky .(1966 :294) andZandvoort (1967:204). 
63. A lucid treatment of verbal incorporation of DS actants can 
be found in particular in Nilsen (1973: 154-·169) . Other 
works dealing with the problems are Lamhert (1969) and 
Langendoen (1970). 
64. We do not ·want .tosuggest .. that .English .favours ,tautology, •. 
A certain degree of v-a tautology :is much"more likely .in 
the R since the nominal element is a more suitable candidate 
for the rhematic position. There'is less 'likelihood of such. 
tautologies in the V-Adv constructions, .cf. * 'He walked 
on his feet'as against ·the acceptable 'He walked ·on his 
hands' (cf. Nida, 1975: 152). If the verb (or the Instrumental 
it incorporates) were rhematic the more likely paraphrase .' 
would be 'He went on foot '. 
65. On Admoni' s concept of SYNTACTIC TRANQUILLITY see the 
Introduction. Other terms referring to this phenomenon, such 
" .., . 
as BASIC or NEUTRAL WORD ORDER (Danes ,Isacenko) and DYNAMIC 
EQUILIRRIUM (Kovtunova), are discussed in Chapter 3, Section 1. 
66. ~or more on this subject see also firbas (1959a; 1962:138; 
1969 ;49) and Hatcher (1956;36). 
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67. For a detailed account of t~e semantics of the Czec~ cases 
and their collocability with verbs ,see in particular Kopec!nf 
ib '" ... (19~S~202-244), Bauer-Grepl (1970:111.-127), Havranek-Jedlicka 
.. .." ( (1970: 337-374) and TravUl.cek 1949: 145-,182) • 
68. Translation: "'Firstly, it is necessary to state that by 
far the ,most frequent complementation of the English verbs 
is the non-prepositional complementation., It is similar to 
the Czech accusative complementation and like this it 'too is 
unmarked. Very often it corresponds to Czech objects ,in 
other cases.". 
69. The abbreviation ACC is used here to refer to the unmarked 
(non-prepositional) surface case. We do not wish to suggest 
that English possesses the same array of surface structure 
cases as inflectional ~anguages like Czech or ,Latin. 
70. Note that these analyticalverb~l constructions are different 
from those dealt with in 10.13, Le. such as 'give a groan', 
where the nominal part is semantically very weighty and 
constitutes the R. In 'He gave a quiet groan', 'quiet' 
would be rhematic only ,in marked contexts. 
71. For more about temporaDT adjectives see Boling~r (1967:8). 
72. Strang (1968) defines ,a GENERIC SUBSTITUTE as "a single 
lexical form which may stand for any member of the class 
clearly specified by the co-text or context. The substitute 
occupies t~e territory of the ordinary class member, 
fulf!lling its grammatical function without lexicai. 
repetition." (p .115) . 
·73. "A strongman' is then .a kind of substantivization of the 
adjective strong. It means simply a bearer of the named 
quality - not necessarily a man who possesses the ·quality 
in a large degree." 
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74. Bolinger (1967~ 16) gives a number of other examples of this 
kind, cf. 
The agents in this building are most theatrical (ones, agents) 
The engineers in these departments are all mechanical 
(engineers) 
and others .• 
75. )for.a detailed treatment of theproble.m of attributive .and 
predicati ve adj ectives J see .Bolinger· (1967). 
76. On the various types of-phoric re1ations'compare Gutwinski 
(1976:66-68). 
77. A similar position is held by .Poldauf (1972) who views 'it is' 
as an introductory particle ('predra~kat) for the 'purposes 
of emphasis. 
78. The .;opposite .is .said ;to ,be ,true ,ofl'rench .and .Scandinavian 
languages J which. are shown to depend on similar rhematizing 
cons tructions as .heavily as English. Examp les : 
It is the wife that decides 
C'est 1a femme qui decide 
. It was' Jobnwe saw 
Det war Jens yi sa (DaI).ish) 
(Jespersen, 1937 : 76 ... ·77) . 
79. For more about the paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations of 
sense, cf •. Lyons (1968: 428-9) • 
80. '-la' is an interrogative 'particle. 
81. Bolinger (1967) calls them "intensifiers of the determiner" 
(p.19) . 
82. l?umpj anskij (1974)reiers to them .as ACCENTUATORS (p. 73) " 
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83. Matveenk.o (1969) points out that, "v slucae., kogda imejutsja 
prj amye pokazateli logiceskogo akcenta, pome.ta ob akcente 
stavitsja bez uceta porjadka slov (leksiceskoe ukazanie 
"sil'neell , cem porjadok slov)" (p.163). (When there are 
direct markers of logical emphasis present in the text, the 
emphasis is assigned without regard to the word order 
(lexical markers ,are "stronger" than word· order). He 
mentions the followingmark.ersas the most impo.rtant .in 
Russian: lis' Uust), tol'ko (only), imenno (particularly), . 
daze (even), ~ (even), takze (also), u~e (already), es~e 
(still) • 
84. For more about rhematizers in Czech, see Baue~repl 
(1970: 163.,..4) and Danes (1957: 82f£). Slovak -rhematizers are 
treated :in .considerable .detail .in .Mistrtk (1966:95££) ~ 
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Concluaions 
The present thesis is an ~ttempt at highligh.ting the relevance of 
the concept of YSP for the stud~ of the structure of language. 
When constructing grammatical sentences it is not sufficient to 
observe rules- and constraints only of a syntactic and semantic 
nature. We also have to take into account their communicative 
function in . the concrete situations in which 'they are uttered. 
Different communicativesituationsrequiredj,.fferent arra,ngements 
o;f the individual blocks of information' in accordance with their 
,re.lative informational weight in the respective ·sentences. Seen 
from this viewpoint segments of the sentence have different 
PACKAGmG statuses (Chafe, 1974), i.e. either that of THEME 
(connected with 'OLD or GIVEN information or presented as 'Such) 
or .RlIEME (connected with NEW .information or.presented as such). 
In most languages there is ·a strong tendency to observe a T-R 
sequence, which arrangement, it is assumed, reflects the .structure 
of 'human thought'. In this thesis we have tried to find out how 
different languages .reconcile this arrangement with the strictures 
of syntax Wl.d semantics. 
The two principal languages observed are English and Czech, 
with occasional reference to Russian, GermarL and Yrench. The 
methodology used is that of ANALYTICAL COMPARISON, developed by 
Mathesius and his Prague School followers. 'The ·entirework is 
centred upon the utilization of the means of expression for the 
purpose of .fulfilling the communicative funcdon in the two 
languages. We agree with Mathesius. (1936, repro in Vachek, 
19.64:306} that: 
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"general needs o~ expressi..onand cOlIltnuni..cati..on, COlIltnon 
to all mankind, are the. only-- COlIltnon d~oIId..nators to which. 
means of expres:sion and cOIIDIlunication, vaX'Y'ing from language 
to language, can reasonably be brought. 1I 
The basic framework of description consists of three levels, 
i.e. (1) grammar, (2}, semantics, and (3} 1SP. Each of these three 
levels is further observed from the viewpoint of onomatology 
(paradigmatic viewpoint) and sy:n:tax (syntagmatic viewpoint). Let 
uS now conclude our thesis with a sUmmary .of ~the 'most important 
differences between the two languages as observed within the said 
three-level. framework. 
1. Grammar and Semantics 
a) Onomatology 
As atypical synthetic language Czech. has at its disposal a rich 
array~f morphologicalformatives ..for ·the 1?urposesof ;both lexical 
derivation and grammatical inflection. In .consequence the Czech 
word has a considerable capacity for carrying a large measure of 
semantic information of both a lexical and grammatical nature. 
Lt tends to reflect the various aspects of extralinguistic reality 
. , 
in a direct, concrete manner; it tends to be semantically self-
contained and relatively independent of the context and/or situation. 
Being a largely analytical language, English approaches 
the naming of the phenomena of extralinguistic reality in a 
different fashion. Since it is very poor in morphology, it 
'res.orts to analytical means. This tendency is most obvious in 
the verb. Its grammatical inflection depends almost totally on 
the use of auxiliari.es.. The n~ngof actions and states is .also 
very often effected Dy analy--tical means, tY1?icall¥' b¥' compounding 
s~tically eIIlpty" verbs (for carX'Y'i:ng grammatical functions} with 
semanticall¥' heavier adverbial or nominal elements. The English 
.. 
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name tends to be less concrete and ~ore dependent on the context 
andJor ~ituation. 
b}5yntax 
~e tendenc¥- in Czech towards a direct and concrete re~lectionof 
the elements of extralinguistic reality-can also be seen in the 
w-ay the language reflects the various relations between these 
elements of -extralinguistic realit¥ by means ·of _its syntax. 
Owing to its -rich iuflection -the Czech verb is often 
capab Ie of acting as a sentence on its -own. It can refer to the 
subject by means of its ending and it can also incorporate the 
righ..t.,.hand semantic actants.. When -semantic (deep structure - DS) 
actants ,are ·expressed overtly they tend to copy rather closely 
the. relationships inextralinguistic.realityby means of specific 
overt markers. The individual.semanticactants (Fillmore's deep 
cases) have their syntactic cotmterparts in surface structure (SS) . 
~us, for example, the DS Experiencer is mostly expressed by the 
S5 dative, the DS Instrumental by the 55 instrumental,theDS 
Locative by the SS locative and/or by locative prepositions or 
adverbials. The subject of the active sentence tends -to ·express 
the DS Agent or an Agent-like Force such as 'storm' , 'wind', etc. 
This close bond between th.e deep and surface structure actants 
is by no means of a deterministic, bi ... ·unique nature. Rather, it 
is construed along the lines of Karcevskij's ASYMMETRIC DUALISM-
some surface s truc turemarkers are homonymous ,i. e . they express 
different deepstructureactants, while, on the other hand, some 
D5 actants find expression in more than one S5 synonymous marker. 
The tendency· to express deep structure roles and relations 
ove.rtlymak.es the Czech sentence relatively'self..-containedand 
largely independent of the situation andJor context. The 
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individual members of the .sentenceare also quite clearly marked 
for their $;eJIlanti.c roles and thus have a considerable degree -of 
freedom of movement within the sentence. They also show a high 
measure of lexical independence. In collocations 'V + actants' 
we can observe a great deal of SEMANTIC lTE:RATrvITY, i.e. repetition 
of semes, especially such as are relevant for both members of the 
collocation, cf. 'for example, ·the seme [clothing.] in 'oblectsi saty' 
[to '·dress' a .dress] or footwear in' obout 'si boty' [to 'shoe" shoes]" 
English syntax reveals a great many ·tendencies which are 
diametrically opposed to those typical of Czech. The bond between 
the semantic representation ,and i.ts surface structure is much more 
indirect and relaxed than in Czech. In view.of the paucity 'of 
morpb.ologicalformatives there .isa high degree of structural 
rigidity. This is apparent .in particular .in the linear arrangement 
of ~entencemembers with word order 'sequences being used ~or 
grammatical purposes (GRAMMATICALlZED WORD ORDER). 
This structural rigidity is also 'reflected in the nature 
of syntactic valency relations. .The subject is no longer tied to 
. the semantic role of. Agent. tJe have demonstrated that i tcan 
stand for virtually any DS actant whether it be of a propositional 
or an adverbial nature. AS a consequence English shows a greet 
frequency of 'metaphorical' subjects, as, for example, in the 
sentence: 
. . 
Today'--:see~ the Prime Minister :facing :the ,miners. 
Since ·the metaphorical quality is used for strtfetural pt;rpoQ~s, 
it is not stylistically 'marked as would be :the case in Czech, 
where the meanug of. the verb 'vi.dlt' (see) 'normally 'requires an 
aniJnate .subject and where th.e Tilne D~ actant would normally 'be 
expressed by an adverb. 
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Similar tendenc~es are also observable witQrigQt~hand 
actants. English. shows a st-rong predilection for theSYO sequence, 
th.e most favoured rigQt ... b.and actant being the direct object. The 
reason is tQat, unlike indirect objects or adverbial complements, 
the direct object i.s semancically -unmark.ed.Th.e tendency towards 
th.e use of transitive constructions is reflected in the transitive 
reinterpretation of many verbs which were intransitive in the 
earlier seages of English and/or in the ·use of transitive verbs 
of general semantics whose meaning is revealed only in conjunction 
with the obj ects they take, cf. ' to take a vacation' as against 
the Czech 'j£t na dovolenou' (to go for a vacation). There is a 
strong tendency for the English finite ·verb to concentrate on 
discharging the formal functions of conveyor of grammatical 
categories while the -notional meaning is :shiftedonto .the.right-
hand actants. There is much less occurrence of semantic 
iterativity (cf. the use of the verb 'put on' for all kinds of 
clothing, headgear, footwear, etc. and the Czech specific 
cotmterparts meIitioned .earlier).. In general we may say that the 
English sentence is semantically much more dependent on the 
context and/or situation than is the Czech sentence. 
2. Functional Sentence Perspective 
The said differences in the interrelationships between the 
grammatical and semantic levels in the two languages are of 
cons.iderable relevance for the communicative organization of the 
..;; ..... 
sentence also. 
We have already mentioned the fact tQatmost languages 
Olnglish and Czech amo.ngth.eJij} tend to open ·thesentence with· 
WHAT l:S TALKED ABOUT, i .. e. the~, and proceed towards 
WJ;lAT ts SAID ABOUT!T ... the 'RBEME. . Czech., as well as other 
Slavonic languages, whose word order is unencumbered by 
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grammatical constraints-, can~ ;In lIlost cases, achieveth..e req,uired 
sequence bY' posid.onal rearrang~ent 01; sentence lIlemDerS without 
any structural changes in th.e verbal 'n.ucleus and} or in th.e 
syntactic markin.g of its actants. Other means of~S};i marking~ 
such. as th.em.atizing and rhematizing words, cleft sentences, 
italicization, etc., 'are of secondary importance; when used they 
usually- ,bring in various degrees of emphatic sni,fts .which are ,on 
the borde.rlinebetween the FIRST- and SECONIrINSTANCE. -
, . -
The English word order, which is called upon to discharge 
various grammatical functions, ~s largely fixed and its 'use for 
the purposes ofFSP is .therefore very restricted. The limited 
instances of 'variations on the basic ,SVO order -are usually 
connected witnsome additional semantic side-effects. When a 
Change in the order of act ants is required the valency- structure 
of the verbal nucleus has to .be,reformulated to 'suit ,the constraints 
imp osed by gr aromar • 
Unlike in. Czech, SS actants in English are only loosely 
connected with the semantic level of the sentence and consequently 
they can. be instrumental on the level of FSP.· Thus there isa 
strong tendency for the THEME to be identified with -the subject~ 
while the most favoured sentence member for tne function of tne 
RHEME is the direct object. Variations in the FSP 'are therefore 
very often connected with rendering 'the thema ti csegmen ttnrough 
the'rcle of the subject and the rhematic .one tnr 0 ugh the role of 
the object Cor -other right-hand complements). This is achieved 
in particular by: Cal ,the passive transformation, (b) substitution 
of. the verb b¥' one "lith a dUf.el:'e.nt valency ,fr,ame, (cl 'the use of 
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dUlIllllY'subjects Cit', 'there'}, and Cd} the use of se.n:ti~left 
constructions and various equati.ve constructions introduced by 
semantically empty subjects (e. g. 'the man', 'the one', etc.) ... 
English also has at its disposal a number of means for 
markip..g out l!'SPsegments in situations where the T-R 'sequence is 
difficult to ob tain. These are in particular: (a) articles, 
(b) .the' it is ••• th.at' cleft construction, (c), thematizing .and 
rb.e.matizing particles, and Cd) italicization. The inversion of 
T-R is much more common than in CzeCh and it does not involve such 
a measure of emphatic shifts as in .Czech. 
I.mplications for';Farther Study 
We have attempted to demonstrate here that the magnifying glass 
of FSF theory offers the student of language a great many 
interesting insights into the system of language whi-chare 
otherwi.senot immediately obvious. It represents a new dimension 
to the study of the relationship between LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE 
andLINGUI.STIC PER,FORMANCE; it offers tools for a systemic study 
of the relevance for linguistic patterning of .suchfactors of 
the act of communicat:ion as CONTEXT, SITUATION, PARTICIPANTS OF 
DISCOURSE, etc. It also sheds a new light on the interrelationships 
between the traditional levels of the language system. The 
evidence provided by our· corpus points to the profitability 'of 
,this inethodologicCl.l approach for a number of areas of linguistic. 
research, audit is only natural that in a study such as the 
present 'one we could not do llluch.more than present an overview of 
the prohl~.involved ·and concent,;ate ona selection of such topics 
as ~te.;f;ound to be of most ilmnedi.ate conce.rn. There remain., of 
necessity, a great many questions unansWered and 'many problems 
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unresolved. It is our hope that we have ~aged to draw attention 
to such problems and that tbis th.esis win provide a stimulus 
tor further study. 
The study of systemic aspects of linguistic performance 
involves a multiplicity of criteria and the results cannot, 
therefore, be 'presented as hard.,..and.,..·fast rules but rather as 
trends and tendencies. The method of analytical comparison, 
involving original texts and their 'reliable 'trans lations, is 
,yerr' useful for highlighting such tendencies. It does, however, 
allow for a certain degree of imprecision due ·to the unavoidab le 
phenomenon of interference in the process of translation. Even 
the best of translations suffer from the intrusive effects of the 
syntacd .. cand semantic patterns of the respective originals • 
This is particularly true ··ofsuch cases .;as ·allowsever.alalternative 
ways of expressing the same semantic'representation, some of them 
being stylistically ueutr·al, others stylistically 'marked, some 
being more central; others more peripheral, some more 'favoured' 
and others less so. In our thesis we have adduced numerous 
examples of this kind. A typica~ case in point is, for example, 
the way the two languages express the DS Locative in T .. As was 
demonstrated in 4.l4,.in Czech.,DS Locatives .are almost invariably 
expressed by surface structure 'AdvLoc' constructions. In English, 
on the other hand, one of the most favoured methods of rendering 
this actant is to turn it into the subject, replacing the locative 
copula by verbs 'of possession'. iSit is 'not, however, ungrammatical 
to use alternative strategies, e.g. 'AdvLoc + there is' 
construction or 'AdvLoc +suhject .of generalseman.tics' (e.g. 'they', 
. . 
"peop le t, 'one t, etc.), cf. 
etc. 
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a) Eve~ house ~n the street had h~lls on it 
b) There were hills on eyery' .h.ouse in the street 
c} Tb.ey had bills on eyery' h.ouse i.n the s·treet 
:From the viewpoint of the language ~YSte.m all three are 
perfectly acceptable. The selection of one as distinct from the 
others depends on .avarietyof conditions of the actual situation 
and context· in which they,are ·to be used, conditions which are 
not easily definable. This is very often reflected in ·translations. 
In the translations from Czech into English we have encountered 
a considerably higher proportion of 'LocAdv'themes than is usual 
in original texts. Similarly in Czech trans lations, where it was 
marginally possible, translators .frequently fell prey to the 
.intrusive ·effectof the <original, ,·whichresulted in.3 ·high 
proportion of sentences of the tyPe (a) above, the result being 
a somewhat stU ted ,style. 
We believe that it would be of considerable relevance for ' 
the purposes of translation ·theory to .evaluatesimilar alternative 
strategies of T-Rarrangements with regard to: (1) their relativ~ 
frequency, and (2) the conditions of their occurrence in the 
typical stylistic registers. This .would also be of great relevance 
for the purposes of language teaching where the dangerof'the 
native language's interference is even more pronounced. 
A suitable methodology, in our opinion, 1Ilay bea 
~uantitative evaluation of such alternative 'means of expression 
~ith regard to their occurrence in~ai,rly substantial representative 
saIIlJ?les of original texts. taken frolllvaX'iousstylistic registers. 
Our investigation points 'to the. following areas where ,such 
additional research would be ·of great pertinence: 
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1. the re.lati.ve. s.tatus of th.e vari.ous .ll}e.ana of e.xpre.asi.onof 
Dee.p Case.s according tothe.ir cOJIlIIUlD.icative.role.s; 
2. the suitability of the various syntacti.c actantsand th.e 
vari.ous parts of speecb. for th.e. two communicativerole.s; 
3. the distribution of the components of 'meaning vis-a-vis the 
T.,.R .roles; problems of semantic economy and redundancy. 
Such research will be very laborious and time-consuming 
but if . conducted on a comprehensive 'scale it could give 'us ,a more 
precise picture of the ways the various means of syntax. and 
semantics are called upon to serve the needs of expression of 
the THEMATI C MEANING. 
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